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ABSTRACT

This study explores the possibility of applying the localist
hypothesis of language to the field of linguistic comparison.
Since the application of this hypothesis primarily concerns
the relationship between the meanings of linguistic constructions
and their lexical manifestations, the core of the study con¬
stitutes an attempt to define adequate semantic representations
for the types of construction known as 'comparatives of equality'
and 'comparatives of inequality'. Two central hypotheses are
advanced. The first is that the necessary categories underlying
a descriptively adequate analysis of these types are '(linear)
scale' and 'distance on a scale'. Comparative constructions
of inequality are defined as predicating the existence of
distances on 'extent scales', whereas comparative constructions
of equality are defined as predicating the non-existence of
distances on extent scales. Semi-formalized characterizations
of scales are given which relate the properties of the latter
to a system of metadefinitions concerning perceptual categories
such as 'distance', 'point in space' and 'gravity' which underly
the localist hypothesis. The second central hypothesis advanced
is that a descriptively adequate analysis of comparatives pre¬
supposes a system of two-tier hierarchical scalar configurations.
The dynamic characteristies of bi-scalar representations uniquely
determine the lexico-syntactic properties of their corresponding
surface manifestations. The relationship between the extra-
linguistic act of measuring and linguistic acts of comparison
is studied on the basis of a rudimentary generative theory of
measuring. The concept 'static scale' is postulated as playing
a determining role in defining the semantic implication set of
comparative expressions as well as in the construction of a
psycholinguistic model of comprehension. Other generative
theories of comparison are critically examined.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I.I. Some Fundamental Problems in the Study of Comparative

Constructions.**

The main aim of this study is to isolate and analyse the semantic

properties of a set of linguistic phenomena usually summed up

under the heading of 'comparative constructions' or 'comparatives'

for short. Given the fact that the study of comparatives is a

veritable "mer Si boire" I shall confine myself in the first part

of this introduction to two basic questions which will provide

a starting point for further discussion and which will enable

me to state my general hypothesis as simply and as early as

possible.

The first question is: what are, prima facie, the most essential

components of a general semantic representation of comparative

constructions of inequality (=CCI) such as exemplified below in (I)?

(I) a. John is taller than Bill

**The following conventions for footnotes will be adopted. All foot¬
notes are gathered at the end of the work and numbered consecutively
regardless of chapter or section. Apart from the numbering they
will be marked 'r' or 'f' or remain unmarked in the main text.
The mark 'r' indicates that the footnote in question contains one
or more title references to other studies and, possibly, brief matters
arising out of those references. The absence of an accompanying
mark in the main text indicates that the corresponding footnote
contains a further discussion of one or more additional points to
those raised in the main text. The mark 'f' indicates a fuller
or, occasionally, much fuller discussion of additional points.
Footnote references in the main text are, in addition, marked for
the page on which the note appears in the footnote section. These
page references are given at the foot of the relevant page.
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b.i. Caesar maior est Pompeio

ii. Caesar maior est quam Pompeius

c.i. Jean est plus grand que ne 1'est Pierre

ii. Jean est plus grand que Pierre

d. John ware ('be tall') sen ('pass') Bi11^r^see °f Pa9e)
e. John bi ('compare') Bill gao ('tall' )^r(see ^oo1: Pa9e)

The second question is: are the surface properties of CCI partly

or wholly predictable from their semantic properties?

For a generalized semantic representation (=SR) of the sentences

in (1) to be adequate it must at least reflect the following

semantic properties a - d below and their associated predictions

about acceptability and unacceptability.

(2) a. The asserted existence of a difference over a constant
,. • 2 , . . .... 3f(see foot of page)dimension between two entities. v ^ 3 '

i. *John is taller than Bill, but I don't think he is.

ii. *John is taller than Bill, but there is no difference

in height between them.

iii. John is taller than Bill, but there is no difference

in intelligence between them.

b. The constancy of the scalar positions of the compared

entities relative to each other.

i. *John is taller than Bill, therefore Bill is as tall

as John.

ii. *John is taller than Bill, therefore Bill is taller

than John.

c. The truth-preserving nature of syntactic reversibility.

John is taller than Bill, therefore Bill is shorter

than John.

d. Norm-neutrality.

John is taller than Bill, but he is not tall,

p.387 (= page reference to footnote section)
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It follows from facts such as 2.a.ii that the central mechanism

to be postulated for CCI is a complex 'existence predicate' which

should on the one hand express the existence of a difference over

a constant dimension and on the other hand define the relative

positions of the compared entities over that dimension. For reference

I shall label this hypothetical complex predicate 'P '•
c A

The important question is: how should P be formulated? Suppose0 X

we adopted the following informal representation:

(3) (I assert) there exists a difference over a dimension

of height such that X's height is greater than Y's height.

This would not do for the reason that (3) contains the very notion

it is postulated to explicate i.e., the notion 'comparison of

inequality'. In other words, (3) is vacuous because it leads to

infinite regress.

One way out of this regress might seem to be the abandonment

of the existence predicate altogether and to leave 'greater than'

as a semantic primitive. However, this raises the problem of how

to rule out 2.a.ii. What theoretical route would there exist from

the primitive term 'greater than (in respect of dimension D)' to

the semantic property 'difference over a dimension D'? A solution

involving a definition of the latter by metarule would be undesirable

for two reasons. First, the hypothetical metarule would be un-

explanatory and infinitely regressive itself. Secondly, it would

have to apply in an ad-hoc manner when invoked to rule out such

variegated structures as (4) and (5) below and consequently lose

its status as a metarule.

(4) *John is taller than Bill but there is nothing between

them as regards height.

(5) *John ranks above Bill in intelligence but they are

equally intelligent
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Another way out might seem to derive the semantic relation

'greater than/smaller than' from the mathematical function

'greater/smaller than'. The linguistic forms '-er', 'more',

'less' etc., would then simply be mapped onto this underlying
4r

mathematical function. But this solution would seem to put the

mathematical cart before the linguistic horse in that it derives

from the erroneous assumption that natural language is (in this

respect) determined by mathematical concepts rather than the

other way round (see also chapter 7, section 7.4.). Moreover,

this solution precludes in principle the study of non-arbitrary

connections that may exist between semantic representations and
5r

their corresponding surface structures.

Let me sum up the theoretical dilemma with regard to the gener¬

alized semantic representation of CCI. On the one hand P as
c X

formulated in (3), or something very much like it, seems to be

necessary to predict the semantic facts. On the other hand (3)

is vacuous as it stands. What is needed, evidently, is an existence

predicate free from both infinite regress and mathematical reduction.

This has brought us to the point where I can state the central

claim of this study, namely, that a solution to the above and

other fundamental problems connected with CCI must be found

within the 'Localist Hypothesis of Language' (=LH). That is,

a theory must be constructed for the phenomena in question whose

descriptive categories are based on the principles of this hypothesis.

Such a theory would seek to describe and explain the semantico-

syntactic systems of natural languages with regard to comparatives

by means of an underlying set of linguistic categories and relations

which, directly but perhaps not obviously,reflect our awareness of
6 r

"reality" as, inter alia, a system of spatio-temporal coordinates.

p. 389
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For this type of theory to be minimally adequate it must, of course,

be shown that the class of grammars predicted by it is sufficient

for the description of natural languages. A more ambitious aim

for proponents of a theoretical framework based on LH would be

to demonstrate that the framework is necessary for the analysis of

language. This I hope to do for the linguistic area which constitutes

my topic of investigation i.e., comparison of equality and inequality.

Returning to the immediate problem in hand, I suggest that the

solution lies in reducing the concept 'difference over a constant

(labelled) dimension1 not to a mathematical function but to a

perceptual or spatial one, i.e., distance. There is, however, at

the outset an apparent difficulty with this reduction, as is

illustrated by 6a-d below.

(6) a. There is a distance of 400 miles between Edinburgh and London.

b. *There is a difference of 400 miles between E. and L.

c. *There is a distance of 5 inches in height between them.

d. There is a difference of five inches in height between them.

Why, if 'difference' is reduced to 'distance' is 6c impossible? The

reason for this is the following. It is evident from the above

examples that the lexical items 'difference' and 'distance' are in

complementary distribution. However, nothing follows from this

as regards their reduceability or non-reduceability to a more

abstract level. Indeed, as is the case in phonology, environmental

non-overlap is clearly indicative (if not always proof) of similarity

at a deeper level. On examination it turns out that the contextual

characteristic in respect of which the two items in question differ

is the presence or absence of the category 'constant labelled dimension'

(in this case 'height'. Note that the word 'dimension' is not used

without good reason; it correctly implies measurabi1ity and/or
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gradability).

Given these facts, it is in order to create a theoretical

distinction between two underlying linguistic categories 'distance'

and 'abstract distance' which have predictable connections with surface

linguistic categories. On this hypothesis, which is a special

manifestation of the localist hypothesis in general, the following

underlined surface forms come as no surprise'':

(7) a. It is true that John is taller than Bill but there

is hardly anything between them.

b. John is far below Bill in intelligence.

c. John ranks above Bill in general ability.

It should be noted, incidentally, that these are, semantically

speaking, straight cases of CCI. They are all subject to the semantic

implications associated with CCI.

We are now in a better position to answer the original question

associated with the examples in (1) by reformulating (3) informally

and provisionally as

(8) (I assert) there exists a distance on a scale^ (labelled 'height')
such that.John's.position on scale- is.above, .Bill's,

Bill's 1 below John's1
position on scale^.

It seems that (8) is sufficient to predict the semantic properties

of CCI listed in (2). However, a doubt might be expressed concerning

its properties as an explanatory device. What really is the connection

between 'distance' and 'comparing'? I suggest the answer lies in
8r

postulating a theoretical category 'journey' which mediates the two

through its associations with space and time. Let me start by giving

an analogy. Suppose a blind person wishes to verify for himself
p. 389
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whether X is taller than Y. Whatever the complexities of the task

and given however many available strategies, the process would have

to take place in time. His 'sensors' (hands, sticks or whatever)

would have to'go on a journey' in order to perform an act of comparison.

Is it too fanciful to suggest that this notion of journey underlies

linguistic acts of comparison? The answer would clearly be affirmative

if there were no residues whatever of such a notion on the surface.

But an abundance of residues exists in a variety of forms (either

spatial or temporal in meaning) such as ablative case-markers, or

the word 'than' (historically 'thonne' meaning 'subsequently' or

'then') or equivalents of 'pass' and the like.

The clue to the connection between 'comparison' and 'journey'

may be exemplified by an analysis of the words 'above' and 'below'

which are clearly reduceable to the concept 'journey'. In utterance

tokens of the type 'X is above Y' the implicit instruction to the

"traveller/hearer" may be stated as follows:

(9) Start at (a referentially well-defined) point Y, travel
9

away from gravity and you will reach X.

If X is below Y the implicit instruction is

(10) Start at (a referentially well-defined) point Y, travel
g

towards gravity and you will reach X.

Two things are to be noted about these instructions. First, there is

a constant point of departure, i.e. the second term of the relation,

regardless of whether the relation is expressed as 'above' or 'below'.

Secondly, the constant point of departure is identified with a

known point of reference (which itself, of course, is part of a

- circular - network). This corresponds to the fact that the speaker

p. 389
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who utters a token of the sentence type 'X is above Y', if he

wishes to make sense, is bound to presuppose that his hearer knows

the position of Y but not of X.

My main point is that CCI forms involve journeys in the sense

outlined for the semantic relations 'above' and 'below'. That is,

the sentence

(11) Caesar maior est Pompeio

contains the following instruction to the traveller/hearer

(12) Start with Pompeius' position on the Extent Scale

(labelled 'height' for the purpose of this particular

comparison), move away from zero and you will arrive

at Caesar's position.

On the other hand

(13) Pompeius minor est Caesare

contains the implicit instruction

(14) Start with Caesar's position...move towards zero and

you will arrive at Pompeius' position.

As in the case of 'above' and 'below',instructions (12) and (14)

contain a constant point of departure, i.e., the second term of the

comparison. Moreover, this constant point must be referentially
1 Of

"well-defined". The direction of the journey plus the point of

departure together determine the surface characteristics"'"'of sentences

(11) and (13), i.e., the subject NP (=the 'destination NP'), the

selection of the adjective and the second NP (or 'departure NP').

The departure NP in CCI is marked in a variety of ways across

languages, the least surprising of which is the case-marker 'ablative'

as in (11). It would not be unreasonable to maintain that the

p.389,391
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semantic notion 'departure point' explains the presence of ablative

markers in case-marking languages. However, it would be unreasonable

to maintain that this notion explains the English comparative marker

'than'. Indeed, this marker, whose diachronic meaning is 'then'

could be construed as a counter example to my analysis in that it

seems to imply that, historically speaking, the subject NP was

the point of departure for CCI in English. However, note that this

objection would not imply that a localist analysis as such is

inconsistent with this diachronic fact of English.

On the face of it there seem to be two possible solutions to

the problem of 'thonne'. First, it might be suggested that some

languages may select a different semantic departure point from the

one suggested for Latin plus correspondingly different surface

structures. The Old English equivalent of the sentence 'John is

five inches taller than Bill' would then receive the following

(skeletal) journey description

(15) Start with John, move five inches towards zero, reach Bill.,

rather than

(16) Start with Bill, move five inches away from zero, reach John.

The other possibility is that some languages select the same semantic

departure point as the one suggested for Latin but (for whatever

reason) reverse the direction 'on the way to the surface'.

There is reason to believe that the first of these solutions is

unlikely to be correct. The evidence for this concerns the nature

of the subject NP in CCI. I argued earlier that the second NP must

be referentially well-defined (see footnote 10). That, is, knowledge

of its properties with regard to the comparative dimension must be

shared by speaker and hearer for tokens of CCI to be appropriate in
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discourse. But the subject NP need not, indeed, must not be so

constrained. Its properties with regard to the comparative dimension

must be presupposed by the speaker to be unknown (or 'new') to the
12

hearer for CCI tokens to be appropriate. In other words, it seems

that both in discourse and in semantic representations the subject

NP must be the point of destination and the than-NP the point of
13r

departure.

As regards the second "solution", it should be noted that English,

historically, selects a time category rather than a space category

to mark CCI journeys. This suggests that there may be a correlation

in CCI across languages between the selection of time-markers
14

and (syntactically) reversed direction. On the other hand Latin

'quam' (marking a temporal correlative equivalent to 'when') marks

the second NP as point of departure.

My last point concerning the initial plausibility of a localist

analysis of CCI concerns the (vexed) question of 'ne-expletif^ as
1 S

illustrated in example 1.c.iwhich is linked to the developmental

history of comparatives in Indo-European. This history is exceedingly

confused but hypotheses about the origin of CCI boil down to the

question of whether its earliest forms were paratactic, hypotactic

or 'mixed'. G.W.Small, in his 'The Comparison of Inequality' (Small, 1924),

argues in favour of a paratactic origin and postulates the following

proto-structure:

(17) NP-j + adjx + NP2 + neg + adjx
(John is tall Bill is not tall)

It is clear that proto-structure (17) is to be interpreted as a

postulated surface structure. However, recent attempts have been made

by linguists to formalize a paratactic deep structure, which resembles
p.392
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(17), for synchronic forms of CCI regardless of the nature of their

various surface structures. The most notable attempt is to be found

in Seuren (1973) where the following (informal) semantic represent¬

ation for CCI types is postulated:

(18) W is adj to an extent and Z is not adj to extentx y x y
('John is tall to an extent to which Bill is not1)

Seuren argues that (18) accounts for 'ne-expletif' in a natural way.

However, it does not account, whether naturally or otherwise, for

synonymous constructions in French without ne-expletif. Indeed, it

is clear that (18) must be wrong as a semantic representation of

CCI for the simple reason that it predicts both 'John is taller

than Bill' and 'John is shorter than Bill'. Seuren also claims

that (18) accounts for the presence on the surface of indefinite

pronouns such a-s 'anybody' and 'ever' and their association with

underlying negatives, as in

(19) John is fatter than anybody/*nobody/ever/*never

The trouble with this evidence is that it also holds for comparatives

of equality :

(20) John is as fat as anybody/*nobody/ever/*never

An additional difficulty with paratactic structures like the one

proposed by Small is that they seem to contravene the condition of

norm-neutrality mentioned at the beginning of this introduction.

Two further facts contribute to the suspicion that the matter is

less straightforward than a paratactic analysis implies. First, there

exist in natural languages surface structures which must be semantic-

ally hypotactic. For example,

(21) Marry that slut and I'll disinherit you,
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which corresponds to

(22) If X then Y.

Secondly, there exist structures with overt negatives on the surface

but without negative elements in their corresponding logico-semantic

representations, as in

(23) Don't come here or I'll kill you

(24) If you come here then I'll kill you.

These facts indicate that a basically'non-paratactic underlying

structure like the one I have outlined cannot be considered wrong

just because it is non-paratactic and does not contain an overt

negative. One could go further and propose the following hypothesis

concerning ne-expletif: where there is a full or residual negative

surface element in the second CCI clause it arises out of the

perceptual/semantic fact that asserting the existence of a distance

(or 'route') over a dimension between two entities X and Y implies
1 fi

that wherever X is, Y is not. Of course, saying that a negative

"arises out of" a semantic implication is one thing, formalizing

precisely how this happens is another thing (see chapter 4 for an

attempt).

1.2. Concerning the Alleged Metaphorical Status of Certain Comparative

Constructions.

According to the localist analysis of comparative constructions I am

proposing sentences of the type below

(25) John ranks above Bill in intelligence

(26) There is nothing between them as far as height goes,

are lexical realizations of their underlying localist representations.
p.392
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It has been put to me that the underlined forms in (25) and

(26) are metaphorical in character rather than "straight" linguistic.

This is an interesting but,in my opinion, mistaken point. I shall

elevate this point to the status of an hypothesis and label it

H for easy reference,m J

Hm is interesting because it implicitly raises the problem of
the distinction between concrete and abstract location and direction.

Compare in this respect the pairs

(27) a. John is in London

b. John is in the army

(28) a. John went home

b. John went mad.

The localist claim is that the distinction exemplified by the a and

b sentences is functionally irrelevant in that it invariably resides
18r

in individual lexical items. That the distinction has some sort of

linguistic relevance is demonstrated by the following examples:

(29) He was in a pub, where he had arrived at 5 o'clock

(30) *He was in a temper, where he had arrived at 5.

However, the non-acceptability of (30) lies in the semantic properties

of temper and arrive and the "selectional restriction" that holds

between them. Indeed, the presence of the same functional element

(i.e. inj in both cases follows from the localist claim of functional
irrelevance. I should also note the non-existence (or extreme rarity,

as far as I am aware) of languages which make a systematic surface

distinction between concrete and abstract location. Such languages

would be (undesirably?) redundant in this respect. There are, of course,

p.392
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ways of "signalling" the distinction. Compare, for example,

(31) He's in the army

(32) He's a soldier.

These show that abstract location is often purely nominal rather

than prepositional. I would predict, however, that such nominal

forms are always paraphrasable by overt locative forms but not

vice-versa. Note in this connection

(33) a. He's a Londoner

b. He lives in/comes from London

c. He's on the roof

d. *He's a roofer

The hypothesis H , although interesting for the points it raises,

must, in spite of its initial plausibility, be rejected for reasons

which I shall try to formulate after discussing some preliminary

points about metaphors in general. These concern the metaphoric

process itself and the lexical status of metaphoric expressions.

In order to describe those aspects of the metaphoric process most

relevant to my argument I shall need to give some informal definitions,

illustrations and abbreviations.

(34) ME = metaphoric expression-type (i.e. not token):

a. 'kick the bucket' (in the sense of 'to die")

b. 'vintage butler' (as in 'He was a vintage butler

of obviously a very good year', taken from P.G. Wodehouse)

(35) B = (non-metaphoric) base (-type) of ME:

a. "The act of kicking buckets"

b. The expression 'vintage wine'

(36) LC = literal (linguistic) counterpart:
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a. 1 to die1

b. 'a good butler'

(37) SRLC = semantic representation of LC (see 36):

a."1become-not-alive'"

b. 'butler-of-greater-than-average-value

(38) SRME = semantic representation of ME (see 34):

a. 'become-not-alive1 (inter alia perhaps)

b. 'butler-of-greater-than-average-value (idem)

(39) SRB = semantic representation of (the linguistic

realization of) the base:

a. 'hit-receptacle-with-foot

b. 'wine-of-vintage-of-greater-than-average-value'

(40) PAB = (relevant) pragmatic associations (or connotations)

of a subclass of base-tokens:

a. (a person about to be hanged stands on a bucket which

is subsequently removed) as a result he dies.

b. No PAB that are relevant

(41) The source of a ME (see 34) is the relevant property or

properties of either PAB (see 40) or SRB (39)

(42) The extra-linguistic source of a ME (see 34) = its PAB (see

(43) The linguistic source of a ME (see 34) = its SRB (see 39)

(44) a. The transfer catalyst is the perceived connection

between the source of ME (see 41) and SRLC (see 37)

b. Transfer is the process by which the transfer catalyst

causes the identification of SRLC (see 37) (or part

thereof) and SRME (see 38)

(45) The linguistic realization of a ME (see 34) is the process

by which the relevant phono-syntactic properties of the

(verbal realization of) the base are identified with the
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phono-syntactic properties of ME (see 34)

(46) Sense transfer is transfer which has a linguistic source

(47) Connotation transfer is transfer which has an extra-

linguistic source.

(48) A pragmati'c metaphor is a ME (see 34) which is exclusively

based on connotation transfer

(49) A semantic metaphor is a ME (see 34) which is exclusively

based on sense transfer.

Given these definitions it is clear that ME 'kick the bucket' is an

example of a pragmatic metaphor. In contrast to its PAB (see 40) there

is no property of its SRB (see 39) which could conceivably explain

its metaphorical nature. The phrase 'vintage butler' on the other

hand is a semantic metaphor by my definition. The evidence for this

classification lies in the properties of its base 'vintage wine'. The

word 'vintage' in its attributive function means 'choice/of good quality

/excellent etc. That this property of the word in this syntactic

function must be semantic rather than pragmatic in character is

demonstrated by 'This is a good vintage wine' which is odd because

it is tautological (on a non-contrastive interpretation only, of course).

Note that 'vintage' used as a head noun does not have this semantic

property. The sentence 'This is a good vintage' is perfectly acceptable.

Since the phrase 'vintage butler' means 'good/excellent butler' - apart

from any other meaning meaning it may have - it follows that its source

is a semantic one.

As regards their lexical status, metaphors are classifiable as

either standard or non-standard. In contrast to the latter, which

are infrequent or unique (or 'unfossi1ized') tokens of performance

creativity, standard metaphors should be accorded full lexical status.

Compare in this respect 'kick the bucket' with 'vintage butler'.



My last preliminary remark concerns the lexical entries for

standard metaphorical expressions. Since such expressions are

lexically unique they should be entered in the lexicon regardless of

their syntagmatic length. Their entries are special, however, in

that their semantic properties are parasitic upon, or isomorphic

with, those of some ordinary entry (whether they are totally iso¬

morphic with or only a proper subset of, some ordinary entry is

irrelevant here. That is, whether 'He kicked the bucket' only means

'He died' or whether it means something more than that, it must at

least mean that). The theoretical machinery for expressing this

fact could take any form but a simple cross-reference such as, say,

'kick the bucket; see die' seems as good as any other device. The

important point to note here is that cross-reference or an equivalent

device is a descriptive necessity in these cases. It would be

inadequate to attach a semantic representation directly to a

metaphorical entry because its essentially parasitic nature, being

clearly part of linguistic competence, would be obscured.

The task, then, for somebody who maintains that (25) and (26)

are metaphorical in nature is fourfold. First, these expressions

must be classified, on principled grounds, as either (wholly or in

part) standard or non-standard metaphoric expressions. Secondly,

and depending on whether sentences of this type are classified as

standard metaphors, an adequate transfer mechanism must either be

constructed for these expressions or the 'standard' mechanism must

be shown to be applicable w^hout loss of adequacy. Thirdly, a

"viable" semantic representation must be constructed for the

corresponding literal counterparts to which these expressions can

be cross-referred (either standardly or not). Lastly, it must be
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shown what is the linguistic or extra-linguistic source by virtue

of which these sentences are explained as metaphorical; that is,

whether they are semantic or pragmatic metaphors. I shall try to

show that none of these conditions can be fulfilled and that there¬

fore H must fail,
m

As to the first two conditions, there is every reason to suppose

that if (25) is metaphorical in nature this fact resides in a

standard lexical entry i.e., the one for the intransitive verb

rank or rather in this case the intransitive phrasal verb rank

above/below whose selectional and subcategorical properties may be

roughly captured in the frame

(50) NPx rank above/below MP^ fn
This frame is by no means to be taken as observationally adequate but

it will do for my purpose. The question is, if this frame contains

a metaphoric expression what is its (set of) literal counterpart(s)

and, more importantly, what is the semantic representation to

which it can be cross-referred? Presumably, the most plausible

literal counterparts of (25) are

(51) John is more intelligent than Bill

(52) John's intelligence is greater than Bill's.

Let us now suppose that the semantic representation common to (51)

and (52) plausibly involves a measure function over a labelled

dimension & la Bartsch and Vennemann (1972). This seems to correspond

closely to (52) in particular, although the choice of a model (barring

a localist one) is not crucial to my argument. What is crucial is

that there seems to be no way in which (50) could be cross-referred

to another lexical entry or entries. To demonstrate this let us

give the label 'Rnl' to any non-localistic semantic representation
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of CCI in general and of (25) in particular. Evidently Rnl cannot

be attached to any lexical entry for the simple reason that it is

either a function of a base grammar (if the model is semantically

based) or a function of a set of projection rules. In other words,

Rnl is a product of sentence semantics, not of lexical semantics. It

follows that (50) cannot be cross-referred to Rnl in the standard

way. We could, of course, attach a semantic representation (stated

as a gloss in this case) directly to the intransitive verb Vank',

such as, say,

(53) 'To have a place in a rank, grade, scale or class1

(Chambers Dictionary, 1972 edition),

but for reasons mentioned earlier this procedure would be descriptively

inadequate given Hm in that the metaphorical nature of (50) would
be left obscure. Moreover, it would leave totally unanswered the

question of why (51) and (52) are possible paraphrases of (25).,

Let us for the moment disregard the matter of cross-reference and

concentrate on the central conditions for the confirmation of H i.e.,
m

the adequacy or "viability" of a non-localist semantic representation

Rnl for (51), (52) and therefore (25), as well as the semantic

properties of Rnl which might explain the metaphorical nature of (25).

I would like to concentrate on the latter for the following reasons.

A localist analysis of comparative constructions, if correct, implies

that the set Rnl must be inadequate or non-viable for the description

of these constructions and that it is therefore irrelevant to try and

determine which of the properties of any of its members might confirm

H . However, this irrelevance depends on the correctness of a localist
m

analysis as well as my conditions on metaphorical lexical entries; and

philosophy of science tells us that no theoretical analysis can be
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can be proved correct. The persistent proponent of Hm might argue
that if there exist plausible reasons for maintaining that, for example,

a representation a la Bartsch and Vennemann (Rbv for short) contains

the properties required for an explanation of the metaphorical nature

of (25) then would have to be taken seriously regardless of the

difficulties with cross-referencing. This argument would gain force,

moreover, if it could be shown that (50) need not be classified as

a standard metaphor.

I would now Tike to argue that not only does Rbv (or any other

Rnl) not possess the required properties but that the dichotomy

between 'literal' and 'metaphorical' is a false one and that it

would be more plausible to apply the abstract/concrete distinction
19

to these examples. That is, one could - in my opinion reasonably -

argue that (25), is a more concrete realisation than (51) or (52)

of an (in all relevant respects) identical semantic representation.

I should point out that if the concrete/abstract distinction is the

relevant one the metaphoric interpretation of (25), although

erroneous, becomes understandable in view of the fact that all

metaphors involve a 'concretization' of language. Indeed, the latter

would seem to constitute one of the raisons d'etre of the former.

However, although the use of metaphor implies a concrete use of

language the reverse does not hold. It is my contention, then, that

(25) is 'concrete' but nevertheless non-metaphorical.

20r
Bartsch and Vennemann define Rbv in the following general way :

"Thus, the general semantic structure of an elementary comparative

sentence is

(54) f"(x)>fp(y)".
p.392



M
The complex symbol 'f 1 denotes a 'measure function'; 'D* a

generalized or variably labelled dimension over which the function

ranges; '>' the mathematical function 'greater than'; 'x' and 'y'

the variables whose measurements,with respect to dimension D,

are being compared. Thus, the sentence

(55) John's intelligence is greater than Bill's

receives the representation

(56) fj(John)>fj(Bi11); where 'I' denotes the labelled
dimension 'intelligence'.

MAs the authors state: "The domain of the function f is the set of

all sets. Its range is the set of all natural numbers, beginning with

one: this set /I,2,3,.../ is (linearly) ordered with respect to the

natural (antireflexive, antisymmetrical, and transitive) ordering

relation 'smaller than, less than1. The (linear) ordering relation

'greater than, more than' is defined by a>b b<a" (op.cit.p.62).

Given the hypothesis combined with Rbv, (55) and (56) would be,

respectively, the literal counterpart and the semantic representation

of (25). That (56) must be the semantic representation for (25)

(in this theory) follows from the fact that it is the semantic

representation for (55) plus the fact that (55) and (25) share the

same set of semantic implications.

I now want to examine whether (25) can be classified as a semantic

metaphor by virtue of the properties of (56) or, more generally, (54)

plus the accompanying definitions. The central problem in determining

whether a metaphoric expression is semantic -given my definition of

the term - is to establish whether the process underlying the creation

of that metaphoric expression is based on sense transfer (see(46)).
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This type of transfer crucially depends on there being a semantic

link between the semantic representation of the non-metaphoric base

of ME and semantic representation of its literal counterpart. Now

by 'semantic link' I mean a relation of identity that holds between

a specified property of SRB (see 39) (call it feature ) and a
A

P
specified prperty of SRLC (see 37) (call it feature^). Since
feature^ and feature^ are required to be identical we can formulate
the following informal condition on sense transfer:

(57) Sense transfer must be based on those features of SRB

(see 39) and SRLC (see 37) that are explicitly identical

and relevant to the metaphoric process.

This condition predicts that there will be no case of metaphoric

transfer in which, to give a hypothetical example, 'vintage wine'

means 'superb wine' and 'vintage butler' means 'better-than-average-

butler'. Although the former attribute includes the latter the reverse

does not hold and therefore the condition of identity would be

violated.

Suppose now that the corresponding SRB (see 39) of (25) is

something like the following in its relevant aspects:
f

(58) X occupies a position in a horizontal geometric plane P

which is superior to the horizontal plane Q which contains

Y's position.

This representation is inadequate in all sorts of respects but it

does contain the feature relevant to my argument i.e., 'superior

geometric plane'.

Given, then, (58) as the generalized SRB (see 39) for (25); given

(54) as its generalized SRLC (see 37); and given condition (57)

on sense transfer, the problem is to locate those features of (54)
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and (58) that are both identical and relevant to the definition of

(25) as a semantic metaphor. Now clearly the relevant features in

question are 'greater than1 in (54) and 'superior geometric plane'

in (58). But equally clearly these features are not identical in

the strict sense of (57). Consequently we either reject the hypo¬

thesis that (24) is a semantic metaphor or we explore the possibility

of relaxing condition (57) without impairing its adequacy. I would

suggest that the latter way out of the problem is barred for the follow¬

ing reasons. Suppose we relax the condition of explicit identity

contained in (57) to 'implicit identity' (however we define that

for semantics of course), i.e., to identity of substance but not

of form. There are now three prima facie possible procedures:

(a) reduce 'greater than' by metadefinition to 'superior geometric

plane'; (b) reduce 'superior geometric plane' by metadefinition to

'greater than1; (c) reduce both by metadefinition to some other

feature.

The potential procedures (a), (b) and (c) all lead to the same

absurdity. If the resulting metaconcepts are to have any validity

they will form the foundation not only for the features in question

but for the whole of both (58) and (54). The concepts 'geometric

plane' and 'measure function' are the very bases of (58) and (54)

and reducing one to the other or both to something else in effect

means the identification of (54) and (58). This in turn means that

the grounds for classifying (25) as metaphorical at all cease to

exist. Sentences (25), (51) and (52) would simply be different

realizations of the same underlying semantic representations. I

conclude from these remarks that (25) cannot be a semantic metaphor.
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If (25) is not a semantic metaphor could it be a pragmatic

metaphor (see 48)? Before attempting to answer this question I shall

have to discuss what I consider to be a necessary condition on the

metaphoric process and a necessary consequence of it.

(59) The classes of events, actions, states, relations,

entities or qualities denoted by a metaphoric expression

type and those denoted by (the linguistic realization of)

its base-type must be unrelated pragmatically.

(60) The distributional properties of ME are different

from (i.e., more restricted than) those of its literal

counterpart.

Condition (59), it seems to me, is the very basis of the metaphoric

process, its raison d'etre. It implies, to illustrate, that for

the expressions 'to kick the bucket' or 'vintage butler' to be

metaphorical there must be no pragmatic connection between vintage

wine and a good butler. That is, without a catalyst (see 44) there

must be no recognisable physical, social or psychological link between

between them as types. On the other hand, the catalyst must at some

stage be sufficiently recognisable for the metaphoric expression to

"take root". For example, one of my relatives may have died falling

off a ladder while trying to fix a bookshelf, but my efforts to

enrich the language with a new metaphoric expression 'to fix the

bookshelf' meaning 'to die' would be doomed to failure. Incidentally,

once a pragmatic metaphor has taken root as a lexical entry the

catalyst may fall into complete "competence obscurity" whereas the

metaphoric expression itself may still lead a flourishing performance

life ('kick the bucket' seems a case in point). This is one empirical

consequence of the distinction between pragmatic and semantic
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metaphors (note the inherent transparency of 'vintage butler'

once the meaning of 'vintage wine ' is known).

Conversely, condition (59) implies that the expression 'to cut

one'.,6 own throat', for example, could never be used metaphorically

to mean 'to die'. The act of penetrating one's neck with an edged

instrument is clearly relatable to the process of dying. It also

implies that there is no reason why this expression could not be

used metaphorically to mean 'to inflict (non-physical) damage upon

oneself' or 'to ruin one's own case' as in 'Jones cut his own

throat in the budget committeethis afternoon'.

Condition (60) is compatible with the following oddities:

(61) He kicked the bucket in his boots/with his boots on

/when trying to swim the Channel/a hero/from a broken

heart/a thousand deaths/in agony etc.

The reason why these continuations are odd lies in the Janus like

character of metaphoric expressions. They face both their literal
?! r

counterparts and their bases. The former lend their semantic

implications, the latter their pragmatic associations (in addition

to - some of their - purely syntactic properties; which explains

some of the unacceptable continuations in (61)). These (non-

catalytic) pragmatic associations of the base persist in its metaphoric

counterpart. This is illustrated by the unacceptabi1ity of these

examples. To put it the other way round, the persistence of the
£V

base associations explains the distributional idiosyncrecies. It

also explains, I would surmise, the function of metaphors in dis¬

course. Why should speakers use metaphors if base-associations never

existed?

In the light of (59), which stipulates pragmatic unrelatedness
p.393
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between ME and its base minus the catalyst, the question to be

raised about (50)(here repeated as (62))

(62) NP rank above MP in N . .v ' x y — abstr

as a hypothetical pragmatic metaphor is: what is its base?

There is no obviously correct answer to this question - I suspect

this may be true for many other pragmatic metaphors - but I shall

proceed on the assumption that whatever the correct pragmatic base

might look like given the hypothesis Hm it must involve the notion of
scales. In addition I shall assume that the scales relevant to the

argument must be geometrically or arithmetically defined. Given

these assumptions the following are prima facie candidates:

(63) Given a scale S; given a perceptual reference point

'gravity' for S; given a theoretical reference point

'infinity' for S; given that there exists a distance

between X and Y on S; then either X is above Y or Y is

above X on S.

(64) Given a scale S; given that the range of S is the set

of all natural numbers; given the reference point

'zero' for S; given two numbers X and Y on S; given

that X and Y are different; then either X is greater

than Y or Y is greater than X.

The (linguistically realised) base for the ME 'X ranks above Y

in Z' would be, depending on whether (63) or (64) is adopted as

its base, respectively (65) or (66)

(65) "X is above Y on S"

(66) "X is greater than Y"

Let us examine (63) as a potential base for (62) with (65) as its
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its (non-metaphoric) linguistic realization. This examination can

be very brief since it is clear that, given condition (59) on the

metaphoric process, (63) must be immediately rejected. The

pragmatic connection between (63)-(65) and (62) in the "form" of

the spatial relation 'location in a superior position1 is perfectly

obvious.

Given the unsuitabi1ity of (63), the crucial case for either the

confirmation or the rejection of Hm resides in the properties of
(64). If it can be shown that (64) and (62) are unrelated pragmatic¬

ally and if a plausible catalyst can be found Hm stands. If this
cannot be done it fails. Unless, of course, a different kind of

base can be constructed which does confirm H or unless my argument

about pragmatic metaphors is wrong.

The most relevant characteristic of (64) is its near logical

equivalence to (63). The difference between them is that (64)

describes a discrete scale whereas (63) does not. Although this

fact makes (64) rather suspect as a potential base for (62) on

account of the previous rejection of (63) it does not invalidate

it a priori. Indeed, if it could be shown that discreteness is

a necessary condition for the base of (62) then (64) would confirm

H . But this cannot be shown. On the contrary, the postulation of

a discrete number scale for the base of (62) offends against Occam's

razor. It is superfluous. Whatever else (62) may denote it

clearly does not denote quantification of the distance that is

presupposed to exist between NPx and NP . There is an even stronger
argument against (64). Consider the following sequences:

(67) *John ranks three inches above Bill in intelligence

(68) *John ranks three inches above Bill in height
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These examples illustrate that a potential base for (62) cannot be

used as a discrete measuring device. It would therefore be illogical

to require that it must contain a discrete measuring device (needless

to say, the sentence 'John is three inches taller than Kill' cannot

be used as a counterexample to my argument since it is not metaphorical).

Condition (60) stipulates that for (25) to be metaphorical its

distributional properties should be more restricted than those of

its literal counterparts (51) or (52). By distributional properties

I mean here semantic and/or pragmatic properties and/or those syn¬

tactic characteristies of ME that are not predictable from the general

rules of the language. To illustrate this last condition, the unaccept-

ability of 'He kickbd the bucket a hero' is predictable from the

syntactic properties of 'He kicked the bucket' but the unaccept-

ability of 'The bucket was kicked by him' on a metaphorical inter¬

pretation is not. So far as I can see there are no distributional .

differences between (25) and (51) or (52) in the sense intended. Their

semantic implications are certainly identical and I have not been

able to discover any "pragmatic continuations" which can cooccur

with (51) or (52) but not with (25).

I conclude from the above remarks that neither (63) nor (64) are

possible bases for (25) and, consequently, that (25) cannot be a

pragmatic metaphor. If my analysis of the relevant aspects of the

metaphor!c process is correct (it is, of course, far too simple to

count as an adequate theory of metaphor) then I may further conclude

that if (25) is neither a semantic nor a pragmatic metaphor, in

short if it is non-metaphorical by my implied definition of that

term, then H^ is false.



COMPARISON AND MEASURING

2.1. Introduction

22rIt has been taken for granted by students of comparatives that

comparison and measuring are connected. However, apart from a number
23rof perceptive observations by Bartsch and Vennemann , nobody in

the field has attempted to provide a coherent account of these

connections. The reason for this is not far to seek. The study

of possible connections between two complex phenomena can only be

undertaken on condition that more or less viable theories of both

phenomena are available. In this case theories of comparatives are

fairly abundant but no linguist, to the best of my knowledge, has

provided a theory of measuring, whether viable or not, or attempted

to do so. My first task, then, is to construct such a theory.

Since our most immediate 1inguistic concern is the study of the

connections between comparing and measuring I have relegated my

proposals for a "skeletal" theory of measuring to an appendix

(i.e., Appendix A) on the understanding that these proposals should

be seen as forming one of the bases of a unified theory of comparison

and, consequently, of a theory of linguistic comparison. I shall

occasionally refer to the proposals contained in Appendix A but

trust that the argument presented in this chapter will be intelligible

on its own.

2.2. Possible Hypotheses Concerning the Relations between Comparing

and Measuring.

The following list would seem to exhaust the number of logically
p.393
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possible hypotheses that may be postulated concerning relations

between acts of measuring and acts of comparison:

(1) A: All manifestations of comparison presuppose measuring.

B: Some acts of comparison presuppose measuring

C: Some acts of measuring presuppose comparison.

D: All measuring presupposes comparison

E: All linguistic acts of comparison presuppose acts

of measuring.

F: Linguistic comparison and measuring are reduceable

to the same set of defining characteristics.

I shall critically examine these possibilities in turn with a view

to choosing or distilling from them the hypothesis that seems to fit

the facts.

2.3. Hypothesis A ('All manifestations of comparison presuppose

measuring')

This hypothesis can be rejected immediately for the reason implied

in the following example. I may compare crocodiles with elephants

and conclude that they have different habitats. Such a conclusion is

clearly not based on anything one would call 'measuring'.

2.4. Hypothesis B ('Some acts of comparison presuppose measuring)

In contrast to the previous example in 2.3., if a speaker asserts, in

comparing,say, female cats and dogs, that they differ in the litter

they throw then his judgment must be related to a prior act of measuring

involving the metiendum 'size of litter'. Depending on the previous

discourse or the amount of information the speaker wishes to convey,
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his judgement may be couched in linguistic forms which are, broadly

speaking, of the two types illustrated below:

(2) Cats and dogs differ in the size of litter they throw

(3) Cats have larger/smaller litters than dogs.

Although (2) is not a 'full' comparative construction of inequality

the sentence it contains may justifiably be characterized as a partial

CCI. In localistterms, it meets one of the main requiwnents for CCI

i.e., the existence of a distance between two comparanda on an extent

scale (of size). Only the specification of a journey, the other

condition for standard CCI (as in (3)),is missing.

The truth of hypothesis B would seem indisputable (witness the

utterance 'John is 3f inches taller than Bill') were it not for the

fact that, prima facie, it has been denied by no less eminent an

24r
authority than Sapir in his article On Grading . Since his views

on the relationship between comparison and measuring are directly

relevant to the validity of the condition on adequacy formulated

towards the end of this chapter I propose to examine his remarks in

some detail.

Sapir begins his article on grading as follows:

/ "The first thing to realize about grading as a psychological
1

process is that it precedes measurement and counting /. / Judgements
1 2

of the type 'A is larger than B' or 'This can contains less milk

than that1 are made long before it is possible to say, e.g. 'A is

twice as large as B' or 'A has a volume of 25 cubic feet, B a volume

of 20 cubic feet, therefore A is larger than B by 5 cubic feet' or

'This can contains a quart of milk, that one 3 quarts of milk, therefore

the former has less milk in it'/. / In other words, judgements of
2 3

quantity in terms of units of measure or in terms of number always

presuppose, explicitly or implicitly, preliminary judgements of grading/
p.393 3
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/ The term four means something only when it is known to refer to
4
a number which is 'less than certain others...and 'more than' certain

others/ / Judgements of 'more than'.and 'less than' may be said to
4 5

be based on perceptions of'envelopment'. If A can be 'enveloped by B',

contained by it, so placed in contact with B, either actually or by

imagination, as to seem to be held within its compass instead of

extending beyond it, it is judged to be 'less than' B, while B is

judged to be 'more than' A "/ (op.cit.p122)
5

NB. For ease of reference Sapir's argument has been bracketed into

five constituent arguments.

Given hypothesis B plus the above passage from Sapir's article the

following questions arise: a) what is it precisely that Sapir is

asserting in the above passage?, b) is he validly asserting the converse

of B (thereby implying its denial?, c) is his argument valid in general?

In order to clarify the argument I shall reformulate hypothesis B

slightly as follows: 'Some forms of comparison structurally presuppose

measuring'. It will become clear shortly why this reformulation is

necessary. Moreover, before examining the nature and validity of

Sapir's argument it will be necessary to determine his use of certain

key terms. I shall refer to the relevant sections of the passage by

means of the bracketings introduced earlier.

In /I/ 'grading' is used in the sense of 'comparison of inequality'.

The evidence for this is the fact that /2/ is an exposition of /I/.

'Measurement' is undefined in /I/ but there is evidence in /3/ that

Sapir equates 'measurement' with what I have labelled 'number-quantity

measuring' (see Appendix A). (Cf. "In other words judgements of

quantity in terms of units of measure or in terms of number...")

'Precede' in /1/ is used in the sense of 'ontogenetically precedes'.

The evidence for this comes from exposition /2/ ("Judgements

are made long before it is possible to say...").



'Presuppose' in /3/ should be equated here with 'structurally

presuppose' rather than 'ontogenetically presuppose'. In other words

the argument shifts from ontogeny to synchronic structure. Evidence

comes from /3/ and /4/ combined ("Judgements of quantity...presuppose,

explicitly or implicitly preliminary judgements of grading...The

term 'four' means something only when it is known to refer to a number

which is 'less than' certain others...)

'Envelopment' in /5/ is the concept which structurally underlies

comparison and (by logical inference) measuring.

Before commenting on the substance of Sapir's argument one -with

benefit of hindsight - rather elementary flaw in it can be dismissed

as irrelevant. It concerns his inference from developmental facts

(in /!/) to synchronic or structural justification (in /3/). The

argument is presented in such a way that the reader is bound to get

the impression that there exists in the field of psychology a logical,

indeed, an analytic connection (note his "in other words" in /3/)

between the realms of diachrony and synchrony. But asserting or

implying this connection is clearly as unwarranted as maintaining, per

absurdum, that human adults must crawl before they walk because

human infants invariably do.

Given my interpretation of his use of the concepts 'grading',

'measurement' and 'presuppose1, Sapir's basic idea may be summed

up as follows:

(4) All forms of number-quantity measuring structurally

presuppose comparison of inequality.

I now want to argue that on the only two possible scopes for the

predicate 'structurally presuppose' (4) must be rejected.
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Suppose I measure somebody for height with a tape measure and

conclude that he is 72 inches tall. Suppose also that we grant the

truth of Sapir's (slightly reformulated) assertion in /4/ that

"seventy-two means only something when it is known to refer to
25

a number which is 'less than' or 'more than' certain other numbers".

Does my conclusion that the person in question is 72 inches tall

absolutely depend on my knowledge that the number 72 occupies a

well-defined position in a progressive or regressive series? As

may be gathered from experiment C in Appendix A, which characer-

izes a typical act of non-quantitative measuring, I could teach a

26
totally innumerate child the art of N-Q measuring. All the child

would have to know about quantity-number matching (see App.A) would
27

be how to register the number 72. On this interpretation of the

phrase 'structurally presuppose', then, hypothesis (4) fails to

establish the necessary connection between measuring and grading.

The second (less trivial) interpretation of the predicate in (4)

concerns the causal direction between the activities of measuring

and 'grading'. In order to establish its truth or falsity with

regard to this question, (4) should now be reformulated as

(5) All acts of N-Q measuring are consequences of acts of

comparison.

It is plain the (5) must be false inasmuch as it reverses the functions

of measuring and comparing. Given the task to do both, measurers do

not compare in order to measure, they measure in order to compare.

This is clearly brought out in the description of procedure B in App.A

and, for reasons to be discussed below, it is inconceivable that the

hierarchical relation between the activities in question could be

different.
p.393
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Sapir's notion of 'envelopment' is the linchpin of his psycho-
28

linguistic theory of comparatives and as such deserves scrutiny in

a localist context. The first thing to notice about section /5/ of

his argument, which introduces the concept, is that Sapir offers no

empirical justification for his characterization of 'envelopment'

("Judgements of'more than' and 'less than' may be said to be based

on perceptions of 'envelopment'"). Nor does he define the theoretical

status of the expression 'to be based on'. In other words, it is

conceivable from his formulation that 'envelopment', in turn, is

dependent on some more basic notion or notions. However, since he

does not hint at this possibility it seems safe to assume that for

Sapir the concept of envelopment is irreduc i .ble. Given this assumption^
I now propose to challenge its substance.

Imagine a psychological experiment involving an experimental

group of subjects E and a control group C, both of whose members are

blind. Members of C are asked to determine which of two objects 0-j
and is the longer. Apart from the fact that 0-j is five inches
and 0^ ten inches in length the objects in question are identical.
0-j and are presented to each member of C in such a way that both
can be perceived in the same tactile field. The result is that

members of C consistently choose C^. The experiment is repeated with
the members of E but the difference is that 0-j and 0^ are located in
different rooms and therefore factually separate from each other.

Subjects are instructed first to examine both objects by touch (in

random order) and subsequently to declare their decision. The result

is that members of E consistently choose 0^-
Supposing these results to correspond to reality, how can they be

explained? In particular, with what theoretical category can we

adequately describe the psychological mechanism which allows the

members of group E to identify 0^ correctly as the longer object,
p.393,394
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given a time interval between examinations of the two objects? The

possession of a memory is clearly a necessary but not a sufficient

condition. Moreover, the possibility of photographic retention of the

images, which, in the case of sighted subjects might be taken to lend

support to Sapir's notion of "envelopment by imagination", is ruled

out. The problem is how to construct a theoretical category or set

of categories which capture the complex notion 'abstract mental

representation of size (stored for purposes of comparison)1.

I would claim thatthe characterization of measuring proposed in

Appendix A, in particular the notion 'coding onto a scale', is

necessary for an adequate description of the perceptual phenomena

in question. I note in this connection that the behaviour of the

"servants" in gedankenexperiment B in Appendix A matches precisely

the behaviour of the subjects in this "experiment", except for the

measuring instruments used. In other words, the behavioural

repertoire of the blind subjects is one realization of the competence

system underlying the set of possible repertoires.

On condition that my claim is correct, four logical possibilities

present themselves concerning the status of Sapir's category of

'envelopment': (a) it presupposes the concept 'coding onto a scale'

(=CS), (b) it excludes CS, (c) it is incoherent with regard to CS,

and (d) it is equivalent to CS.

The first three possibilities imply respectively that envelopment

is not a primitive notion, that it is inadequate and that it is

theoretically uninteresting. The remaining possibility (i.e., (d))

can be ruled out for reasons given in the following argument. As

implied in the characterization of measuring (see App.A) the notion

'coding onto a scale' is independent of the number of times the coding
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process occurs in an act of measuring but is inherent in all types

of measuring. Moreover, in acts of specific, simple unquantified

measuring it applies just once. In contrast, envelopment specifies,

by definition, a relation between exactly two metienda. This

entails that it cannot apply to the form of measuring which, by

my analysis, underlies all other forms. This difference in applic¬

ability leads to the conclusion that the notion 'coding onto a

scale1 and 'envelopment' are non-equivalent.

The central difficulty with Sapir's characterization of the
30

relationship between measuring and grading , as seen from a localist

point of view, is his failure to recognise a more primitive form

of measuring than number-quantity measuring, combinedwith his

tendency to draw unwarranted theoretical conclusions from onto¬

genetic facts. To sum up, his argument would seem to run as follows:

(a) children cannot measure in terms of units of measure (because they

do not know the meaning of numbers in spite of the fact that they

"know" what underlies the number system i.e., grading); (b) therefore

not everybody can measure; (c) but everybody can grade; (d) therefore

measuring presupposes grading.

It is the inference (i.e., (b)) from one type of measuring to all

types of measuring that vitiates the argument. That is, if my analysis

of measuring is, in essence, correct.

I conclude from the previous paragraphs that hypothesis B does not

conflict with the facts.

2.5. Hypothesis C ('Some acts of measuring presuppose comparison')

As implied in the discussion of hypothesis B in the previous section,

this hypothesis, if true, would allow for a reversal of functions between

acts of measuring and acts of comparison. Such a reversal is, however,

incompatible with the analysis of measuring presented in Appendix A,
p.394
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which contains a primitive form of measuring (i.e., simple, specific,

unquantified measuring) as the structurally dominant type. This

"primitive" form of measuring is an essential part of the following

complex of reasons why measurers cannot compare in order to measure (as

observed earlier; see section 2.4). First, primitive measuring

necessarily applies to all metienda one at a time for 'organic'

acts of measuring; i.e., those carried out by one person, in contrast

to the gedankenexperiments discussed in Appendix A. Secondly, for an

act of measuring to be informative, i.e.j to be non-redundant, the

the extent of at least one metiendum must be unknown. On the other

hand, for an act of comparison involving a property 1P' to be

meaningful the degree to which both comparanda possess P must be

known to the comparing agent. It follows that, if comparing and

measuring are structurally related via the identification of comparanda

with metienda the former must presuppose the latter and not vice

versa as asserted in hypothesis C. In essence, one cannot start

comparing two entities validly unless one knows the extent of both.

Measuring provides this knowledge.

2.6. Hypothesis D ('All measuring presupposes comparison').

This must be false on the assumption that C is false (see section 2.4).

2.7. Hypothesis E ('All linguistic acts of comparison presuppose acts

of measuring').

Prima facie, this hypothesis is false in that it is possible to

utter comparative construction of equality or inequality whose

corresponding propositions are based on mensurational ignorance or

falsehood. However, the latter possibility can be eliminated

immediately as an apparent counterexample since falsehood presupposes

truth. If E is true it must be true for insincere acts of comparison.
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For similar reasons, acts of comparison based on ignorance do not

constitute a type of counterexample to E. The contents of such acts

can always be challenged. Indeed, assertions involving comparatives

are always challengeable regardless of their truth or motivation.

The question to be asked here is: on what basis are such challenges

made and settled? How can one establish beyond reasonable doubt

between inter-observers the truth or otherwise of a proposition

expressed as a comparative construction; that is, rationally but

possibly within certain accepted margins of error? Part of the

answer to this question lies in the demonstrable fact that in some

cases of uncertainty about the truth value of comparative constructions
- as e.g. in the case of my laying a wager that X is 3| inches taller

than Y - the only recourse for settling the matter is measuring.

This means that the "weak" form of hypothesis E, i.e., hypothesis B,

must be true.- The problem is whether B can be generalized to E.

At first sight, it might appear as if this problem is terminological

insofar as it depends on one's definition of measuring. This would

certainly be the case in the absence of a theory of measuring.

Problems of definition always assume their greatest importance in

a theoretical vacuum. In the present context, however, the

justification of hypothesis E must be related to the validity of the

(embryonic) theory of measuring proposed in Appendix A. In particular,

to the legitimacy of what I have called complex/abstract measuring.

This category is singled out here since its rejection from the

taxonomy of measuring types, if empirically justified, would invalidate

my theory of measuring and, by that very fact, hypothesis E.

However, as implied in the discussion in Appendix A, there are reasons

not to exclude complex/abstract measuring from the taxonomy proposed.
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If those reasons are valid it follows that measuring constitutes

a necessary - if not a sufficient - basis for determining the truth-

value of linguistic acts of comparison regardless of the complexities

or, indeed, the impracticality of such measuring. In other words,
31

measuring may be said to be "part of the reality' behind all forms

of graded comparison. It establishes the truth of premises whose

conclusions can only be rendered verbally explicit by means of
32

comparative constructions of equality (=CCE) or inequality.

The direction of the relationship between comparing and measuring

as expressed by hypothesis E is compatible with the ontogenetic

fact that the human child can measure (in the "simple" sense

discussed in App.A)'before it can utter CCI/E. The reasons for

accepting the hypothesis form an explanation as to why this should

be so. Since simple measuring provides the "premises" from which

the child can draw conclusions for purposes of comparison it is

inconceivable that CCI/E could precede simple measuring.

These remarks suggest that the set of possible grammars for

natural language excludes grammars which are incompatible with an

adequate theory of measuring. For such grammars would lack descript¬

ive adequacy in principle. By way of example, let us assume that

a (partial) grammar Gc of comparative constructions in language Lx

generates semantic representations of CCI which are constructed on

the assumption that size measurement presupposes 'gravity' rather

than the base of a metiendum as a starting point for measuring

procedures. A child placed on a table could now be said to be

'taller than', or 'as tall as' (or, indeed,'shorter than') his

father. Suppose the child constructs the hypothesis that 'taller than'

unconditionally means 'highest point is further away from gravity'.

Suppose also that this hypothesis were in accordance with the facts
p.394
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and, moreover, that Gc were generally correct for Lx. It follows

that Lx could not contain expressions involving the semantic

category 'inherent (gradable) property'.. That is, the sentence

John is 3 inches taller than Bill' would not be paraphrasable as (or,

less accurately, "mean") 'John's vertical extent measured from his

base to his top is three inches greater than Bill's vertical extent etc.',

but rather, say, 'John standing on a soapbox is 3 inches taller than

Bill standing on a table'. In short, graded comparison in Lx

would be pointless for communicative purposes because of its crippling

referential vagueness.

Violation of any of the following conditions would render a

grammar of linguistic comparison Gc incompatible with the theory

of measuring proposed in Appendix A and, therefore, by my hypothesis,

descriptively inadequate.

(6) Gc must not preclude the use of labelled scales in the

semantic representations of CCI/E.

As will be made clear in the discussion of linguistic comparison

in the following chapters, the incorporation of labelled scales

in the semantic representations of CCI/E is necessary for the

explanation of semantic implications and non-implications such as,

e.g., 'John is more stupid than Bill therefore he is less intelligent'

and '*John is more stupid than Bill but he isn't any less intelligent'.

These can only be characterized as, respectively, a tautology and a

contradiction on the assumption that the lexical items 'stupid' and

'intelligent' lexicalize different ranges of a shared scale labelled

say, 'size of mental ability'. In measuring theory the absence of

scales, which are the theoretical counterparts of measuring instruments
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as proposed in Appendix A, would predict the possibility, contrary

to fact, that acts of measuring can be performed without measuring

instruments of any sort (i.e., whether organic or inorganic).

(7) 6c must not preclude starting points for scales.

The necessity of postulating a corresponding constraint in measuring

theory seems self-evident. Measuring devices, which are represented

in their abstract form by the category 'scale', must possess starting
32*

points (if not, theoretically speaking, end points). As parts of

the semantic representations of CCI/E, starting points for labelled

scales are necessary for the delimitation of the concept 'less' and,

by inference, the range of the concept 'more' (as well as 'neither

more nor less' or 'the same'). Note in this connection the oddity of

*John has less money than Bill because he has no money at all',

which results from a clash of the 'existential' and 'non-existential'

presuppositions inherent in 'less' and 'no'. Scalar starting

points, in other words, mark the theoretical boundary beyond which
33

the possession of a property cannot logically extend.

(8) Gc must not preclude a well-formed hierarchy of scalar

representations.

This condition seems well-motivated both in the theory of measuring (see App.A)

and in the theory of linguistic comparison. As regards the latter,

consider the following examples.

(9) a. *John has more/less money than Sarah although he has no

money at all.

b. *John is 6 foot 3 as against Sarah's 6 foot 1 which

makes him 2 inches shorter.

c. *John is 3 taller than Bill.

p.395
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These examples can be ruled out by a theory of linguistic comparison

on condition that (i) the 'size comparison scale1 presupposes the

'property extent scale', (ii) the size comparison scale presupposes

the 'number-quantity' scales, and (iii) the 'number scale' presupposes

the 'quantity scale'.

In broad terms, condition (8) is the logical extension of the

hypothesis that comparison presupposes measuring as part of its

empirical domain. Given this hypothesis, the scalar hierarchy

defined for Gc must reflect its substance- in particular the

implication that if comparison is characterized as the verbal

interpretation of mensurational facts then measuring must be the

hierarchical subdomain of comparison. As a consequence, the

'size comparison scale'(labelled 'extent scale' in the representation

of CCI/E proposed in subsequent chapters) should constitute the

dominant structure in the semantic characterization of CCI/E.

(10) Gc must not preclude 'transcoding'.

"Transcoding' is a coinage intended to label the series of procedures

in measuring theory which consists of the matching, coding and

transfer of metienda from one level of representation to the next

along the hierarchy of scales (see matching procedures A, B, C in

Appendix A).

The theoretical category 'transfer' is clearly a conceptual

necessity in measuring theory given the self-evident constancy of

metienda (that is, height measu>?ments can never "turn into" width

measurements nor one height measurement into another ) plus the

need for a scalar hierarchy (as postulated in (8) above). As

regards the second half of the coinage, the coding of metienda is a

logical consequence of the different characteristics of scales. The
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The representation of a metiendum as a mark on a standard quantity

scale (see the taxonomy of measuring in App.A) is of necessity

different from its representation as a digit on the number scale.

The same argument applies to the semantics of linguistic comparison

although its empirical cosequences are wider in this area owing

to the nature of lexicalization plus the additional condition on

scales peculiar to Gc. For example, the comparandum 'John's vertical

dimension' is eventually lexicalized as either 'John's height' or

'John's lack of height (or 'shortness')' depending, first, on the

direction along which the property in question is measured (this

being irrelevant in the theory of measuring competence and, secondly,

on the starting point. In other words, the 'directional properties'

of the comparandum are transcoded with it. This peculiarity

constitutes the main difference between the theory of linguistic

comparison (i.e., its lower level semantic representations) and

the theory of measuring (i.e., its procedural representations) without

however, affecting the dependence of the former on the latter.

(11) Gc must not preclude adequate definitions of metienda.

As regards its place in a semantic theory of comparative constructions,

this condition implies that Gc must not preclude representation

of a comparandum NP in CCI/E by means of a semantic complex which

is parphrasable as 'the extent of a property P inherent in or

possessed by NP'. For example, given the NP 'John' in the sentence

'John is taller than my father', Gc should assign it a semantic
34

representation which, paraphrased, is at least equivalent to the

expression 'John's vertical dimension'. The semantico-syntactic

reason for this condition may be exemplified by the unacceptable

strings in (12).
p.395
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(12) a. *John is taller than Mary but his vertical dimension

is the same

b. *John's height is greater than Mary's but his vertical

dimension is the same.

c. *John's vertical dimension is greater than Mary's

but his height is the same.

d. *John's vertical dimension is greater than Mary's vertical

dimension but his vertical dimension is the same.

If a unitary explanation for the unacceptability of all these

examples can be given in the framework of a theory Tx then, given

the principle of Occam's razor, a minimum condition of adequacy

to be placed on any theory Ty must clearly involve its compatibility

withTx. In the framework I am proposing the explanation for the

phenomena in question is, roughly, that (a), (b) and (c) are

unacceptable because (d) is unacceptable. The former simply involve

different lexical izations of an underlying (semantic) representation

whose comparanda closely resemble those of (d) in formal terms.

To illustrate the theoretical significance of condition (11) I

note that the adequate representation of metienda poses problems

for simple models of semantic interpretation such as the one proposed
35r

by Katz and Postal. One of the basic tenets of these models is that

the semantic interpretation of (deep) syntactic phrasemarkers are

random and unidirectional (i.e., "from the bottom up"). However, this

combined requirement seems to conflict with the semantico-syntactic

facts noted here since in comparative constructions the adequate

interpretation of a subject NP (say, 'the man') as a comparandum

(say, 'the man's vertical dimension') is dependent on information con¬

tained in the comparative predicate. Consequently, interpretation

would either have to "move down the tree" (from the S-node) to
p. 396
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to yield the correct results or the complete interpretation of the

subject NP node would, in contravention of the randomness principle,

have to be held in abeyance until the completion of predicate

interpretation. In any event, a relaxation of either randomness

or unidirectionality would seem to conflict with the principle of

'one projection rule per syntactic node1.

With regard to its corresponding status in measuring theory, it

might be objected that condition (11) is either unnecessary for

the construction of a universal theory of measuring since the definition

of metienda presupposes knowledge of language on the part of the

measurer or one of the main justifications for my theory of

measuring is invalid. That is, the ability to measure an entity

for height rather than width depends on knowing the difference in

meaning between the corresponding words. But if, as I have main¬

tained, humans (or, indeed, animals) are capable of measuring without

the benefit of language then, at best, condition (11) clashes with

my theory of measuring or, at worst, the theory clahes with the

facts. The objection is invalid, however, in that it confuses the

interpretation of measuring with measuring itself. The fact that

an infant cannot measure an object for height does not imply that

it cannot measure the form of spatial extent we call height.

If infants can measure at all they can measure the extent of any

perceptually definable property. The point is that a child could

never interpret its act of measuring as measuring for linguistically

defined properties. This leads to the conclusion that, for a theory

of "pure" measuring the category 'metiendum' is characterized

adequately by the axiomatic notion 'extent boundary', regardless

of geometric orientation and/or linguistic expression. Now by

'pure measuring' I mean measuring insofar as it can be described
p.396
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independently of the notion1interpretation'. But if measuring

theory is to include a theory of functional measuring, that is,

if measuring is to count as an empirical sub-domain for other forms

of behaviour then the theory must include a component which specifies

the rules by which pure measuring can be interpreted. Let us call
37

such a sub-component the semantic component of measuring theory and

label it Sm.

The basic task of Sm is the specification of rules which define

metienda - by means of labelling - as properties inherent in or

possessed by the concrete or abstract entity in respect of which an

act of measuring has been or is to be carried out. This labelling

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the correct theoretical
38

interpretation of an atomic act of pure measuring.

The reason why metienda should be defined as properties of

entities rather than as the entities themselves is that entities

cannot be measured. Instructions of the sort "measure that man" are

,strictly speaking, incoherent. Measuring is always measuring

•for something". In analyses A, B, C (see App.A) the metienda are

labelled at the initial stages. This is not a necessary feature

of the analyses in question. In pure-measuring terms the instructions

to the measurers could have been interpretation free; such as

for example, "measure the distance from A to B given entity E"

(rather than "measure E's height"). However, there is no more than

a notational difference between an analysis in which interpretation is

incorporated ab initio and one in which interpretation follows

pure measuring in toto. With reference to the analyses in Appendix A,

the problem of whether a measure of interpretative ability is to be

attributed to the measurers or whether the controller is the exclusive

p. 396
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possessor of this faculty is, given that the ontological loci of

measuring competence are individual human minds, an artefact of

the presentation.

The second task for Sm is the integration of more than one metienda

into one complex property metiendum. This applies typically to

the kind of measuring which I have labelled 'complex' or 'abstract

measuring' and which presupposes a set of axiomatic criteria by

which a property metiendum is defined (for example, 'extent of

beauty'). Since such an integration of criteria! metienda has, as

far as I can see, no linguistic consequences and therefore no bearing

on the relationship between the theories of measuring and comparison,

it may be disregarded for our purposes.

The third main task for Sm is the specification of rules by which

two metienda may be related for purposes of verbal or non-verbal

comparison. The necessity for such a specification, contrary

to what might perhaps be assumed, does not follow in any simple way

from the general condition on all forms of comparison, i.e., that

like must be compared with like. That is, if the latter is formulated

(on what seems the most natural interpretation) as a constraint on

entities or properties or both. For thus defined the condition is

pragmatic rather than semantic in nature and may therefore be

disregarded for present purposes. Evidence for the correctness of

this assertion may be summed up and correspondingly exemplified in the

form of the following disjunctive rule, whose vacuousness as a constraint
qoa

is self-evident :

(13) Given metiendum M. = the extent of a property P.. possessed

by entity Ei;
given metiendum M. = the extent of a property P. possessed

J J

p. 396
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by entity E.;
J

then either a) P.. = P. and f E^ (e.g. 'John's vertical
dimension is greater than Bill's')

or b) E. = E. and P. = P. (e.g. 'John's horizontal
'J 'J

dimension is greater than John's vertical dimension')

or c) E.j f Ej and P^ f P. (e.g.'John's horizontal
dimension is greater than Bill's vertical dimension')

Rule (13) shows that a general theory of comparability, whatever its

form, is not characterizable in terms of a universal semantic constraint

on the comparability of entities or properties (as opposed to a

set of pragmatic constraints). This does not imply, however, that

such a theory does not or, a fortiori, cannot contain semantic

constraints on the comparability of categories other than the ones

mentioned. Consider, for example, the following sequences (and their

corresponding paraphrases where appropriate):

(14) a. She has more pounds than John

b. The number of pounds she has is greater than the number John has.

(15) a. She has more money than John (has)

b. The amount of money she has is greater than the amount J. has.

(16) a. She has more money than (she has) power

b. The amount of money she has is greater than the amount of

power she has.

(17) a. *She has more pounds than power

b. *The number of pounds she has is greater than the amount

of power she has

(18) a. *She has more money than you've had hot dinners

b.i*The amount of money she has exceeds the number of hot

dinners you've had

ii.*The amount of money she has exceeds the number of times
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you've had hot dinners.

(19) She has more millions than you've had hot dinners.

(20) a.'She's had more bad luck than you've had hot dinners.

b.*The amount of bad luck she's had exceeds the number

of hot dinners you've had.

(21) The number of times she's had bad luck exceeds the number

of hot dinners you've had.

(22) She has more money money-than beauty »

(23) a.*She has more money than she's pretty.

b.*The amount of money she has is greater than the extent/degree

of her prettiness.

(24) a.She has 17 more pounds than dollars

b.The number of pounds she has exceeds by 17 the number

of dollars she has.

(25) a.She has 17 pounds more than John.

b.The number of pounds she has exceeds by 17 the number J. has.

(25) a.*She has 17 pounds more than dollars,

b.see 24b.

(27) a.She has 17 more pounds than John,

b.see 25b.

(28) *She has 17 more money than John

(29) She has 17 pounds less than John

(30) She has fewer dollars than pounds.

(31) *She has 17 fewer dollars than pounds.

(32) *She has 17 fewer dollars than John.

(33) *She has 17 dollars fewer than pounds.

(34) *?She has 17 dollars less than pounds.

(35) ?She has 17 dollars less than she has pounds.
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(36) There were 17 more pounds than dollars in the purse.

(37) There were 17 fewer dollars than pounds in the purse.
?

(38) a.'He counted 17 fewer dollars than pounds,

b. He counted 17 more pounds than dollars.

(39) a. *He painted 17 fewer cars than houses.

b. He painted 17 more cars than houses.
?

(40) 'He painted 17 fewer cars than he did houses.

(41) He painted fewer cars than houses.

It is clear from this set that the unacceptable sequences do not

not contravene any pragmatic constraint on comparability. Consider,

for example, (16) and (17). The unacceptability of (17) can evidently

not be explained in terms of the incomparability of the entities

or properties in question. This conclusion follows from the fact

that the same situation - summed up as, say, 'X possesses 3 million

pounds and an agreed amount of power1 - may be acceptably described in

the linguistic form represented by (16a) but not by (17a). The

unacceptability of (17a) must therefore reflect a constraint on

either semantic interpretation or syntagmatic composition. Note

that it would not do to attribute the status of (17a) simply to the

incomparability of uncountable and countable entities (or, a fortiori

nounphrases). For such an attribution would amount to no more than

an observationally adequate but theoretically uninteresting assertion.

The question that needs to be answered is: what is the source of

this incomparability?

As envisaged earlier, the system Sm would, in effect, be a system

of constraints on the interrelatability of metienda for the purpose

of (in this context) verbal comparison. Logically, there can be three

sources for such constraints i.e., the (non-pragmatic) characteristics
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of the metienda, or the characteristics of the procedure by which

metienda are measured, or, as is suggested by (16a) and (17a), a

combination of both these factors.

From the above set of sentences it appears that certain metienda

(e.g.'power') are both mensurationally and semantically uncountable

whereas others (e.g. 'money') are mensurationally countable but

semantically uncountable (as is shown by (15a) and (16a), which may

39
refer to identical metienda). As a matter of logic measuring procedures

involving the first category, which we may label 'inherently un¬

countable', can never feature the number scale in their character¬

izations. In contrast, there exist metienda - say, 'pounds sterling' -

which must be measured along the number scale but which may be

interpreted as aggregates (e.g.'money') on condition that their
40

constituent parts are homogeneous. Such an interpretation converts

a number into an amount and thereby precludes the semantic choice

of the number scale (as is demonstrated by the unacceptability

of (28). It should be stressed that the existence of this semantic

constraint on the comparability of amounts and numbers can only be

explained as a reflex of the mensurational fact that amounts and

numbers are measured differently (as are amounts and degrees;

compare in this respect (22) and (23)). The strength of this semantic

constraint is demonstrated by (18), (19) and particularly (20) in the

set above. The latter example (20a) may be termed a "semantical

illusion". Depending on whether the first comparandum is interpreted

as an amount or a number, the sentence will, in my experience, be

regarded as deviant or acceptable by the same informant.

Not all constraints on interpretation for comparative purposes

are mensurational in character, as is shown by (24), (25), (26) and

(27). The acceptability of (26b) and (27b) and the corresponding
p.397
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unacceptability of (26a) and (27a) imply that the source of the latter
41 f

must be syntactico-semantic. Examples (29)-(41 }tfas a reminder of the

potential intractability of linguistic-data in general and of compar-

42f
ative constructions in particular.

p.397,400



THE BASIC SEMANTIC STRUCTURE

OF ADJECTIVAL COMPARATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

3.1. The Semantic Representation of Norm-related Adjectival CCI.

1 Norm-related' comparative constructions may be exemplified by

sentences (1) and (2) in contrast to constructions such as (3) which

will be referred to as 1 norm-neutral1.

(1) John is more stupid than Bill

(2) That boy is as short as his younger sister

(3) Peter is taller than Keith

43r
As has been widely observed in the literature the main difference

between norm-related comparative constructions (=NRCC) and norm-

neutral comparative constructions (=NNCC) lies in the difference

of their semantic implications. This is illustrated by the following

facts:

(4) *John is more stupid than Bill, who is quite clever.

(5) *John is more stupid than Bill although he is quite clever.

(6) Peter is taller than Keith although both are quite short.

(7) Peter is taller than Keith but both are very tall.

That is, (8) and (9) are both implied by (1) but neither (10) nor

(11) is implied by (3)^:

(8) John is stupid.

(9) Bill is stupid.

(10) Peter is tall.

(11) Keith is tall.
p.402
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Throughout the discussion I shall assume eight conditions (i.e., 13-20

below) and, for want of a better term at this stage, .refer to the

first members of antonymoui^pairs such as 'stupid/clever' and 'short/

/tall1 as 'negative' adjectives (i.e., 'stupid' and 'short') in

contrast to their 'positive' counterparts. In addition, comparanda

NPs will be labelled NP1 (e.g. 'John' in example (1)) and NP2 (e.g.

'Bill' in example (1)). Finally, the discussion will be concerned with

what I shall refer to as'simple' NRCC (example (1)) rather than

'complex' NRCC (as exemplified immediately below in (12).

(12) John is more stupid than Bill is ignorant.

The eight assumptions on which the subsequent discussion will be

based are as follows (13 - 20):

(13) NP1 and NP2 in simple NRCCare compared for the same

property.

The evidence for this assertion lies in the fact that, for example,

(1) could never imply (12).

(14) The norm-relatedness of negative adjectives is constant

for NP1 and NP2.

This is confirmed by the fact, noted earlier, that both (8) and

(9) are implied by (1).

(15) Explicitly gradable norm-related adjectives are implicitly

graded in simple adjectival predicate constructions.

The following examples are predicted by (15):

(15') a. This elephant is small.

b. This elephant is smaller than the average elephant.

c. *This elephant is small but it isn't smaller than the

average elephant.

d. This elephant is small for an elephant but big for an

animal.

p.403
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As has been observed by many linguists (see e.g. Lyons 1977, 9.1)

the hypothesis that a) implies b) (but see footnote 46) is confirmed

both by the unacceptabi1ity of c) and the non-contradictory nature

of d).
(16) Negative adjectives and their positive counterparts

are logical contraries of each other and both are contraries

of their related norm.

The combined acceptability of the following set of sentences

confirms this hypothesis:

(16') a.John isn't tall, he's short.

b.John isn't short, he's tall.

c.John isn't tall, he's of average height.

d.John isn't short, he's of average height.

e.John isn't of average height, he's tall.

f.John isn't of average height, he's short.

(17) The members of antonymous sets of adjectives are antonyms

with respect to a common semantic property.

To illustrate, a) and b) below both imply c) but never d).

(17') a.John is taller than Bill.

b.Bill is shorter than John.

C.John's height is more than Bill's height,

d.John's height is more than Bill's weight.

(18) The negative members of antonymous pairs of adjectives

in simple adjectival predicate constructions (e.g. 15a)

label a degree of a property less than some norm or

46
average.

The contradictions expressed in the following sequences confirm the

p.403
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"negative" character of negative adjectives:

(181) a. *He's short but taller than average.

b. *He's short but his height is greater than average.

c. *He's short but his height is about average.

(19) The norm to which antonymous pairs of adjectives are related

marks the 'neutral' degree of a property (i.e., a degree which

is neither positive nor negative).

The evidence for this assumption, which is implicit in (16c) and

(16d), leads to the conclusion that, being the contrary of both terms

in an antonymous pair, a norm acts as a "tertium quid".

(20) A linguistic theory should capture generalizations

concerning 'lexical (or morpho-semantic) naturalness'.

By a linguistic theory which incorporates the concept of lexical

naturalness I mean a theory whose formal and substantive theoretical

categories are capable of matching a lexical representation R of a

lexical item I with the semantic representation S of a pre-lexical

structure such that, first, the insertion of I is determined by

S, secondly, R is formally equivalent to a part P of S and, thirdly,

R and 5 are independently motivated. Taken together, these three

conditions will be taken to define the notion 'lexical generalization'.

In contrast, a theory which excludes the concept of lexical naturalness

is by (my) definition a theory in which lexical insertion is semant-

ically random and in which the sets of semantic primes and syntactic

primes are disjoint. I shall label this type of theory T-r (= semantic-

ally random with regard to lexical insertion) in contrast to a type

T-n (= semantically non-random), which meets condition (20). The
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formal difference between the two types coincides partly with the

distinction between what I shall call 'input semantics1 (to avoid

the narrower term 'generative semantics') and ' interpretive semantics'.
The substantive difference between T-n and T-r resides in the notion

'lexical generalization' as defined above. T-n claims that lexical

generalizations in the sense given can and therefore should be made

whereas T-r explicitly or implicitly denies the existence or

validity of such generalizations. Finally, the concept 'lexical

naturalness' prompts a distinction between 'natural' and 'unnatural'

lexicalizations^^ on the one handinftnon-natural' lexicalizations on

the other. The former are associated with T-n whereas the latter form

a collective property of T-r.

On the basis of conditions (13) - (20) it is my purpose in this

section to investigate the semantic struture of norm-related comparative

constructions of inequality such as, for example, (21)

(21) John is more stupid than Bill.

As a preliminary to this general problem it will be necessary to

discuss the more particular problem of how an adequate semantic

representation could be formulated for the type of sentence exemplified

by (22).

(22) John is stupid.

Given condition (15), the fact that the adjective 'stupid' is

explicitly gradable, as evidenced by (21), leads to the conclusion that

(22) should be represented as an implicitly graded construction. For

the sake of my argument, I shall adopt (23a) below as an informal

approximation to such a representation, with (23b) as its necessary

consequence.

(23) a. NP1 is more stupid than NP2x.
p.403
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b. NP2x expresses some norm.

Now given condition (14) representation (23a) should carry the

implication (24).

(24) NP2 is stupid.

However, (24) is undesirable in that it involves a clash between

conditions (16) and (18). Since 'stupid' is a (negative) adjective

of the type defined in (18) its scope cannot, as a matter of logic

implied by (16), extend over its contrary i.e., NP2 in (24). In
A

other words, the norm-related representaion (23a) contains the

paradox that the norm it contains is not a norm or tertium quid.

There is another reason why (23a) is undesirable in principle.

Condition (17) stipulates that antonymous pairs of adjectives should

be explicitly related to a common property at the representational

level. As it stands (23a) clearly fails in this respect since it

does not show how the adjective 'stupid' is related to a common

prperty shared by its counterpart 'clever' (assuming a two-term

set for convenience). Condition (17) can be met by allowing the

paraphrase (25) below to serve as a necessary, if informal, basis

for an adequate lexical representation of 'stupid' and (26) for

'clever'.

(25) X is stupidrjX has less than normal mental ability.

(26) X is clever^X has more than normal mental ability.

It should be stressed at this stage that I do not propose (25) and

(26) as sufficient bases for adequate lexical representations of the

antonymous pair in question. That is, there may be more to the

meaning of 'stupid' than (25). Compare in this respect (27)

below, about whose acceptability there.may be some doubt, with
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the clearly unacceptable (28)

(27) 'John is less than normally intelligent but he isn't stupid.

(28) *John is stupid but he isn't less than normally intelligent.

Perhaps in the light of this,(25) should be modified to (29) below

but in any event these complications do not affect my argument.

(29) X is stupidiDX has (less thanVless than normal mental ability
(much '

With these provisos I propose, first, that (25) be accepted as a

necessary informal basis for an adequate lexical representation of

'stupid' since it meets the conditions (13) - (19) without the

paradoxical implication noted earlier and, secondly, that (30)

below be accepted as what I shall call a paraphrase representation

of (22); that is, an informal approximation to a semantic represent¬

ation.

(30) John's mental ability is less than normal.

In the light of these preliminary remarks I would now like to return

to the more general problem of how a semantic representation should

be formulated for (21), here repeated as (31)

(31) John is more stupid than Bill.

In spite of its prima-facie obviousness the proposal contained in (25)

has some interesting, indeed, in my view theoretically crucial, implic¬

ations for the formulation of a semantic representation of (31) in

particular and CCI in general. As it stands "meaning postulate"

(25) plus the meaning of the word 'more' suggest (32) below as a

paraphrase representation or (33) (given the fact that all CCI are

paraphrasable with the words 'greater than' or 'smaller/less')

(32) John has more less than normal mental ability than Bill.
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(33) John's less than normal mental ability is greater than

Bill's less than normal mental ability.

The difficulties with (33) (and, by implication, (32)) are twofold.

First, for (33) to receive the correct interpretation the predicate

'greater than' should apply neither to the (underlined) head of the

NP 'John's less than normal mental ability' nor to the whole MP but

to a sub-constituent i.e., 'less than normal'. Since this would be

totally at odds with all known 'island constraints' (see Postal 1969 )

it is difficult to see what non-ad hoc theoretical tools (other than

the ones suggested below) could be mustered to formalize the desired

scope of the predicate 'greater than' in representations of the kind

under discussion. The second difficulty with (33), related to the

theoretical problem just noted, concerns the linguistic fact that it

allows, on a perfectly non-counterintuitive interpretation, for the

wrong implication of (31) i.e., (34) below.

(34) John's mental ability is greater than Bill's.

Since these difficulties of non-formalizability and false prediction

seem insuperable, (32) and (33) must be rejected as paraphrase

representations of (31).

The following modification of (33), which avoids the semantic defects

noted, might appear to be an improvement:

(35) John's less than normal mental ability is less than

Bill's less than normal mental ability.

In spite of its semantic plausibility (35) must, in my opinion, be

characterized as inadequate and, therefore, as unacceptable. As a

paraphrase representation of (31) it offends, to the most extreme

degree possible, against the principle of lexical naturalness as
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assumed in metacondition (20). The implied correspondence between

the (underlined) semantic predicate 'less' of (35) and its lexicalized

form 'more' in (31) would seem to stretch the arbitrary nature of the

linguistic sign to intuitively unacceptable limits. Before

suggesting a solution to this problem which satisfies assumptions

of lexical naturalness I must make a brief digression on the

comparability of norm-related properties.
48r

It has been either stated or assumed in the literature on the subject

that adjectives such as 'stupid' ('short', 'bad' etc.) express a

negative quality or negative degree of a quality or property. In

descriptive practice this hypothesis is often expressed by means of

the features /+negative/ or /+privative/ or the like. Such character¬

izations, apart from being incoherent, illustrate a logico-1inguistic

paradox inherent in all CCI types containing "negative" adjectives

modified by the comparative formatives 'more' or '-er'. The paradox

arises from a combination of-two factors. The first of these mainly

concerns the apparent impossibility of assigning any logical content

to the notion 'possessing more of a negative degree of a quality' if

by this is meant, as is reasonable when forced to be explicit, 'possess¬

ion to a greater degree of a quality Q which expresses the zero degree

or less of its positive contrary'. For this notion allows as a set

of implications propositions of the type 'X possesses the property

P to a zero degree or less', which are devoid of logical content.

Moreover, it allows for characterizations of the form 'Q expresses

a zero degree of its positive contrary C', whose insufficiency follows

from the fact that they also apply to neutral terms.

The other factor contributing to the paradoxical nature of this

problem is that, in spite of the deficiencies just noted, sentences

p. 404
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such as (31) are perfectly acceptable. How is this acceptability to

be explained? The main stumbling block to an acceptable explanation

of the data would seem to lie in the proper reduction of the notions

'negative property' or 'negative degree of a property'. Clearly these

are not sufficient in themselves to account for the problems noted.

Neither would it do to reduce them either to the notion 'contrary

of some property', which also characterizes positive terms or to

the notion 'contrary of some positive property' which, in addition

to the drawback of its being applicable to neutral terms leaves us

with the task of finding a non-circular definition of the term

'positive'.

The way out of the problem, I suggest, lies in the following

proposals. Rather than 'a negative property' or 'a zero degree or

less of a property', so-called negative adjectives should be taken

to signal a range of a property tending towards the negative or,

more accurately, a property range covering a distance from some

norm to 'zero'. Conversely, "positive adjectives" should be taken

to denote a property range covering a distance from some norm to(wards)

infinity. In addition, the postulated ranges should be construed as

applying to properties definable as ' a neutral degree of X', where

X, in accordance with condition (17) above, denotes a concept or

semantic property shared by antonymous pairs of lexical terns.

The following representation, involving the antonyms 'stupid-

clever' exemplifies these proposals in diagrammatic form

(36) MENTAL ABILITY

< (I
'stupid' 'clever' (where 1Q' denotes 'zero')

( " '&&' " 'infinity'
One feature of (36) most immediately relevant to the problem under

discussion concerns the relative ".extents of the two ranges N--*Q

n
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and The former, which covers 'stupid', is theoretically finite

whereas the latter represents a theoretically infinite range for

'clever'. The situation for the pair 'stupid/clever' is equivalent

to my interpretation of the concepts 'less than' and 'more than' as

defined relative to an arbitrary point 'X' on a generalized scale

labelled 'P' for any arbitrary neutral property as follows:

Given (36) and (37) the problem in hand can be restated in terms of

the following two questions (38) and (39).

(38) Why does "language" find it desirable to "convert" a

finite range such as N—>Q in (36)(which has its logical

equivalent X--*Q in (37))into an infinite range such as

X--*&& in (37) which is its logical contradictory?

(39) How can this "conversion" be represented in adequate

linguistic terms?

In answer to (38) I shall put forward the following speculation. The

desirability of (as it were) "borrowing" a theoretically infinite type

of range for expressing degrees of negative tendencies - which type

as it happens, carries the arbitrary lexical marker 'more' - is only

a by-product of the desire to express the concept 'greater degree of

a negative tendency' in a lexically natural way. Once 'more' is

arbitrarily established as the marker of a range which happens to be

'zero-escaping' and, therefore, infinite and "positive", the natural way

of expressing the concept 'a greater degree of' (i.e., of a negative

tendency) is to use 'more' (of a negative tendency) rather than 'less'

(37)

'less' 'more'more
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(of a neutral property). Consequently, the existence of the lexical

item 'more' enables language-users to express a new (and logically

paradoxical) concept i.e., that of a 'zero-approaching infinite

range'. That this possibility is used may be shown by the following

few examples

(40) a. He's infinitely more stupid than John

b. There's no end to his dastardliness

c. Russia is immeasurably much colder than Scotland.

The point about these sentences is, of course, that they involve a

hyperbolic rather than a logical use of language.

The answer to question (39) brings us back to the original problem

of an adequate semantic representation of (31), here repeated as (41).

(41) John is more stupid than Bill

In addition to basing my analysis of (41) on implications following

from the facts and suggestions just presented, I shall presuppose a

set of assumptions (42 below) whose validity will be tested in this

or subsequent chapters.

(42) a.i. All comparative constructions of inequality,-whose various

surface forms may be generalized for convenience as

X be 'moiVless' Y than Z, are reduceable to the following

conceptual frame:

ii. The extent of the W of X be 'more/less' than the extent

of the W of Z; where W is lexically incorporated in Y as

a semantic property shared by an antonymous pair of

adjectives.

b. All CCI are analyzable within the framework of the

localist theory of comparatives (=LTC) introduced in ch.l.
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c. The semantic categories of LTC (of which the immediately

relevant ones are listed below) are empirically justified.

d. LTC is compatible with the theory of measuring sketched

in Appendix A.

e. LTC is formalizable.

Before attempting to construct a semantic representation of (41) based

on the assumptions of (42) I suggest a provisional analysis of

standard CCI in terms of the generalized categories contained in

(43) below.

(43) a. An abstract geometric scale 'S1 with a starting point 1Q1

symbolizing 'gravity' and '&&' symbolizing infinity.

b. A label 'L' which labels S and represents the semantic

property shared by an antonymous set of lexical items

(as assumed in (17)).

c. Points on S which represent or 'index' the two comparanda

of standard CCI and, where appropriate, its norm.

d. Distances between points.

e. Existence predicates with points and distances on S as

bound variables.

f. Movement along S away from Q (='zero-escape').

g. Movement along S towards Q (='zero-approach').

h. A departure point representing a comparandum.

i. A destination point representing a comparandum.

j. Journeys along routes on S between departure points and

destination points.

k. A process of lexicalization which is determined by

(i) the existence or non-existence of a distance between

the comparanda, (ii) the direction of a journey, and

(iii) the label of a scale.
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Most of these general features can be schematically represented as

follows:

(44) Constraint on interpretation:

LEGEND:

a. 'Q'

b. 1L'

c.

d. '

e. 'X'

f. ' Y'

g•1Dxy1

h. 'V

1

<- -1j

the starting point (or endpoint) of S

the semantic property common to antonymous pairs of adjectives

zero-escape route ( = R+ ).
zero-approach route ( = Rq ).
an index point on S which denotes either the departure

point for a zero-escape route (e.g. 'Bill' in 'John

is taller than Bill') or the destination point for

a zero-approach route (e.g. 'Bill' in 'Bill is shorter

than John'). Convention: X is positioned between Q and Y.

an index point on S which denotes either the departure

point for a zero-approach route or the destination

point for a zero-escape route. Convention: Y is

positioned to the right of X.

a distance which exists between index points X and Y on S.

The existence of this distance lexicalizes as either

'more/er' or 'less' in English depending on the direction

of the route.

any lexical item that lexicalizes 'zero-escape' (e.g.

'tall' for a scale labelled 'vertical dimension').
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i. 'i.* = any lexical item that lexic.alizes 'zero-approach' (e.g.'short'
J

j. 'N' = an index point on S denoting a norm which may be

implied by CCI (as in,e.g. (41)). N may occupy either

of two positions: to the left of both X and Y or to

the right of both X and Y. The third possibility (i.e.,

between X and Y) is semantically ill-formed (but see

section 4.4). When a norm is present on a scale it

functions exclusively as a route departure point in

explicitly graded CCI. In implicitly graded constructions
rion-subjecfc

it functions as a/destination point (for reasons to

be discussed).

Disregarding the position of N for the moment, generalized represent¬

ation (44) contains the following linguistically relevant information

for CCI:

(44') a. "There exists a distance D on route R+ on the scale S
labelled L between index points X and index point Y"

(i.e., "Y is 'i.' than X"; where 'i.' lexicalizes zero-

escape).

b. "There exists a distance on route Rq on the scaleS
labelled 'L' between index point X and index point Y"

(i.e., "X is 1 i -1 than Y"; where 'i -' lexicalizes
J J

zero-approach).

NB.The direction of the route as expressed in the subscripts

added to R plus conditions (44e,f) guarantee the identity of

the departure and destination points.

Hereafter the basic representations as formulated in (44') will be

abbreviated, for convenience, as follows:

(4411) a. "There exists a route-distance D+ on S('L') from X to Y".
b. "There exists a route-distance Dq on S('L') from Y to X".
NB. Given these abbreviated forms plus the conventions in
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in (44e) and (44f) concerning the fixed positions of X and Y,

the following propositions are ill-formed as semantic representations:

c. *There exists a distance D+ on S from Y to X.
d. *There exists a distance D on S from X to Y.

o

The most crucial basic property of representation (44) as interpreted

in (44') is that it enables us to provide a non-circular definition of

comparative constructions of inequality. Put slightly differently,

its combined static and dynamic properties guarantee a characterization

of CCI which is free from infinite regress (see chapter 1). Of course,

the truth of this assertion depends on a proper formalization of the

properties in question. For an attempt at a semi-formalization which,

in my view, establishes the non-circularity of an LTC definition of

CCI I refer to Appendix B.

According to assumption (42a) all CCI are semantically reduceable

to and, therefore, must be reduced to predicates corresponding to the

lexicalized forms 'greater/more etc.(than)' or 'less etc.than'. If

this is correct the adequate semantic representation of these

predicates should be one of the central concerns of any theory of

comparatives including LTC. Assuming the conventions introduced in

(43) and (44) I suggest the following schematic representation involving

a general scale 'EXTENT':

(45) EXTENT

'greater/m&re'
*T!issT~

Diagram (45) is intended to represent the hypothesis that the lexical

formatives 'greater/more' or 'less' are inserted into a pre-lexical

CCI structure U on condition that (i) there exists a distance between

index points on the scale representing U; (ii) U is zero-escaping or
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zero-approaching respectively; (iii) the scale is labelled EXTENT.

This last condition, in conjunction with assumption (42a) is justified

by considerations of fact and theory implicit in the following examples:

(46) John is taller than Bill

(47) John's vertical dimension is greater than Bill's vert. dim.

(48). The extent of John's vertical dimension is greater than

Sentences (47) and (48) are both possible' (if cumbersome) paraphrases

of (46). However, when interpreted as paraphrase representations

(48) rather than (47) is a conceptual necessity for the semantic

analysis of (46). T-his follows from the conclusion reached in chapter 2

that measuring is the empirical basis of all comparison. For this

conclusion requires that ccomparanda NPs be construed as metienda.

Paraphrase representation such as (47), in contrast to (48), would

be insufficient for the embodiment of this requirement.

Along the same lines as (45) and following the same conventions,

the lexical item 'stupid' is insertable into pre-lexical structures

of the following type:

In short, 'stupid' lexicalizes the range 'less than normal mental

ability'. Logically speaking therefore, but disregarding matters

of lexical naturalness for the moment, sentence (50) should receive the

schematic representation (51).

(50) John is more stupid than Bill

extent of Bill's vertical dimension.

(49)

(51) MENTAL

Q xx
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The difficulty with (51) as a representation of (50) is that it does

not predict the lexicalization 'more' but'less', since its journey, in

contrast to that of 'more' in (45), is zero-approaching. The problem

posed by this prima-facie undesirable state of affairs can be reduced

to the following question. Given the condition (20) on lexical

naturalness, how can a natural solution be found for the lexical

insertion of 'more' into a pre-lexical structure representing (50)

while retaining the semantic adequacy of representations (45) and

(51)? I suggest that the answer to this question lies in effecting

an amalgamation of (45) and (51) in such a way that a two-level

hierarchy of predicates is created which provides the correct

scope for the relation 'greater than' in the pseudo-representation

(52) (see p.61).

(52) John's less than normal mental ability is greater than

Bill's less than normal mental ability.

As observed earlier on page 61, the scope of 'greater than' in (52)

should be 'less' rather than 'ability'. In other words, we must find

an adequate semantic representation for the concept "greater lessness".

The solution to the problem of the correct scope for 'greater than'

is contained in the geometric properties of representation (51), here

modified as (53).

Representation (53) shows that the distance Dnj is greater than the

distance Dnb, This implies that the former occupies more of the range

'less than normal mental ability' than Dnb. I propose that this information
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be stated on, or transferred to, another scale which has all the

properties of the generalized EXTENT scale (=SE) represented in (45).

This process of transfer amounts to a process of abstraction from

representation (53) in this sense that the distances Dnb and Dnj, once

transferred, are represented by index points X and Y on SE as follows:

(54) .EXTENT^

,X(=Dnb). ;> Y(=Dnj')>>-.

The index points X and Y, representing an abstraction from another

scale - in this case MENTAL ABILITY - possess an internal structure

which for zero-approach concepts (such as 'stupid', 'short') is of

the general kind

(55) <

where Z may, but need not, represent some norm (as it does in (50).

We have now arrived at the following schematic semantic represent¬

ation for (50):

(56) EXTENT^

Q^X{=Dnb^ >
q2^B_^_N_\. Q3^O_^N.

Scalar Convention:

NB. Neither the triangular representation nor the subscripts for Q

have any significance beyond that of visual clarity and easy

reference.

For a formal characterization of (56) see Appendix B.

Pre-lexical substructure Q2 (as well as with 'John' replacing 'Bill')
lexicalizesin a variety of ways as independent structures:
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(57) a. Bill1s stupidity

b. Bill's mental deficiency

c. Bill's less than normal mental ability

d. Bill's subnormal intelligence etc.

Incidentally, whether there exists a constraint that Q2 and Q3 should

be lexicalized in strictly identical ways is not entirely clear.

(58) TJohn's stupidity is greater than Bill's mental deficiency

The examples given in (57) point to an interesting question concerning

the status of lexicalization in the transformational cycle. Since Q1

lexicalizes as 'more...than' or 'greater than' (the selection

depending on adjectival or non-adjectival realization respectively)

the whole of (56) could theoretically be lexicalized as (59), which

as indicated earlier is to be ruled out.

(59) *John's less than normal intelligence is greater than

Bill's less than normal intelligence.

The constraint by which these surface forms can be prevented is
49r

presumably a special case of a general island constraint. This

would suggest that lexicalization in this model should be either

post-cyclic or non-cyclic.^ r

3.2. The Basic Semantic Structure of Norm-neutral Adjectival CCI.

In chapter 1 I suggested a provisional analysis of norm-neutral

comparative constructions such as (60) which, following the conventions

established in (43) and (44), may be represented schematically as (61).

(60) John is shorter than Bill.

(61) HEIGHT

<

p. 404
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However, this representation seems inadequate in one crucial respect:

it does not predict the lexicalization '-er'. That this is, indeed,

the case or, put differently, that (61). forces a lexical insertion

procedure which must be characterized as unnatural is clear from the

considerations that, first, the formatives 'more' and 'er' are in

complementary distribution - even in free variation in a number of

cases - and, secondly, that 'more' must be interpreted as signalling

a zero-escape journey in LTC. The conclusion forced by the dynamic

properties of (61), therefore, i.e., that' the formative '-er' signals

a zero-approach journey, constitutes a serious defect of the analysis.

In addition to this major problem, (61) lacks explicitness in three

areas. First, it does not explicitly represent the fact that (60)

is semantically norm-neutral. Secondly, it is not formally relatable

to the generalization (42a) that all CCI are paraphrasable in terms

of 'greater' or 'less'. Lastly, I shall try to demonstrate below

that a number of generalizations concerning the semantic implications

of CCI can only be explicitly formulated on the basis of represent¬

ations which are incompatible with the set exemplified by (61). As

is the case with the set of representations for NRCC (see section 3.1.)

the former are characterized by a hierarchical bi-scalar structure

plus an obligatory EXTENT scale whose scope as part of a higher

predicate extends over two sub-predicates. A sample representation

from this set corresponding to (60) is (62).

where Z. f N (i.e., may be any arbitrary point on the

V(ertical)DIM(ension scale other than N),

Paraphrased, (62) contains the following information immediately relevant

(62)
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to my argument:

(63) The distance on a zero-approach route Rq between any
arbitrary point Z. N) on the scale S. labelled VDIM

' J

and the point marked 'J1 is greater than the distance on RQ
between Z. on S. and the point marked 'B1.

1 <J

NB. For a formal characterization of the notion 'route' and

the scale-structure type exemplified by (62) as well as

a non-circular definition of the notion 'greater than'

see Appendix B sections AY , D(18) and D 111(3) respectively).

The presence of Z^ in Q2 and Q3 of (62) is important for the following
reasons. If ^ N(as in (62)) the condition explicitly guarantees that

adjectival lexicalizations of Q2/Q3 are norm-neutral. Furthermore,norm-

related nominalized lexicalizations of Q2/Q3 would be ruled out:

(64) a. *John's shortness (is greater than Bill's)

b. John's lack of height (is a handicap).

Incidentally, sequences such as (64a) could, again, be prevented by

a post-cyclic island constraint if Z^ = N.
If Z.j = N, norm-relatedness is explicitly guaranteed, as in

(65) a. John is short.

b. John is even shorter than Bill.

In addition to allowing for greater explicitness, the presence of a

variable of this kind in semantic representations of CCI enables us to

construct one "neutral" lexical entry 'short' rather than either two

entries (i.e., a norm-related one plus a norm-neutral one) or an

observationally inadequate entry such as is to be found in most
51 r

dictionaries. This simplification can be achieved by insertability

conditions such as (66)(stated informally):

p. 404
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(66) 'Short* may be inserted into substructure

VDIM

59 r
The value of I. will determine how the "Gesammtbedeutung" of'short'

is to be "augmented" contextually.

The foregoing discussion suggests that the principle of 'bi-scalarity'

proposed for the analysis of 'shorter than' should be extended to the

analysis of 'taller than'. That is, given the sentence

(67) John is taller than Bill,

I propose as its (schematic) representation (70) rather than (68)

or (69):

(69) VDIM,

n, B n, J__\« where ^ N

The reasons for preferring (70) to (69) and the latter to (68) are

theoretical and empirical. Since it does not contain any variable

which may be interpreted either as a norm or a non-norm depending on

the nature of the corresponding comparative construction, a represent¬

ation of the type examplified in (68) cannot in principle capture the

generalization that 'positive" adjectives in English (and presumably

universally) may be norm-neutral (e.g. 'tall') or norm-related

(e.g. 'brilliant'), witness the respective acceptability and

unacceptability of the following examples:

p.404
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(71) a. John is taller than Bill although both are rather short,

b. *John has a more brilliant mind than Bill althought both

are below average in intelligence.

Schematic representation (69) remedies this inherent defect of (68)

since it contains the interpretable variable Z. in addition to the

required route-distance between the scalar points B and J. The

question arises, however, whether there exist differences of substance

between (69) and (70). In spite of possible impressions to the

contrary there are several arguments for regarding the distinctness

between the two types of representation as theoretical rather than as

merely notational. First, (69) does not explicitly capture the

generalization that all CC comparanda are reduceable to paraphrase

representations containing the concept 'extent' or 'size' or the like.

Secondly, representations of the type (69) presuppose conditions on the <

non-coincidence of scalar point which, if included in the scale-type

canon proposed in Appendix B? would have the undesirable effect of

increasing the power of that canon without increasing its adequacy.

Thirdly, if the treatment of norm-related "negative" CC and norm-neutral

negative CC proposed in previous paragraphs is correct in essence,

the different format for norm-neutral positive CC (such as 67) or norm-

related positive CC (e.g. 'John is more brilliant than Bill') would,

undesirably, imply the impossibility or unjustifiability of a unified

description of comparative constructions. Lastly, and most importantly,

both (69) and (70) are, in essence, intended to convey two pieces of

information concerning distances between scalar points, i.e., the

existence of a distance between scalar points B and J on route R+ plus
the fact that distance Dzj is greater than Dzb. However, the latter

statement can only be inferred from the mono-scalar nature of (69). This
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inexplicitness is a necessary consequence of the presence of

combined with the LTC claim that for the proposition 'X is greater

than Y' (which must be the paraphrase representation of (67)) to receive

a non-circular, non-regressive specification it must be reduced to the

assertion of the existence of a scalar distance between X and Y. For

if X equals a distance D. and Y equals a distance D-, the predication

of a distance between X and Y presupposes the postulation of represent¬

ations in which distances are coded as scalar point; that is, recursive

representations (see also Appendix B, section C). Only (70) is

adequate in this respect.

3.3. The Basic Semantic Struture of Adjectival Comparative Constructions

of Equality.

The following two sentences exemplify the category 'adjectival CCE':

(72) a. John is as tall as Bill,

b. John is as short as Bill.

That these sentences are manifestations of CC as defined in chapter 1

is demonstrated by the following set of tautologies, contradictions

and non-implications:

(73) a. John is as tall as Bill so there is no difference in

height between them.

b. John is as tall as Bill ^o there is a difference in

height between them.

c. John is as tall as Bill but there is no difference in

intelligence between them.

d. John is as short as Bill so both lack height.

e. John is as short as Bill so there is no difference in

height between them.

f. John is as short as Bill *so there is a difference in

height between them.
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The sentences in (73) further demonstrate that the set of CCE may be

norm-neutral (e.g. (72a)) or norm-related (e.g. (72b)).. This indicates

that, as with CCI, its semantic representation should include a two-

valued norm variable of the kind discussed in the previous section.

The conclusion that the set of CCE is properly included in the

set of comparative constructions implies that CCI and CCE should receive

a unified analysis. As was provisionallyargued in chapter 1, the contra¬

dictory sequence:

(74) *John is taller than Bill but there is no difference in

height between them,

constitutes on of the reasons for postulating a semantic representation

which includes at the highest level the predication of the existence

of a difference in respect of a common property between two comparanda.

In other words, (74) is a contradiction because its second part negates

what its first part asserts. It might be argued that, by the same

token, the following example

(76) It is not the case that there is a difference in height

between John and Bill

53
is an adequate (partial) representation of (72a). However, this line

of reasoning must be rejected or at least two reasons. As a by¬

product of the argument for this rejection some properties of CCI and,

by implication, all CC will be brought to light which have of necessity

been left obscure in the foregoing discussion.

The first reason why (76) must be ruled out as a partial

paraphrase representation of (72a) lies in the illocutionary force

of the latter. The speaker who utters (72a) clearly is not denying

a proposition (i.e., the proposition that there exists a difference

in respect of a common property between two comparanda). Rather, he

is asserting a proposition (i.e., the proposition that two comparanda

are equal in some respect). This claim receives some confirmation

from the fact that there exists a "straightforward" way of uttering
p. 405
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(77) There's no difference in 'height between John and Bill

The second reason why (76) is prima facie inadequate has to do with

the concept of lexical naturalness. As it stands (76) or, more

accurately, its formal equivalent, would grossly contravene the condition

on lexical naturalness as formulated earlier (section 3.1.).

The rejection of (76) as a partial PR (paraphrase representation)

of (72a) raises certain problems for a unified analysis of CC in the

terms outlined so far. They concern, first, the status of an overt

existence predicate in the semantic representation of CCI as postulated

in chapter 1 seen in conjunction with the rejection of an overt

existence predicate in the semantic representation of CCE and,

secondly, the status of the implications discussed earlier and exemplified

in:

(78) John is taller than Bill, a) but there is no difference in

height between them,

b) so there is a difference in

height between them.

(79) John is as tall as Bill, a) but there is a difference in

height between them,

b) so there is no difference in

height between them.

To start with the latter concern first: what are the sources of

these implications? From what has been assumed so far the source of

e.g. (78a) is located in the semantic representation of

(80) John is taller than Bill.

That is, on a previous assumption, (78b) contradicts what its first half
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overtly asserts. Now whatever the merits of this assumption in the
54

case of (78a) it is clearly unwarranted when applied to (79a) in

view of the rejection of (76) as an adequate PR of

(81) John is as tall as Bill.

In other words, either (80) and (81) do not receive a unified analysis

in terms of existence predicates or (81) is lexically unnatural and

its representation illocutionarily inadequate. In addition to this

dilemma the locus problem for (79a) remains.

As a preliminary to a solution of the problems just noted it

should be made clear that (79b) cannot be explained in terms of the

distinction between '(logical) implication' and '(pragmatic) pre¬

supposition'. This distinction has been adopted in much of the linguistic

literature since Strawson introduced it as an explanatory category of
55r

logical theory although some scholars have disputed its theoretical
Q.

55r
necessity or usefulness for linguistics. Now whatever the merits or

demerits of introducing a category 'presupposition' into linguistic

analysis, it clearly does not apply to (79b). For on the accepted

minimal definition of the term 'presupposition', i.e., that in

order for a proposition P to count as a presupposition of another

proposition Q, P must hold under negation of Q, (79b) cannot be a

presupposition of (81). That is, (83) below is not presupposed by

(82) nor, ipso facto, by (81):

(82) John is not as tall as Bill.

(83) There is no difference in height between John and Bill.

On the other hand, (83) cannot be characterized as an (analytic,

tautological) imp!ication of (81) unless the SR of (81) contains one

or more specifications which predict the tautological nature of (79b).

p. 405
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Incidentally, the fact that the characterization of (79b) as tautological

is a necessary condition for descriptive adequacy follows from the

demonstrable intuitive characterization of (79b) as tautological by

native speakers of English.

We are now faced with the paradox that hypothetical PR (76) predicits

(83) but is ruled out for other reasons whereas a PR such as

(84)' John's height is C the same)as Bill's height,
(equal to)

would be acceptable for those very same reasons but does not predict

(83); at least not explicitly unless we fall back on a semantic character¬

ization of 'as...as' (etc.) in terms of the non-existence of a

difference over a labelled dimension. The problem may be reformulated

as follows: on the one hand (81) must not be analysed in overtly negative

terms such as (76) whereas, on the other hand, (83) must somehow be

characterized as an analytic implication of (81).

I suggest that the answer to the last problem lies in the meta- -

theoretical assumptions of LTC as specified in section D of Appendix B.

In this section are characterized the third-order metatheoretical

categories 'equality of two distances' (hereafter ED) and 'inequality

of two distances' (=ID). Both presuppose the metatheoretical category

'coded representation of a distance on a scale labelled EXTENT' which

is a theoretical reflex of the ability of sentient organisms to

"measure" distances, store or file those distances in whatever coded

form appropriate and draw conclusions from the coded measurements (see

also chapter 2 and Appendix A). ED is geometrically characterized as

the coincidence of two coded forms on the extent scale whereas ID

is characterized as the non-coincidence of two coded forms on the extent

scale. The two metatheoretical categories thus characterized are
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are central to LTC insofar as they are presupposed by that part of the

hierarchy of scales and scale structures (see section E of App.B)

whose members feature directly in the semantic representations of

comparative constructions of equality and inequality. The centrality

of ED and ID is further embodied in the LTC claim that their analytic

implications "reverberate" through the descriptive system. For

example, the analytic implication of ED, i.e., that no distance

exists on the extent scale between two points which constitute the

coded representatives of two distances, forms the metatheoretical basis

for the tautological nature of (79b). The link between this basis and

its linguistic manifestations resides in the reduction of the notion

'(no) difference in the extent to which a property is possessed

by two comparanda1 to the (ultimately) perceptual notion '(no)

distance between two coding points on a scale labelled EXTENT. Note

as an example in this respect the equivalence (as regards their implic¬

ations) between the three following sentences:

(85) a. John is as tall as Bill.

b. There is no difference in height between John and Bill.

c. There is nothing between them as far as height is concerned.

Hereafter the linguistic manifestations of the class of analytic

implications which originate at a structurally presupposed lower level

of abstraction will be referred to as 'pre-implications'. Given this

terminological innovation and the set of LTC claims on which it is

based, (83) is a pre-implication of (81).

In the light of the preceding argument and adopting the conventions

established earlier for CCI the scalar representation of (81) - whose

configurational characteristics are defined in section E of Appendix B -

can now be given as (86), its verbal interpretation as (87) and the PR
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of (81) as (88).

(86)

condition: I. f N

—Df (see footnote 56f)

.EXTENT

Q^Z.>BX Q-^Z.^J

(87) The distance D between index points Z- and J on scale.
J

labelled VDIM is equal to the distance D+ between index
point Z. and B on scale..

J

NB. This interpretation presupposes the conventions

established in (44), (44') and (44'') of this chapter.

(88) The extent of John's vertical dimension is the same as

the extent of Bill's vertical dimension.

Following from this and the discussion of norm-related constructions

in the previous section, the SR of (72b) (here repeated as (89))

has the configurational properties shown in (90).

(89) John is as short as Bill.

(90)

The previous remarks concerning the implications of CCE prompt a re¬

examination of the source of the CCI contradiction repeated below

p. 405
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(91) *John is taller than Bill but there is no difference in

height between them.

It was assumed earlier that the contradictory nature of the second

part of (91) has its source in the overt existence predicate which

characterizes the first part. In the same vein it might be argued that

the following sequence

(92) John is taller than Bill so there is a difference in

height between them,

is tautological because its second part is an analytic implication of

its first part. However, it was hinted earlier that these assumptions

are somewhat misleading. Their inaccuracy can now be related to the

paradox noted with regard to the semantic analysis of CCE and their

remedy to the resolution of the latter by means of the proposed

category 1pre-implication1. Given the third-order metatheoretical

assumptions as specified in section D of Appendix B plus the reduction

of the purely 1inguistic notion 'difference' to the spatial category

'distance', the second part of (92) must be characterized as a

'tautological pre-implication' and the second part of (91) as a

'contradictory pre-implication'. This shift in interpretation has

the consequence of destroying one reason for postulating an explicit

existence predicate for CCI, i.e., the contradictory nature of

sequences such as (91). For if the second part of (91) is a contra¬

dictory pre-implication of its first part rather than a straight

contradictory implication it clearly cannot be marshalled as evidence

for such an overt existence predicate (hereafter OEP) in semantic

structure. Therefore OEP must either be motivated on other grounds or

rejected. The following observations are intended to demonstrate that

other grounds do, indeed, exist for postulating OEP. The argument is
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based on the fact that the theoretical category 'route1 implies the

category 'distance' unilaterally. That the implication between these

categories must be unilateral rather than bilateral is demonstrated by

the possibility of (93).

(93) There's a difference in height between them.

This sentence does not in any way express the relative location on the

extent scale of the two (or more) comparanda subsumed under the personal

pronoun 'them'. This precludes, therefore, the presupposition or

implication of any journeys or routes between these comparanda. On the

other hand, it is impossible to predicate the existence of a route,say,

from X to Y or Y to X without implying the existence of a distance

between X and Y.

The fact of unilateral implication between routes and distances

indicates that it is the function of OEP to predicate the existence of

routes rather than distances (the latter being provisionally assumed

in ch.l). If this is correct, there should be evidence for the

existence of what may be termed 'pure route implications'; that is,

implications pertaining to CCI which hold independently of the

existence of distances. Such evidence is demonstrated by the follow¬

ing set of examples:

(94) a. John is taller than Mary *soshe is taller.

b. John is shorter than Mary *so he is taller.

c. There is no difference in height between them.

The point about the contradictory sequences a) and b) is, first, that

they are contradictions for different reasons and, secondly, that

those reasons must be unconnected with c) since the latter is negatively

implied by both. Within the present framework the explanation for the

contradictory nature of the second parts of (94a) and (94b) with
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regard to their first parts lies in the incompatibility of their

dynamics or, in other words, their routes. Furthermore, since the

first parts of a) and b) possess different dynamics their respective

continuations are contradictory for different reasons.

3.4. A Tentative Proposal Concerning the Relationship between CCI

and CCE.

I shall argue that there are reasons to suppose that the meaning of

all comparative constructions of inequality presuppose the basic

meaning conveyed by comparative constructions of equality i.e.,

equivalence between an unknown and a know quantity. Put informally

and in non-localist terms, the basic consequence of a theoretical

proposal incorporating this supposition would be, roughly, the

replacement of PR b) with c) given a) below:

(95) a. John is taller than Bill.

b. John's height is greater than Bill's height.

c. John's height, is equal to a height, which is greater
' J

than Bill's height^.
It should be stressed from the outset that the proposal to integrate

the two types of comparison does not lead to an infinite regress in

the characterization of CCI (as perhaps (95c) might suggest). Infinite

regress in the context of (95c) would involve the theoretical character¬

ization of comparison of inequality in terms of comparison of equality;

that is, reduction of the former to the latter. However, the proposal

under discussion should not be interpreted as involving a process of

logical reduction. The two phenomena that go under the name of

comparison of equality and comparison of inequality are clearly
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empirically distinct. There can be no question, therefore, of reducing

one category to the other. Rather, the present proposal is to integrate

the two categories such that the one structurally presupposes the other.

As regards configurational representations, the proposal amounts

to a CCI predication being embedded in a CCE matrix as in (96a) below.

(96) a.

b.

: Df t>

=w=>
iXTENT.

LDf:

[XTENT
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NB. (i) In verbal terms the scalar structure represents the

proposition: "The route-distance D . from Z to J is equal

to a route-distance D+j from Z to W between which route-
distance D . as represented by scalar point Y on the extent

J

scale and route-distance D+^ from Z to B as represented by
scalar point X on the extent scale there exists a route-distance

D+-j from X to Y". Translated into more familiar linguistic
terms, representation (96a) incorporates a restrictive relative

clause (represented by Q^, and Q^) in Q^. In configurational
terms this feature is represented by being suspended from

the dynamics sign Note that this innovation is needed

to avoid inadequacy of representation. Suspension from W in

would clearly represent a false state of affairs (i.e.,

that the route-distance from Z to J is equal to a route-

distance from Z to W where W represents the difference in

magnitude between Z-B and Z-W).

(ii) The equivalences a=b=c=d are intended as an informal

demonstration of the logical equivalence between the proposal

under discussion and the theory of CCI presented earlier.

The structural integration of CCI and CCE in the manner suggested is

prompted by the following consideration. It has been observed in the
56r

literature on the subject that all comparative constructions are

potential answers to questions concerning degree or quantity ('how

many/much/tal11 etc.). As far as I know the relevance of this dis¬

course function of CC has been taken for granted rather than justified

when construed as a condition on the descriptive adequacy of CC sentence

analyses. The next few paragraphs constitute an attempt at such a

justification. The argument hinges on what one takes to be the meaning

p. 407
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of a question such as 'How tall is John?'. I shall assume that the follow¬

ing PR captures the meaning of this question in all relevant respects:

(97) What extent is the extent of John's height equal to?.

The question asks for an equation between a quantity unknown to the

questioner and a quantity supposed by the questioner to be known

to the answerer. Now there are two possible ways of complying with such

requests. The perfect answer provides a true value replacement based

directly or indirectly on an act of measuring whose result is presented

within certain conventional margins of tolerance (see App.A). This is

captured in the following sample representation:

(98) (The extent, of) John's height is (equal to some extent-

which is a member of the class of numbers marked) '6 feet

2 inches' (on the number scale).

In other words, the answer expresses an act of identification involving

John's height and the member of a unit class.

A less perfect but still acceptably informative answer expresses

a potential act of identification involving the extent of John's height

and any member (within accepted pragmatic limits) of a non-unit class

of extents defined by some upper or lower limit. Its paraphrase

representation may, in essence, be expressed in the following form:

(99) The extent^ of John's height equals some extent^ which is
a member of the class of extents marked 'greater than the

extent^ of Bill's height.
On this view the difference between comparison of equality and

comparison of inequality would be better captured by the labels

'most informative' and 'less informative' comparison. Indeed, one

could conceive of possible worlds in which comparison of inequality
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in any form would be dispensed with altogether (despite Sapir's remarks

to the contrary; see ch. 2). A world without comparison of equality,

on the other hand, is very difficult to imagine.

Is there, then, direct or indirect linguistic evidence for the

structural integration of CCI and CCE? Consider the following set

of data:

(100)a. John's height is such that it is even greater than Bill's.
" " " " " he is even taller than Bill.

b. John is twice as tall as Bill(*but he isn't taller than Bill).

c. What John is, is taller than Bill.

d. John thinks he is taller than he is.

e. Jean est plus grand que ne l'est Bill.

f. *John is taller than Bill isn't.

Sentences a) and b) demonstrate, in slightly different ways, that

integration of CCI and CCE is possible at lexico-syntactic levels of

representation. In a) both are signalled overtly. In b) only the

equational aspect of comparison is signalled at the syntactic level

whereas inequality, as its contradictroy continuation show, is implied

(that is, by the meaning of the lexical item 'twice').

The cleft sentence c) confirms the hypothesis that its associated

sentence (i.e., 'John is taller than Bill') is basically a classifying

structure. Note in this connection - and in conjunction with the

grammaticality of(100c)' - the grammaticality of a) and the ungrammaticality

of b) below:

(101)a. What John is is a butcher.

b. *What John is is going to the cinema.
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A structural integration of CCE and CCI would seem to hold some

promise for solving the intractable problem of the basic structure of

(lOOd) (see also ch.7,section 7.5.). In accordance with the proposal

embodied in (99) this sentence would receive the following skeletal

PR (as yet inadequate in other respects which will be dealt with

shortly):

(102) John thinks the extent^ of his height equals some extentj
which is a member of the class of extents greater than extent^.

The first advantage of this representation is that the basic semantic

structure or interpretation of (lOOd) is now no more mysterious than

that of, for example,

(103) John thinks he is taller than Bill (where John is, say,

5*3" and Bill 5'6").

The information conveyed by both (lOOd) and (103) on de-re interpret¬

ations is that John's belief involves an equivalence which, assuming

the speaker's knowledge to be correct, is logically invalid. This

negative truth value is not overtly expressed but either implied as in

(lOOd) or pragmatically presupposed as in (103). Incidentally, this

latter distinction is confirmed by the vacuousness of a) below as

opposed to the potential informativeness of b):

(104) a. John^ thinks he's taller than he^ is but he isn't,
b. John, thinks he. is taller than Billjbut he isn't.

i i (and he is.

The second advantage of the hierarchical integration of the two types

of comparison as envisaged is that it accounts for the maximum

uninformativeness of utterances such as (lOOd) as regards the question

of John's height. As a result it provides an explanation why (lOOd)
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or its equivalent forms are totally unacceptable answers to the

question 'How tall is John?1. One necessary condition for such an

explanation is that the semantic representation of (lOOd) capture the

notion 'false equivalence'; which, of course, presupposes 'equivalence'.

The incorporation of this latter notion in its SR allows for links to

be established between the essentially deductive-repertorial - as

opposed to descriptive - character of sentence (lOOd) and the un¬

expressed premises on which its implicit deductions are based. These

premises involve the content of John's belief concerning the extent

of his own height plus the speaker's knowledge (true or otherwise)

of John's real height. Moreover, the logical equivalence between

(1OOd) and its set of synonyms or near-synonyms can be explicitly

accounted for.

The plausibility of the above assertions as well as the considerable

complexity of the problems connected with the semantic analysis of

(lOOd) may be illustrated by the provisional PR of(100d) below and

the real-world assumptions on which it might be based:

(105) Assumed facts:

a. John's height is 5'10''.

b. Content of John's belief: John's height is 612''.

c. Speaker's report based on a) and b): John thinks he's

taller than he is.

(106) Representations of 105a, b and c respectively:

a. The extent^ of J's height equals the extent^ marked
5'10'' (on the quantity-number scale).

b. The extent^ in height which John thinks he has equals
the extent marked 6'2' 1.

c. John thinks the ^extent, of his height equals ^extent,
which is (a member of the class of extents defined as)

• 'greater than ^extent,.
NB.(i) Indexing conventions:
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'extent^1 = John's height as metiendum;
'extent,

'extent^
'extent

1

= a constant height of 5110'1 = John's

quantified real height;

= John's imagined height;

= a constant height of 6'2' ' = extent^;
'extent,' indicates that the indexing is to be discussed,

(ii) Numbering conventions: for textual reference the

categories to be indexed have been marked extent, £extent,
^extent.

The central problem in judging the adequacy of (106c) as an (informal)

SR of (105c) concerns the meaning and function of the lexical item

'think' in reports as well as the related problem of its scope. This

problem is crucial in the sense that it determines the indexing of

of the constituents left with a question mark in the provisional PR

(106c). I shall assume that the lexical item 'think' in the sentence

'John thinks he is taller than he is', apart from predicating the

existence of a state of belief in John, is used to report a true

state of affairs (under certain sincerity conditions which need not

concern us here). I shall generalize this assumption to the theoretical

category 'true report' in discussing the adequacy of (106c). The

following examples illustrate the conditions under which an utterance

may be characterized as a true report of belief content:

(107) a. Assumed fact: Peter says "Fred must be dead"

b. Speaker's report:

i

i i

ii i

iv

v

vi

Peter thinks Fred must be dead.

Peter thinks old misery must be dead.

Peter thinks Fred must have snuffed it.

Peter thinks old misery must have snuffed it.

*Peter thinks Bill might still be alive.

*Peter thinks Fred might still be alive.

NB. '*' denotes unacceptability.
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We may infer from these examples that the following two conditions are

necessary and sufficient for the characterization of the notion 'true

report':

(108) a. The nominal constituents of a reporting utterance must

be expressed in such verbal terms that they guarantee

the identity of the referent or referents of the

original propositions on which the report is based.

b. The predicate of a reporting utterance must be

expressed in such verbal terms that it be synonymous

with the predicate of the original proposition on which
57

the report is based.

The reason why referent identity is guaranteed in (107 i - iv) despite

the descriptive differences lies, of course, in the fact that the

identity of an entity can be established by an infinite number of

descriptions. The question of whether the speaker of (107a) does or

does not know that Fred is known as 'old misery' is therefore irrelevant.

As is, indeed, the question of his knowing or not knowing the meaning

of the expression 'to snuf it'. In other words, as long as it obeys

conditions 108a and b the propositional content of a report must be

characterized as true regardless of whether the complement of 'think'

contains de-re or de-verbo expressions. Given the former I shall dis¬

tinguish between 'belief content' and 'comment description'. The

truth of a report may then be established regardless of the nature

or amount of comment description it contains. I shall also conclude

that the notion 'true report' as defined is a necessary condition for

establishing the adequacy of (106c) as a pragmatic entity and, more

importantly, that the notion 'potential true report' constitutes a

necessary condition for the adequacy of semantic representations of the

p.407
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kirid under discussion.

The truth-value of a report is closely bound up with the nature of

its indexing (relative to the facts assumed in 106a and b as well as

the scope of the item 'think1 .^Logically there exist twenty-four

different ways of indexing(106c). I choose the following partial index

permutation to illustrate the basic problem in judging the adequacy of

(106c):

(109) John thinks the -jextent^ of his height equals gextent-j which
is greater than ^extent^.

The second part of the equation is clearly a true report of the state

of affairs assumed in (106) in that ^extent^ is part of John's belief
content and -extent, is part of a comment description which is compat-3 J

ible with the characteristics of ^extent-j. Identity of the latter is
therefore guaranteed as stipulated by condition (108a). However, this

conclusion relies totally on the availability of 105a and b as assumed

facts; that is, on pragmatic factors. In particular it presupposes

the knowledge that extent, equals the extent of John's real height.
J

But this knowledge cannot be incorporated in the description of sentences

as opposed to the description of utterances. Out of its pragmatic

context representation (109) is incoherent as to the relationship

between the metiendum which John has in mind (i.e., his imagined

unquantified height) and his true height. For example, it is consistent

with the situation that extent^, although greater than extent., is less
59

than John's real height and, therefore, with the proposition that John

thinks he is shorter than he is. Since there can be no doubt that the

sentence (lOOd) implies, if not expresses, the proposition that John's

imagined height is greater than his real height it follows that (109)

as it stands is inadequate as a semantic representation of (lOOd).

p. 408
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The connection between -.extent, and -extent., which is central
I I V J

to the problem in hand, is overtly established in (109) in that

extent, equals extent, according to the assumptions given in (105).
' J

But in a non-pragmatic, intra-sentential context this connection cannot

be made explicit without some further theoretical assumptions. That

is, the following representation is inadequate:

(110) John thinks the ^extentx of his height equals 2e*tenty
which is greater than 2extentx-

The reason for the inadequacy of (110) lies in the fact that it leaves

unexpressed the connection between extent and the extent of John's true
/\

height. In other words, it is consistent with the interpretation

that, although extentx exceeds extent^ (as a matter of comment description),
the former is different from John's real height. It cannot, therefore,

be characterized as a potential true report.

Representation (110) cannot be saved by simply adding another extent

variable as follows:

(111) John thinks the extentx of his height equals extent^ which
is greater than extent .

As a semantic representation this shows the same inadequacy as was

noted for (109) when dissociated from its pragmatic context. However,

when qualified in such a way as to specify John's (real) height, the

additional variable extent would remove the main defect of represent¬

ation (111):

(112) John thinks the -jextentu of John's height equals 2extentv
which is greater than ^extent^ of John's height.

A valid objection to (112) is that it does not, as it stands, distinguish

explicitly between John's imagined height and his real height and that
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and that the indexical difference between -jextent and ^extent is
simply an arbitrary device to save the observational adequacy of (112).

What could be the motivation for representing John's height by two

variables? The answer to these queries is that (112) exemplifies

an implicit theoretical condition which provides a non-arbitrary

basis for its differnt indices. Indeed, this condition would seem to

remove the necessity for intra-sentential indexing altogether.

The adequacy of representation (112) partly depends on the claim

that extentu is a metiendum; that is, an unquantified entity to be
measured (see App.A for the rudimentary theory of measuring which is

presupposed by these remarks). I suggest that this claim be elevated

to the status of a condition on substantive universals:

(113) All well-formed semantic representations of comparative

constructions contain at least one metiendum as argument.

NB. Representational convention: metienda appear on the

left in an equation.

This condition embodies the well-known observation observation cited

at the beginning of this section that all CC are potential answers to

questions concerning degree or quantity.^Condition (113) guarantees

that .Jextent and ^extent in (112) refer to different entities, i.e.,
a metiendum and a non-metiendum. The different indices attached to

-jextent and ^extent are therefore justified. Since the non-metiendum
in (112) is qualified as John's height and since non-metienda in general

are constants, -.extent in (112) refers to John's real height by
O W

implication. Note that this implication can be made explicit by

lexicalized qualifications, as in 'John thinks he's taller than he

really/in fact/in reality etc. is'. In (lOOd) it is signalled by

(obligatory) stress on the last word.

p. 408
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The question.of whether (112) constitutes a 'potential true

report' - which, as noted earlier is the semantic variant of the

pragmatic 'true report condition' - can be settled by the following

pragmatic substitutions:

(114) extentu (in 112) = extent^ (in 106)
extenty „ = extent-j „

extent „ = extent. „
w " J

These substitutions lead to the conclusion that (112) is compatible

with a situation where extent, (=extent.) )> extent, and with no other
situation.

As presented, (112) embodies the claim made earlier that there is

no essential difference in meaning between sentences (lOOd) and

(103). In both cases John's imagined height exceeds his real height.

The difference between the two cases is simply, from a semantic point

of view, that the departure point for the comparison is John's height

(i.e., ^extent) in the one case and Bill's height in the other.
Pragmatically, the difference is that for an utterance corresponding

to (103) to be maximally interpretable Bill's height must be known to

speaker and hearer whereas (lOOd) is not dependent on external factors

for its interpretation.

It should be stressed that the adequacy of (112) is crucially

dependent on the proposal expounded in this section, i.e., the

hierarchical integration of CCE and CCI. I would submit that any

proposal for the "underlying structure" or SR of (lOOd) which does not

contain this integration is doomed to (semantic) failure. That is,

anything of the following form:

(115) John thinks X is greater than Y; where X does not express

an equation.
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61 r
The reason for this failure lies in the scope of the item 'think'. In

representations of the type (115) this inevitably comprises the relation

expressed as 'greater than'. But on a consistent interpretation, sentence lOOd

must on no account be : characterized as an expression of John's belief

in the inequality of two extents. A representation of the form (115),

therefore, could not in principle constitute a (potential) true report

in the sense discussed earlier.

Finally, although representation (112) seems to pass some of the

major tests of semantic descriptive adequacy, there is reason to

suppose that it is not fully adequate as it stands. This may be

illustrated by the sentence

(116) John thinks he is taller than Bill and Peter put together

for which I suggest the following (rough) PR a) below rather than b):

(117) a. John thinks the extentv of John's height equals
extentw which is greater than extentx which equals
extent^ of Bill's height and extentz of Peter's height.

b. John thinks the extent of John's height equals extent
v 3 3 w

which is greater than extent of Bill's height andX

extent of Peter's height.
y

Representation (117) contains two metienda i.e., extenty and extent^
The necessity for the addition of extent as a metiendum is illustrated

x

by the inexplicitness of (117b) as regards the potential act of measuring

which underlies it. Sentence (116) gives overt expression to the propos¬

ition that Bill's height and Peter's height are to be viewed as one

metiendum (they are to be 'put together'). Note in this connection the

difference in meaning between (116) and the following sentence:

(118) John thinks he is taller than Bill and Peter.

p. 408
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Incidentally, this sentence has the rather unusual property of expressing

the logical operation of disjunction by means of a grammatical conjunction

For the sake of generality, then, I propose (119) below to replace (112)

as PR of (lOOd):

(119) John thinks the extent of John's height equals some extent

which is greater than the extent which equals the extent

of John's height.

If (119) is adequate as a PR of (lOOd) then one might speculate that

(120) will be an adequate PR of (95a)('John is taller than Bill'):

(120) The extent of John's height equals some extent^
which is greater than the extent which equals the extent

of Bill's height.

Speculating further, the advantage of (120) as a universal form of CCI

representation is that it seems to be at least logically compatible

with a wide variety of paratactic, hypotactic and mixed surface express¬

ions including (lOOe), here repeated as (121).

(121) John est plus grand que ne l'est Bill.

The negative element in (121), which its subordinate clause expresses

in the form of what is traditionally known as 'ne-expletif', plus the

pronominal reflex '1' on the supposition that it is not a purely phono¬

logical liaison element,are compatible with the following implications

of (120), which form the most elementary expression of the notion

'comparison of inequality':

(122) a. John's height equals an extent^ which Bill's height does
not equal.

b. John's height equals extent-j but Bill's height does not
not equal extent^.

p. 408



The seemingly paradoxical element in this argument is that the

negative element expressed in the above implications could never be

overtly part of representation (120) as it stands without changing

its truth value. Note in this connection that in standard English, in
6 3r*

contrast to some dialects of English no morphologically negative

morphs - that is, with the scope relevant to this argument - are

tolerated in the surface structure of CCI, witness the gross ungrammati

ality of

(123) *John is taller than Bill isn't^
65r

It has been argued that there is evidence for an underlying negative

in English CCI. If true, this would render ne-expletif unproblematic.

However, as was pointed out in chapter 1, this so-called evidence appli

also to CCE. It must therefore be discounted.

The previous observations raise the question of how negative

elements such as ne-expl£tif are to be generated if no direct counter¬

part exists in what was tentatively proposed as universal SR (120).

I suggest that the latter be modified in those cases where necessary

(i.e., where negative formatives appear on the surface) in order to

incorporate and render explicit implication(s) (122); perhaps in the

(informal) manner illustrated in a) or b) below:
66

(124) a. The extent of John's height equals some extent which

(does not equal the extent which equals Bill' s height

but which) equals some extent which exceeds the extent

which equals Bill's height,

b. The extent of John's height equals some extent (which

the extent of Bill's height does not equal and) which

exceeds the extent which equals Bill's height,

p.408,409
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These representations contain an element of redundancy. For two entities

to occupy separate positions on a scale implies their non-equality.

In a localist framework we might say that the reflex of this redundancy

in the surface structure of CCI is that once the route dynamics of CCI

have been signalled (e.g. 'plus grand que') the existence of a distance

is signalled for good measure(see also chapter 4 for some more thoughts

on the matter). It would not be surprising, therefore, to find a

significant difference in discourse distribution between CCI utterances
r-j

with and without ne-expldtif in situations where there exists a choice.

3.5. The Sufficiency of the Model.

Some crucial sample representations to test the observational adequacy

of the model presented in this chapter are presented in Appendix C.

An analysis of the basic properties of superlative comparative

constructions is given in Appendix D.



THE SEMANTIC STATUS OF NORMS

4.1. Introduction.

With reference to the semantic representation of norm-related adjectival

constructions, the following three possible queries must be answered

concerning the adequacy of the proposals made in section 3.1. of the

previous chapter. First, should the postulated category 1N' play a
v

role at all in semantic representations in view of its prima-facie

pragmatic character; secondly, if N is (partially) semantic in

character is it semantically variable or constant; and thirdly, are

all explicitly gradable adjectives implicitly norm-related in

constructions of the type 'X be Adj1?

4.2. The following examples show, in my opinion beyond doubt, that

in addition to its pragmatic characeristics N has a semantic function

arid must therefore figure in the representation of (4):

(1) That man is tall but he is not taller than average.

(2) That man is tall but he is not taller than Bill (Bill is 5'21').

(3) That man is tall for a girl.

(4) That man is tall.

The difference between (1) and (2) resides in the demonstrable fact

that, in contrast to judgements about the acceptability of (2) native

speakers do not rely on pragmatic information for the exclusion of
c o

(1) from the set of acceptable sentences. The most plausible

explanation for this outright rejection is clearly that native speakers

perceive (1) as a contradiction in terms, i.e., in this case as a

construction whose second part denies the logical implication of its

first part. The point here is that the reduction of this logical

implication to the realm of pragmatic presuppositions, which is the
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consequence of denying N any semantic status, inevitably leads to the

errone ous prediction that native speakers need contextual information

to judge the acceptability of (1) as well as (2). For similar non-

pragmatic reasons, whose significance will be assessed immediately

below, sequence (3) must be rejected from the set of acceptable sentences.

In view of these facts I conclude that the semantic representation of

(4) necessarily includes an at least partially semantic category as

an explicit marker of norm-relatedness.

4.3. Norms As Semantic Constants.

As regards its semantic structure, it should be noted that the

postulated scalar category N has so far been implicitly represented

as an atomic constant rather than a complex variable. However, in view

of the following set of examples this implied assumption seems at

least questionable.

(5) *That man is tall for a girl.

(6) *That girl is ta-11 for a man.

(7) *That boy is tall for an adult.

(8) That milkman is tall for a ?mi1kman/?man.

The above examples suggest that (10) below, with its pseudo-

generalized form (11), is a more adequate "representation" of the

sentence 'That man is tall' than representations such as (9) which

have been implicitly adopted in the foregoing discussion:

(9) That man's height is greater than some norm.

(10) The height of that member of the class of men is greater than

a height which is normal for members of the class of men.

(11) The Y of members of the class X > The normal Y of members of

the class Z.
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However, examples (5) - (8) also show that the formulation of the

semantic (and/or pragmatic) constraints on N as a variable is not as

straightforward as (10) may seem to suggest. This constraint problem

may be illustrated on the basis of generalized representation (12).

Using this representation as its locus, the problem reduces to the

question of the precise relationship between variables X and Z in

correspondence frames 12a, b, and c which represent the implicitly

graded variable construction 'X is tall/clever etc.

(12) a. The Y of that member of class X^>the normal Y for members of Z.
Y X Z

height l.boys 1.boys;?children
2.milkman 2.?milkmen;

3.aunts men;

4.Pygmees *women;
5.(money) *butchers.

banks 3.*aunts;

*men;

women.

4.Pygmees;
?dwarfs;

*men;

*people.
5.(money)banks;

buildings;
*(river)banks.

b. The Y of Proper Name the normal Y for members of Z.

Y X Z

height l.John 1.*Johns;?men,boys,males
2.Lincoln 2.*Lincoln Centres;

Centre ?bui1 dings,garden huts;
3.Lesley Tcultural centres.

3.*Lesleys
?men,boys,girls,males,women,
females;

?chimpanzees.
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c. The Y of Pronoun the normal Y for members of Z

Y Pro Z

height 1.he 1.?men, boys, chimpanzees;
*girls

2.*men, boys;

?chimpanzees.

2.she

3. it

4.they
3.*men, boys;

*women, girls;

?physical objects
4. ?

The following generalizations emerge from the data of (12):

(13) a. The content of 'Z1 in implicitly graded constructions with

a Proper Noun as subject is not semantically (as opposed

constraint that the scalar category N, apart from the

fact that it marks norm-relatedness, is semantically empty

in constructions of this type,

b. In implicitly graded constructions with descriptive noun-

phrases or pronouns as subject the extension of the class

denoted by Z is greater than or equal to the extension of

the class denoted by X. Conversely, the amount of semantic

information contained in X is greater than or equal to that

This condition on the relationship between X and Z in (12)

implies that (ii) below is not an implication of (i) but

that (iv) and (v) are possible implications of (iii):

(i) That man is tall.

69
to pragmatically) definable. It follows from this

of Z.

d>
(ii) That man is tall for a butcher.

(iii) That charlady is tall.

(iv) That charlady is tall for a woman.

(v) That charlady is tall for a charlady.

p. 409
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c. X and Z must be semantically compatible.

Semantic compatibility is defined in this context as follows.

Giyen definition M = (m-j,. n^,.. .m-.. .m j of the general
concept 1lexico-semantic matrix M', where 'm' denotes

'semantic marker';

given the lexico-semantic matrices Mx and M respectively in
'matrix slots' X and Z in (12);

then: M £M (i.e., Vy (yeM )D(ytHj.
Z A Z A

This condition, which mutatis mutandis^applies to explicitly

graded constructions, rules out (vii) below as a possible

imp!ication of (vi)

(vi) That man is tall.

(vii) That man is tall for a girl.

Within the framework of the theory proposed in this study, the general¬

izations in (13) must be interpreted as conditions on lexical insertion

and deletion (rather than on semantic interpretation; see chapter 7 for

a discussion of a possible interpretive theory of these phenomena).

Translated into these terms, the above generalizations may be incorporated

in the theory as follows:

Giyen generalizations (13)b and c;

given the concept 'lexico-semantic matrix M' as defined in (13c);

given the concept 'semantic content of a matrix in slot.. relative

to a matrix M. in slot, such that
J J

M1 > Mj (=M1+)
Mj< Mj (=", J
H, - Hj (M,_)
M. x M. (=M-V), where 'x' denotes 'is semantically incompatible with' (i.e.,1 J IX

the negation of semantic compatibility as defined in (13c);

given the concept 'empty matrix slot (=S- )';
then the following constraints on lexical insertion and deletion hold

for matrix slot Z:

p. 409
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(14) a. Do not insert M ;
L- A

b. Optionally delete M ;

c. Optionally delete M ;

d. Do not delete M ;

e. Sz = SzQ where subject = Proper Name;
These constraints prompt the following observations and speculations in

order of their appearance.

Condition (14a), which seems to hold absolutely^for implicitly as

well as explicitly graded constuctions, must be formulated as a(meta-)

condition on lexical insertion (presumably of universal application)

rather than as part of any lexical entry. In effect, such a condition

provides a link between the realms of semantics and pragmatics in that

it defines the semantic and, ipso facto, the pragmatic constraints

on what may be called 'universes of comparison'. That is, an entity

can only be compared for a property against a norm which holds for

clas ses of which that entity is a member. Semantic features, in

defining the denotata of lexical items, indirectly define those classes.

One of the notable characteristics of (14) is the absence of

positive condition on lexical insertion in the sense that it nowhere

defines the semantic content of the lexical classes whose members,

given semantic compatibility, are insertable into constructions of the

type under discussion. Since this is a consequence of the nature of

the generalizations enumerated in (13) the question arises whether

additional regularities relevant in this respect could be extracted

form (12) to supplement (14). On close scrutiny it becomes clear

that the answer to this question is negative and that lexical insertion

apart from the semantic constraints outlined in (13) must be viewed
72

as partially random (or, were a hypothetical discourse grammar to

p.410
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supplement our sentence grammar, as partially falling within the

domain of pragmatics).

Conditions (14)b, c and d define the distinction between implicit

and explicit grading. Where deletion applies the result is a

type of comparative construction whose subject tokens, since

Sapir's pioneering work (see ch.2), have been classified as

implicitly graded in respect of a labelled dimension contained in
73

their predicates. These conditions may be characterized as semantic-

ally natural in that they meet the semantic requirement implicit in the

formal constraint on syntactic deletion i.e., that a deleted

constituent must not contain more semantic information than is

recoverable from its associated structural context.

Conditions (14)e and f reflect the hypothesis that proper names -

and some pronouns to be discussed shortly - label sets whose 'properties

are non-semantic and whose members, therefore, do not enter the
74f

semantic system of a language. It follows from this hypothesis

that universes of comparison are linguistically indefinable for

proper names. This entails, in turn, the impossibility of implicit

comparison between the extent of a property possessed by the referent

R of a proper name and^ormal extent of the same property implied to

hold for a universe of comparison whose population includes R. At the

same time, condition (f) reflects the claim that the impossibility

of any semantic specification for proper names as discussed (see also

footnote 74) does not invalidate the hypothesis that constructions of

the type 'X be Adj1 can be implicitly graded and, therefore, norm-

related irrespective of whether X is a proper name or not.

As regards the semantic content of pronouns it should be noted that

implicitly graded constructions with pronominal subjects occupy a

p.411
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somewhat special position due to the ambivalent status of pronouns as

a class in this context. This may be illustrated with the following

examples:

(15) a. He is big.

b. She is big.

c. They are big.

d. El 1e est grande.

Whereas a) and b) may be said to possess some retrievable semantic

characteristics (say, /ANIMATE,MALE/ and '/ANIMATE,FEMALE/^respectively)
this is patently impossible in the case of semantically vague

pronouns or pure gender pronouns as exemplified in c) and d). The

matter is complicated by cases such as

(16) Elle est grosse,

whose subject, I take it, can only be interpreted as /ANIMATE, FEMALE/

due to the semantic information distributed by the adjective 'gros'.

Whatever the correct analysis of implicitly graded constructions with

pronominal subjects may turn out to be, however, rules (14)e-f would

seem to allow for all cases in principle.

The phenomenon of norm-relatedness has so far been discussed in the

context of inherent properties such as 'height' or 'mental ability'

whose occurrences - barring their "extended" use - are necessarily

restricted to generic settings. However, the observational inadequacy

of this restriction may be demonstrated by the following examples:

(17) a. She drove very fast.

b. My goodness you're driving fast today.

Intuitively there can be little doubt that these constructions are

norm-related despite their non-generic nature. The problem is, if

the implication of the foregoing discussion is warranted, i.e., that
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the definition (on either semantic or pragmatic grounds) of universes

of comparison (=UC) constitutes a sine qua non for the characterization

of norm-related construction and if, as assumed, (17)a and b are to

fall within the latter category, then what are their implied or pre¬

supposed UC? The answer to this question may be inferred from the

acceptability of the following examples, none of which are generic:

(18) a. She is driving/drove very fast for an old lady.

b. She is driving fast for a Sunday.

c. She is driving/drove very fa-st for the conditions.

These examples show, first, that it is possible for UC to encompass

not only the semantic properties of sentential subjects but those of

other constituents. Note in this connection the unacceptability of

*0n Tuesday, she drove very fast for a Monday. Secondly, although,

as shown, norm-related constructions need not occur in generic

settings their semantically defined or pragmatically presupposed UC

necessarily do (consequently we might call the type of construction

exemplified in (18) 'semi-generic'). Finally, the examples in
77

(18) are all possible pragmatic presuppositions of (17)a or b.

I conclude in answer to the question concerning the status of the

examples in (18) that the latter are norm-related but without

semantically specified UC.

4.4. Explicit and Implicit Gradability.

The third question posed at the beginning of this excursion into the

nature of linguistic norms was whether all explicitly gradable

adjectives are implicitly graded in constructions of the (superficial

and/or 'Underlying"Hype 'X be Adj'. The answer to this question must

be negative for reasons to be made clear from the following examples:
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(19) a. That door is green.

b. That man is(feeling)amorous.

c. That man is drunk.

The grammaticality of the strings 'greener/morvamorous/more drunk than' —

demonstrates that the adjectives 'green1, 'amorous' and 'drunk' are

explicitly gradable, The question is: are they implicitly graded with

regard to some norm in the above examples and if not, why not?

The answer to both these questions is contained in the following set

of necessary and sufficient conditions for the general character¬

ization of norm-relatedness:

(20) Given a construction C of the type 'X be /acjjY /acjj'» norm-
relatedness holds for C iff:

a. Y expresses an explicitly gradable semantic property;

b. Y is a member of an antonymous set (S.) of lexical items;
J

c. Sj is defined by a semantic property (P^) common to its members;
d. A norm (N) can be constructed serving as a reference

78
point for the positive or negative grading of X along

a labelled scale (hereafter 'neutral scale') whose

label expresses P^.

Condition (20a) predicts that sentences involving complementaries such as

'Bill is dead' and 'Bill is alive' are excluded - on non-extended inter¬

pretations - from the set of norm-related constructions.

Condition b) predicts that examples (19)a and b are not implicitly

graded with regard to some norm in view of the fact that 'green' and

'amorous' are not members of any antonymous sets of lexical items. This
79f

prediction is borne out by the manifest absurdity of interpreting

(19)a and b as, respectively, (21)a and b.
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(21) a. It is green for a door,

b. He is amorous for a man.

Sentence (19c) (here repeated as a)below) is the most interesting of

the three cases under discussion. Consider the following examples:

(22) a. X is drunk.

b. X is more drunk than Y.

c. —* X is drunk and Y is drunk.

d. X is stupid.

e. X is more stupid than Y.

f. —^ X is stupid and Y is stupid.

Given the true implication b—>c and e—»f in (22) plus the hypothesis

assumed in the previous section that e) is norm-related, what reason

could there be for characterizing a) differently from d) as regards
* 80

norm-relatedness? If the set of conditions in (2D) is to be regarded

as sufficient the answer must lie in (20d). That is, it must be

the case that a norm as defined there can be established for the

predicates 'be stupid' and'be short' but not for the predicate 'be

drunk'. The conclusion that this must,indeed, be the case follows

from the crucial hypothesis that no 'neutral scale' can be established

for the antonymous set 'sober-drunk'. Constrast, for example, the sets

A and B with C below:

(23) a. A [short, tal15

b. B [stupid, clever}

c. C £drunk, sober}

There can be no doubt that 'drunk' is the negative member of C. Note
81

in this connection the - in other respects somewhat mysterious

distribution of the intensifier 'slightly':

(24) He is slightly drunk/stupid/dishonest/crazy/uneasy/unhappy

/*sober/*clever/*honest/*sane/*easy/*happy.
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Now given the dynamic theory of scales I am proposing this

negative property of 'drunk' should be representable as a zero-approach

range on a property scale with 'sober' as its zero-escape counterpart

in the same way as, say, 'short' and its antonym 'tall'. Compare the

following two scales where the label 'L' in b) represents a

hypothetical neutral property as required in (20d) and N. . representsi jJ

some norm:

f='less height; A'more height';)
V='short. / (='talV. /

='less L' J ='more L'

On what empirically adequate conceptualization of 'L' could the range

Q« N• be lexicalized as 'drunk' and N-—as 'sober'? I submit
J J

that no such concept can be construed. Consider, for example, the three

following candidates (in any order of eligibility):

(25) a. DEGREE OF INTOXICATION

b. AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL IN BLOOD

c. AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONSUMED

It is clear that whatever the meaning of 'drunk' is it cannot be

'less intoxication', 'less alcohol in blood' or 'less alcohol consumed'.

On the contrary, on any of these definitions 'drunk' should be classified

as a 'zero-escape' (or 'positive') adjective. This suggests that the

proposed - or any other imaginable - scale labels for 'drunk' must

be negative in character rather than "neutral". If this conclusion

is correct the difference between 'drunk' on the one hand and 'short'

('stupid etc.) on the other must lie in the fact that the former,

from a dynamic point of view, expresses 'more of a negative quality'
82

and the latter 'less of a neutral (or, rather perhaps, non-negative)
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quality'. That there j_s a difference between these items, given (26)

is confirmed by the "implicational behaviour" of their associated

antonyms, as illustrated below (for convenience the three pseudo-

neutral scales postulated in (26) are captured under one imaginary

relation 'Ale'; 1 Dr' .= 'is drunk'; 'So' = 'is sober"; 'Sh' = 'is short

'Ta = 'is tall'; 'Ht' = 'possesses height'; 'Bds' = 'between drunk and

sober'; 'Bts' = 'between 'tall' and 'short'1):

(27) a. Dr(x)--> ~So(x); Sh(x) —* ~Ta(x).

b. ~Dr(x)--> [So(x) V 3ds(x)j; ~Sh(x)--> fla(x) V Bts(x)} ;
c. So(x)---^j~'Dr(x) . ~Bds(x)j ; Ta(x)-->{~Sh(x) . ~Bts(x)};
d. ~-So(x)--^{Dr(x) V Bds(x)|; ~Ta(x)--> {Sh(x) V Bts(x)};
e. Dr(x)-->Alc(x); Sh(x)—>Ht(x);

f. So(x) Alc(x); Ta(x)--^Ht(x).

Given the conjectural set (26), the difference between the antonymous

pairs {drunk, sober^ and [short, tall] manifests itself in (27)e and f

'Short' and 'tall' both imply the possession of height but, in view

of (27f), 'drunk' and 'sober' do not both imply the existend of a

degree of intoxication or the presence of alcohol. I propose to take

(27f) as well as (26) out of the realm of speculation and suggest

that the former captures the property essential for an adequate

statement about the meaning of 'sober' i.e., 'absence of a quality Q'.

Now since 'sober' is without doubt the positive member of the

antonymous pair in question (cf. (24) in this connection) it follows

that Q must be negative in character. Furthermore, if 'drunk' is

negative it should imply Q poitively on the assumption that the latter

is negative. If this line of reasoning is correct 'sober' and 'drunk'

should be representable, respectively, by the PR 'no degree of intox¬

ication' and 'high degree of intoxication'; that is, as points of

p.420
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intensification on a negative property scale with 'sober' as its

negative limit and 'merry', 'drunk', 'pissed', 'paralytic', 'legless' etc.

as lexically represented stages towards, infinity. There is a slight

complication demonstrated by the perfectly acceptable if perhaps "illogical"

(28) a. John was more sober than Bill.

b. Yes, he had had something to drink but he was perfectly sober.

Incorporating this, as it were non-pedantic, interpretation of 'sober',

scalar representation a) below suggests itself rather than b):

(29) a. AMOUNT ALC CONSUMED

Q^/sober_._. _drunk_
v

~~intoxi cated'

b.

Q
(=sober)

On the former interpretation of 'sober' the concept 'intoxicated'

represents a scalar range rather than a scale proper as in b). In any

event the most important characteristic of (29)a or b for the matter

in hand is their compatability, first, with the postulated norm-neutral-

ity of the predicate 'be drunk' and, secondly, with the implicational

facts noted in (22)b and c. In essence, the hypothesis that' the

lexical item 'drunk' marks a degree on a negative intensity scale

allowsus to explain the fact that the predicate 'be more drunk' implies

the predicate 'be drunk' without committing us to the false hypothesis

that the latter is norm-related.

It should be noted in conclusion to this section that the facts

of implicit grading as explored here would seem to be incompatible in

one crucial respect with non-scalar theories of comparative construct¬

ions. It has been assumed so far that (ll)(here repeated as (30)) is,

in essence, adequate as a generalized representation of norm-related

constructions of the type 'X be Adj':
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(30) The Y of members of class X is greater than the normal Y of

members of class Z.

On reflection it turns out, however, that a perfectly common sub-type

of norm-related constructions cannot be accommodated by (30) in

principle i.e., those sentences which contain norm-related negative

predicates such as 'stupid1, 'short' etc. This inadequacy follows

from the condition - universally assumed as axiomatic in the literature
84r

on the subject and incorporated in (30) - that norm-relatedness

be expressed in forms of the concept 'more' rather than 'less'. That

is, according to this condition - hereafter referred to as 'the 'more'

condition or condition M - the sentence 'John is stupid' may be

(minimally) represented bu b) below but not by c):

(31) a. John is stupid.

b. John's X is greater than some norm.

c. John's X is less than some norm.

Now given condition (20c) (hereafter referred to as 'the common property

condition1 or condition P), which stipulates the formulation of a

common property for norm-related antonymous sets, the ad-hoc variable X

in (31b) is required to cover the phrase 'lack of intelligence/mental

ability' or the like rather than 'stupidity'. But this requirement

leads to the patently false PR a) below (or equally inadequate variants

such as b) and c)):

(32) a. John's lack of intelligence is greater than the normal

lack of intelligence for Z.

b. John's lack of intelligence is greater than the lack of

intelligence of normal Z.

c. John's lack of intelligence is greater than the

intelligence of Z.
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I conclude that (30) lacks observational adequacy as a generalized PR

of norm-related propositions. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how

this deficiency could be remedied in principle or, indeed, how the

meaning of the sentence John is stupid1 could be paraphrase-represented
85

at all under the combined conditions M and P. Either the scope

of the modifying constituent lexicalized as 'normal' carries the wrong

implication (as in a) and b)) or like is not being compared with

like (as in c)). In view of the solidity of condition P as a

semantic constraint, the only potential solution to the problem is

to abandon condition M. Elimination of the latter would, in essence,

lead to the following PR:

(33) John's intelligence is less than the intelligence of normal Z.

This PR meets condition P as well as the 'like with like' condition.

Its most relevant property is that the negative feature inherent in

the lexical item 'stupid' has not only been "factored out" - correctly

and as a direct consequence of condition P, of course - but obligatorily

"transferred . This transfer and, therefore, the abandonment of

condition M for this type of construction, has two theoretical consequences;

the one undesirable, the other fatal in my opinion. First, as is clear

from the examples given, it rules out a unitary description of norm-

relatedness. Secondly, explicitly graded CC containing negative

norm-related constituents cannot receive coherent semantic represent¬

ations expressed in logical form. Thus, the problem of how to represent

correctly the scope of the comparative operator in the sentence 'John

is more stupid than Bi11T would seem to be insuperable. This may be

illustrated by the totally inadequate but under the condition only
87

possible , pseudo-representation 'John's less than normal intelligence

is greater than Bill's less than normal intelligence' (see also 3.2.).
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None of the above-mentioned difficulties - i.e., the abandonment

of condition M, the non-unitary description of norm-relatedness or

the scope problem just noted - arise in a dynamic bi-scalar localist

theory of comparatives as elaborated in the previous chapter. Since

the scope problem for inherently negative predicates has been dealt

with in the previous chapter I shall concentrate here on showing how

the retention of condition M and, therefore, the possibility of a

unitary description of norm-relatedness is guaranteed by, indeed,

follows naturally from,the proposed theory. I shall examine the

following three logically possible scalar structures on their

adequacy as potential semantic representations of the sentence 'John

is stupid' (I refer to the previous chapter for details of the

conventions adopted):

(34) a. EXT a'. INT

J N Z

stupid clever

"John's lack of intelligence is greater than some norm"
TXT b'. INT

Q__j_n
INT clever

"John's intelligence is less than some norm"
.EXT c' INT

Q J N Z

stupid clever

"The norm is less stupid than John"

NB. (i) The scales in a', b' and c' are the static versions of

their dynamic bi-scalar counterparts a, b and c. Put differently,

they represent the "topography" of the scalar points and

distances - the immutable empirical state of affairs as it were -
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underlying the linguistic journeys represented on the left (see also

chapter 5 for a discussion of the, in my opinion, important psycho-

linguistic implications of the processes which convert dynamic scalar

structures into their 'static' counterparts).

(ii) The glosses in inverted commas accompanying the dynamic strutures

are given for convenience of scalar interpretation and have no

linguistic or theoretical status as such (but see below, footnote 91).

(iii) The scalar points Z (=Z.) in a', b' and c' represent the arbitrary

starting points for journeys made along the scale labelled 'INTELLIGENCE'.

In accordance with the general conditions on scalar well-formedness

(see App. B) can only appear to the left or to the r ight of both

J and N.

The first point to note about (34) is that a, be and c are

spatially (or, by implication, logically) equivalent. This observation

is reflected in their static representations a', b' and c', where'the

positions of the scalar points J and N relative to each other are

shown to be the same in all cases. A more general theoretical point

to be borne in mind is incorporated in these static representations.

The scalar position labelled N always acts as a pivot - or perhaps more

to the point, as a place of departure - for the lexicalization of both

the positive and negative scalar ranges. I shall hereafter refer to this

requirement as 'the departure condition' or condition D. This condition

immediately rules out (34c) as a possible semantic representation. For

if N is a neutral, Janus-like and obligatory departure point for all

norm-related constructions, a grammar should never allow it to represent
89

a destination point as in c). It should be noted that this theoretical

characteristic of the scalar position N reflects the empirical

constraint touched upon the the first chapter i.e., that in order for

sincere discourse to take place with regard to CC the relevant pragmatic
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characteristics of departure points must, in fact, be known to the

speaker and, in theory, be known to the hearer. On this condition norms

are departure points, indeed, covert departure points par excellence.

The only time one would expect norms to appear overtly would be in

cases of disagreement, about their pragmatic characteristics and then

never as destination point (i.e., subjects) of CC. The latter is

precluded by a combination of condition P and the non-dimensional

character of norms. Subjects of CC are necessarily compared for

the extent to which they do or do not pos'sess a quality or property.

Linguistic norms (as opposed to pragmatic averages) cannot be so

compared simply because, being non-extended, they cannot be measured.

Rather, they are reference points for (linguistic) acts of measuring

(for the relevance of measuring to comparison see ch.2).

Representation (34b) is compatible with conditions P ("the

shared property condition") and condition D ("the departure condition").

Within the framework of the present theory, however, it must be

rejected as a SR of the sentence 'John is stupid' for reasons

connected with the process of lexicalization. As indicated earlier

(3.2.) lexical insertion of negative and positive adjectives - i.e.,

those belonging to antonymous sets as defined earlier - is

sensitive to the dynamic characteristics of scalar structures, in

particular those of the lower or so-called 'property scale' which is

given the general marking - Q2 in (34). The constraint governing
the particular aspect of lexical insertion under discussion is

related to the general convention governing lexical insertion. Informally

stated, this is as follows:

(35) Condition L: a lexical item '1.' with a configurational

lexical representation may be inserted into a configur¬

ational semantic sub-structure provided and are

90
non-distinct.
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The above condition crucially includes the dynamic properties of

representations and entails, for example, that lexical items configur-

ationally marked as 1 zero-approach' including negative adjectives such

as 'stupid' - cannot be inserted into 'zero-escape' sub-structures such

as (34b). It follows that the sentence 'John is stupid' is not a

possible lexicalization cf the latter structure within the present

framework (it is, of course, a possible implication of this structure,

as demonstrated in (34b1).

Representation (34a) is compatible w'ith conditions P, D, L and,

in view of its zero-escape marked extent scale, with condition M.

Consequently it is compatible with the desired aim of providing

a unitary description of norm-relatedness (regardless of whether
91

deletion of sub-structure is obligatory or optional). It should be

emphasized that the latter compatibility is a direct result of the

bi-scalar and, more importantly, the localist character of this

representation as captured in the concept 'route-distance'(see 3.3).

If condition M is essential, then the localist interpretation of

comparatives as manifested in (34a) must be deemed superior to a

theory based on logical form.
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SEMANTIC IMPLICATIONS

AND THE LOCALIST ANALYSIS OF COMPARATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

5.1. Introduction.

For a semantic analysis to be observationally adequate it must account

for logico-semantic implications and non-implications. If, in

addition, such an analysis is to be characterized as descriptively

adequate it must be systematic in the sense that the generalizations

that flow from it and the categories it uses are formulated within the

framework of a general theory. Finally, if the goal of general
92r

explanatory adequacy in the sense discussed by Chomsky is to be

pursued in the construction of 1inguistic theories - and I agree with

those linguists who maintain that this is the only goal worth

pursuing if linguistic theory is to be more than a general set of

rules for the cataloguing of data - then a semantic analysis must be

placed on a mentalistic basis so that its predictions may at the

very least be tested for compatibility with facts discovered about

human psychology. I shall try to demonstrate in this chapter that,

given some additions, the theory outlined so far for the semantic

structure of CCI is not incompatible with these requirements.

The central problem around which the following discussion will

revolve is the interpretation of the notion 'logical implication' in

a localist theory of CCI. To illustrate this problem in more concrete

terms, I shall pose the question of how the theory guarantees

that, given a set of sentences such as the following:
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(1) a. John is more stupid than Bill

b. Bill is less stupid than John

c. John is stupid

d. John is of average mental ability

e. Bill's mental ability is greater than John's

the following implications and non-implications hold: aob, boa,

aoc, ~(c^d), ~(dDc), aoe,~(eoa).

The anwer to this question involves drawing a distinction

between the concepts 'dynamic semantic representation' (=DSR)

and 'static semantic representation'(SSR). The representations of

CCI proposed earlier may be termed dynamic insofar as they consist

of scalar structures which contain what I have called 'zero-escape'

and 'zero-approach' journeys in their upper and lower parts. As was

argued earlier, the specification of such journeys is necessary for

reasons of lexico-semantic descriptive adequacy. Now the fact about -

these representations which turns out to be of central importance in

the localist definition of 'implication' is that they can all be

reduced to static representations of a general type illustrated

below, which contains no journey specification along its extent scale:

To illustrate, both sentences (3)a and b below are, for reasons to be

explained shortly, ultimately representable by (4a) or (4b) (which is

equivalent to (4a) but more convenient).

(3) a. John is taller than Bill.

(2)

b. Bill is shorter than John.
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(4) a. EXTENT

B's vertical
dimension

J's vertical
dimension

VDIMb.

NB. Where possible the general form (4b) will be used

hereafter for static semantic representations.

The very fact that sentences (3)a and b can ultimately be assigned

identical representations guarantees their mutual entailment. It still

has to be shown, of course, that this process of reduction to

identity is warranted by the dynamic SR of the sentences in question,

but this is easily done. Following the proposals for the SR of CCI

outlined earlier, the DSR of (3)a and b are, respectively (5a) and (5b).

(5) a.

b. VDIM

NB. Where possible, configurations of the type shown on

the left of a) will be used hereafter for typographic

convenience.

In verbal terms, DSR (5a) represents the fact that, measured from an

arbitrary point Z. to the left of both B and J and going away from

Q, the distance between Z^ and J is greater than the distance between

Z.j and B. Translated into static terms this means that J is to the
right of B as shown in (4). Since the same order on the static scale
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is guaranteed by (5b) (as can easily be verified) the sentences in (3) -

are semantically equivalent. It should be noted in passing that

this reduction process from DSR to SSR requires oneoperation more for

(3b) than it does for (3a) (i.e., permutation). This fact will

assume greater significance in the discussion on the psycholinguistic

implications of the distinction between static and dynamic represent¬

ations.

5.2. The Linguistic Status of Static Scales.

Before discussing the semantic implications which hold between different

forms of CCI in greater detail it will be necessary to digress at length

on the status of static scales as descriptive linguistic categories.

This need arises out of the fact that certain surface forms of CCI

cannot be semantically analysed in terms of the theory of CCI and

CCE outlined in previous chapters. Since those constructions play

a role in the semantic implications to be described, a solution must

be found to the problem of their semantic representation.

As presented earlier, the localist analysis of CC does not

predict the demonstrable fact that speakers of English interpret

example a) in (6) below as implying b) or c) but never d) or e):

(6) a. John is not as tall as Bill.

b. John is shorter than Bill.

c. Bill is taller than John.

d. John is taller than Bill.

e. Bill is shorter than John.

It turns out that this problem is not only more intractable than may

appear at first sight but it is also of some considerable theoretical

interest. Given the theory of CCE as presented earlier (3.3) the
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SR of (6a), stated in global terms, should be (7) below:

Taken as a SR of (6a), however, (7) must be rejected as observationally

inadequate in view of the fact that it is consistent with interpretation
92a'

(6)d and e. As stated earlier, this interpretation is universally
93

rejected by speakers of the language.

The problem of an adequate representation for (6a) appears to centre

around the negative formative 'not' and its scope. As assumed in (7),

the scope of 'not' is the proposition 'John and Bill have the same

height* (or its equivalent forms). The question is, if this assumption

leads to a palpably undesirable conclusion what other scope could be

proposed? That is, what representation couched in logical form could

be imagined for (6a) with a scope different from the one given in (7)?

Note that the problem of whether or not the surface subject of (6a)

is generated before or after its semantic representation is irrelevant

to the problem in hand. Furthermore, as long as the output of the

semantic component is assumed to be logical form, it is immaterial

whether the model within whose framework the SR is formulated falls

within the class of 'semantically based' or 'interpretive' grammars.

Finally, it should be emphasized that a solution in terms of 'inference
i ^ 94r

rules a la Jackendoff would be either observationally inadequate or

lead to absurdity. To demonstrate the latter point, let us, for

argument's sake, adopt SR below as the logico-semantic representation
A

of (6a). Although the formulation is rough-and-ready it will do for

p.422,423
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cur purposes.

(8) SR : NOT(J's HEIGHT EQUALS B's HEIGHT)
A

Let us further postulate the following inference rule IR to render

SRX observationally adequate in respect of (6a):
,q» TR. <.R v fa. Less than(J's height, B's height)^ ' ' x (b. Greater than(B's height, J's height)'

Although IR covers the attested implications of (6a)(i.e., (6b) and

(6c)), it is clearly observationally inadequate in respect of (6)d and e.

In other words it fails to cover a) and b) below as equally plausible

inferences of SRx:

(10) a.Less than(B's height, J's height)

b.Greater than(J's height, B's height).

However, the addition of(10a) and (10b) to the set of possible

inferences from SR leads to the absurd conclusion that two contra-
A

dictory sets of implications can be inferred from one semantic represent¬

ation. Moreover, IR fails to observe the following rather obvious

inference from SR (stated in lexicalized form for convenience):A

(11) There is a difference in height between John and Bill.

Indeed, it would surely be plausible to argue that SR should entail
A

(11) to the exclusion of (9)a,b and (10)a,b.

In view of these difficulties the only alternative is to change

SR ; that is, to find a solution to the scope problem with which this
A

discussion started. In what follows I shall assume that a solution

to this problem cannot be found within the confines of conventional

or any other form of logic and that, as a result, this failure is

one more reason to abandon logical form as the output of a semantic

analysis of CC.
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Earlier in this chapter the concept 'static scale' was introduced •

as a category necessary for an adequate description of the implicat-

ional relationships that hold for CCI. It was also hinted that

static scales function in an explanation of the processes involved

in the psycholinguistic interpretation of CCI. I now propose to

include static scales in the set of descriptive categories relevant

to the formulation of semantic representations. I shall try to show

that, in addition to its wider implications, this inclusion will

permit a solution to the problem of constructing an adequate SR for

sentence (6a).

The following examples suggest that there exist independent

reasons for postulating static scales in the semantic analysis of

CCI.

(12) a. John ranks above Bill in intelligence.

b. John's height falls short of the required minimum.

c. There is very little between them as far as height

is concerned.

d. I would certainly consider him not to be below Bill

in the amount of dedication he brings to the task.

e. John is brilliant compared to Bill.

It would clearly be inappropriate to regard these sentences as lexical-

izations of the type of dynamic scale structure generalized here as

follows:

Scales of this type were proposed as necessary for the insertion of

(13)
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1exicall zed forms such as 'more', 'less', '-er' etc., as well as the

marker of departure point 'than'. But none of these formatives occur

in the sentences of (12). The latter are, nevertheless, lexicalized

forms of CCI. Moreover, although the sentences in question are

undoubtedly forms of .CCI it would be unwarranted to regard, for

example, (12a) as having the same meaning of 'John is more intelligent

than Bill'.

In view of these inadequacies I propose the following general

type of representation as playing a basic role in the generation of

the sentences in (12):

(14) EXTENT Scalar convention: X is to the

The absence of dynamic markers in the upper sub-structure of (14)

characterizes this structure as belonging to the class of static scales

(see App. B for a semi-formal characaterization of this type of scale).

Returning to the problem of (5a), I suggest a solution involving

a semantic analysis representable in the form of the scalar structure

below and its verbalized expression b). Hereafter SR of this type

will be referred to as 'static input representations' (SIR)

b. "The extent of John's height is not as great as the extent

of Bil1's height"

"John is not as tall as Bill"

"There exists a distance on the extent scale BETWEEN the

scalar point X which represents a distance between scalar

point Z and scalar J on the scale of height AND scalar point Y

left of Y.

(15)a. EXTENT

p.423
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on the extent scale which represents the distance between

scalar point Z and scalar point B on the scale of height".

NB. The upper structure scale- is characterized in terms of

the existence of a distance rather than a route distance (as

in dynamic representations of CCI)

The all-important question regarding (15a) as a SR of the sentence

(6a) ('John is not as tall as Bill') is of course the total absence

of any type of negative morpheme. Where and how, in other words, is

the formative 'not' to be generated? More precisely, what inherent

properties of (15a) other than some form of negative morpheme could

condition the insertion of the exical item 'not' into its pre-

lexicalized structure? The answer, I suggest, follows naturally from

from the localist framework proposed. It is contained in the very

notion 'existence of a distance between two points. This notion carries

with it the ineluctable conclusion that wherever one entity is, the

other is not. The point here is that the negative character of this

conclusion is, in essence, epiphenomenal. Non-location does not

imply no location. The fact that one predicates of a scalar point X

that it is located somewhere else than Y is negative only in- respect

of Y's loetion. From X's point of view the situation is identical

with regard to Y. In short, the negative implication of the notion

'separateness' is unrelated to the notion 'non-existence' in any

normal sense of the word. Actually, one might even argue in favour of

the stronger hypothesis that the latter notion is contained in the

former rather than vice-versa. On this view non-being would be epi-
95

phenomenal to the notion 'not being somewhere'. (See. Lyons 1966 for

the obverse of this view i.e., 'existence implies being somewhere').

Suppose, then, we let the insertion of the lexical formative 'not'

p.423
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in the case of (15a) be dependent on the presence of the static

extent scale. Suppose also that the insertion of gradable adjectives

is conditional on the dynamics of lower scale structures as proposed

earlier. The lower dynamics of (15a) will then allow for the insertion

of the adjective 'tall'. With this combination of conditions the

scope problem for 'not' has been solved (or, perhaps more accurately,

made irrelevant). If it makes any sense at all to speak of the

scope of 'not' given (15a) it must be 'the extent of John's height'

viewed from the scalar position of '3'. Note that on this inter-
96

pretation B is a potential departure point in the semantic sense.

This is, of course, the deeper reason why (la) as an utterance is

more appropriately related to the utterance 'John is shorter than Bill',

where'Bill'is the actual semantic departure point, than to the utterance

'Bill is taller than John', where 'John' is the semantic departure MP.

Actually, even in semantic terms the sentences should not be regarded

as synonymous. This is captured by the present theory in that members

of a non-contradictory set of CCI surface forms receive different

semantic representations. Consider, for example, the following set.

(16) a. John is not as tall as Bill.

b. Bill is not as short as John.

c. John is shorter than Bill.

d. Bill is taller than John.

The scalar representation of (16b) is as follows (the other sentences,

having been discussed previously, will be disregarded in the following

argument):

(17) .EXTENT

"Bill is not as short as John"
"From Bill's point of view John is not (as) short"

p.423
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This representation predicts the insertion of 'short', 'not' and
96a

captures the norm-related character of (16b).

The position of 'N' in semi-static structures such as (17)

deserves the following comment. The theory must allow not only for

negative norm-related- structures such as, for example, (16b) but also

for positive norm-related structures such as (18a) below, whose proposed

SR is as shown in b) (see also footnote 96).

(18) a. John is not as brilliant as Bill.

There is, however, a complication connected with the problem of

of norm-re!atedness, in the form of CC of a type which expresses

a rhetorical figure which, for want of a better term, may be called

'hyperbolic irony':

(19) a. Compared to John, Bill is brilliant,

b. Compared the Bill, John is stupid.

These constructions are problematic in two related respects. First,

their norm-relatedness has a contradictory character. Secondly, in

contrast to the static constructions just discussed their surface

structures do not contain negative formatives of any kind.

I propose to solve the first of these problems by including the

norm marker 'N' twice in the SR of this type of construction, in the

manner shown below:



The dynamics of the lower scales condition the insertion of the norm-

related adjectives 'brilliant' and 'stupid' whereas the static extent

scale represents the "true" meaning of these constructions.

One of the interesting features of (19)a and b is the presence

of the 'allative' marker 'to'. It marks the construction as taking

place from a certain point of orientation. The direction of the

comparison is, as it were, "from Y to X". However, this point of

orientation or departure for the comparison is, in semantic terms,

the destination point (that is, the superficial subject of the

construction) whereas the destination point of the comparison is,

in fact, the pragmatic departure point (about which relevant knowledge

is presupposed). These examples reflect, in other words, a clash

between the direction of a comparison and the direction of the

semantic or pragmatic "flow of information". The possibility of this

state of affairs may help to explain the seemingly contradictory nature

(in semantic terms) of the morpho-lexical surface expressions of CCI

in a number of languages, including English and Chuckchee (for the

former 'thonne' ('then') rather than, say, 'from' or an ablative marker

as in Latin; for the latter a straight allative marker to"signal"the
97r

semantic departure point ).

As regards the absence of surface negatives in (19)a and b, a

number of remarks are in order. First, the view advanced earlier that

the presence of negatives in "semi-static" constructions is an

epiphenomenon of their (abstract) spatial characteristics is compatible

with the absence of negative formatives in some of their corresponding

p.424
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surface realizations. Secondly, a closer inspection of the structures

in question reveals that they simply could not accommodate surface

negatives without losing their peculiar rhetorical characteristics.

Note in this connection the following example

(21) Compared to John, he isn't bad.

This sentence does contain a surface negative but is, ipso facto,

not only devoid of the rhetorical character!'sties that distinguish

(19)a and b, but it also has a quite different semantic structure;

the most notable feature being its apparent"semi-norm-relatedness".

This is captured by the scalar representation below:

(22) EXTENT,

condition: Z £ N

"Compared to J, B isn't bad"

The unique feature of this structure is that N appears between J and
98

B on the property scale; the (empirically correct) implication being

that whereas John is bad, Bill is not and, therefore, better.

The possession of static structures such as discussed in this

section is perhaps the closest standard English comes to the hypo-
98Ar

thesized paratactic CC of proto Indo-European as well as the rather

mysterious "mixed" hypo-paratactic structures signalled by ne-expletif

in e.g. French and Italian. As a matter of some interest, the latter

phenomenon might lose some of its mystery through the introduction

of static scales and epiphenomenal negatives. For example, the

global scalar representation (23) below would seem to hold some

promise for an explanation of some of the most striking features of

French ne-expletif structures. These are (i) their semi-paratactic

nature, (ii) their semi-negative form (in Old French they were"fully"

p.424
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negative), (iii) the obligatory presence of the pronominal

reflex '111 and (iv) their apparent redundancy.

"Jean est plus grand que ne I'es't Pierre"

On previous assumptions in (23) predicts ne-expletif as being

epiphenominal in the sense discussed. The crucial fact of French in

this connection is, of course, that ne-expletif never occurs in CCE.

The embedded semi-static scalar structure is redundant in that it

copies the information contained in the dynamic matrix structure
99

Q-j-Q^. The reflex of this copying function is ''I1.
The curious hypo-paratactic mixture that one intuitively

gg<*-r
perceives in ne-expletif constructions seems to me a function of

the lack of congruence between semantic function and syntactic form

in this area. That is, logically speaking the semantic structure of

the basically redundant phenomenon of ne-expletif should be paraphrasable

as (24) below or the like.

(24) Jean is taller than Pierre and Pierre isn't as tall as Jean.

Let us suppose that the second conjunct had independent status (as it

still has, of course) at some historical stage T but that it was
X

lexically realized as an adversative paratactic static structure of

the following kind ( the first hypothetical possibility being the one

proposed by Small (1924) as the proto-form):

(25) a. Jean tall, Pierre not tall

b. Pierre not tall, Jean tall.

p.424
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Let us further suppose that the first conjunct in (24) also had

independent status at some historical stage T . The question is:

must T have developed from T as Small, supposed? Phrased differently,
J ^

must it be the case that the first conjunct and the second conjunct

in (24) did not co-exist from the beginning? Within the context of

the present theory this question must be answered in the negative.

If static and dynamic structures can co-exist at the present time

there is no reason to suppose that dynamic structures did not

exist at all stages of development. Indeed, given the fact that

dynamic structures require a more complex morphology for their

realization and given the complex nature of proto-IE morphology,

there is every reason to suppose the contrary.

As regards the coalescence of the structures in question, I would

surmise that this is simply a function of the need for redundancy and

emphasis in language use. If in some sub-standard forms of Dutch,

which otherwise shows no traces of ne-expletif, dynamic and static

structures can coalesce for "rhetorical" effect (see footnote 66)

it would seem unlikely that speakers of proto-IE were different in

this respect.

5.3. Semantic Implication Types.

5.3.1. A Preamble Concerning the Notion 'Validity'.

Within the present framework the logical concept of validity is defined

with reference to static scales as discussed in the introduction to

this chapter. Inferences between different forms of CCI are valid

if certain conversion processes involving their semantic represent¬

ations lead to identity of representation on the static scale, in

particular identity of sequence between scalar points. For example,
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as discussed before, the inference from (26)a to b below is valid

because their sequence on the static scale as shown in c) is the same

after conversion.

(26) a. John is taller than Bill

b. Bill is shorter than John.

c. VDIM

Q^B^
By the same token the inference from (26a) to the expressions

'Bill is taller than John' or 'John is shorter than Bill1 is invalid

because conversion of their semantic representation to the static

scale leads to converse sequences on the latter. The implication-type

involved is therefore characterized as a contradiction.

There are certain apparent complications with the above definition

of validity. To illustrate this let us consider the following CCI

forms, whose static representations are given in a1 and b' respettively:

(27) a. John is taller than Bill,

b. John is less short than Bill,

a'. VDIM

Q^B^ J.

b'. VDIM

J Nn»

The difference between a' and b" relevant to the discussion is the

absence or presence of scalar point N, which represents the fact that

(27b) is a norm-related construction, in contrast to the norm-neutrality

of (27a). The question is whether we should characterize the inference

from a) to b) as invalid on account of this difference or whether we

should disregard it and define validity solely in terms of identity

of sequencing; in other words, whether we should assign the value

true or false to inferences from norm-neutral to norm-related constructions.
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Note that, intuitively, the problem appears to be less ac ute when

viewed from the other direction. All things being equal, speakers

accept inferences from norm-related to norm-neutral constructions as

unproblematic. There can be no doubt that from a strictly logical

point of view the inference from (27)a to b must be characterized as

invalid. In my experience, most native speakers agree that the

inference in quesion is strictly speaking invalid but when confronted

with the question of whether it is as invalid as, say, the dne'"from

(27a) to 'Bill is taller than John' they invariably protest that the

two ought to be characterized as quite different in degree since

the latter is a straight contradition.

In fact, inference 27a-->b is an example of the syllogism with

an understood or missing premise known as 'enthymeme'. When supplied,

the missing premise removes any doubt about the validity of the

inference:

(28) a. Although both are short John is taller than Bill,

b. John is less short than Bill.

Now the sleight-of-hand which has led to the acceptance of enthymemes

as valid or, perhaps, "semi-valid" in some logic circles^ris quite

unacceptable in a semantic analysis. In fact, the logician's tolerance

is based on a confusion between analytic and pragmatic meaning. The

practice of supplying the missing premise clearly belongs in the —

realm of pragmatics. It is for this reason that enthymemic inferences

will be marked 'invalid' in this discussion on semantic implications

between forms of CCI. This decision receives indirect support from

native speakers' judgements concerning inferences from norm-neutral

to implicitly graded constructions, as exemplified below:

(29) a. Bill is not as tall as John.

p.425
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b. John is short.

Although both are enthymemic, speakers simply do not show the same

hesitation concerning 29a-->b as they do in the case of 27a-->b. The

former is rejected outright. It seems that this is the point at which

the native speaker is not prepared to concur in the relaxation in logical

rigour which gave rise to the qualified acceptance of the enthymeme

as a valid argument.

It should be noted in passing that, mutatis mutandis, inferences

from norm-related to norm-neutral constructions (such as 27b-->a) are

valid without qualification and accepted as such by speakers.

In scalar terms, the facts just noted are captured by the general¬

ization that, given identical scalar sequencing plus co-referentiality

of comparanda, one can validly infer without qualification from a

three-referent scale to a two-referent scale but not vice-versa.

The condition on coreferentiality in the generalization just

formulated is more important than might perhaps appear at first sight.

That coreferentiality is a sine qua non for comparanda in a syllogism

or implication, is, of course, immediately obvious. For example, no

valid or semi-valid inference could possibly be made from 27a to b

or vice-versa if the propositions concerned referred to four individuals

rather than two. However, the condition has more subtle consequences

in the context of determining the imp!icational relationships between

two norm-related forms of CCI, such as e.g. the following, whose

respective static representations are given in a1 and b'.

(30) a. John is less short than Bill,

b. Bill is less tall than John.

a
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b' VDI

Q^TB_

Are any valid inferences to be made from a) to b) or b) to a)?

It might perhaps be thought that this case is similar to the enthymemic

syllogism discussed earlier. However, no missing propositions would

seem to be capable of removing the inherent norm-barrier between

premise and conclusion. We clearly have a case here of what will

be referred to as 'norm-contradiction1. The problem is that, apart

from the norms which are the root of the contradiction, the scalar

referents B and J appear in the same order in (30)a1 and b'. The

solution to this apparent paradox is provided by the condition on

scalar coreferentiality. Sentence (30a) contains the proposition

that 'John and Bill are short' whereas sentence (30b) contains the

proposition that John and Bill are tall. Therefore, for an inference

involving these propositions to be valid John and Bill must be

both short and tall (that is, shorter than norm^ and taller than
norm, respectively). However, for an entitity to be both tall and

J

short at the same time and under one set of conditions (i.e., comparison
102

in this case) is inconceivable in all possible worlds. It follows

that the scalar points marked 1B' and 'J' in (30a') must be non-

coreferential with their identically marked counterparts on scale

(30b'). We may conclude, therefore, that inferences between construct¬

ions of the type exemplified by (30)a and b are invalid under any

condition.

5.3.2. CCI Implication Types.

In this section I intend to show how some familiar logical implication

types (as well as some less familiar ones) can be defined within a
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localist analysis of CC. The following types will be distinguished within

the broader division between valid and invalid inferences:

(31) VALID INFERENCES

Bi1ateral
.imp! icatior

1.Synonymy 2.Full 3.Dynamic-
equiv static
alence equiv.

Unilateral
imp!ication

\
4.Partial equivalence

INVALID INFERENCES,

Reve'rsal Non-implication

5.Contra 6.Contrari 7.Norm- 8.Bilateral 9.Unilateral 10.Norm-
diction ness contra non-impli non-implic invention

diction cation ation

Below are given, in summary form, the scalar characteristics of the

types sub-classified in (31). These characteristics are defined with

reference to static scalar representations (SSR) or dynamic scalar

representations (DSR) or a combination of both. A distinction is made

between 'scalar points' (= any scalar marking including N) and 'scalar

referent' (=any scalar marking excluding N).

(32) Synonymy is the relation between different forms of CCI with

a) identical SSR, b) identical DSR.

Example:!.John is taller than Bill —»2.J's height is greater than

B's height.

DSR:

:z.

SSR: VDIM
Q-^BC 0^

(33) Full equivalence is the relation between different forms of

CCI with a) identical SSR b) identical lower scale dynamics

c) different upper scale dynamics.

Example: I.John is taller than Bill 2. B's height is less

than J's height.

SSR: VDIM
Q -^B J-

(i)DSR: VDIM

>L 'V Z \ J X
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(ii)DSR:
. VDIM vv

> ELkkZ >

(34) Dynamic-static equivalence holds between two different

CCI forms x and y iff a) x and y have identical SSR, b) x is

represented by DSR and y by SIR (i.e., 'static input represent¬

ation; see previous section), c) DSRx and SIR^ have identical
lower scales.

Example: 1 .John is taller than Bill --■» 2.Bill is not as tall as J

SSR: J/DIPL (i)DSR:

:z.

(ii)SIR: .JXl

<UrX'

VDir-^
Q^B J^.

VDIM

Q^Z-^-B/

(35) Partial equivalence is a unilateral implication which holds

between different CCI forms x and y ( { xDy.~(yo x)} ) if

a) SSRx contains a greater number of scalar points than SSR^,
b) the set of scalar points contained in SSR is a subset

of the set of scalar points contained in SSR .

Example:!.John is taller than Bill -->2.Bill is less tall than J.

(i)SSR: VDIM

Q^B J.

(ii)SSR: VDIM.

j__n:

(36) Contradiction characterizes the relationship between different

CCI forms x and y if a) SSR and SSR contain 'strictly identical
scalar referents,b) the scatar referent sequences are different.
Example:1.John is taller than Bill--^2Bi11 is taller than J.

(i)SSR: VDIM

QzCB J.

p.425
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(ii): VDIM>
&_

(37) Contrariness obtains between different CCI forms x and y

if a) SSR and SSR contain exactly'two scalar points each,x y

b) SSRx and SSR^ contain different scalar point sequences,
c) both SSR and SSR contain the scalar point "N1.' x y r
NB. Since SSR is by definition a neutral property scale the above

set of conditions guarantees the logical characerization of

contrariness as involving two propositions which may both be

false but which cannot both be true (given referential identity

of the arguments)

Example:!.John is tall -->2.John is short.

(i)SSR: VDIM,

Q J.

(i i )SSR:Q J N. ... .

(38)Norm-contradiction obtains between different CCI forms x and y if

a) x and y are norm-related, b) SSRx and SSR^ contain identical
scalar referent sequences, c) the scalar point N occurs in opposite

position in SSR and SSRx y

Example:!.J. is less short than B. — ->2.B.is less tall than J.

(i)SSR: VDIM.

J

(i i )SSR:Q N B J .

(39)Bilateral non-implication obtains between different CCI forms x

and y if SSRx and SSR^ contain at least one pair of non-coreferential
scalar referents.

Example: John is taller than Bill-f^Harry) is taller than Peter.
[Bill J
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(40) Unilateral non-itriplication obtains between different CCI forms

x and y ( ^ (yo x)V~(y ^ x) .~(xoy)|) a) if x contains fewer
scalar points than y or b) if x is norm-related and y is not.

Examples:a)John is stupid-/*John is more stupid than Bill.

b)John is tall-/Xlohn is taller than Bill.

(41) Norm-invention is a form of unilateral non-implication between

different CCI forms x and y ( { (yDx)V ~(ycox).~(x=>y)}) if x

is norm-neutral and y is norm-related.

Example: John is taller than Bill-/>John is tall.

NB. Norm-invention illustrates the ("semi-valid") argument

known in logic as 'enthymeme'.

To illustrate the above characterizations in some greater detail, a number

of sentences given in fig. 1 enter a system of implications plotted in fig.2.

The assigned types featuring in the latter correspond to the scalar analyses

parameterized in fig.l.

A number of generalizations may be extracted from fig.2. The most

important concern the status of norms in the system of semantic implic¬

ations between forms of CCI. These may be summed up as follows:

(42) a. [-Nf§ —->[-NR] : +valid.

b. FN1| —->frNffl: invalid.

c. B"Nf§ E-NR]: +valid (when valid: partial equivalence).

d. 0-N$ --->(+NR!: +valid (when valid: partial equivalence or

static-dynamic equivalence).

NB. Symbolism: £N$ = 1 norm-neutral construction'

l+NR} = 'norm-related construction'.
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1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,

John
John
Bill
Bill
John
Bill
John
John
Bill

10.John
11 .Bill
12. John
13. John
14.John
15 .Bill
16.Bill
17 . John
18.Bill
19 . John
20.Bill
21. John
22.Bill
23. John
24. John

Fig . 1
is taller than Bill.
s height is greater than Bill's height.
is shorter than John.
s height is less than John's height.
is less short than Bill.
is less tall than John.
is shorter than Bill.
is less tall than Bill.
is not as tall as John.
is not as short as Bill.
is not as short as John.
is not as tall as Bill.
is tall.
is short.
is tall
is short.
is cleverer than Bill,
is more stupid than John.
s intelligence is greater than Bill's intelligence
s intelligence is less than John's intelligence,
is less stupid than Bill,
is less clever than John.
s intelligence is less than Bill's intelligence,
is less clever than Bill.

UP LP SS
a b c d e f g h i j k 1 m n 0 P q r s t
Pos Neg Pos Neg + N -N JB BJ ON NJ BN NB JB BJ JN NJ BN NB NL NR

1. X X X X X

2 . X X X X X

3 . X X X X X

4. X X X X

5 . X X x ■ X X X X X X X

6. X X X X X X X X X X

7. X X X X X

8 . X X X X X X X X X X

9. - - X X X X

10. - - X X X X X X X X X

11. - - X X X X X X X X X

12. - - X X X X

13. X X X X X

14. X X X X X

15. X X X X X

16. X X X X X

17 . X X X X X

18. X X X X X X X X X X

19. X X X X X

20. X X X X X

21. X X X X X X X X X X

22 . X X X X X X X X X X

23. X X X X

24. X X X X X X X X X X

end :

UP = Upper predicate(^extent scale);L£ = Lower predicate;
SS = Static scale; Pos = zero-escape; Neg = zero-approach;
->-N = Norm-related constr. ; -_N = norm-neutral constr. ;
3_ = referential scalar point marking John; B = Bill;
N = scalar point marking norm;
NL = norm occurs to the left of both scalar referents B and J on SS
NR = norm occurs to the right of bothscalar referents.
X = positively specified for a column parameter.

= negatively specified for a column parameter.

Fig . 1.
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Fig.2.
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5.4. Semantic Reduction Processes.

Four types of processes may be distinguished in the reduction of dynamic

scalar representations and static input representations to static scalar

representations. These types will be labelled 'straight sequence

transfer', 'crossover transfer^ 'straight norm-sequence transfer' and

'norm-crossover transfer'.

In straight sequence transfer the order of the scalar referents in

the lower sub-structure of a dynamic scalar representation (DSR) or

static input representation (SIR) is the same as that in the static

scalar representation (SSR), for example:

>
1.1 C X . B C .

In crossover transfer the order of the scalar referents in the lower

sub-structure of DSR or SIR is different from that in SSR, for example,

^
B Z\. . N B C.

In straight norm-sequence transfer the order of scalar referents

in the lower sub-structure of a norm-departing DSR or SIR is the same

as that in SSR, for example,

* N B C
N

In norm-crossover transfer the order of scalar referents in the lower

sub-structure of a norm-departing DSR or SIR is different from that in

SSR, for example,

$
B N_^. . B C N .

On the basis of these four types the framework of LTC as developed

in this study permits twelve possible ways of reducing DSR or SIR to SSR.

These possibilities are determined by the dynamic properties of the

structures to be reduced, as illustrated in Fig.3 on the next page.



Fig . 3

REDUCTION TYPES

DSR/SIR SSR REDUCTION TYPE

c B—4-Z.

Q B _C

Q—B—-C .

straight sequence
transfer

straight sequence
transfer

crossover

transfer

d ✓ C < Z B_^_Z. Q—B—_C .
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transfer

e ^__N_>_B

f ^_N^_B

> Q N—B—C—.

Q—N_B—C_

Q N—B—C .

Q_B_C_N—

(straight) norm-
sequence transfer

(straight) norm-
sequence transfer

norm-crossover

transfer

norm-crossover

transfer

straight sequence
Q—B — C—. transfer

-->
Q—B—C

crossover

transfer

-->
Q N—B_C—.

(straight) norm-
sequence transfer

norm-crossover
Q—B_C_N—. transfer

F i <j. 3
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The basic generalization to emerge from the logically possible reduction

processes mentioned in Fig.3 is the following:

(43) Crossover transfer is uniquely determined by zero-approach

dynamics of the lower sub-structures of DSR/SIR

This generalization is of great significance for the present theory

in that it provides a semantic correlate to -the demonstrable fact (see

next chapter for a detailed discussion) that the psycho!inguistic pro¬

cessing of so-called negative adjectives, when measured under appropriate

test conditions,invariably results in longer reaction times than the

processing of positive adjectives. It is therefore appropriate to

advance the hypothesis that the former type of processing is "more

complex" (for neuro-physiological reasons which, as far as I know,

are still utterly mysterious). This complexity or, alternatively, the

corresponding difference in reaction times is matched by the difference

in complexity between the semantic processes labelled 'crossover-'

and 'straight-sequence transfer'. This is illustrated immediately

below:

No matter how the difference between the two types of scalar transfer

is "measured", crossover transfer will be inherently more complex ("take

longer" or the like) in scalar terms than straight sequence transfer.

Now since, as observed in (43), crossover transfer is uniquely determined
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by the zero-approach dynamics of (lower) property scales and, since

negative adjectives are,ex hypothesi, uniquely associated with this

form of dynamics, it follows that negative adjectives are inherently

more complex to transfer than their positive counterparts. The wider

theoretical significance of these observations will be discussed in

the following chapter concerning the real time processing of CCI.



PSYCHOLINGUISTIC PHENOMENA

AND THE LOCALIST THEORY OF COMPARISON

6.1. Introduction.

A theory of linguistic competence is mentalistic in that its

empirical domain is assumed to be the human mind. Any linguistic

theory based on this assumption must therefore be compatible with

relevant facts known about human psychology. To put it in slightly

different terms, known psychological facts define the set of possible

grammars negatively in the sense that they provide the investigator with

with rational arguments for rejecting an analysis. Now it is ex¬

ceedingly rare for a linguistic analysis to be put to the test in-

this unequivocal manner. Incontrovertible facts of the kind en¬

visaged are simply not available in most cases. Nor - and this is

not so much a deficiency of facts as of theories, although the two

are related - are most analyses precise enough in their psycho-

linguistic claims for any clearcut pre- or retrodictions to be forth¬

coming in this area.

Linguists investigating the field of comparative constructions

are extremely fortunate in having at their disposal a set of incontro¬

vertible psycholinguistic data provided by H.Clark in several studies

including his 'Semantics and Comprehension . It is this study, in particular

data presented in the section on comparatives which will provide the acid

test for the present localist theory of linguistic comparison.

p.425
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6.2. A Critique of H.Clark's Theory of CCI Processing.

In a series of earlier experiments cited in his 'Semantics and

Comprehension1, which involved the testing of subjects' comprehension

of CCI, Clark discovered a number of facts which are not only relevant

to the construction of a partial theory of psycholinguistic processing

(a 'performance theory') but, as hinted at the end of the previous

chapter, also for the construction of a competence theory of CC.

In one experiment, which will be referred to as experiment I, subjects

were presented with a number of sentences containing two comparanda

("ordinary" CCI in other words)and were asked two types of questions

to test their comprehension. The sentences and the solution times

corresponding to the questions are given in Table 1 on the next page

(Clark's Table X on p.88 of 'Semantics and Comprehension').

The column marked 'analysis' in Table 1 contains the "presuppositions"

in terms of which the comparative propositions on the left are

analyzed by Clark. Whether these analyses are plausible linguistically

speaking or not need not concern us at this moment. Their significance

lies in the fact that they provide one of the mainstays of Clark's

explanation of the data,namely, his 'principle of congruence'. To quote:

"This principle predicts that those problems for which the presuppos¬

itions of the question are the same as those of the proposition that

"contains the answer should be easy, and those problems for which this

"does not hold should be difficult"
(op.cit. p.91)

The results of the experiment of two-term series problems in Table 1

confirm the prediction made on the basis of the explanatory principle of

congruence. As Clark states:

"Table 1 lists the four types of propositions and opposite them the
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TABLE I

Mean solution time for two-term series problems

Form of proposition Analysis Who is best? Who is worst? Mean

A is good
I A is better tfian B .61 .68 .64

B is good

A is bad
II Bis worse than A 1.00 .62 .81

B is bad

A is bad
I' A isn't as bad as B 1.73 1.58 1.66

B is bad

B is good
II' B isn't as good as A 1.17 1.4-7 1.32

A is good
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"solution time, in seconds, for the two questions who is best? and

'Who is worst? Proposition I was answered more quickly with the question

'Who is best? and Proposition II, with the question who is worst? Similarly,

'Proposition I' was answered more quickly with the question who is

'Worst?, and Proposition II', with the question who is best? In these

"four instances, the problem was solved faster when the proposition

"and question had the same prsuppositions than when they did not.

'Furthermore, the surface properties of the problems could not, by

"themselves, allow us to make these predictions. For Propositions

"I and II, the answer was given more quickly when it was the subject of

"the sentence; in contrast, for Propositions I' and II', the answer

'Was given more quickly when it was the predicate term. The main

"pattern of solution time, then,appears to be accounted for by the

"congruence or incongruence of presuppositions, as the model of

"comprehension predicts" (op.cit.pp.88-89).

The second main ingredient of Clark's explanatory model of

comprehension for CCI data is what he calls 'the principle of lexical

marking'. This principle stipulates that antonymous adjectives like

'good' and 'bad' be assigned different lexical representations, which

at this juncture may be coded 'positive' and 'negative'. The psycho-

linguistic correlate of these linguistic markings is the hypothesis

that the negative members of antonymous sets are more difficult to

process than their positive couterparts and that, therefore, problems

with negative adjectives should, mutatis mutandis, produce longer

solution times than those with positive adjectives. As Clark puts it,

"The comprehension model with its principle of lexical marking makes

"another prediction for the results in /Table 1/ - namely, that pro¬

positions with underlying 'good' should be comprehended more quickly

"than those with underlying 'bad'. This prediction is borne out with
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"the comparative sentences, 1.10 sees, to 1.80 sees. Again other

"attributes of the sentences could not allow us to make this prediction.

"In the comparative propositions, the easier one, Proposition I, has

"the 'better' term as its subject, whereas in the negative equations

"propositions, the easier one is Proposition II', which has the

"'worse' term as its subject. So again, solution time seems to be

"accounted for mainly by properties of the presuppositions", (op.cit.p.89)

It will be my main task in this, and the subsequent section, to

make "linguistic sense" of the two principles quoted. This may seem

presumptuous in view of the fact that Clark provides his own

linguistic theory of comparative constructions plus the fact that this

theory is subtle enough to predict the relevant psycholinguistic

facts with considerable accuracy. Clark is, therefore, perfectly

justified in rejecting all previous, less succesful, attempts at

explaining the data he presents, including a localist theory called

'the theory of spatial paralogic' proposed by De Soto et.a£. (1965).
In short, Clark's theory seems to have "the ring of truth about it".

However, in what follows I shall try to show that, in spite of the

psycholinguistic insights they provide, Clark's linguistic views

are are based on a confusion between syntax, semantics and pragmatics.

He is, in other words, right for the wrong reasons. I shall also

attempt to demonstrate, in the next section, that his principles

of congruence and lexical marking fit in quite naturally with the

localist theory of comparatives proposed in this study in that they

can be reduced to one principle which I shall call 'the principle

of least movement'. The advantage of the latter is its unitary

character. It is operative both in linguistics and psycholinguistics.

To show this I shall construct a comprehension model which accounts
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for the facts presented by Clark because it inevitably follows from

the competence theory to which it is linked. This theoretical link

will subsequently be the basis for some speculations concerning

the vexed question of the role of a competence model in the study of

linguistic performance.

In the section of his book entitled 'The Representation Problem1,

Clark states the following:

"...I want to suggest that the comparative and equative sentences

"are best thought of as the comparison of two sentences, not just of

"two nouns, and that it is the two underlying sentences that make the

"comparisons either easy or difficult to understand" (op.cit.p.80).

Clark is following the "tradition" set by Lees (1961), Huddleston (1967),

Doherty and Schwartz (1967) and Ross (1969), all of whom try to

motivate a two-sentence analysis on syntactic grounds. Clark continues:

"Although the details of the linguistic analysis still remain,

"somewhat of a mystery, it is safe to say that the main outline of

"the analysis - that the comparative is derived from two sentences -

"is well-founded and this is really all that we will need here", (op.cit.p.81).

Apart from the fact that this assumption is anything but safe (as

is implied in other sections of this study) it is not at all clear

what the theoretical connection is supposed to be between the syn¬

tactic two-sentence analysis referred to and the semantic analysis of

the constructions under scrutiny. As I have tried to show elsewhere

in this study (chapters I and V), the two-sentence analysis is fraught

with semantic difficulties regardless of whether the analysis serves

as input or output of a semantics component. It seems that Clark is

assuming necessary isomorphism here between the syntactic representation
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and the semantic representation of sentences, which is clearly un¬

warranted. At any rate, Clark's faith in the two-sentence analysis

immediately leads to the following equivocation about the connection

between syntax, semantics and pragmatics:

"The two sentences that underlie the comparative can be.thought of

"as presuppositions /my underlining, PvB/ of the comparative. To say

"'John is better than Pete' is to presuppose that we can decide how good

"John is and how good Pete is, or that John is so good and Pete is so

"good, or that John and Pete are somewhere on the goodness scale /my

"underlining, PvB/. 'John is better than Pete' can be paraphrased as

"'The goodness of John is more than the goodness of Pete'" (p.81).

Does the sentence 'John is better than Pete presuppose that John and

Pete are somewhere on the goodness scale or that it can be paraphrased

as 'The goodness of John is more than the goodness of Pete'? The

perfect acceptability of a sentence such as, 'John is better than
105

Pete but both are pretty awful' puts paid to any such notions. Unless

some other sense must be attached to the notion 'goodness scale',or the

phrase 'the goodness of John is used to mean something else than it

is normally taken to mean. In short, either the two sentences

that "underlie the comparative" must not be thought of a presuppos¬

itions, or the notion of presupposition as used here is incoherent, or

the analysis is simply wrong.

The central deficiciency in Clark's approach to the representation

problem of CCI lies in his failure to relate the antonymous set

[good, bad} to a neutral scale (say, 'value', 'adequacy', 'competence'
1 Dfi

or the like in any convincing way, as will be demonstrated shortly.

This leads to representations which are no more than coding devices,

p.425,426
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as the following quotation shows:

"A fairly compete representation of 'John is better than Pete1

'Vnight be ((extent(John is good)(false(extent(Pete is good)))))...

"for our purposes, however, it will be enough to represent /this

"sentence/ simply as '((John is good+)(Pete is good))' and /the sentence/

"'John is as good as Pete' as ((John is good=)(Pete is good)). In

"these representations, the + is meant to indicated a degree or an

'Extent greater on the 'good' dimension, whereas the = is meant

,lto indicate equal degree crextent." (p.82).

This use of semantic codings rather than their "real" representation¬

al counterparts is of great significance in the psycho!inguistic

experiments discussed by Clark and his explanation of the attested

facts resulting from these. For it makes it impossible for him to

construct a convincing link, a coherent and explicit mechanism,

between his competence model (i.e., the representations) and his

comprehension model (i.e., the two principles of 'congruence' and

'lexical marking'). In truth, such a link simply does not exist

beyond the merely observationally adequate notion that having to

"set up" feature complexes for negative adjectives is inherently

more complicated than for positive adjectives. But although they are

of crucial importance in an explanation of the data (and Clark's

realization of this fact is one reason why his explanations "ring

true" and his contribution is important), feature complexes of

adjectives are not sufficient to build a comprehension model on.

There is more to comparative constructions than the "presuppositional"

properties of the adjectives they contain. But note the the latter

form the only theoretical ingredient of both the principles of

congruence and lexical marking.
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Clark's attempt to explain the difference in linguistic complex¬

ity between negative and positive adjectives is directly related to

his attempt to construct a 'neutral scale' for the antonymous

adjectives 'good' and 'bad'. This, in turn, depends on what he calls

the "asymmetrical" nature of the adjectives in question. He states:

"The asymmetry is that 'good' has a neutral 'nominal' sense beside

"its more 'contrastive1 sense, whereas 'bad' has only the 'contrastive'

"sense note that the name of the'good-bad' scale is 'goodness' not

"'badness'" (p.83).

Now given a choice between the words (concepts?) 'goodness' and

'badness' and ignoring the, surely false, first part of the observ¬

ation that

" the question 'How good was the dinner?1 makes no presupposition

"as to the quality of the dinner: it could have been good or badP''
"But the question 'How bad was the dinner?' clearly presupposes that

"the dinner was bad", (p.83),

it makes sense to choose 'goodness' rather than 'badness' as scale

label. But why should the choice be restricted to these two words?

This restriction results in a wholly counter-intuitive analysis of

the good-bad scale, as will be shown shortly. Why could a less

controversial scale label not have been selected? The answer to

this question must be that the psycholinguist in this case is a

victim of the inadequacy of the linguistic model he is working with

i.e., the syntactic two-sentence analysis of CCI plus the total

absence of an adequate semantic analysis. This reliance on a

syntactic input leads to semantic inadequacy. For example, it simply

is not true, as Clark states, that

"'John is better than Pete' can be paraphrased as 'The goodness of

p. 426
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John is more than the goodness of Pete" (p.81).

Rather, the sentence 'John is better than Pete' could be paraphrase-

represented as something like 'John's value/adequacy/competence in

respect of X is greater than Pete's'. But, of course, the syntactic

two-sentence analysis precludes this lexicalized form of the sentence

in question; that is to say, if the analysis is taken as input to the

psycho!inguistic comprehension model. If Clark had taken the syntactic

two-sentence analysis for granted and concentrated on its semantic

interpretation - which would not have been unnatural in the construct¬

ion of a comprehension model - he would have been able to construct

a more adequate scalar model. Unfortunately, he would in all probab¬

ility also have lost the insights provided by his principle of lexical

marking. The paradox of this situation seems to be that an inadequate

linguistic model has provided a greater insight into psycholinguistic

phenomena than a less inadequate linguistic model would have done. In

any event, the (rudimentary) scalar model he proposes is not only

counter-intuitive but linguistically and psycholinguistically inexplicit,

if not contradictory. We are told the following on page 83 ff:

"
we see that 'good', the positive term, is the only term able

"to serve as the name of the scale; hence, this sense of 'good' - say,

'"good-|' - might be called the "normal sense of 'good'. 'Bad', on the
"other hand, is capable only of specifying that something is below the

"norm on the goodness scale; it can only serve in a 'contrastive' sense.

"'Bad's' positive counterpart is 'good^', the 'contrastive' sense of
"'good', as in John is good'. The interrelations among ' good-j ',
"'good^' and 'bad' might be diagrammed like this:
" Goodness,

goodness2 badness
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"'Gootinessi is superordinate to both 'goodness2' or 'bad' and 'badness'.-
'Stated yet another way, to say something .is 'good2' or 'bad' is to pre¬
suppose that it can be evaluated on the goodness-j scale All this
"discussion is pertinent to the comparative, since it must be decided

"for the sentence 'John is better than Pete' whether the 'good' under-

'lying that sentence is 'good-j' or 'good^' /my underlining, PvB/. In
"the evidence examined above, the only time 'good' could take on the

"sense of 'good-j' was when 'good' was modified by a degree marker,
Ss in 'How good was the dinner?'. Other'evidence seems to show that

"this is also true in general. But it was also noted that 'John

"is better than Pete' is derived from the sentences that contain

"degree markers - as indicated by the 'so' in 'John is so good'.

"This means that 'John is better than Pete' might be interpreted

"in two ways /my underlining, PvB/, one as 'John is better^ than Pete',
'Which presupposes only that John and Pete are being evaluated some-

'Where on the 'good-bad' scale, and other is 'John bette^ than Pete1,
'Which presupposes that John and Pete are, in fact, on the 'good'

"end as opposed to the 'bad' end of the scale. On the other hand,

"'Pete is worse than John' must always presuppose /my underlining.PvB/

"that John and Pete are being evaluated for badness", (pp.83-84)

Taken at face value, this passage has tv/o highly undesirable implications

for Clark's comprehension mode]. First, if it is true that 'John is
1 QO

better than Pete' can be interpreted in two ways and if 'Pete is

worse than John' must always be non-ambiguous in terms of norm-

relatedness then either the former sentence should be more difficult

to process than the latter (on account of its inherent ambiguity) or

the processing complexity of negative adjectives in non-ambiguous

CCI exceeds even the processing complexity of ambiguous CCI (with

p.426
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positive adjectives). The first conclusion is clearly absurd, given

the results in Table 1, the second is highly dubious but even if true

shows the model to be totally inexplicit in the matter of evaluating

relative CCI complexities.

Secondly, it can be shown that the principle of lexical marking as

proposed by Clark in combination with the conclusions reached by him

in the above-quoted passage must either lead to indeterminacy or

inconsistency of feature assignment. Let us assume with Clark that the

following are the lexical representations (in all relevant respects)

of the items under scrutiny:

(1) good-j /Evaluative/Polar//
109

good_2 /Evaluative/+Polar//
bad /Evaluative/-Polar//

(2) a. John is better-j than Pete although both are pretty bad.
b.*John is bette^ than Pete although both are pretty bad.
C.John is better, than Pete although both are pretty good^.
N3 (i) 'better 1 is to be interpreted as coding 'good +;X X

(ii) taken as a sentence rather than as an informal

representation (i.e., without the subscript), b) is,

of course acceptable;

(iii) subscripts '1' and '2' are convenient forms of the

feature complexes assumed in (1).

The question is, which feature shall we assign to 'better' in c)?

'Better^' would clearly be perfectly acceptable given Clark's theoretic¬
al assumption that the comparison expressed in c) takes place at "one

end of the scale" (i.e., the positive end marked good2); note that
good-| is unacceptable in place of good^ in c). Does this imply that

p. 426
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better-j can be inserted into c) or not? Suppose we decide that there
are no good reasons for excluding better^ from c). This would result
in indeterminacy of feature assignment since on this assumption

bette^ or better^ can be inserted without preference. Suppose, on the
other hand, that there is a good reason for excluding better-j i.e., the
fact that the comparison clearly takes place at the positive norm-

related end of the scale. But now consider the acceptability of a)

(in fact, the only possibility witness the unacceptability of b)).

We have reached the absurd conclusion that better-j must be inserted
into a comparative construction at the 'bad1 end of the scale whereas

it cannot be inserted at the 'good^' end of the scale. There can be
little doubt, assuming these objections to be correct, that the

dilemma is a direct result of the obligatory nature of the kind of

feature assignment Clark envisages for polar adjectives in the above

passage. This obligatoriness has the further consequence that

subjects in the psycholinguistic experiments under discussion must

either assign two (contradictory) feature complexes to the adjective

in the sentence 'John is better than Pete1 or they must provide their

own disambiguating context and then assign one feature complex or the

other to 'better1. And, given the facts in Table 1, either of these

procedures has to be performed in less time than it takes to process

the sentence 'Pete is worse than John'.

The crucial question of the difference in processing complexity

between the adjectives 'good' and 'bad' is dealt with by Clark in the

following way:

"The model /i.e., the linguistic model/ presumes that 'good' and

"'bad' are represented as particular feature complexes. The question

"is, should the two feature complexes be equally easy to form?
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"Intuitively, the answer is no, for it seems that the unmarked or

"positive member of the pair ('good') should be easier to represent
"

than the negative ('bad'). But if this is the case /as it seems

"to be, from previous evidence presented by Clark; PvB/, how is this

"to be accounted.for?.In the present chapter I would like to consider...

"two suggestions /called/ Proposal I and Proposal II, respectively.

Under Proposal I, comparatives with 'good' are expected to be

"coded more quickly than those with 'bad' since 'good' is normally

"neutralized in meaning in comparative constructions. The argument is

"as follows. By the principle of lexical marking, 'good-j' is represent¬
ed in a simpler form in the feature complexes than 'good2' or 'bad'.
"The assumption is that since this is true, 'good-j' should take less
"time to represent than 'good2' or 'bad'. This hypothetical difference
"in representation time has two consequences. First, the 'good' of

"comparative or equative constructions will normally be understood

"Hn the sense of 'good-j', since that is the simpler and first sense
"to be constructed. Second, and as a result of the first consequence,

"comparisons containing underlying 'good' will be represented...more

"quickly than those containg 'bad', since the former will normally

"be understood as the simpler 'good-j' and the latter can only be
"understoode as the more complex 'bad'. In short, this predicts that

"comparatives with 'good' (or any other implicitly positive adjective)

"will be encoded more quickly than those with 'bad' (or any other

"implicitly negative adjective).

Under Proposal II, comparatives with 'good' would be represented

"more quickly than those with 'bad' because both 'good^' and 'good2'
"are represented more quickly than 'bad' whenever the feature

"Evaluative is formed it could carry along no Polarity feature at all,
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"and then it is interpreted simply as 'good-j' , meaning 'extent of
"evaluation1. This, of course, should be the easiest to form. But,

"the feature Evaluative can also be formed carrying along with it the

"feature +Polar redundantly to form 'good2' /my underlining, PvB/ to
"form 'good2'5 which is taken to mean 'extent of positive evaluation'.
"To form 'bad', therefore, it takes yet another step, and that is to

"change the feature +Polar to -Polar. The meaning of 'bad' is there¬

fore reached by forming the representation meaning 'extent of negative

"evaluation'. Under this proposal, then, three levels of representation

"time are distinguished. First, 'good-j' should be the fastest, since
"it requires one less feature to be set up than either 'good2' or
"'bad'. And second, 'good2'should be faster to represent than 'bad'
"since the feature +Polar is set up redundantly with the feature

"Evaluative; and to form 'bad', the sign on that feature must be

"reversed in a futher step.
"

As is clear, Proposal II actually contains Proposal I as one of

"its parts. Although the evidence needed to support either of these

"proposals is very difficult to obtain, some results will be presented

"later that suggest that at least Proposal I is true. This evidence

"shows that an unmarked adjective that neutralizes is coded more

"quickly than an adjective that does not. But there also seems to be

"evidence that the positive adjective 'large', for example, is encoded

"more quickly than the implicit negative 'small' even when the

"adjectives are not used in the comparative form and 'large' cannot

"therefore be neutralized and there seems to be support for

"Proposal II in ...unpublished data as well. The bulk of the evidence,

"however, is consistent with both proposals and cannot discriminate

"between them", (pp. 85-87).
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The above passage contains the core of Clark's comprehension model for

the processing of CCI. It formulates the psycholinguistic counterpart

to the competence model which consists mainly in the principle of

lexical marking. As such it provides the chief explanation of the

data provided in Table 1 (in conjunction with the principle of

congruence. The latter is, however, derivative in nature since

it is theoretically dependent on lexical marking). Now, as stated

before, there can be no doubt about the predictive power of the

principle of lexical marking in its psycholinguistic sense. Nor can

it be denied that the feature complexes Clark proposes have initial

linguistic plausibility. And yet, both are curiously unconvincing.

Indeed, as I have tried to show, Clark's linguistic model is inadequate

in some crucial respects whereas in at least one case, the psycho¬

linguistic implications of "feature building" are absurd. To pursue

the latter problem further, we are, surely, entitled to ask what

subjects are actually supposed to be doing when they build a feature

complex. What is the intrasentential information that allows a

subject to decide that, given a particular form of CCI he should

assign the feature Polar, +Polar or -Polar to a lexical surface form?

Clark's model ignores the fact that comparative constructions contain

not only adjectives, but also subjects and non-subjects, comparanda,

negative or positive comparative markers, negative or positive morphs,

implicitly or explicitly graded adjectives. It might be objected

that, since Clark's model predicts the data in Table 1, these wider

properties of CCI simply do not have to be taken into account. There

are two related counter objections to this line of reasoning. The

first concerns the fact that Clark's model does not predict the data

in Table 1 with perfect accuracy. With regard to the principle of

lexical marking, there is one glaring inconsistency, i.e., the difference
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in mean solution time between II ('B is worse than A' = .81 sees) and

II' ('B is not as good as A' = 1.32 sees). Taken at face value the

principle of lexical marking should predict the opposite. One could

argue that the presence of a negative morph in II1 is the cause of this

difference (and Clark does deal with the interpretation of negatives in

another section of the study under discussion). However, this

would be an argument against the sufficiency^ of the explanatory

principles proposed by Clark (i.e., lexical marking and congruence).

Secondly, the denial that their wider properties are relevant to

the psycholinguistic processing of CCI implies taking a rather narrow

view of the empirical problem that comparative constructions present

and, consequently, of the scope that a performance model should

encompass in this area. Consider, form example, the following

sentences

(3) a. John is less good than Bill.

b. John is worse than Bill.

c. John isn't as good as Bill.

According to Proposal II in the above-quoted passage 'good2' should
be easier to process than 'bad' (in the morphological shape of 'worse').

There is also evidence, as Clark states, that norm-related adjectives

are more difficult than norm-neutral ones. Since CC with 'worse'

"take place at the bad end of the scale" (3b) should be norm-related

as well as (3a) (the latter positively). Let us assume this to be true

(although the norm-relatedness of b) is arguable). It follows that the

principle of lexical marking, again taken at face value, should pre¬

dict that (3a) is easier to process than (3b). But this is a very

dubious prediction in view of the fact, noted earlier,that c)shows a

considerably longer mean solution time than b). Now although there may

be differences in processing time one way or the other between (3a) and

p.426
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(3c), it is surely unreasonable to assume that the latter two are

diametrically opposed and so far apart in relative complexity that

b) is easier than c) but more difficult than a), as the principle

of lexical marking seems bound to predict. However, the situation

is even worse for the. principle of lexical marking (as proposed)

than the inherent implication of a false prediction. For, other

than that counter-intuitive prediction, it does not allow us to

make any predictions whatever about the relative complexities

of (3)a and b(nor, other than a false one, about (3)b and c)).

Being exclusively geared to the setting up of feature complexes

for gradable adjectives, the principle of lexical marking makes

no provision for cas-es in which the dynamics of a comparison are

carried partly by the adjective and partly by the degree marker

(as in (3a)). There is simply no mechanism for relating the two

in Clark's model, be it in the linguistic or psycholinguistic sense.

The conclusion is warranted that Clark's model of lexical marking

and congruence, in particular the former, has to do too much.

As a result of this overload, the interaction between intra-

sentential context and the feature complexes of gradable adjectives

- which is left inexplicit in the model - becomes incoherent when

pursued to its semantic conclusionsJ^These assertions receive

additional support from the following argument concerning the notions

'neutralization' and 'redundancy' as used by Clark in the passage quoted

above.

How are we to interpret Clark's remark (undoubtedly correct in

substance) that "an unmarked adjective that neutralizes is coded

more quickly than an adjective that does not"? The quotation leaves the

p. 426
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strong impression that neutralization is an inherent property of the

adjectives in question and that by virtue of this property another

inherent property is, as it were, cancelled. But this view of

neutralization must lead to the absurd conclusion that an occurrence of

a gradable adjectival lexical entry in a norm-neutral CCI should

be more difficult than an occurrence of that same entry in a norm-

related contruction. This follows because, according to this view,

an interpretation of the former has to be formed from the latter

"by subtraction". Consequently, its formation involves one more

step.

In view of this undesirable conclusion let us suppose that Clark

is using the term 'neutralization' rather loosely and that its
112

abandonment would lead to greater "material adequacy" Indeed, the

facts seem to support the claim that the converse of neutralization

i.e., 'augmentation in context' (or some similar label) is a

property of (some) gradable lexical adjectives. Consider, for example,

the sentences immediately, below.

(4) a. John is more brilliant than Bill.

b. John is less brilliant than Bill.

c. John is taller than Bill.

d. John is less tall than Bill.

In contrast to 'brilliant', the lexical entry 'tall' can appear in

both norm-neutral and norm-related constructions (for a more detailed

discussion of norms see chapter 5). If it is absurd to suppose that

'tall' is inherently norm-related and sheds this feature in environ¬

ments lik c) then the natural alternative is to suppose the converse,

i.e., that the lexical entry 'tall' is not inherently norm-related but

"context-sensitively norm-relatable". That is, it is an inherent

p.427
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propcrty of 'tall' that the intra-sentential context in which it

appears determines whether it receives one interpretation or the other;

or, more accurately, that norm-specification is a property, in this

case, of constructions rather than of adjectives.

Clark does not adopt this alternative. Nor, as a matter of wider

theoretical interest, was it open to him at the time, working as

113he did within Chomsky s Aspects model. Instead he proposes a

solution which involves the concept 'redundancy'. As he puts it in

the relevant passage: "The feature Evaluative can also be formed

carrying along with it the feature +Polar redundantly to form 'good^',
which is taken to mean 'extent of positive evaluation". Since his

use of the concept redundancy presupposes knowledge of a previous

proposal concerning the words 'above' and 'below' I shall quote

from the earlier section in which it is explained in order to create

a fuller understanding of the issues behind his use of the term.

In the section entitled 'Semantic Representations of Locatives'

Clark makes the following interesting and important preliminary remarks:

"The semantic representations of locatives must first take account

'bf the linguistic asymmetries between A and B in sentences 1 ike (i) and

"(ii):
" (i) A is above B.
" (ii) B is below A.

'Sentences (i) and (ii) clearly refer to the same state of affairs, namely

'bn A above a B, but even though they have the same denotation, they

'bre not in fact synonymous. In (i), the position of A is being

"described with respect to the position of B, while in (ii), the reverse

,lis true.... sentence (i) presupposes that the position of B is known...

'^sentences (i) and (ii) therefore cannot both be represented in the same

p.427
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"form, say as 'Above(A,B)'...A fairly complete notation might be.

((position A)(above(suppose(known(position)))))1 Even this

"representation is incomplete, however, for it does not fully

"indicate the relation between 'above' and 'below'. These two

"prepositions are not just two arbitrarily different prepositions in

"English but are converses: 'A is above B' implies and is implied by

"'B is below A", (p.58).

Although Clark's proposed representations of the structures

featuring 'above' and 'below' are a great improvement on those to be

found in treatises on formal logic (which he rightly rejects), he

fails to make the semantic connection between his proposed represent¬

ations and what may be considered the most "basic" meaning of 'above'

and 'below* short of a fully-fledged localist account, as contained

in the PR below:

(5) a. The (extent of the )distance between 'gravity' (or 'zero'

or the like) and A is greater than the distance between gravity and

B ('A is higher than B').
<5

b. The distance between gravity and A is less than the

distance between gravity and A ('B is lower than A').

In other words, he fails to remark on the inherently comparative

character of the locative prepositions 'above' and 'below'. Clark

continues to discuss his proposed feature notation:

"This fact /i.e., the bilateral implication between 'above' and

"'below'/ might be represented for the present time by a featural

'hotation, with 'above' as /+Vertical/+Polar//, and 'below' as

"/+Vertical/-Polar//. The +Vertical feature represents all those

"verticality features that 'above' and 'below' have in common, and the
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"+Polar, a feature that specifies whether the .point of reference is to

"be the lower or the higher of the two objects" /my underlining,PvB/ (p.59.).

The underlined section of the last sentence confirms the suspicion

expressed earlier that Clark's principle of lexical marking (applying

in this case, to prepositions rather than comparatives) has to do

too much both linguistically and psycholinguistically. How precisely,

one wonders, does the feature +Polar specify the reference point of

constructions involving 'above' or 'below'? (i.e., +Polar with the

lower object as reference point; -Polar with the higher object as

reference point). We can only take Clark's logical representation of

'A is above B' i.e., '((position A(above(suppose(known(position)))))'

as a rough indication of what he envisages to be the output of the

(interpretive) semantics component. Given this logical representation,

how could the feature /+Vertical/+Polar// specify the interpretation

that A is higher than B unless the semantics component decomposes the

lexical item 'above' into its comparative semantic parts ? Suppose

we accept this objection to the linguistic inexplicitness of Clark's

feature proposal. The result would be that his logical representation

is unacceptable as a semantic representation and that it should be

replaced by a representation which makes explicit the comparative

nature of 'above'. Suppose this linguistic line of argument is correct.

The corresponding(rhetorical) psycholinguistic question is: are there

any reasons to suppose that the psycholinguistic processing of construct¬

ions with 'above' consists in building a feature complex exclusively

for this surface item rather than decomposing it into its semantic

representation, which involves a whole (comparative) construction?

Clark goes on to discuss the wider uses of the feature +Polar:

"The analysis does not end here, since the features +Polar and -Polar
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"have a far broader use than just the words 'above' and 'below'. Consider

"the four adjectives English uses exclusively for the description of

"verticality: 'high', 'low', 'tall' and 'short'. It is well known

"that 'high' and 'low', and 'tall' and 'short' are asymmetrical,

'With 'high' and 'tall' the unmarked or semantically positive members

"of the pair (Bierwisch 1967). An important property of these four

'Words, however, is that they all refer to measurenent from a reference

"point upward The property of upward measurement, of course, /my

"underlining, PvB/ is a property of'A is above B' but not of 'B is

'below A'". (p.59).

Note that the last assertion is left unsupported. This must be due

to Clark's failure to recognize the comparative nature of 'above' and

'below'. The property of upward measurement inherent in the expression

'A is above B' only becomes self-evident ( his "of course") when it

is connected to the (semi-localist) representation suggested earlier:

'The distance between gravity and A is greater than the distance

between gravity and B'. That is,in full localist terms,the measure¬

ment takes place from departure point B to destination point A in a

gravity-escape journey (i.e., in an act of "upward measurement").

Clark continues:

"This /i.e., that the property of upward movement is a property of

"'above' but not of 'below'/ suggests that 'A is above B'is the normal

'hiode of description of two objects and 'B is below A' is the marked,

"or negative, case and is used only when there is some special reason

"to choose the upper object as the reference point. The notation that

"indicates that 'above' contains +Polar and 'below' -Polar represents

"this fact only if it is remembered that a plus is the unmarked, or

"positive, value on the polarity feature", (p.59).
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In this passage Clark equates the three notion 'unmarked',

'positive' and 'normal mode of description'. The last of these

may be dismissed forthwith as being both linguistically and psycho-

linguistically superfluous since it is wholly dependent on the notion

'positive'(it is, in Clark's terms, merely "suggested" by the property

of upward movement). By the same token the term 'unmarked' must be

regarded as epiphenomenal in the linguistic description or psycho-

linguistic processing of the lexical item 'above'. It has no content

over and above the positive dynamic property of the latter. At this

point it should be emphasized that the superfluousness of 'unmarked'

as a category in the description of the item 'above' does not extend

to all uses of the term. With regard to CC in particular, the label

has genuine theoretical content which may be described as 'having

no implication (less accurately, presupposition) as to the presence

of a norm' or, conversely, as 'having the implication of norm-neutrality'.

The importance of this difference in theoretical status between the

two uses of the term 'unmarked' will become clear in the light of

the following remarks by Clark:

"Psychologically, the unmarked or normal character of 'above' vis-

Vvis 'below' leads to the following proposal. The representation

'for 'above' is assumed to be set up in essentially one step, for the

'feature +Vertical always, redundantly, brings with it the feature +Polar

7my underlining,PvB/. This redundancy would explain /my underlining,

'PvB/ the normality of 'above' over 'below' and the fact that 'high',

"'low', 'tall', and 'short' all presume measurement upward /my under¬

lining, PvB/. On the other hand, the representation for 'below' is

'hssumed to be set up in two steps, first by setting /+Vertical/+Polar//

'oind second by changing the sign assigned to Polar by the redundancy rule
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"from + to A model such as this implies that 'below' should take

"longer to represent initially than 'above'... (p.59)

It may be recalled that in the earlier passage^which provided
the occasion for this excursion into the description of the items

'above' and 'below', Clark adopted the 'redundancy proposal' explained

in the last passage. This combined proposal involves "carrying along"

the feature +Polar for 'above' as well as 'good'. Now the value

marker '+' of this feature classifies both items as 'unmarked' or

'positive' as is clear from the passages quoted. Moreover, Clark uses

the two terms synonymously in both cases. However, it should be noted

that +Polar in the case of 'good' is an inherent feature of 'good2'
rather than of 'good-j', which, it should be remembered, "carries
along no Polarity feature at all". This leaves 'good-j' without any
explicit markedhess value and, therefore, without an explicit character¬

ization as 'positive' ( in localist terms,without dynamics). Yet,

in Proposal I, which concerns the processing of 'good', ' good-j' is
characterized as "implicitly positive"; as it surely should. The

reason why Clark cannot allow 'good-|' to be specified for the feature
+Polar is, of course, that the latter is to be interpreted as meaning

"extent of positive evaluation". That is, it marks norm-relatedness

in positive froms of CCI (Clark's"contrastive sense of good"). Note,

incidentally, that the phrase 'extent of positive evaluation' is a mis¬

nomer in that it could equally well be applied to good-j. However,
taking the substance of the term for granted, a more serious point

concerns the question of how the feature /Evaluative/+Polar// means

"extent of positive evaluation". And here we are back at the point,

raised earlier, that Clark's feature model carries too much theoretical

weight. This becomes even clearer from the following list of functions
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and properties associated with the feature +Po1ar as applied to

'above' and 'good' in Clark's model:

(6) a. In the case of 'above' it "explains normality of mode of

description (incidentally, a very odd use of the term

'explain').

b. As applied to 'good^' it signals norm-relatedness.
c. In both cases it denotes positive dynamics.

d. In both cases it is necessary (in spite of its redundancy)

in that it acts as a 'processing route' to the negative

terms 'below' and 'bad'.

e. For 'good2' the processing route to its negative counter¬
part goes via a positive norm-related interpretation

f. In the case of 'above' the processing route to 'below'

does not involve the category 1 norm-related' since a norm-

analysis does not apply to Clark's representation of 'above'

The last two points contribute to the general impression of linguistic

oversimplicity left by Clark's model. First, according to point e)

the processing route for 'bad' must go via norm-related 'good2'. That
is, the logical psycholinguistic consequence of Clark's Proposal II

is that, for example, the processing of sentence (7a) below must

take place via "a structure" representable as b):

(7) a.John is worse than Bill.

b.John is good and Bill is good.

This logical conclusion is, of course, wholly at variance with the

linguistic facts.

Secondly, Clark takes for granted that norms do not apply to

sentences like 'A is above B' or'B is below A'. He does not raise the

question why this should be the case. The reason for this is pre-
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sumably that his linguistic model does not constitute a rich enough

heuristic framework for a link to be established between these

sentences and their comparative interpretations. For as soon as

such a link exists the question of whether or not the sentences in
114

question can be norm-related follows naturally.

This last point, in conjunction with the general non-unitary

character of the feature +Polar as demonstrated in (6), highlights

the central difficulty with Clark's model from the linguistic point

of view, namely, its inability to provide an adequate framework for

a theory of scales. Although Clark must have recognized the importance

of such a theory since he constructs a rudimentary (and inadequate)

scale for the CCI phenomena he discusses, i.e., the 'goodness

scale', the latter has no explicit theoretical connection with the

model he proposes. Its ontological as well as its theoretical

status is left totally obscure. As a result, the model resides

entirely within the confines of lexical items and their associated

features, which, ipso facto, become theoretically "topheavy".

In spite of the inadequacies of his linguistic model as discussed

in this critical assessment, Clark's psycholinguistic insights should

be of great interest to the linguist and psycholinguist alike. In

particular his 'redundancy principle', although inadequate in some

respects, contains the important insight, translated into localist

terms, that negative adjectives structurally presuppose positive

dynamics. As will become clear in the next section this hypothesis

corresponds to one of the cornerstones of a localist comprehension

model of comparative constructions.

Above all, the linguist should be grateful to Clark for providing

him with a set of unequivocal psycholinguistic findings, particularly

p.427
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those mentioned in the next section, against which a linguistic

analysis of the corresponding descriptive field can and must be

judged. Similar situations are all too- rare in the history of

linguistics and should, therefore, prove of more than usual interest

for students of language.

6.3.0. A Re-analysis of Clark's Data in Localist Terms.

The localist comprehension model proposed in this section is intended

to explain Clark's findings as represented in Table I. For ease of

reference Table I is repeated here as Table II (on the next page).

6.3.1. Psycholinguistic Conversion Procedures for CCI: General Conditions.

The general conditions in (8) below are assumed to underlie the

comprehension model as presented in this section for both 'dynamic

CCI (e.g. 'John is taller than Bill') and .'static input CCI' (e.g.

'John is not as tall as Bill; for a characterization of these forms,

see chapter 5).

(8) a. Comprehension of CCI involves converting surface forms

of CCI to their static scale representations (hereafter

SSR; see chapter 5 for a characterization of these scales).

'b. SSR is a 'property scale' in the sense discussed in chapter 3.

(e.g. 'VERTICAL DIMENSION', 'VALUE/COMPETENCE' etc.).

c. The conversion process from surface form (=SF) to SSR

involves a set of token-journeys along SSR in order to mark

the relevant scalar points corresponding to SF comparanda.

d. Every set of token-journeys includes an initial journey

from 'zero/gravity' to the position of the first scalar

point to be marked.
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TABLE IX

Mean solution time for two-term series problems

Form of proposition Analysis Who is best? Who is worst? Mean

A is good
I A is better than B .61 .68 ,6k

B is good

A is bad
II B is worse than A 1.00 .62 .81

B is bad

A is bad
I' A isn't as bad as B 1.73 1.58 1.66

B is bad

B is good
II' B isn't as good as A 1.17

A is good
1. hi 1.32
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e. The direction of a journey is determined by: (i) the

inherent dynamic properties of the adjective contained

in SF; (ii) the 'departure NP' in case of dynamic forms

of CCI; (iii) the subject NP in case of static input CCI;

(iv) the norm-relatedness or norm-neutrality of SF.

f. The general principle of least effort manifests itself in

the localist psycholinguistic 'principle of least movement'.

The latter predicts that, given the construction of scales

as determining factor in the 'comprehension of CCI, the

first members of the following opposite pairs are associated

with longer solution times than their counterparts:

(i) movement/non-movement, (ii) more movement/less movement,

(iii) reversal of movement/unidirectional movement (note

that all things being equal, reversals invariably involve

more movement than non-reversals; they constitute, therefore,

a special case of (ii).

Conditions d) and f) are the main principles behind the localist ex¬

planation of differences in relative solution times for the comprehension

of various CCI structural types.

Condition d) corresponds to Clark's redundancy principle as quoted

in the previous section. It is the logical consequence of assuming a

scalar comprehension model which is characterized by scales ranging

over a distance from 'zero/gravity' to unspecified points in the

direction of infinity: the first journey cannot be other than zero-

escaping or positive. To put it in slightly different terms, 'zero'

is the most elementary departure point for any scalar operation whether

it involves "positive" or "negative" concepts- (more accurately, zero-

tending concepts; see chapter 3).
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Condition f) is the linchpin of the localist comprehension model.

In conjunction with the other condition it serves not only as an

explanation of the data in Tables II and III but also allows us to

make a number of predictions in an area which would seem closed to

Clark's principle of lexical marking, namely, norm-related CCI

containing the free-form comparative operators 'more' and 'less';

in particular when the latter occur in constructions with incongruent

upper and lower scale dynamics (e.g. 'less tall', tmore stupid' etc.).

6.3.2. Explanation of the Data in Table II.

In the following sub-sections a comprehension model will be constructed

for Clark's two-term series data as presented in Table II. The theory

is localistic in the sense that it incorporates the conditions stated

in the previous.sub-section (3.1). The model will initially be

illustrated with sample scalar representations since these are easier

to absorb, although less accurate, than the flow-diagrams by means of

which the proposed theory will ultimately be presented.

A distinction will be made between two sub-models which account for

what I have called 'dynamic CCI' on the one hand and 'static, input

CCI' on the other. As will become clear shortly, this distinction

correlates with the linguistic fact that the difference in the two

forms of CCI resides in the presence or absence of a semantically

defined departure point.

6.3.3.0. The Comprehension of Dynamic CCI: Norm-neutral Constructions.

The basic hypothesis underlying the interpretation model for dynamic

CCI is that comprehension hinges on locating the semantic departure

NP of the surface construction and marking it as a point (P^) on the
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neutral static scale. In accordance with general condition (8d) as

stated and discussed in 6.3.1., P. must be reached by means of an initial

zero-escape (or "positive") journey. The marking of serves as the

departure point for the bulk of the comprehension process and is

crucial in determining its dynamics. This is illustrated in the

following scalar representation of the total comprehension process for

the sentences 'A is better than B' and 'B is worse than A':

(9) a. 'A is better than B1.
VALUE

Q-^->B
'good1

->(i)'Which is better?'—>D0N" T move—>ANSWER"A"

-»(ii)'Which is worse?'--MOVE to B—ANSWER"B"

b. 'Bis worse than A'.
VALUE.

'bad'

->(i) 'Which is worse?'— >D0N'T move—>ANSWER"B"

-*(ii)'Which is better—>M0VE to A—>ANSWER"A"

c. Legend:

(i) ' >' = the initial journey from Q.(ii)f = journey whose direction is determined by in-:,,s=±i
herent adjectival dynamics.

(iii)'*' = the terminus of the scalar marking process.

(iv) '-■>(i/ii) = route to answering comprehension questions.

(v) DON'T = readiness for the verbal conclusion to the

comprehension task.

(vi)MOVE = the final scalar journey before readiness to answer

(vii) ANSWER = the verbal conclusion to the comprehension task.
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The most important property of the processing model outlined in (9)

is that it predicts the upper half of the data represented in Table II.

Note that this is achieved without any (dubious) implications of

semantic norm-relatedness for the corresponding sentences or any

processes of feature building. The model assumes that, apart from

the general conditions mentioned in (8), the subject brings to this

particular task of CCI comprehension, knowledge of the inherent

dynamics of gradable adjectives as well as the surface character¬

istics of semantic departure points.

The chief explanatory factor behind the correct predictions is the

principle of least movement as mentioned in 6.3.1. It appears from

an inspection of (9) that this general principle subsumes both Clark's

principles of lexical marking and congruence. It provides the

explanation to the problem of why 'bad1 takes longer to process than

'good' - the former involves reversal along the scale - and why

"congruent" questions are easier to answer than incongruent ones - the

former involve no additional movement along the scale. The latter

point raises the interesting but for me unanswerable question as to

how speakers proceed in real-life situations rather than under

laboratory conditions,with regard to CCI comprehension. Does the

spontaneous comprehension process include the verbal conclusion stage

in some form or other or does it exclude this final procedure, and if

the former, do speakers invariably and automatically choose the con¬

gruent route?

6.3.3.1. Norm-related dynamic CCI.

The comprehension model for norm-related dynamic CCI is illustrated by

the following scalar representations for the sentences 'John is more/less
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briniant than Bill' and 'John is more/less stupid than Bill':

(10) a. 'John is more brilliant than Bill'.
INTELL

. r*
more v

'brilliant'

-->(i)'Which is more bri11 iant?'—-^DON'T move-->ANSWER"John"

—->( i i)' Which is less brill iant?' —»M0VE to B—>ANSWER"Bill"

—-»(iii) 'Which is more intelligent?'--»DON'T move---»ANSWER" John"

--*(iv)'Which is less intelligent?'--*M0VE to Bill —^ANSWER"Bill"

—*(v)*Which is less stupid?

--»(vi)*Which is more stupid?

b. 'Bill is more stupid than John'
INTELL

r
/more

'stupid'

—*(i)"Which is more stupid?'-->D0N'T move--*ANSWER"Bi 11"

--*(ii)'Which-is less stupid?" —>M0VE to J--MNSWER"John"

—*(iii) 'Which is more intelligent?'—»M0VE to J-->ANSWER"John"

—^(iv)'Which is less intelligent?-->DON'T move-,->ANSWER"Bill"

c. 'Bill is less brilliant than John'

INTELL^^
*B_ZTJ^^.

>
bri11iant'

<
'less'

--*(i)'Which is more brilliant?'--}MOVE to John--*ANSWER"John"

—>(ii)'Which is less bri11iant?'— »DON1T move--»ANSWER"Bi11"

—*(iii) 'Which is more intelligent?'-->M0VE to John--->ANSWER"John"

—->(iv)'Which is less intelligent?'—>D0N'T move--*ANSWER"Bi11"

d. See o v e.r 1 e.3- f.
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The first thing to note about these representations is that the

terminus of the first (='scalar entry') journey is N. This is a

special case of the condition, mentioned in the context of norm-

neutral CCI comprehension, that in dynamic CCI the semantic
115

departure point must be marked as the first priority. A norm-

related construction is defined, in localist terms, as a construct¬

ion whose scalar referents are either both to the left or to the

right of N. This implies that the marking of scalar referents must

always take place with regard to N as the starting point. Now a

definition of a norm-related construction in a purely linguistic

context is not the same as a justification of it nor, a fortiori, is

it the case that the linguistic justification of the category 'norm'

automatically implies its psycholinguistic necessity.

As was argued in chapter 4, there can be no doubt about the

necessity for a theoretical category 'norm' in semantic theory. As

was also argued in the same chapter, within a purely linguistic context

'norm-relatedness' and 1 norm-neutrality' presuppose the postulation of

the category 'property scale'. Without the latter, the idea of a

norm becomes incoherent. Now, since it would be very unwise to

assume, a priori, isomorphism between linguistic descriptions and

performance models (witness the fate of the so-called 'derivational

complexity theory' in the early years of transformational-generative

theory^ it becomes necessary at this point to establish the

mandatory status of both norms and property scales independently for

the psycholinguistic domain. Moreover, the nature of their integration

within a theory of scales will have to be examined.

Suppose we adopt a logically possible counter-hypothesis to the one

expressed in (10) while remaining within the broad framework of the

p.428
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localist hypothesis. This hypothesis holds that in a comprehension

model for norm-related CCI scales are constructed with (de-adjectival)

antonym labels rather than 'neutral-term labels' (e.g. 'BRILLIANCE' as

against ' INTELLIGENCE' or 'MENTAL ABILITY' or the like). Suppose,

furthermore, that departure point marking proceeds in the manner

suggested for norm-neutral CCI. This hypothesis would lead to the

following scalar representations for CCI, containing either inherently

norm-related adjectives(a, b, c and d below) or non-inherently norm-

related adjectives (e and f below).

(11) a. 'John is more brilliant than Bill'.
BRILLIANCE

qX--~>D
'more'

b. 'Bill is more stupid than John1
STUPIDITY

'more'

c. 'John is less stupid than Bill
STUPIDITY_

'less'

d. 'Bill is less brilliant than John'
BRILLIANCE

*B —■»1
f-
' less'

e. 'Bill is less good/tall than John1
GOODNESS/TALLNESS

-*B — »J.
<-

'less'

f. 'John is less short/bad than Bill
>H0RT/BAD
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Given Clark's data it is immediately obvious that this counter-

hypothesis is either false or incoherent. For example, judging by the

identical dynamics of representations (11a) and (lib), the hypothesis

fails to predict that, all things being equal, CC with negative

gradable adjectives should be more difficult than those with positive

gradable adjectives (i.e., (11a)). This prediction is, of course, a

sine qua non for compatibility with Clark's findings as presented in

Table II. The counter-hypothesis does predict - presumably correctly,

although Clark does not present any findings in this area - that

constructions with positive congruent dynamics (e.g. (11a)) should

be easier than those with negative congruent dynamics (e.g. (lie)),

since the latter involve reversal. But it is clear that this will not

save the hypothesis. It might be argued that the scale-labelling

process itself contains a processing factor which would cause (lib)

to be more difficult than (11a) but this would result in the hypo¬

thesis becoming, at best, notationally equivalent to (10) or, at

worst, incoherent.

I conclude from these remarks that property scales are necessary

in the construction of comprehension models for dynamic norm.-related

CCI and, by the same argument, for dynamic norm-neutral CCI.

Another logically possible localist counter-hypothesis to (10)

recognises the necessity for property scales but rejects norm marking

as a factor in the comprehension of norm-related CCI. In other words,

it acknowledges the linguistic status of the category 'norm' but

denies its psycho!inguistic relevance. This would lead to the follow¬

ing sample representations of the comprehension process:

(12) a. 'John is more brilliant than Bill'.

■*

more
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b. 'Bill is less brilliant than John'.
INTELLI GEN(

Qz *B —»J
K

'less'

c. 'Bill is more stupid than John1.
ITELLI GENi

Q. *R — ■>.!

*-i r
more

d. 'John is less stupid than Bill'
ELLIGENCE

X
less

Apart from the couter-intuitive dynamics of 'more' and 'less'

in c) and d) - to which we shall return in connection with a similar

possible objection to (10) - this hypothesis yields the prediction

that, owing to their identical dynamics, there should be no difference

in processing time between (12)a and d. Although Clark provides no

relevant data for this hypothesis to be rejected on the basis of

established fact, it is, surely, safe to assume that the prediction

in question will trun out to be false (note, incidentally, that

sentence (lOd) should be the most difficult to process by my hypothesis).

I conclude from these, strictly speaking factually unsupported, remarks

that norm-marking is a sine qua non in localist comprehension models of

norm-related CCI.

Returning to our discussion of the examples in (10), the most

striking property to be observed in any of the representations concerns

the apparently odd dynamics of 'more' and 'less' in (10)b and d.

These are in need of justification if the model is to keep whatever

plausibility it may initially possess.

The first point to note about the dynamics of (10)b and d is that

they do not correspond to the purely semantic dynamics fif these sentences,
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as the representations in (13) reveal.

(13) a. 'Bill is more stupid than John'
TNTFI I TRFNfF

b. 'John is less stupid than Bill
TMTF1 I T OFNPF

Whereas representation (10b) shows congruent dynamics, (13a) has

incongruent dynamics. The reverse is true of (1Od) and (13b). There

are two main reasons For these discrepancies. The first concerns the

configurational differences between semantic scalar representations,

which reflect purely linguistic generalizations, and the type of

representation proposed in this chapter, which reflects psycolinguistic

generalizations. The former are bi-scalar, whereas the latter are

mono-scalar.

The mono-scalar nature of the psycholinguistic representation is

dictated by the fact that, ex hypothesi, comprehension of dynamic

CCI forms involves their reduction to a static scalar representation.

This is, in turn, determined by the reduceabi1ity of CC to any of

three basic meanings: either there exists a difference in the degree

to which two comparanda possess a property, in which case that

property is possessed to a greater or lesser degree by one in com¬

parison with the other, or there is no difference in the degree

to which comparanda possess a property. In localist terms this is

reflected in the three static-scale possibilities proposed earlier

in this study:

(14) (i) QZX Y_\. , (ii) QZY XA , (iii) Q
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The bi-scalar nature of semantic representations is dictated not only

by the ""basic meaning" of comparative constructions but by all the

lexico-semantic factors that contribute to the totality of their

meaning. There is, in other words, more to the meaning of a comparative

construction than is represented by the three logical possibilities

represented in 14.^We shall return to the implications of this

fact shortly.

It is important to bear in mind that the psycholinguistic act of

reduction to the static scale involves a hierarchical process of

successive journeys along a single scale in order to mark the relevant

scalar points. For norm-related CCI the nature of the journeys and

their sequence is as follows:

(15) (i) Mark scalar position of N by positive first journey.

(ii)De'termine inherent dynamics of adjective and proceed

accordingly.

(iii) a. If comparative co-morph is positive (i.e., 'more')

continue in the same direction as adjective dynamics

regardless of whether these are positive or negative,

b. If co-morph is negative (i.e., 'less') reverse direction

of adjective dynamics regardless of whether these

are positive or negative.

Conditions (iii)a and b form the crux of the present problem. They

suggest that the psycholinguistic "Gesammtbedeutung" of 'more' and

'less' should be respectively, 'continue in the same direction' and

'continue in another direction' rather than 'move away from zero' and

'move towards zero'. On this view the co-morphs 'more' and 'less'

possess contextually determined dynamics rather than "absolute"

dynamics, and the factors which determine their dynamics are the in-

p.428
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inheront dynamic properties of the associated adjectives. The latter

are, in other words, hierarchically superior to the former. The

interesting and important fact is that this superiority is also

reflected in the semantic representations of CCI. It may recalled

from the previous chapter that lower scale dynamics (i.e., the in¬

herent dynamics of adjectives) are the sole determining factor in

converting dynamic semantic representations to their static equivalents;

that is, in formulating generalizations concerning implicational

relations within CCI. Upper scale dynamics, i.e., co-morph dynamics,

play no role whatever in this purely semantic process. This correlation

between the two models is interesting because it shows the close relation¬

ship that exists between the localist competence theory of CCI and

its performance counterpart. It is important because it does not

detract from the plausibility of the proposed localist comprehension

model as exemplified in (10)b and d.

The purely theoretical justification of the contextual nature of

co-morph dynamics just given receives additional support when we consider

the semantic implications of the constructions in question as discussed

in chapter 4. It was suggested there that a mono-scalar semantic

representation for sentences like(10a) ('Bill is more stupid than John')

would be inadequate for reasons of lexical naturalness and logical scope,

in spite of the fact that a mono-seal a"representation involving a

neutral scale could express the most basic implication of (10a), i.e.,

'Bill's mental ability is less than John's'. However, a bi-scalar

solution not only allows us to express this implication, it also

satisfies the conditions on lexical naturalness and logical scope.

The two conditions just mentioned must weigh heavily, in judging the

adequacy of a semantic representation but they are irrelevant to
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comprehension models of CCI. The only constraints on such models

are that they should interpret correctly the "basic meanings"

of a variety of CCI surface forms and predict the relative pro¬

cessing difficulties involved in subjects' performance of this

basic task. The most important consequence of these considerations

four our present concern is that co-morph dynamics in comprehension

models need not be lexically natural since we are operating at the

level of interpretation. However, the irrelevance of this constraint

does not imply that co-morph dynamics in comprehension models need not

be semantically natural. According to the contextual view of co-morph

dynamics as proposed in (15iii) the phrase 'more stupid1 would

receive the interpretation 'continuation of zero-tending degree

of intelligence' and 'less stupid' 'reversal of zero-tending degree of

intelligence'; in other words, 'less intelligent' and 'more intelligent1

respectively. The point is that the latter two are the basic

implications of the comparative phrases in question. It should be

noted in passing that the apparent complication with comprehension

dynamics only occurs in cases where CCI forms contain negative

adjectives. For "positive CCI", lexical and semantic naturalness

of co-morph dynamics coincide.

Returning briefly to examples (12)c and d featuring in the rejected

counter-hypothesis to (10) - which denies the relevance of norm-

marking in localist comprehension models of CCI - it can now be seen

more clearly why these cases are entirely different from the ones

presented in (10)b and d. The co-morph dynamics as presented in

(12)c and d are unacceptable because there are, and can be, no adject¬

ival dynamics as determining factors. The reason for this is threefold,

as the following hypothetical re-analysis of, for example, (10c) shows:
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(16) a.
f

more stupid'

INTELL^^
b. Q^*B

^

'more''stupid'
c. Q^JtB

<■

stupid
^

more

These pseudo representations are all vacuous because they either beg

the comprehension problem (as in a)), or there is no intervening scalar

referent to determine the successivity of the adjectival and co-morph

journeys (as in b)) or they are notational equivalents (as a) and c)).

I conclude from the preceding remarks that norm-marking is a sine qua

non for the descriptive adequacy of scalar comprehension models. The

important qualification should be added, however, that the necessity

of these conditions applies only to "non-pluralistic" models of com¬

prehension. The notion 'non-pluralistic model' should be understood

here as a set of rules, condition or categories whose application is

obiigatory when certain stuctural conditions are satisfied. For example,

since the sentences in (10) are all norm-related, the model proposed

is non-pluralistic or unitary in the sense that a comprehension

analysis in terms of norm-marking must apply to all of them. But

this is by no means a logical or empirical necessity. Indeed, it

seems perfectly plausible to argue the case for multi-strategy models

both under artificial and spontaneous discourse conditions. Is it

really the case, as presupposed by the model presented here, that

subjects apply norm-marking to, for example, the input sentence

'John is more brilliant than Bill' under all circumstances, including

having to answer the problem question 'Which of the two is more brilliant?'?

It seems surely reasonable to allow for the possibility that they simply
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process the sentence as if it was norm-neutral under this particular

circumstance (if not, perhaps, in others). Of course, a multi-

strategy model should be compatible with Clark's findings as presented

in Tables II and III. But there are a number of possible hypotheses

which, on a pluralistic view, would still seem to satisfy this

requirement. For example, one could envisage a 'no-norm-marking'

strategy for (10a), plus a 'norm-marking' strategy for(lOb) ('Bill

is more stupid than John') or no-norm-marking for both a) and b) but

norm-marking for (10c) ('John is less stupid than Bill'). Note that

in both cases b) should still be more difficult than a) but for

different reasons (actually, a no-norm-marking hypothesis for (10b)

would suffer from the inadequacies mentioned in the context of (12)

and should,therefore, probably be rejected). Whatever the truth of

these proposals, and I have no means of testing them, it is obvious

that multi-strategy models would greatly complicate the analysis of

CCI comprehension. However, there is no reason to suppose that they

would complicate the substance of the analysis as proposed here. It

is for this reason that the models presented in this section are

based on the, probably false, assumption that CCI comprehension is

a unitary phenomenon (note, incidentally, that Clark also adopts

this position, albeit implicitly).

6.3.4. The Comprehension of Static Input CC.

In this section a model will be constructed for the type of comparative

construction which was labelled 'static input CCI' (=SIC)' earlier(see ch.

In view of the fact that comparative constructions of equality constitute

the limiting case of SIC in the sense discussed in the previous chapter,

a sub-model will be constructed for CCE to make the overall comprehension

model presented observationally adequate for the major types of CC dealt
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with in this study. This has the additional advantage of providing a

partial explanatory basis for the discussion of SIC proper, i.e.,

those involving comparison of inequality. However, the most important

reason for including the sub-model is that the analysis provides

confirmation of the theoretical necessity of sealar models of CC

comprehension ( and, by implication, of scalar competence models).

The CCE comprehension model may be illustrated with the following

sample representations:

(17) a. 'John is as good as Bill'.
(ij mur

'good'

b. 'John is as bad as Bill
i/ALUE.

c. 'John is as brilliant as Bill'
INTELL

brilliant'

d. 'John is as stupid as Bill'
INTELL

' stupid'

The alternative representations (ai) and(aii) are intended to leave open

the question of whether the sentence 'John is as good as Bill' is

necessarily or optionally norm-related.

Example b) provides evidence (quite strong in my opinion) that a
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scalar anode! is a sine qua non in the analysis of CC comprehension in

particular and CC semantics in general. For it explains why, in con¬

trast to their positive counterparts, CC'E forms with non-inherently

norm-related negative adjectives must be norm-related: if there were

no scalar points N in representations like (17b) there could be no

reverse dynamics and, ipso facto, no negative interpretations with

their empirically well-established longer solution times.

The localist comprehension model of static input CCI (e.g. 'Bill

is not as tall as John') is based on the assumptions listed immediately

below:

(i) SIC may be norm-neutral or norm-related.

(ii) There are no semantic departure points in the sense

defined previously (see ch. 4)

(iii) Scales are "neutral" in the sense defined in 4.3.

(iv) In norm-neutral SIC the first journey marks the subject

of the construction along the scale.

(v) In norm-related SIC the first journey marks N along

the scale. The second journey marks the subject of

the construction.

(vi) Adjectival dynamics are inherently positive or negative,

(vii) The negative co-morph (i.e., 'not') marks a scalar range

as far as the scalar referent which marks the second

comparandum (and, therefore, includes the first

comparandum or subject).

The above assumptions yield the following sample representations:
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'Bill is not as tall as John1.
VDIM

■>(i)'Which is ta11er?'--*D0N'T move--*ANSWER"John"

■^(ii)'Which is shorter?'--»M0VE to B--MNSWER"Bi 11"

'John is not as short as Bill'.
VDIM

'not-B

■❖(i)'Which is taller?' —*M0VE to J—^ANSWER"John"

■^(ii)'Which is shorter?'-~»D0N'T move--»ANSWER"Bi 11"

'Bill is not as brilliant as John'.
INTELL

'brilliant'

lfno"trU '

>(i)'Which is more brilliant?'—>D0N'T move---W\NSWER"John"

^(ii)'Which is less brilliant?'-->MOVE to B-->ANSWER"Bill"

»(iii)'Which is more intelligent?'-->DON'T move--»ANSWER"John"

>(iv)'Which is less intelligent?"—>M0VE to B—>ANSWER"Bill"

'John is not as stupid as Bill'
[NTELL

'not-b'

>(i)'Which is more stupid?'--»D0N'T move--»ANSWER"Bill"

>(ii)'Which is less stupid?'—>M0VE to J--*ANSWER"John"

>(iii)'Which is more intelligent?'-->MOVE to J-->ANSWER"John"

■>(iv)'Which is less intelligent?'-->DON'T move-->ANSWER"Bi11"
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Condition (18ii), which concerns the absence of semantic departure

points in SIC,is essential in predicting the solution times given

for the lower half of Table II. It follows that the subjects of SIC

are the first scalar referents to be marked. In this capacity they

determine the dynamics of the subsequent processing journeys.

The following pseudo-representations demonstrate that assuming

the existence of departure points in SIC - which would lead to second

comparanda being marked first rather than first comparanda (i.e.,

subjects) - yields the wrong predictions With regard to Table II:

(20) a.'B is not as good as J'.

--^(i)'Which is best?'-->D0N'T move--»ANSWER"John" (1.73 sees)

—^(ii)'Which is worst?1—»M0VE to B—*ANSWER"Bill"(1.58 sees)

The localist principle of least movement predicts that it should

never be the case, all things being equal, that movement leads to

shorter solution times than no movement (as is the case in (20a)) or

the converse (as in (20b)).

It is important to note that the assumption of 'no departure points

for the SIC comprehension model correlates with the "competence"

analysis of these constructions, as in chapter 5. It should also be

borne in mind that SIC are hybrid forms in the sense that, although

semantically speaking they are clearly members of the set of CCI,

morpho-syntactically they are partial members of CCE. And the latter,

VALUE.

—»(i)'Which is best?'—>M0VE to J—^ANSWER"John"

—>(ii) 'Which is worst?' —»D0N" T move—>ANSWER"Bill"

b.'John is not as bad as Bill'.
VALUE
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of course, possess no departure points. The difference between CCE

and SIC may be summed up as follows. Whereas the sentence 'John is

as tall as Bill' has the localist paraphrase interpretation 'on a

zero-escape journey, John is where (or: as far as) Bill is on the

height scale', the sentence 'John is not as tall as Bill' has the

interpretation 'on a zero-escape journey, John is not where (or:

not as far as) Bill is on the height scale'. For zero-approach

journeys the same interpretation holds in reverse.

We now come to the crucial role of 'not' in the comprehension

process for SIC. Its inherent localist function is to create a

scalar distance between the subject of the CC and its second com-

parandum. Since distances can be created in either of two ways on

a unilinear scale relative to a starting point - i.e., either to

the left or to the right of the latter - the construction must

contain a signal as to the direction of the route in which the

distance between the subject and the second comparandum is to be

created. This signalling function is, of course, inherent in the

dynamics of the gradable adjective contained in the construction.

In scalar terms, then, the role of 'not' may be summed up as the

instruction to travel simultaneously in the same direction as the

journey which marked the subject of the construction regardless of

the direction of this journey. This function of 'not' in CC of this

type comes very close to the one suggested for ne-expletif (see 5.3.)

In conclusion to this discussion of static input constructions

it should be pointed out that the function of 'not' in SIC seems very

difficult to interpret for subjects, judging by the solution times in

Table II. For example, the difference in processing time between

'B isn't as good as A' (= II1 in Table II) and the intuitively
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comparable 'B is worse than A' (=11) seems quite considerable. The

former takes 1.17 sees on a congruent interpretation as against .62 sees

for the latter, and 1.47 sees on an incongruent interpretation as

against 1.00 sees. Consequently the difference in mean solution

times is 50%. This fact is in need of explanation since, on a localist

interpretation, II in Table II involves reverse dynamics whereas II1

does not (incidentally, as was noted before, the mean solution times

for these two sentences contradict Clark's principle of lexical

marking as it stands (see 6.2. of this chapter).

I offer the following explanation in (20) below, which takes

the form of a set of instruction parameters. Although scalar represent¬

ations constitute the basis for the explanation, they cannot, by

their graphic form, display the relevant processing features.

(20) a. 'Bill is not as good as John' (norm-neutral)

+(i)Determine adjective dynamics.

+(ii)Keep adjective dynamics in store.

+(iii)Determine whether construction is norm-related or not by (ii).

(iv)Mark subject.

+(v)Keep subject in store.

+(vi)Is 'not-range' to left or right of subject?

++(vii)Decide answer to (vi) by (ii).

(viii)Proceed along scale.

(ix)Mark second comparandum.

(x)Interpret.

b. 'Bill is worse than John' (norm-neutral)

(i)See a) above.

(ii)See a).

+(iii)See a).
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+(iv)Mark pivot. (= departure point)

+(v)Keep pivot in store.

+(vi)Reverse.

(vii)Mark subject.

(viii)Interpret.

NB. Instructions which, ex hypothesi, contribute to extra

length of reaction time are marked '+' or

The focal difference between a) and b) resides in instructions a(vi)

and a(vii). Introspective and other anecdotal evidence suggests the

prima-facie plausibility of a "cutting process" whichcreates a binary

division along the scale as contained in instructions a(vi) and

a(vii)(as well as the corresponding scalar representations in (19a).

If correct, this hypothesis predicts that the division process in

question is bound to take up a great deal of extra processing time

compared to the main processing difficulty in b), which involves one

reversal along the scale. The processing problem in a) includes

(i) the posing of a problem, (ii) a loopback to a relatively long-

storage previous decision to obtain a solution, and (iii) the resolution

of the problem.

6.3.5. An Integrated Model of CC Comprehension: Competence and Performance.

The previous proposals are presented as an integrated competence and

performance model in the- charts below. The notion 'integrated model'

must be understood in two different ways in the present context.

First, it is meant to convey the hypothesis that comprehension of

the tree main types of comparison - i.e., comparison of equality,

inequality and, within the latter category, static input comparison -

can be presented as a unitary phenomenon on condition that the
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analysis is based on a scalar model with the characteristics laid

down in (8) of section 3.1. The second sense of 'integrated model'

concerns the connection between linguistic models and their psycho-

linguistic coufjterparts; on other words, the area between competence

and performance. This territory is, as yet, largely unchartered.

Many programmatic statements have been made underlining the urgency

of the exploratory task^rbut workable proposals have been few and

far between. Clark's comprehension model as examined in the previous

section is an attempt at integration in the second sense of the term.

After close inspection it seems fair to conclude, however, that his

proposed model is inadequate in certain important respects, despite

its combination of simplicity and ingeniousness.

The comprehension model presented in these pages is not so much

the result of a conscious attempt at integrating "competence and

performance" as the inevitable consequence of applying the localist

hypothesis of language to the descriptive field of comparatives.

As can be seen from the flow diagrams presented below, the com¬

prehension processes suggested for the various types of CC presuppose

the corresponding linguistic model in precise ways. Apart from the

previously discussed notions of natural lexicalization and logical

scope - which are inapplicable in the area of interpretation -

every theoretical category required by the lexico-syntactic and

semantic components of the linguistic theory proposed does duty

in the comprehension model. It would be wrong, of course, to equate

the two theories on account of this close connection. As has been

11 gr
pointed out repeatedly it is a category mistake to equate competence

theories and performance theories. In spite of these warnings the

indisputable reality behind the differences between the two types

p.429
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of theory has equally often been denied^One of the reasons for this

has undoubtedly been the terminological confusion in this area. For

example, it is unhelpful, in my opinion, to speak of competence

theories as being or needing to be, "psychologically real". It would

be preferable, and probably less presumptuous, to use the phrase
121r

'psychologically realizable' in this connection. Given this term¬

inological refinement, we can say that a theory must not only be

judged on its merits as a linguistic analysis but also on its ability

to function, inter alia, as a realizable component in a psychological

theory of comprehension. I hope to have shown in earlier chapters

that the first requirement is at least partially met by the localist

analysis of comparatives-(but see 'Postscript'). The suggested

conditions for the fulfilment of the second requirement are embodied

in the flow diagrams presented below.

p.429
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CCI ROUTINES CONTINUED
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CCI ROUTINES CONTINUED
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INTERPRETATION ROUTINES FOR SIC
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Additlonal comments on flow-diagrams.

Routine 6 in Figs. 4a and c deserves additional comment in view of

its theoretical importance. It involves sentences like 'John is more

intelligent than Bill1; that is, constructions which contain both

co-morphs and non-inherently norm-related positive adjectives. For

two related reasons constructions of this type present a problem for

the proposed theory as it stands.

It seems from informant reactions that the sentence 'John is more

intelligent than Bill' may be regarded as semantically norm-neutral.

Actually, the facts are not too clear in regard to this question

but this lack of a solid factual base does not affect the following

argument. On present assumptions, a norm-neutral interpretation would

lead to the following comprehension representation for these con-

Since the sentence under examination contains a co-morph (i.e., 'more'),

a decision has to be made in the comprehension process concerning its

dynamics. Moreover, this decision has to be stored. Now the raison

d'etre of a stored decision is its subsequent retrieval. Without the

latter, storage becomes theoretically vacuous. On inspection it turns

out that routine 6 contains a stored decision concerning co-morph dynamics

without a subsequent retrieval. Apart from being suspect, this fact

constitutes one of the differences between routines 6 and 7 ('John is

more brilliant than Bill'). The reason why the latter does not show

the noted deficiency resides in its norm-relatedness. After N-marking

adjectival dynamics determine the direction of the second journey. After

pivot marking co-morph dynamics determine the direction of the third

struc"1""1'™5: *

?
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journey, which, crucially for the present argument, depends on the

stored decision involving co-morph dynamics. The point is that in

the latter case co-morph dynamics have a scope, i.e., the range between

pivot and subject as shown below:

(22) Q —>N B J
^ >

'brilliant 'more'

There is in (22) a scope-range for each of the two dynamics decisions

stored. As the question mark is meant to'indicate, this is not the

case in (21): either the adjectival dynamics of the construction or

its co-morph dynamics can be assigned a scope-range but not both. I

propose the following solution to this problem.

General condition (8d) on the construction of comprehension models

stipulates that every set of token journeys includes an initial

positive journey from Q in order to mark the first scalar point in the

construction of an output interpretation. As was observed earlier,

this logical necessity corresponds to Clark's hypothesis that negative

adjectives presuppose positive adjectives. In order to capture this

fact more explicitly the initial positive journey could be assigned

the so-called 'property-scale label', which logically denotes "positive"
122

concepts. This would suggest the following scalar representation to

replace (21):

(24) 'John is more intelligent than Bill'

'more'

In addition to solving the scope-problem for 'more intelligent' (24)

also allows for a solution to a similar scope-problem with 'less

intelligent' on a norm-neutral interpretation (the facts of norm-

p.429
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assignment are rather unclear in this case).

The second, and more interesting, problem with routine 6 concerns

the possibility that sentences like 'John is more intelligent than

Bill' should be given norm-related interpretations (again, the

facts are not straightforward in my experience with informants).

The following scalar comprehension representation incorporates both

the hypothesis of norm-relatedness and the one exemplified in (24):

(25) 'John is more intelligent than Bill'

n isiau B J
* ^

'intel1' 'more'

The above representation presents a problem to the comprehension model

proposed in that its scalar configuration is equivalent to the one

proposed for 'John is more brilliant than Bill(restated for first

journey labelling):

(26) Q__!EIkk B .1
'bri 11' '''more'

This configurational non-distinctness of (25) and 26) is problematic

since it suggests that the difference in meaning which undoubtedly

exists between sentences (25) and (26) cannot be captured by the

scalar comprehension model proposed. It is perhaps arguable that the

comprehension tasks set by Clark do not necessitate a statement about

the difference in meaning between the sentences in question.

Routines 6 and 7 with the suggested additions could in principle

account for solution time differences or similarities of the type

presented in Table II. However, it would be perverse in the present

context to limit the requirement of observational adequacy knowingly

to the sometimes haphazard confines of psycho!inguistic testing.
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The raison d'etre of a comprehension model must be the capacity

to analyze the totality of semantic factors contributing to the

comprehension of a sentence (not to mention the pragmatic factors).

One of those semantic factors distinguishing 'John is more brilliant

than Bill' is that John and Bill's mental ability is not only greater

than some norm butmuch greater than some norm. This fact is left

unexpressed in scalar representation (26).

The problem posed by the non-distinctness of comprehension

representations (25) and (26) is closely bound up with the semantics

of the corresponding sentences. It revolves around the the question

of how the concept 'much greater than some norm' is to be captured

in a localist semantic analysis (or any other semantic analysis for

that matter). This, in turn, depends on how sentences of the

following type are to be represented:

(27) John is a bit/a fair bit/quite a lot/much/very much/an

awful lot/incomparably much/infinitely much taller than Bill.

I propose to create a theoretical category 'discrete intensity scale'

as a necessary condition for analyzing sentences involving 'unquantified

comparison' of the type exemplified. This will provide a counter¬

part to the analysis of sentences involving 'quantified comparison1

such as below, for which I propose the PR in b):

(28) a. John is three inches taller than Bill.

b. The extent by which John is taller than Bill equals

the extent marked '3' on the quantity-inch scale.

Along similar lines, the PR in b) below should capture the relevant

semantic characteristies of a):

(29) a. John is much taller than Bill.

b. The extent by which John's height is greater than Bill's
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height equals the extent marked 'much1 on the (discrete)
'intensity scale.

The intensity scale may be thought of as the extent scale made struct¬

urally discrete for purposes of1unquantified measuring1(see Appendix A)

or comparison. A possible way of structuring this type of scale

might be the following:

(3°) ,D-i, Dg °3 °4 D5 °6 °7
range D-, range D? 'quite 'a lot1'very 'incom- 'infin-

.a l • j.i ,a a lot' 'lots' much' parably itely
. . .., 'much' 'an awful much' much'etc. bit .

otr a good lotetc* deal'

It should be emphasized that structurings of the type exemplified in
123

(30), although semantically absolute, may pragmatically vary in a

number of ways. For example, the quantified real values attached to
124

any given range may vary for different speakers. Moreover, quanti¬

fied real values may vary for different properties. For example,

'three inches' may cover range D£ in the case of height but range
in the case of width. Finally, real values may vary with the

entities being compared. A difference in height of three inches

may seem negligible in comparing the Eiffel Tower with the Empire

State Building but not in comparing two children of the same age.

Returning to the problem in hand, intensity concepts as expressed

in (27) are, of course, only implicit in a sentence like 'John is

more brilliant than Bill'. Moreover, the implication is located

in the adjecive. In other words, the intensity marker 'much' in

'much greater than some norm' ( or whatever the correct intensifier

may be) is an inherent property of the lexical item 'brilliant'. This

property may be formally incorporated in the following condition on

lexical insertion:

p. 429
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(31) brilliant , insert into

where (i) denotes the intensity range D^-D^
as described in (30) above;

(ii) denotes any scalar referent.

Insertion condition (31) should be interpreted as an instantiation of

the following metaconvention:

(32) a. ^
N_^P./D^—Df

Q^—^

:N—>—P-j
C' ^

i/Dk^N. :Df d.

Put in verbal terms, (32)b and d express the following:

(33) The distance between N and P.. on scale which, represented

on the intensity scale as the distance between Q and VJ, equals

the distance on the intensity scale between Q and the range

marked D^.
The theoretical importance of this metaconvention in the present context
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is that it specifies the lexico-semantic difference between, for

example, 'brilliant' and 'intelligent' while allowing us to character¬

ize this difference as irrelevant for certain comprehension purposes.

It is arguable, for example, that subjects simply ignore this inherent

property when asked the question 'Which is more brilliant?' given

the corresponding input sentence 'John is more brilliant than Bill'.

To sum up, the metaconvention is compatible with the hypothesis that

a comprehension theory of CC should allow for multi-strategy models.

6.3.6. The Three-term Series Problem.

In his introduction to the three-term series problems as presented in

Table III below, Clark makes the following observations:

"The second kind of question-answering task to be examined is one

"that would traditionally be included under the rubric of deductive

"reasoning, /my underlining,PvB/ for it requires the subject to answer

"questions about the joint information from two premises. But it is

"really just a simple extension /my underlining,PvB/ of the previous

"two-term series problem called the three-term series problem:

"e.g. 'If John isn't as good as Pete, and Dick isn't as bad as Pete,

"then who is worst?' Although this task has been investigated by a

"series of psychologists the previous studies have made only minor

"reference to the linguistic processes underlying the solution of these

"problems. The model to be presented here....makes the claim that the

"major difficulties in the three-term series problems are to be account¬

ed for by the processes that deal with the comprehension and manipu¬

lation of the information in comparative sentences. That is, this

"task can be considered merely another example of how comparatives are

"comprehended./my underlining, PvB/ The first prediction to be made
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"is based on the principle of congruence. This principle predicts that

"those problems for which the presuppositions of the question are the

"same as those of the proposition that contains the answer should be

"easy, and the problems for which this does not hold should be difficult

"The solution times in Table /III//also/ confirm the prediction made

"by the principle of lexical marking that comparatives that presuppose

"'goodness1 should be solved faster than those that presuppose 'badness'"

(op.cit.pp.89-91).

Clark's assumption in the above passage that the three-term series

problem is "just a simple extension of the two-series problem" must

be questioned. Although, as he observes, the three-term series involves

deductive reasoning, his model provides no mechanism to account for

the fact that tjjat this is, indeed, the case. The basic problem of

the three-term series is clearly how two separate comparative construct¬

ions of inequality which have a property dimension and a comparandum

in common can be reduced to a from of comparison between the "best"

and the "worst" term of the original two constructions leaving out the

middle term. Even if Clark's principles of congruence and lexical

marking infallibly predicted the solution times shown in Table III (on

page 218) it would be difficult to see how the explanatory model

resulting from their conjunction in the case of the two-term series

could be applied to the new problems without the addition of any new

mechanism whatever. However, it becomes clear from an inspection of

Table III that the principles in question do not infallibly predict

the findings contained in it. The principle of congruence predicts

that problems with identical linguistic analyses should produce

equi-directional ratios between solution times. But this is not always

the case in Table III. A comparison between problems IV and III', for
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TABLE III

Geometric mean solution times for three-term series problems

Form of problem Analysis Who best? Who worst? Mean

A is better• than B, A is good
I B is good 5.20 5.80 5.49

B is better■ than C. C is good

C is worse than B, A is bad
II B i s bad 6.10 5.74 5.91

B is worse than A. C i s bad

A is better than B, A is good
III B is good/had 5.09 5.58 5.33

C is worse than B. C is bad

B is worse than A, A is bad
IV B is bad /good 5.53 5.73 5.63

B is better than C. C i s good

A isn * t as bad as B, A is bad
I' B is bad 6.96 6.25 6.59

B isn • t as bad as C. C is bad

C isn • t as good as B, A is good
II» B is good 5.84 6.61 6.22

B isn • t as good as A. C is good

A isn • t as bad as B, A is bad
III i B is bad /good 6.53 6.50 6.52

C isn ' t as good as B C is good

B isn • t as good as A, A is good
IV' B is good/bad 5.78 6.63 6.19

B isn ' t as bad as C. C is bad
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example, shows that in spite of their identical linguistic analyses,

the former has a best-worst solution time ratio which is the opposite

of the Tatter's (i.e., 5.53:5.73 sees, as against 6.53:6.50 sees res¬

pectively). Moreover, problems III' and IV' reveal that a task involv¬

ing an incongruent feature analysis actually show a shorter solution

time than an incongruent one (i.e., 6.50 sees for the incongruent

question 'Who is worst?' in III' as against 6.63 sees for the congruent

question 'Who is worst?' in IV').

The following comprehension model for the three-term series problems

presented in Table III is based on the assumption that the task

cannot be considered "merely another example of how comparatives

are comprehended". It does presuppose, however, that the comprehension

of individual CCI forms is an integral part of every three-series

problem presented. These assumptions are incorporated in the following

set of hypothetical condition which together form the core of the

three-series comprehension model:

(34) Given a syllogism comprising a first premise PI, a second

premise P2 and a conclusion M, where a) PI is a form of

CCI or SIC containing two comparanda Cla and Clb plus a

property dimension D1; b) P2 is a form of CCI or SIC con¬

taining two comparanda C2a and C2b plus a property dimension

D2; c) PI contains a C. and P2 contains a C. such that

C. s= C,; d) D1 = D2;
■ J

then the following conditions obtain in the construction of M:

(i) The comprehension of PI and P2 involves the construction

of sub-scales corresponding to routines proposed for the

two-term series problems (see previous section).

(ii) For task questions with incongruent adjectival dynamics
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a composite scale is constructed from the sub-scales

constructed for PI and P2;

(iii) Task questions with congruent adjectival dynamics

are answered via direct deduction without the construction

of composite scales;

(iv) Apart from the processing of PI and P2 and composite

scales, the comprehension task of three-term series problems

is purely deductive. It consists in establishing a value

V for C.j in terms of the positive or negative superlative
values "best" or "worst";

(v) A hypothesis K concerning V is constructed on the

basis of information contained in PI;

(vi) H is confirmed or rejected on the basis of inform¬

ation contained in P2;

(vii) For SIC the adjectival dynamics of H are identical

with the dynamics of PI (i.e.,all owing for incongruity of

PI and P2).

(viii) For CCI the adjectival dynamics of H are either

congruous with both PI and P2 or positive;

(ix) Solution times are a function of a) the comprehension

of PI; b) the comprehension of P2; c) congruity or in¬

congruity of adjectival dynamics between the original hypo¬

thesis H and the task question;

(x) Since H is determined by PI the order of presentation

of PI and P2 may have empirical consequences.

Within the present localist context, the most striking assumption con¬

tained in the above comprehension model concerns the deductive nature of

the comprehension task. Although the localist two-term series model is
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presupposed by the three-term series model, the latter being largely
125'

deductive, is not directly localistic itself. This basic property

is by no means a logical necessity. One could envisage a three-term

series comprehension model which is wholly localistic in the sense that

it involves scalar operations of the kind proposed for the two-

term series problems. An illustration of such a model in contained in

(35b) below. This provides a localist solution, involving scalar

construction of the kind suggested, for the three-term problem

presented in a):

(35) a. (i) B is worse than A..»(i)who 1s worst?
(ii) C is worse than who is best?

b. (i) VALUE

Q^_B =3A
'worse1

(ii) Q r. — -»R (A)
'worse1

(iii) Q *C B A

—Ki)'Who is worst?'— WON'T move—>ANSWER"C"
— >(ii) 'Who is best?' —>M0VE to A—>"ANSWER"A"

NB. For convenience the three successive operations along

one scale are represented here as separate stages b(i)

and b(ii) and their resolution b(iii).

In spite of its prima-facie viability a model based on operations such

as exemplified in (35) leaves unexpressed, indeed, obscures the deduct¬

ive nature of the three-term series problems. And it would appear from

anecdotal and introspective evidence that most of the three-term tasks

do, indeed, involve deduction. It is important to point out however,

p. 430
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that these indications, even if true, should not be taken to mean

that comprehension models of the three-term series must necessarily

be non-pluralistic or unified. In keeping with what was suggested for

the two-term series problems, a pluralistic, multi-strategy model

might well be the correct one for the three-term series problems.

The scanty evidence available from informal experiments would seem

to suggest that problem tasks like the following are solved by scalar

reconstruction rather than deduction:

(36) a. A is better than B „i(i).who is worst?,
b. C is worse than B —»(1i>"Who is best?'

Many informants report that they quite literally place A in their

minds to the right of B along a scale or line and C to the left of B

along the same scale.

The second point to be noted about the model outlined in (34)

concerns conditions vii and viii, which presuppose a difference in

analysis between incongruent pairs of CCI and incongruent pairs of

SIC. That is, given the following two sets of problems, which corres¬

pond to IV and III' in Table III respectively:

(36) (i) a. B is worse than A (= IV in Table III)

b. B is better than C

(ii) a. A isn't as bad as B (= III' in Table III)

b. C isn't as good as B,

the initial hypotheses to be tested show different adjectival dynam¬

ics, as shown below

(37) (i) Hypothesis: 'A is best' (i.e., for(36.i.a))

(ii) Hypothesis: 'B is worst' (i.e., for (36.ii.a))

Note that this difference is necessitated by the solution time ratios
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in Table III. 'Best' in the case of (36.i.a) (=IV) is faster than

'worst' (5.53 sees as against 5.73 sees) whereas the opposite is the

case for III' (6.53 sees against 6.50). Two questions prompt them¬

selves concerning this prima-facie ad-hoc solution. Why should CCI

three-term comprehension always be based on positive hypothesis dynamics

and why should SIC hypothesis dynamics be based on PI alone? My

answer to the second question is that the first premise in (36.ii.a)

is strongly (i.e., zero-approach) norm-related and that this fact

determines the negative nature of the hypothesis dynamics. If this

is correct, a possible answer to the first question might be that

the positive hypothesis dynamics of (36.i.a) is related to its

norm-neutral character. That is, norm-neutrality calls for un¬

marked dynamics. This speculation, and it is no more than that,

is in principle testable. However, failing any reliable psycho-

linguistic data in this area, the answer to the original question

should be considered ad hoc.

It should be noted in passing that problem III' (as well as IV')

in Table III is highly artificial in that it involves contradictory

norms (B is, indeed, both 'good' and 'bad'i). This artificial character

of III' and IV' may be connected with the rather odd solution times

noted earlier (that is, the incongruent question 'Who is worst?' in

IH'is easier than the congruent question 'Who is worst?' in IV').

Finally, condition (x) in (34) suggests that the basically deductive

model proposed may have more precise empirical consequences than the

model proposed by Clark if it should be the case that procedures involv¬

ing the rejection of an initial hypothesis take longer than pro¬

cedures' involving direct confirmation. On such a hypothesis problem I

in Table III would take longer if it were presented in the order shown

in a) below rather than b):
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(38) a. A is better than B
H—■?> 'A is best'

B is better than C

b. B is better than C
H—^ 'B is best'

A is better than B

In view of the considerable experimental complications posed by plur¬

alistic models, the following analysis of three-term comprehension,

which takes the form of a set of flow-diagrams based on the conditions

in (34), should be considered not so much the presentation of an

empirically reliable model,as the construction of a theoretically

viable model within the constraints of Clark's data. The analysis

only appears to be based on the dubious assumption that a mono-strategy

model (i.e., deductive) model is the correct one for the problems stated.
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ROUTINE FOR I IN TABLE III

a) A is better than B

b)^B is better than c
"SUB-ROUTINE S-R-," (FOR a)
CONSTRUCT SUB-SCALE
INTERPRETATION Sa FOR
a). GO TO TWO-TERM ROUT
INE (NO. 4,Fig. 3b)

ST^RE Sa

4
HYPO H: 'A BEST'

STORE H

V

DE DUCTION D
I B NOT BEST'

1
STORE D

4
"SUB-ROUTINE S-R^FOR b)"

I
WHICH BEST?

I
ANSWER"A"

4
END

I
STORE Sb

4
DEDUCTION D,:'C NOT BEST'

4 2
STORE D,

4
"SUB-ROUTINE S-R "

4 2
D, EX STORE

&USE D1 AS PREMISE
4

D2 EX STORE
\H EX STORE

4
-CONCLUDE:'H CORRECT'

Fig.7.

WHICH WORST?
4

"SUB-ROUTINE S-R,"
4

CONSTRUCT COMPOSITE SCALE
Sa AND Sb AS FOLLOWS

4
A BEST

4
ERGO:'A NOT WORST'
4

B MIDDLE

E^GO:'B NOT WORST'
4

ANSWER"C"

4
END
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ROUTINE FOR II IN TABLE III

a) C is worse than B
b) B is worse than A
i

SUB-ROUTINE^' (FOR a)

i-
HYPO:'C WORST'

S

d;

s

ORE H

:'B NOT WORST'

ORE D-j
"S-R-j" (FOR b)

D,:'A NOT WORST'
h

STORE D,
I

"S-R2"

WHICH WORST?

ANSWER"C"

END

H EX STORE

i
-CONCLUDE:'H CORRECT'

1
WHICH BEST?

" D ll

ICONSTRUCT COMPOSITE SCALE S
FROM Sa AND Sb AS FOLLOWS

i
C WORST

ERGO:' C NOT BEST'

i
B MIDDLE

ELO: 'B NOT BEST'
I

ANSWER"A"

eId
Fig.8
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:nd

ROUTINE FOR III IN TABLE III

a) A is better than B
b) C is worse than B

"iy (FOR a)

1
HYPO H :1A BEST'

S^ORE H

i
tfj:'B NOT BEST'
STORE D,

4 1
"S-R-j" (FOR b)

siSTORE Sb

4
D2:'C NOT BEST'
STORE D0
4 2

"S-R2"

i
■CONCLUDE:'H CORRECT-

WHICH BEST? WHICH WORST?

ANSWER"A"

h
4-r"

A1SWER"C"
E^D

Fig.8
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ROUTINE FOR IV IN TABLE III

r
:hWHICH BEST?

ANSWER"A"
i

END

a) B is worse than A
b) B is better than C

"S-R-j" (FOR a)

JHYPO H:1A BEST'

ORE H

:1B NOT BEST'

ORE D-j
"S-R-j" (FOR b)

r
STORE Sb

D|:'C NOT BEST'
STORE D9
I

"S-R2"

I
■CONCLUDE:'H CORRECT-1-

Fig.9

I
WHICH WORST?

"S-R,"
.3

i

I
ANSWER"C"

E ID
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ROUTINE FOR V IN TABLE III

a) A isn't as bad as B
bj B isn't as bad as C
"S-R-|" (FOR a)

HIPO:'B WORST'
i

STORE H

i
D^:'A NOT WORST1
STORE D-|
"U-."1 (FOR b)

r
.D2:'B NOT WORST'

4/
STORE D0
I

CANCEL H

4- R "
2

WHO WORST?
I

ANSWER"C"

4lD

I
CONCLUSION:'C WORST'-

"whI BEST?

-U".4

NSWER"A"

to

Fig.10
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ROUTINE FOR ii' in TABLE iii

a) C isn't as good as B
b) B isn't as good as A
i

"S-R-j" (FOR a)

hypo h:'b best'
I

store h

i
dj:'c not best'
store d,
I 1
"s-r-|" (for b)

i
d^'b not best'
store d9
i 2

cancel h
I
"s-r2"

who best?

answer"a"
1

end

cl)conclude:'A best'-

WHO WORST?
I

"S-R3"

answer"c"
4,

end

Fig.11
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ROUTINE FOR III' IN TABLE III

a) A isn't as bad as B
b) C isn't as good as B

"S-R-j" (FOR a)

HYPO H:'B WORST'
i

STORE H

D*:'A NOT WORST'

STORE D,
1 '

"S-R-j" (FOR b)

I
CANCEL H

D„:'B NOT WORST
4

STORE D,

I
I CONCLUDE:'C WORST

1
WHO WORST? WHO BEST?
I IANSWER"C"
I

END
I

ANSWER"A"

END

Fig.12
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ROUTINE FOR IV' IN TABLE III

a) B isn't as good as A
b) B isn't as bad as C
I

"S-R-j" (FOR a)

I
HYPO:'A BEST'
i

D-j:' B NOT BEST'
STORE D,

i
"S-R-j" (FOR b)

I
D2:'C NOT BEST'
"S-R2"

I
WHO BEST?

ANSWER"A"
I

END

I
•CONCLUDE:'H CORRECT'

Fig.13

WHO WORST?

•sU3"
1 f

ANSWER"C'

ND



SOME PROPOSED ANALYSES OF COMPARATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

7.1. Introduction.

Starting with Small's proposals of 1924 many more or less plausible

theories of comparative constructions have been proposed in the last

fifty years. Of these a good number qualify as generative theories

in the sense that the associated analyses are formally consistent

and the theories themselves predictive rather than merely classificat-

ory. Since my concern in this work is the generative study of

comparatives in this broad sense I shall restrict myself here to a

critical appraisal of those analyses which come within the generat¬

ive purview. A further restriction is prompted by the fact that

a type-token distinction can be applied in this area. That is,

it will not be necessary to give an exhaustive or chronological

critical survey of all generative theories proposed, since the latter

reduce to broadly three types which, as I shall argue, must all be

rejected by one necessary criterion or another. The first and most

pervasive type of analysis falls within the broad class of 'inter¬

pretive grammars'. The second type is less prevalent but nevertheless

of theoretical interest in the study of comparatives and may be

captured under the heading of 'generative semantics'. In other words,

it comprises semantically based analyses of a particular, type.

Finally, insofar as general matters of principle are raised in con¬

nection with the two previously mentioned types of theory, additional

attention must be paid to the syntactico-semantic theory of language
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that roes under the name of 'natural generative grammar' although its

main defect in this area of description, that of being infinitely

regressive, has been dealt with earlier (see chapter 1).

7.2. The Extended Standard Theory.

The 'post-Aspects' theory of transformational-generative grammar that

has become known as the Extended Standard Theory (EST) numbers among

its propone nts two linguists, namely, J.Bresnan and R.Jackendoff, who

will be treated as one for our present theoretical purposes although

they may, for all I know, hold different views on the nature and

description of comparative constructions. The reason for this

somewhat unorthodox treatment is that Bresnan has provided an ex¬

plicit syntactic theory of CCI in the EST mode and Jackendoff a more

or less explicit theory of interpretive semantics but that apart from

their combination no researcher working in this framework has, to

the best of my knowledge, proposed an integrated theory of CC. This

latter state of affairs is understandable, indeed, almost inevitable

in EST. The immutable tenet of the autonomy of syntax - and no

degree of "parameterization" makes this tenet less immutable - is

hardly conducive to the linguist taking a more than token interest

in the other side of the syntactic coin. Whether this distinctly

non Janus-like character of EST linguists is practically desirable or

not, there exists one overriding theoretical argument which even the

purest of distributionalists - who in my experience often show a certain

measure of impatience with matters semantic - have been prepared to

accept since the pioneering work of Katz and Postal. This concerns

what I shall call the condition of semantic compatibility. A syntactic

analysis, however plausible, must be rejected if it clashes in
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principle whith known semantic facts. In addition, an analysis must

be considered undesirable if it contravenes well-established semantic

categories or rules. However, this is a much weaker condition and,

again in my experience, students of syntax set no great store by the

latter if they are convinced of the value of a purely distributional

analysis (to be fair, well-established semantic categories and rules

do not occur in great abundance). In any event, whereas contravention

of the first condition is theoretically fatal, mere disregard for

semantic theory constitutes what may be called 'semantic myopia'.

What is important, however, is that the latter condition may

develop into the former. This is the case, in my opinion, with

Bresnan's syntactic analysis of CCI. For example, the description

is crucially based on the plausible idea, emanating from a distribution¬

al study, that the word 'mare' is representable at the lexical level

as the formatives 'much' and '-er'. This form of lexical decomp¬

osition may make some or even considerable, distributional sense

but semantically it is either false or incoherent. The fact, for

example, that John has more money than Bill can never semantically

imply that (as it were) John has much money to a greater degree

than Bill (pragmatically it may but need not, of course). The point

is that no weight of distributional evidence can alter or remedy

this fact even if the notion of a purely distributional analysis
1 nc

were theoretically well-defined. In what follows I shall try to show

that this particular case of semantic myopia either hides a fatal

disease or the model which engendered it requires surgery.

7.2.1. Implicit Grading and Bresnan's Analysis of CCI.

In this sub-section I shall try to demonstrate that Bresnan' analysis

of CCI, combined with EST assumptions about interpretive semantics as

p. 430
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presented in the work of Jackendoff (what I shall call the Bresnan-

Jackendoff integrated theory or BJ for short) cannot either in

principle or without major modifications' handle the linguistic

phenomenon of implicit grading (see chapter 4 for a full discussion

of this phenomenon).

My critique of BJ will be based on the assumption that any

semantic representation of (l)a and b below minimally involves a

PR of the kind stated in c) (capital letters will henceforth

indicate partial or pseudo-semantic representations).

(1) a. John is taller than Bill.

b. John's height is greater than Bill's.

c. J's HEIGHT IS GREATER THAN B's HEIGHT

I shall further assume that (2a) below is minimally represented by b):

(2) a. John is tall.

b. J's HEIGHT IS GREATER THAN SOME NORM

As was demonstrated before', (2b) must be a genuine semantic represent¬

ation (that is, in the form of a paraphrase representation here) rather

than a pragmatic presupposition, witness the anomalous nature of

(3a) as against the grammaticality of (3b) (cf. chapter 4).

(3) a. *John is tall, but he isn't taller than average,

b. John is tall, but he isn't taller than Bill.

Note that the assumption underlying (2b) rules out (4) as a possible

SR for (2a).

(4) *J's HEIGHT IS GREAT

(Indeed, on assumption (2b) this object is ill-formed as a

representation, if not as a sentence, of course).

Given these assumptions the question immediately relevant to the
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present concern is how precisely the interpretation of (2a) as (2b)

is to be captured in BJ. One prima-facie possibility must be

rejected immediately. The relationship between the two cannot be

mediated via an inference rule in view of Jackendoff's (wholly

proper) implicit condition that inference rules can only hold between

meta-objects, i.e., in this case between representations. And

(2a) is not a representation but a sentence. This problem could

not be solved by creating an indirect route between (2a) and (2b)

via (4) - by theoretical sleight-of-hand as it were - in view of

the fact that (4), being theoretically ill-formed, is ruled out as

a possible SR of (2a).

Given these considerations, the solution to the problem of the

precise theoretical relationship between (2a) and (2b) in BJ must

be either that the SR for (2a) is "read off" directly from the deep

or surface structure of (2a) or its SR is a matter for the pro¬

jection rule system of the interpretive semantic component.

Incidentally, one important fact should be stressed at this point.

The postulation of an explicit norm-departing deep structure of a

type similar to (2b) with subsequent deletion of the norm to obtain

a surface structure essentially like (2a) is not open as a

possibility to an EST analysis for the simple reason that such a

deep structure would be basically semantic in nature. Consequently

the autonomy of syntax would have to be abandoned in the process.

As regards a solution in terms of the direct interpretation of

deep or surface structures (that is, without the intervention of

projection rules), let us assume that the deep structure of (2a)

(or its surface structure; the difference is immaterial here) is

a configuration essentially like (5) below.
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(5) S.

NP VP

Cop
/\

Adj

Be tall

Direct interpretation of (5) to, somehow, yield (2b) is ruled out in

view of (6a) and (6c).

(6) a. John is dead.

b. *John is more dead than some norm.

c.

Direct interpretation, that is, interpretation on lexical information

alone, clearly could not in principle discriminate between implicitly

graded adjectival constructions such as (5) and non-gradable con¬

structions such as (6).

It follows from these observations that the relationship between

(2)a and b must be mediated by one or more semantic projection rules

of the type first sketched by Katz and Fodor (1963) and subsequently

adopted and refined by Jackendoff. Let us, for convenience, refer

to a hypothetical projection rule or rules mediating between (2a)

and (2b) as Px. Since projection rules in general are sensitive

to certain features of syntactic input configurations and/or the

lexical items they contain in order to carry out their projection

task, it follows that Px should be sensitive to one or more features

of (5). Since Px must not apply to (6c) these features should be

absent from the latter. Now in view of the structural identity

of (5) and (6c) the discriminating feature or features in question

J be de&d
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cannot but reside in the lexical representation for the dictionary

item 'tall1. The loci, then, for the linguistic phenonmenon of

implicit grading in an interpretive theory of semantics based on

the autonomy of syntax are the lexical representations of gradable

adjectives.

In order to get a clearer view of the problems of lexical

representation in the context of implicit grading I shall construct

the following provisional featurized lexical entry for the adjective

'tall':

(7) tall /+Adj/

VERT DIM

/>N/

; where/>N/ indicates positive norm-

relatedness.

Leaving aside a number of considerable technical difficulties,

the crucial feature of (7) relevant to our immediate problem is / >N/

This feature is intended to capture the instruction to Px that a

construction such as (2a) is to be characterized as implicitly graded.

However, (7) must be immediately ruled out on empirical grounds since

it does not discriminate between (2a) and the sentence 'John is

taller than Bill' in respect of norm-relatedness. Furthermore,

given Bresnan's general deep structure proposal for basic CCI as in

(8) below, (9) must also be rejected.

(8) see next page.

(9) tall /Cop(QP)_

/> N/

NB. The positive specification

sign '+' will be left out of

contextual features.

Representation (9) contains the insertabi1ity instruction that 'tall'

may be inserted into copular configurations regardless of whether

they contain, in Bresnan's terms, a Quantifier Phrase. Informally it
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it is also meant to convey the instruction to Px that absence of QP

is associated with /> N/ (i.e., implicit grading/. However, even if

this association could be formally expressed, and it is extremely

doubtful that this is possible, effectively the same objection holds

against it as against direct interpretation. Px could not, in prin¬

ciple, discriminate between (la) ('John is tall') - that is, an

implicitly graded construction - and non-gradable expressions like

(6a) ('John is dead').

The inadequacy of (7) and (9) suggests that a solution to the

problem involving one lexical entry for 'tall' is not forthcoming

under assumptions of obligatory random lexicalization. I shall

now explore the possibility of a solution with two lexical entries

for 'tall' under the same assumption of obligatory lexicalization.

Suppose we make two lexical entries ' tal 1 ^' and 'talk's the first
of which creates norm-neutral structures when inserted whereas the

second is associated with norm-related configurations (i.e., an

implicitly graded one in this case). The relevant differences

between tal 1 ^ and tall2 must reside in the constituent preceding
the adjective i.e., QP. Incidentally, this must be so whether

lexicalization is obligatory or not.

I shall now try to demonstrate that under the general assumption

of obligatory lexicalization it is impossible to achieve descriptive

adequacy by creating subcategorization differences between tal1^
and tal1^ based on Bresnan's deep structure proposals for CCI.
Consider the following entries:

(10) a. tal 1 -j

b. tall,

/(Intens)QP **/

VERT DIM

/(Intens) ##/

VERT DIM

L > N
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Although these entries are by no means meant to be observationally

adequate, in principle they are plausible within the constraints

laid down here. The following are some of the correct predictions

that can be made on their basis:

(11) a. John is tal1.

b. *John is tall^er than Bill.
c. John is very tal1^•
d. *John is very taller than Bill.

e. John is very much tall^er than Bill.
f. *John is much talker than Bill.
g. John is much talker than Bill.
h. *John is very much tall.

The basic inadequacy of (10)a and b lies in an erroneous but ineradicable

prediction in each of these representations. Entry (10b) predicts

that absence of QP (i.e., 'more', 'less', 'much' etc.) is uniquely

associated with norm-relatedness. Conversely, (10a) predicts that

norm-neutrality is mandatory with QP. These predictions are false, as

the grammaticality of (12a) and the anomaly of (12b) show:

(12) a. John is less tal12 than Bill,
b. *John is less tal 1 -j than Bill.

One of the curious aspects of this theoretical impasse is that under

the ad-hoc constraints laid down earlier the correct linguistic

generalization for this paricular context of data is statable in

simple negative terms:

(13) Do not insert tall2 into the environment /er much ##/.
However, for reasons of decidability, negative conditions of this type

are, of course, not formalizable in a generative (and therefore any)
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theory of grammar.

Note finally that the semantic structure of sentences such as

(12a) is much more complicated than might appear from lexical

entries of the type constructed in (10b) even if the latter could be

made adequate in the respect just discussed. The sentence in question

consists not of one but three forms of comparison: (i) a comparison

between John's height^ and a norm N^; (ii) a comparison between
Bill's height, and N •; (iii) a comparison between height, andK J 1

height^. In paraphrase terms, (12a) expresses the proposition that
John's height exceeds some norm to an extent which is less than

the extent to which Bill's height exceeds that norm.

I conclude from the above observations that Bresnan's analysis

of CCI is incompatible with a metacondition of obligatory lexical-

ization. A solution to the problem of the precise theoretical

relationship between (2a) and (2b) must therfore be found in a meta-

condition which allovsfor (or, indeed, stipulates) the lexicalization
127

process to be not only random but optional. As I understand it

this process has the following consequences. In addition to an

infinite number of well-formed deep and/or surface structures an

infinite number of semi-lexicalized ill-formed deep structures will

be generated by the grammar which will eventually be 'filtered out'.

This mechanism allows for the existence of a set of deep structures
128

which are semi-lexicalized but nevertheless not ill-formed.

Optional lexicalization would, prima facie, seem to hold out

some hope for a solution to the problem in hand. Regardless for the

moment of whether it turns out to be viable or not, I .shall refer to

it as the empty QP solution. Suppose we combine the metacondition

of optional lexicalization with the lexical entries for 'tall'

p.430
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and 'dead' in (14) below. One of the advantages of this approach

would be the elimination of the counter-intuitive need for two

entries 'tall1.

(14) a. tall /+Adj/

/Cop(Intens)QP ##/

VERT DIM

b. dead |/+Adj/

/Cop ##/

NOT ALIVE

Representation (14a), apart from formalizing the notion of gradability

for 'tall' in contrast to the non-gradability of (14b), is adequate

in the respect most relevant to our present concern. It allows in

principle for the formalization of implicit grading. In accordance

with the condition of optional lexicalization,(14a) predicts that

a deep structure configuration with a gradable adjective in non-

graded morphological form is semantically well-formed if it contains

a QP constituent regardless of whether that constituent is lexical-

ized or not. Suppose the latter is the case. Our hypothetical (and

unformalized) projection rule Px, which was invoked a little earlier,

will associate the empty QP node (hereafter abbreviated as 'D_' for

'delta') with implicit gradability. In other words, given Px,

£ in this syntactic position "triggers off" the interpretation

'greater than some norm'. Conversely, absence of D e.g. in configur¬

ations containing non-gradable 'dead' will, correctly, guarantee the

non-operation of Px.

Two objections must be raised against this theoretical solution
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to the problem of the relationship between (2a) and (2b). The first

concerns its wider theoretical implications. As far as I can ascertain

unlexicalized QP or _D have no theoretical status other than to ensure

the correct semantic interpretation of the CC under examination. They

appear to be unmotivated from the syntactic point of view. Indeed,

syntactic analysis is demonstrably simpler without the proposed
129

manifestation of C).

Consider the only area of syntax where 2 might play a role i.e.,

the subcategorization of intensifiers; for example, the items 'much*

and 'very'. The following small set of data gives an indication of

their distribution.

(15) a. John is much taller than Bill.

b. *John is much tall.

c. *John is very much tall.

d. John is very much taller than Bill.

e. *John is very taller than Bill.

f. John is very tall.

g. John runs very fast.

h. John has much money.

i. John is very drunk.

The corresponding lexical entries below are observationally adequate

for the data in (15).

(15')a. much /+Intens2/

/-count/
—

^ past prt j

p.430
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/+Intens-j/
((JD)Adj

Intens

I)/+Adv/

\

It is clear that is needed in (15'b) to predict the norm-relatedness

of sentences such as (15f). Incidentally, its optionality is

warranted by the fact that (15i) ('John i$ very drunk1) is not norm-

related. This important point will be taken up and elaborated shortly.

It is also clear that the presence of D in the entry for 'very'

is entirely superfluous with regard to the syntactic distribution of

this item. As is easily verifiable, the removal of _D would make

no difference whatever to the observational adequacy of the entry.

All things being equal, therefore, the presence of _D would contravene

Occam's razor were it not for its crucial semantic function. I do

not wish to venture into a minefield of speculation here concerning

the possible effect of these facts and conclusions, if correct, on

the working hypothesis of the autonomy of syntax. After all, even

if this state of affairs were detrimental to this hypothesisj one

falling leaf does not make a winter. However, one final fact should

be noted before continuing the discussion. This theoretical dilemma

and the much more serious one to be introduced shortly are direct

consequences of the theoretical impossibility within the EST framework

of postulating deep structures for implicitly graded constructions which

contain norms as constituents. To the extent that this is true the

treatment of implicit grading in EST is bound to seem counter-intuitive

and artificial to non-aficionados.

A second, in my opinion insuperable, difficulty with the solution
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involving optional lexicalization concerns a false but inevitable

conclusion inherent in the premises on which (14a) is based. The

obligatory presence of QP implies the notion of explicit gradability

and thus the difference between the class of adjectives that includes

'tall', 'short1, 'stupid1, 'drunk', 'green', 'amorous' etc., and

the class of complementaries such as 'dead', 'married', 'unconscious'

etc. This implication is, of course, empirically correct. As was

argued a little earlier apropos of optional lexicalization, the

presence of QP also implies ("signals")implicit gradablity on

condition that QP remains unlexicalized. Now these two implications

are formally co-dependent within the EST model proposed in the sense

that both depend on the presence of the same formal element i.e.,

QP. The unavoidable empirical consequence of this co-dependence,

given the hypothesis of optional lexical ization, is the prediction

that explicitly gradable adjectives should also be implicitly

gradable in respect of some norm. Which of the two possible charact¬

erizations a gradable adjective receives in a sentential context

simply depends on QP being lexicalized or not. The presence of

QP is, however, required in both cases.

The prediction that all explicitly gradable adjectives are implicit¬

ly gradable is false. There exist many adjectives in English (and

all other languages I am familiar with) which are explicitly gradable

but nevertheless, for one reason or another, not implicitly gradable

with reference to some norm. In other words, the classes of explicit¬

ly and implicitly gradable adjectives are not co-extensive. The truth

of these assertions was demonstrated, in my opinion beyond reasonable

doubt, in the earlier chapter on norms. For convenience I shall give

a brief summary of that earlier argument.
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The following set contains the necessary and sufficient conditions

for the general characterization of norm-relatedness:.

(16) Given a construction C of the type 'X be /Y/^.norm-
relatedness holds for C iff:

a) Y expresses an explicitly gradable semantic property.

b) Y is a member of an antonymous set (S.) of lexical items.
J

c) Sj is defined by a semantic property (P^) common to its
members.

d) A norm (N) can be constructed serving as a reference

point for the "positive" or "negative" grading of X along

a labelled scale ('the property scale1) whose label

expresses P^.
These conditions may be tested against the following examples:

(17) a. That door is green.

b. That man is amorous.

c. That woman is drunk.

Condition (16b) predicts that (17a) and (17b) are not implicitly graded

with regard to some norm in view of the fact that they are not members

of an antonymous set. This prediction is correct, witness an absurd¬

ity like 'That object is green for a door (= 'greener than the norm

for doors'). Condition (16d) predicts that (17c) cannot be norm-related

because no neutral property scale can be constructed for the anto¬

nymous set /sober, drunk/. The negative adjective 'drunk' should be

characterized as a marker of intensification along a scale labelled

'intoxication' whose zero-point is marked by the adjective 'sober' (see

4.4. for the full discussion).

I draw the following conclusions from the observations made in

this sub-section. Bresnan's general proposal for the deep structure
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for the deep structure of CCI within an interpretive semantic frame¬

work are observationally inadequate in respect of the phenomenon of

implicit grading on the assumption that, lexicalization is obligatory.

The proposal is descriptively inadequate on the assumption that

lexicalization is optional. Since no other forms of lexicalization

can be envisaged within EST it follows that Bresnan's analysis of

CCI is incompatible with the semantic facts and that, therefore, it

must be rejected. That is, if the observations and the line of reason¬

ing presented in this section are correct.

7.2.2. Comparatives, Semantic Output and EST.

Given an autonomous deep structure input proposed by Bresnan as in

(8), what would be the nature of its final semantic interpretation,

its projected output? The answer to this particular question

cannot, of course, be answered in a theoretical vacuum. It depends

on the general question of what the output of an interpretive

projection system is envisaged to be. Until recently it was

generally assumed by proponents of both interpretive and generative

semantics that the concepts 'semantic output1 and 'logical form'

are co-extensive. This assumption appears to have been challenged

by Jackendoff in an article entitled 'Toward an Explanatory Semantic

Representation' (Jackendoff, 1972),which he concludes with the

following remark:
"

a clear message emerges: contrary to current fashion the

"semantics of natural language must not be approached by developing

"alternative versions of formal logic. Insight is to be found rather

"in the study of the innate conception of the physical world and the

'Way in which conceptual structures generalize to ever wider, more
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"abstract domains. Such an approach seems to me an exciting and

"promising way of learning about the relation of thought and language".

(op.cit.p.149)

Note that there is a hint of equivocation in his phrase "developing

alternative versions of formal logic". Does this mean that the

standard type of logic predominantly used in semantics is adequate

for formal purposes but that we should concentrate on the substance

contained in logical form or does it mean that logical form should

be abandoned altogether? (which is, of course, the tenor of my own

proposals). The semantic representations proposed in the article

quoted show Jackendoff's dilemma. These representations are based

on a localist interpretation of abstract directional items such as

130
'buy1, 'sell', 'ask1, release' etc. The following representation

has been chosen at random from Jackendoff's article by way of

illustration.

(18) a. David released the bird from the cage with a coathanger.

b. LET (DAVID, G0posit(THE BIRD, y, THE CAGE, z))
Means: CAUSE (DAVID, GO it(THE CAGE, y, OPEN))

Instrument: A COATHANGER

NB. z = unspecified goal (end of movement),

y = unspecified source (departure point).

DAVID = Agent.

THE BIRD = Theme.

THE CAGE = Source.

The basic form of (18b) relies on the conventions of formal logic

in its use of arguments, relations and variables. On the other hand

the thematic functions (i.e., Agent, Theme, Source, Goal) cut across

p. 430
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these conventions in ways which are left inexplicit. This is no

doubt due to the fact that the notion 'subject', which in formal

logic is conventionally marked as the first argument of a proposit-

ional function, is irrelevant in semantic representations of the

kind Jackendoff proposes. What matters at this level of represent¬

ation are the functional elements Agent, Source etc. This has the

consequence that the first argument position is ill-defined. For

example, in (18) it may be 'Agent' (DAVID) or theme (THE BIRD).

In fact, it is not altogether clear whether THE BIRD in (18b) is

to be regarded as THEME or AGENT or both, but since the presence

of a theme is a conceptual necessity in every proposition it

seems reasonable to .conclude that THE BIRD in (18) must at least be

'theme'

After these somewhat inconclusive preliminaries, let us return

to the question of how we are to envisage the semantic represent¬

ation of Bresnan's proposed deep structures for CCI in an EST frame¬

work. Taking into account Jackendoff's discovery of the localist

hypothesis, there appear to be two possible routes to an answer.

The first involves a standard type of logical form. The second route

explores the possibility of linking Bresnan's initial phrasemarkers

to an interpretive version of the localist hypothesis as proposed

by Jackendoff.

Apart from the so-called natural generative model proposed by

Bartsch and Vennemann (1972) there exists, to my knowledge, only

one detailed proposal for the logical representation of comparative

constructions. This is to be found in Reichenbach's important

'Elements of Symbolic Logic' published in 1947. In this work

Reichenbach states the following:

p. 430
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"The construction of comparative forms is restricted to predicates

"that admit of a serial order, and it can be analysed as follows. In

"stating the sentence "Peter is as tall as Paul" we assume that all

"specific properties of tallness can be ordered in a linear series,

"and then assert that the specific tallness is the same for Peter

"and Paul.

" (19) (3f)(3g)f(x1).g(y1).Ta(f).Ta(g).(f=g)
II

Similarly, the sentence 'Peter is taller than Paul' can be written

"in the form

" (20) (3 f)(3 g)f(x1).g(y1).Ta(f).Ta(g).(f>g)
"The statement (19) can be regarded as a definition of a two-place

"relation 'as tall as', which we can write in the form

(21) ats(x, y)

"This means we can define 'as tall as' by using (21) as the definiendum

"and (19) the definiens. Likewise statement (20) can be regarded as

"a definition of a complex function 'taller than' written in the form

" (22) tlr( x, y)" (op.cit.p.124)

Several objections must be levelled against (20) as a semantic

representation of the sentence 'Peter is taller than Paul' and,

in generalized form, as a representation of CCI. First, its

illocutionary potential is either incoherent or wrong. Whatever

the speaker's illocutionary act is when uttering this sentence it

certainly is not "There exists a function 'f' and a function 'g'

such that Peter and Paul enter into these functions etc., etc.

Secondly, the formula in (20) neither explicitly nor implicitly relates

the higher function labelled 'Ta' to the expressions 'Peter's height'

and 'Bill's height'. Thirdly, (20) is not relatable to the question
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'How tall is Peter?1. Fourthly, as a semantic characterization of CCI '

the proposed definition is infinitely regressive in view of the

fact that the formula 'f > g' denotes 'f is greater than g1. Put

differently, the characterization is irredeemably circular.

The last objection constitutes, in my opinion, a sufficient reason

for rejecting not only this particular proposal but all character¬

izations of CCI in a similar vein. It has been put to me by proponents

of both generative semantics and interpretive semantics that

circularity is inherent in all theories, including the localist

proposal made in this study; the only difference being that some

circles are wider than others (e.g. the "localist circle" as compared

to "non-localist circles"). Although this assertion is, of course,

true, it is, in my opinion, irrelevant as a counter-objection. There

can surely be no question that "widening the circle" is precisely

the business of all scientific enquiry. Therefore, when offered a

choice between two theories rationality would, mutatis mutandis,

seem to demand that the one with the greater content (i.e., the

wider circle) be accepted.

How might a localist analysis of comparatives be accommodated in

an interpretive theory of semantics? Let us assume the necessity

for a scalar model of some kind to act as the appropriated vehicle
132

of incorporation. Let us further assume that our interpretive

localist model is both dynamic and bi-scalar in the sense discussed

elsewhere in this study (see chapter 3). The necessity for this may

not be immediately obvious but it is demonstrable. For example, in

a dynamic mono-scalar model the following sentences

(23) a. John is more stupid than Bill

b. Bill is less stupid than John,

p.431
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would necessarily receive the same semantic interpretation. This

would be descriptively inadequate in view of the fact that (23a)

predicates of John that his mental ability is zero-tending to a

greater degree than Bill's (leaving aside the norm-related

character of both a) and b) whereas b) predicates of Bill that his

mental ability is zero-tending to a lesser degree than John's.

In other words, no model should analyze 'more' and 'less' as

133
synonymous even although the general reversibility of CCI

134
guarantees identical truth values. For'similar reasons the

necessity for a dynamic rather than a static scalar representation

of CCI should be beyond dispute.

It is doubtful th-at an interpretive model in general and

Jackendoff's thematic model in particular, is the optimal host to

a fully-fledged localist analysis of CCI or, indeed, any other

localist description. To take the more general point first, a

close scrutiny of Jackendoff's proposals reveals some important

inherent deficiences in the model. These are basically of two kinds.

First, the model is both too abstract and not abstract enough.

Consider, for example, Jackendoff's localist semantic interpretation

of verb complementation:

(24) a. Jim forced Phil to leave the room.

b. CAUSE (JIM, G0ci>c (PHIL, y, PHIL LEAVE THE ROOM)
NB. (i) y = 'unspecified source'

(ii) A marker 'INVOLUNTARILY' or its equivalent should

presumably be attached to b).

The variable y in (24b) is too abstract and, therefore, inadequate

because its meaning as a source is well-defined. Their semantic

competence enables speakers to "know" that y represents the meaning

p.431
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134
'(from) Phil's being in the room'. The important point is that

they also know that y does not denote, say, 'Phil's being in the
135shed'. This knowledge is not represented by the abstract variable y.

On the other hand, (24b) is not abstract enough. Jackendoff dis¬

tinguishes - with Gruber, from whom he borrowed most of the relevant

concepts - several locational modes, for example GO ., and GO .r posit circ

His definition of GO -rc (p.122) is as follows:

"Suppose we take an assertion that an individual is in a "circum-

"stantial" location, where the location is an event or state of

"affairs, to mean that the individual is involved as a participant

"in that event or state of affairs".

This definition is so vague as to be vacuous. To illustrate this let

us compare the following sentences and their representations proposed

by Jackendoff:

(25) a. i.John released the bird from the cage (op.cit.p.130).

ii.LET(JOHN, GOpQsit(THE BIRD, THE CAGE, z))
b. i.David let Laura out of the room (p.108)

ii.LET(DAVID, G0pos1t(LAURA, y, OUT OF THE ROOM))
c. i.Jim forced Phil to leave the room (p.127)

ii.CAUSE(JIM, G0circ (PHIL, y, PHIL LEAVE THE ROOM))
d. i.Jim forced the ball into the hole (p.127).

ii.CAUSE(JIM, GO -t(THE BALL, y, THE HOLE))
By what possible semantic criterion are THE BIRD and LAURA not to

be regarded as participants in events in these sentences? Indeed,

is THE BALL not involved in an event or state of affairs as described

in d)?

In creating a distinction between G0_.. - or the distinctions3 posit
between the locational modes in general - Jackendoff has institutionalized

p.431
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a spurious distinction between physical events and non-physical

events. This distinction is philosophically spurious since all

events, being acts of interpretation by the human mind are of

necessity abstractions. It is perhaps as well to point out that

this does not mean that the mind or language does not distinguish

between physical and non-physical objects. It means that the basic

structure of the events and states in which objects are involved must

be described in a unitary way. This philosophical point has certain

consequences for linguistic analysis. Far example, it suggests

that the localist hypothesis is indivisible in the sense that there

is not one set of prepositions for physical events and another for

non-physical events; or one locational mode for concrete objects

and another for abstract objects. If this is true such distinctions,

when made, should lead to arbitrariness or redundancy or both.

To illustrate this let us examine again the sentence 'Jim forced

Phil to leave the room' and Jackendoff's proposed representation in

(25cii). It is clear that the complement 'PHIL TO LEAVE THE ROOM'

is itself decomposable into locational parameters. The first question,

then, is: what is Jackendoff's proposed analysis for the sentence

'Phil left the room'? Unfortunately Jackendoff does not present

one but in view of his (implied) analysis in a.ii below (see op.cit.p.108)

I propose representation b.ii.

(26) a. i.Laura went out of the room.

ii.GOposit(LAURA> y> 0UT 0F THE R00M)
b. i.Phil left the room.

il.G0pOSit(PHIL» y> 0UT 0F R00M)
Incorporating sentence b.i as a complement in a causative construction

yields b) below:
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(27) a. Jim forced Phil to leave the room.

b. CAUSE(JIM, GOcirc(PHIL, y, GO -t(PHIL, y, OUT OF THE ROOM)))

It is important to state clearly here that a complete version of(27b)

should represent the following semantic information (in paraphrase

form):

(28) Jim caused a change from state, to state, such that at state.^ J i

Phil is in the room (at timeQ) and at state. Phil is out
of the room (at timeQ+^) against his will.

Suppose now we incorporate the theoretical point made earlier and remove

the restrictive modefiers, i.e., subscripts 'circ' and 'posit'

from (27). This results in

(29) CAUSE(JIM, G0(BE(PHIL, IN ROOM),BE(PHIL, OUT OF ROOM))

This representation describes a situation where Jim has caused a

change from one state of affairs into another state of affairs.

However, (30) is still inadequate as it stands because it does not

incorporate one of the crucial meanings of 'force' i.e., that the

entity being forced into action does so against his will. Since

this point is important to my argument I propose the following

schematic semantic representation and its rough paraphrase (still

staying within Jackendoff's framework):

(31) a. Jim forces Phil to leave the room.

b. CAUSE(JIM, GO(RESIST(PHIL, M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM,

OUT OF ROOM),(M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM)))))

c. Jim causes a change from one state of affairs in which

Phil resists leaving the room into another state of affairs

in which Phil leaves the room.

Although, as I shall argue presently, a fully adequate semantic
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representation of sentence (31a) is considerably more complex than

(31b) it will do for our immediate purpose.

One of the important differences between (30) and (31) on the one

hand and (20) and (27) on the other is the absence of PHIL as a

separate argument. Jackendoff, in insisting that cases of transitive

VP complementation such as(27a) must have a semantic parallel, i.e,

that PHIL must have autonomous status as an argument in semantic

representations, argues as follows:

" it provides an account of the semantic difference used

"classically...to argue for the presence of an underlying direct object

'With these verbs:

" /(32)/ a. John forced the doctor to examine Bill.
" b. John forced Bill to be examined by the doctor.

'Since the underlying structure of the complement is 'The doctor

"examine Bill' in both cases, a (124c)-type representation /i.e.,

'CAUSE(J0HN, BILL SCREAM),PvB/ cannot differentiate between the

"readings of the two sentences. But if GO . is included, the differ-3
ci rc

"ence can be represented quite plausibly as /(32')/.

" /(32')/ a. CAUSE(J0HN, GO . (THE DOCTOR, y, THE DOCTOR EXAMINE

BILL))

b. CAUSE(JOHN, GO irc(BILL, y, THE DOCTOR EXAMINE BILL))
"In other words, the use of G0c^rc enables the system to express certain
"important semantic differences that have crucial effects on syntactic

"structure. The direct object of 'force' is given a real semantic

"function. Hence the syntax of 'force' is directly re.lated to and

"explained by its semantics: there is a one-to-one correspondence

'between syntactic and semantic arguments, as there should be".
(op.cit.p.130)
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Jackendoff1s argument is invalid for two reasons. The least important

is that the verbs 'force' and 'cause' do not belong to the same

syntactic class. Whereas the former is a clear case of transitive

VP complementation, the latter is not, witness:

(33) a. Phil was forced by Jim to leave the room.

b. *Phil was caused by Jim to leave the room.

c. Jim forced Phi 1.

d. *Jim caused Bill.

Since Jackendoff defines 'force' semantically in terms of 'cause'

there is, in other words, no "one-to-one correspondence between

syntactic and semantic arguments" in this case. Nor is there any

good reason to suppose that there should be such a correspondence

rather than a more complex one.

Suppose, however, we ignore this first objection. Is it really the

case in (32) that "the direct object of 'force' is given a real

semantic function"? What is this semantic function? By Jackendoff's

own definition of "circumstantial GO", THE DOCTOR in (32a) is

involved as a participant in the state of affairs described(one

wonders, incidentally, how this can be the distinguishing factor

between THE DOCTOR and BILL in (32a). Is BILL not to be regarded as

a "participant"?). By the same token BILL must be the participant

involved in the state of affairs described by (32b). It follows

from this definition that in (32a) the semantic function of THE

DOCTOR is that of being participant whereas the same must be true of

BILL in (32b). But these conclusions are vague to the point of

incoherence. A more promising approach to the problem would be to

argue that the semantic function of 'the doctor' in the sentence

'John forced the doctor to examine Bill' is that at timeg he does
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not want to examine Bill whereas at time0+i he examines Bill all the
same but against his will. In other words, the doctor changes from

a non-agent into an agent as regards the ultimate action. A similar

argument applies to 'Bill' in the sentence 'John forced Bill to be

examined by the doctor' except that in this case Bill changes from

being a non-patient to being a patient (sic!). This is captured in

the following representations.

(34) a. CAUSE(JOHN, GO(RESIST(THE DOCTOR, EXAMINE(THE DOCTOR,

BILL),(EXAMINE(THE DOCTOR, BILL)))))

b. CAUSE(JOHN, GO(RESIST(BILL, EXAMINE(THE DOCTOR,

BILL),(EXAMINE(THE DOCTOR, BILL)))))

NB. In a proper localist analysis the lexical items

'examine' and 'resist' would be decomposed into their

localist parameters.

An important aspect of the modified representations (30), (31) and

(34) is that they explicitly mark the function of CAUSE as 'dynamic'

in the sense that they represent a situation in which an agent brings

about a change from one state of affairs to another. Or, in localist

terms, the agent causes movement from a source to a goal. Now move¬

ment from one state or event to another logically requires that there

be an entity that undergoes the movement. The question as to what this

entity might be in the case of, for example, (31) is not answerable

from the way these representations are formulated. For example, one

important semantic property of sentence (31a) which is intimately

connected with its dynamic character but which is left totally un¬

expressed is the fact that whereas at time^ Phil has not left the
room, at timeQ+^ Phil has left the room. In other words, an event or
state of affairs, i.e., Phil's leaving the room, is brought into existence
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by some cause. Now for something to be brought into existence at

timeg implies that it did not exist at timeQ_,. Herein lies the
answer to the question. Phil's leaving the room passes from a

state of non-existence ('the source') into a state of existence

('the goal') /through the force of an agent ('John') against the

resistance of the participant in the act of leaving ('Phil') to

being made to leave the room/. This information is contained in

the following representation of (31a) (which keeps the form of

Jackendoff's theory).

(34) BE |CAUSE(JOHN, G0(M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM)),
NOT(EXIST(MOVE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))),EXIST(MOVE

(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))} , j AGAINST(RESIST(PHIL,
CAUSE(X> M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))))}

It is arguable that (34) contains too much explicit information, in

particular the information that Phil' leaving the room did not

exist before it happened. It seems more appropriate to leave this

to a rule of inference. However, since this removes the overt

source of the change from the representation the question arises

whether another source can be postulated to take the place of the

implied source. Suppose we adopt Phil's resistance as the overt

source containing the implicit non-existence source. This is not

altogether implausible in view of the fact that resistance implies

non-action.

(35) CAUSE(JOHN, G0(M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM)),

RESIST(PHIL, CAUSE(x, M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))),

EXIST(M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM)))

Consistency would seem to force the conclusion that (35) also contains
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too much overt information i.e., the existence of an act of leaving.

Existence is a necessary consequence of causation and the latter

concept explicitly features in (35). Again a metarule of inference

could be constructed to remove the redundancy inherent in the

representation. Adopting this possibility, we would now end up

with the following, no doubt still rough, approximation to an

adequate representation of (31a):

(36) CAUSE(JOHN, G0(M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM)),

RESIST(PHIL, CAUSE(X, M0VE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))),

MOVE(PHIL, IN ROOM, OUT OF ROOM))

It could still be argued that the representation of (31a) in this

form is redundant. Since directionality is represented in (36) by

convention as a consequence of its localist theoretical basis the

presence of GO seems superfluous. However, this is the point where

the paring down has to stop within the context of Jackendoff's

interpretive theory. Without the explicitly expressed relation

GO or another relation in the same position (36) would clearly be

ill-formed. Since there grammars in existence (i.e., dependency

case grammars as developed by J.M.Anderson) whose properties are

such that they obviate this built-in redundancy by their very form

I conclude that these grammars are more highly valued in this respect

than Jackendoff's (granting that my argument is plausible).

How does Jackendoff's formalism represent the facts of causal

change between events or states as in, for example, (37) below?

(37) Dollie caused Martin to be happy.

Jackendoff makes the following comments concerning this question:

"A representation of /37/... is /37'/, which we rejected on two
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grounds: it violates the constraint that the final argument of

CAUSE must be an event, and it does not represent the'understood

change of state.

/(37')/ CAUSE(DOLLIE, BEident(MARTIN, y, BEident(MARTIN, HAPPY)))

/Representation /(37'1)/ below/, however, overcomes both objections

at once:-

/(37'')/ CAUSE(DOLLIE, GOcirc(MARTIN, y, BEident(MARTIN, HAPPY)))"
(op.cit.p.129)

Does this representation express what Jackendoff, inter alia, says it

expresses i.e., a change between the source state of affairs 'y'

(Martin's not being happy) and the goal state of affairs (Martin's

being happy? A change from one state into another implies that there

must be "something" that undergoes that change; a 'theme', in

Jackendoff's terms. Now there can be no doubt that /(37'')/ has as

its theme MARTIN. It follows that the entity called Martin changes

from one state into another. But this conclusion contains a highly

questionable assumption, namely, that entities can change from one

state into another. Indeed, the assumption is more than questionable,

it is strictly speaking incoherent. What may change from one state

into another is a property, the behaviour, the state of mind or the

appearance of an entity. As a result, the entity may conventionally

be said to have changed if by a labelled entity we mean the sum total

of characteristics subsumed under the label. But the rest of the

entity's characteristics need not have changed at all. It is

therefore logically unwarranted to assume that the whole of an entity

changes when one of its properties changes. This conclusion has an

immediately obvious parallel in the act of comparison. When I utter
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the words 'John is taller than Bill1 I must necessarily mean that it

is only John's vertical dimension that is greater than Bill's vertical

dimension. I cannot imply that any other property of John's is involved

let alone all of John's properties (i.e, "John"). In short, the word

'John' is an all-purpose label to be used in various predicates for

linguistic convenience. It is therefore a category mistake to confuse

entities with their properties whether permanent or temporary. Such

a category mistake lies at the root of Jackendoff's semantic represent¬

ation /(37'')/. It is not Martin but Martin's frame of mind that is

the theme of the change between states at times tg and tg+-|. Some
ramifications of this conclusion were explored a little earlier and

need not be repeated here.

An immediate linguistic consequence of these observations is that

/(37'')/ should be characterized as existential. That is, an emot¬

ional state of mind called 'Martin's happiness'(the theme), which is

potentially present in Martin, passes from non-existence into existence.

In short, since the theme in Jackendoff's proposed representation

/(37'')/ is non-sentential it must be judged semantically ill-formed.

Apart from the noted failures of abstraction, it is questionable

whether Jackendoff's model is a natural vehicle for the localist

hypothesis for another reason. This concerns the process of lexical-

ization. To illustrate the problem consider the following two

sentences used, inter alia, by Jackendoff to justify his category

of 'circumstantial movement'.

(38) Jim forced Phil to leave the room.

The question we are entitled to ask about this sentence, certainly

within a localist context, is: where does the item 'to'"come from"?

What precisely is, or should be, its theoretical status? Suppose we
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had two theories to choose from to explain the presence of the item

in question.

Theory A incorporates the localist hypothesis in the following way.

Its semantic component generates unlexicalized atomic representations

which all belong to either of two categories: 'directional', which

represents the movement of entities from a source to a goal, or

'locative', which represents the static position of entities.

Moreover, all atomic representations select their "arguments" from

a set of four primitive categories, namely, 'Agent', 'Ablative'

( = Source), 'Locative' (= Location or Goal) and an obligatory 'Theme'.

Atomic representations may, in certain constrained ("grammatical")

ways combine into as yet unlexicalized "molecular" semantic represent¬

ations. The latter are transformed into partly or fully derived

structures. The insertion of lexical items is sensitive to the con-

figurational properties of molecular representations whether initial

or derived. Since these configurational properties are stated in

terms of the movement or location of themes (with or without agents)

all lexical definitions must make reference to the localistic properties

of their associated entries. For example, the preposition 'to' as

in 'He went to London' is defined as marking a goal. Since there is

no distinction made in the theory between "physical" and "abstract"

directionality or location, the same preposition may also mark goals

of the kind discussed earlier and exemplified in sentence (38)('Jim
100

forced Phil to leave the room').

Theory B has the following general properties. It generates unlexical-

ized initial phrasemarkers which in each case define the syntagmatic

relations holding hierarchically between paradigmatic form classes.

p.432



The correct insertion of lexical items is sensitive to the syntag-

matic environments in which major lexical form classes appear in

initial phrasemarkers. It occurs before transformations change initial

phrasemarkers into derived phrasemarkers. The theory has a semantic

component which matches the set of phrasemarkers (initial or derived)

with the set of their semantic representations and is thus said to

interpret the former. The semantic component incorporates the

localist hypothesis by means of (i) the categories 'Source1, 'Goal1,

and 'Location', which function as arguments, and (ii) a set of

locational modes which distinguish relations between arguments.

In addition, the theory distinguishes between "physical" and "abstract"

locational modes. Lexical entries are marked for their syntactic

and semantic properties; the former by means of a set of primitive

terms to indicate the entry's formal syntagmatic and paradigmatic

properties with a view to its lexical insertion; the latter by means

of a distinct set of primitive terms to indicate the entry's semantic

properties. Its semantic properties determine its meaning as well as

the way an entry functions in the meaning of sentences. Since the

sets of primitives are distinct the syntactic part of its entry

defines the item 'to' in the sentence 'Jim forced Phil to leave the

room' as a complementizer (that is, a relator between clauses). The

item 'to' in 'Phil went to London' is classified as belonging to the

form class of prepositions by the syntactic part of its lexical

definition. Semantically it is defined as marking a goal. The

problem with theory B is whether or how to define the complementizer

'to 1 semantically. Suppose there exists a sub-theory B1 which
comp

does not attach any semantic properties to to . Since lexical
comp

items in B1 are defined as triples comprising phonological, syntactic
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and semantic information, it follows that to„ has no lexical
comp

status and must be generated by transformation. Suppose on the other

hand that there exists an alternative sub-theory B2 which does lend

t°comp semantic status by classifying it as a goal marker. Since
to and to belong to different form classes their definitional

prep comp 3

triples are distinct. Consequently, the lexicon of B2 contains two

separate synonymous lexical entries 'to,' (=to ) and 'to„(= to ).r J J 1 v prep7 2V comp7
Returning to our original question concerning the nature of 'to'

in (38) there can be no doubt that theory B1 is non-explanatory with

regard to the problem. The total theoretical unrelatedness of toJ r
comp

and tOprep suggests that the theory simply does not fit the localist
hypothesis. In order not to be pointless, incorporation of the latter

should at the very least have the spin-off of achieving greater

descriptive adequacy in cases like this.

The judgement concerning theory B2 is slightly more complicated

but at first sight its property of necessarily having to allow for

synonymous lexical entries with different form-class specifications

does not seem conducive to achieving either internal or general

explanatory adequacy. On reflection, however, this is the best

theory B2 can do to capture the desired relationship (according to

localist principles) between physical and abstract location and move¬

ment. To„ „ would have to be characterized by a semantic environ-
prep

ment featuring GO .. whereas to would receive a marker con-J posit comp

taining GO . as its dominant definiens. Formally speaking, there

would now be no common denominator left between the two lexical

entries and thus no relationship. Finally, it should be stressed

that the possibility of constructing one lexical entry 'to' to cover

both functions is not open to B2 or any other theory based on the
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autonomy of syntax. Items that belong to different form classes must

be separately entered in this type of theory. The situation would

change only if it could be demonstrated that the classes of prep¬

ositions and complementizers (i.e., 'for-to', 'that', 'poss-ing')

formally coincide.

The seeming lack of compatibility between B2 and the localist

hypothesis becomes clearer in comparative constructions such as

(39) Caesar maior est Pompeio.

The ablative case marker 'o1 is the obvious expression of a

departure point on a localist view of comparison of inequality.

How is this marker predicted by, say, Bresnan's proposed underlying

structure of comparatives (her model being consistent with theory B2)?

The answer is, of course, that such a prediction is not forthcoming,

regardless of whether the accompanying semantic component incorpor¬

ates the localist hypothesis or not. The relationship between the

ablative marker and whatever it expresses in the underlying

structure of CCI as envisaged by Bresnan is bound to be arbitrary

since the localist hypothesis is not amenable to purely syntactic

representation. However, the problem of (39) seems even worse for

theories such as Bresnan's, which stipulate that the underlying

structure of CCI must be bi-clausal. On such an assumption the

ablative marker in (39) either cannot be generated or becomes a

descriptive anomaly (say, if it should simply be tagged on to the

second subject NP after comparative clause deletion). At any

rate, it is clear that the model in these cases is not really

compatible with Jackendoff's desired aim "that the theory assigns

"to sentences representations that constrain the choice of syntactic

"form, i.e.,that permit the language learner to infer properties
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"of syntactic distribution on the basis of meaning", (op.cit.p.91)

Mutatis mutandis (a very important proviso given the minute area of

linguistic description involved in this brief discussion), theory A

is to be preferred to. both theories B1 and B2 for the problem in hand.

It states that one goal-marker, i.e., 'to', may function variously

as what is commonly called 'preposition' or as 'complementizer'.

The latter distinction is, however, purely terminological in the

case of 'to' since both functions are subsumed under the category

'case-marker'. According to theory-type A - which, of course, is

manifested in the form of a localistic dependency case grammar (see

Anderson (1977))-the presence of 'to' in (38) is inevitable and what

may be called 'lexically natural' (see also 3.3.). To quote

Jackendoff again:

"A theory is explanatory when certain linguistically significant

"generalizations are inherent in the choice of formalism, when the

"theory claims that the language could not be any other way".

(op.cit.p.91)

7.2.3. CCI, A SEMANTIC GENERALIZATION AND EST.

The main substance of this section centres around the question of

where a particular generalization in the field of comparative construct¬

ions of inequality is or could be stated within the EST framework given

Bresnan's deep structure analysis. By way of introduction to the

problem the generalization concerned may be exemplified with the

following ungrammatical sequence:

(40) *John's height is taller than Bill's height.

Three questions prompt themselves. First, what precisely is the locus
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of the ungrammatically of (40)? Secondly, how would Bresnan's

proposed analysis rule out this sequence and, lastly, where would

the generalization underlying (40) be stated in the model on which

her analysis is based?

As regards the first question, let us assume the hypothesis

that (40) is semantically anomalous. In spite of its possible

initial plausibility this hypothesis must be rejected for the

following reasons. Suppose we adopt Katz and Fodor's original

proposals for dealing with semantic anomaly (Katz and Fodor, 1963)

although the exact nature (or sophistication) of the model is

really immaterial to the argument. Since KF's theory has, in essence,

been the basis of EST semantics it seems natural to state the

problem in these terms.

If (40) is semantically anomalous then it should be capable of

being ruled out by the theoretical category KF label 'selection

restriction'. For our purposes selection restrictions may be said,

in essence, to define incompatibility (or compatibility) between

semantic markers within an amalgamation of semantic readings.

Now if we take 'height' and 'tall' to be, inter alia, bundles of

semantic markers it follows that in order for(40) to be ruled out

as a semantic anomaly at least one semantic marker of one of the

items in question should be incompatible with at least one marker

of the other. But clearly there is no such incompatibility between

the concepts 'height' or 'vertical dimenstion' and the concept

'tall'. Indeed, there must be compatibility between the two given

that tallness pertains to the vertical dimension of an object

rather than, say, its horizontal dimensions (in other words, the

sequence"*John's girth is taller than Bill's girth' shows true
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incor.patibi 1 ity of markers).

Could (40) be characterized as tautological? Suppose, not

implausibly, that we take 'height' to "mean" 'vertical dimension

measurable along a scale'. Suppose also, equally plausibly, that

'tall' (in its norm-neutral manifestations) is likewise defined as

'vertical dimension measurable along a scale'. Consequently the

characterization of (40) as a form of tautology would seem reason¬

able. However, consider

(41) *John's height is shorter than Bill's.

By the same token (41) should be tautological with respect to the

concept 'vertical dimension'. But if (40) and (41) are both tauto¬

logical because the meaning of their predicates is contained in

their subjects, i.e., because they are analytic propositions, then

since they are tautological with regard to the same markers, (40)

and (41) should be synonymous. It follows from the absurdity of

this conclusion that (40) cannot be characterized as tautological

in the accepted sense of the word.

Suppose as a second possible argument that the reason for the

unacceptability of (40) is syntactic rather than semantic in that

a particular selectional restriction between subject and predicate

has been broken. The restriction in question is statable in the

familiar form of a contextual feature on the lexical item'tall' as

follows.

(42) tall /+Adj/

+/+concrete /

This contextual property will also rule out

(43) *Godel's incompleteness theorem is taller than Bill's,
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or

(45) *John's intelligence is cleverer than Bill's.'

These examples show that the theoretical device of stating selectional

restrictions by means of contextual features leads to observational

adequacy in the observed cases. As regards its descriptive adequacy,

the device offers a unitary explanation of the ungrammatically of

the sequences in question. All are ungrammatical because selectional

restrictions have been contravened. However, this explanation must

be challenged. For it contradicts the obvious point that the

unacceptabi1ity of (40) and 45) is fundamentally distinct from

that of (43) and, for different reasons, that of (44). The under¬

lying generalization which prompts this challenge may be informally

(and narrowly) stated as below.

(46) Comparative constructions of inequality involving

continuous dimensional predicate take either of the

following two forms:

(i) X's PROPERTYi BE GREATER THAN Y's PROPERTY^
(ii) X BE ADJECTIVE.+ ER THAN Y

[+PR0PERTY^]
This generalization predicts the following semi-lexicalized sequences:

(47) (i) NP.'s Prop, be greater than NP. 's Prop.1 J K J

(ii) NP.j be Adj + er than NP^
(iii) *NP.. be Adj-j + er than NP^'s Prop^
(iv) *NP_j's Propj be Adj^ + er than NP^
(v) *NPi- be greater than NP^

(vi) *NP. be greater than NP. 1s Prop.1 K J

(vii) *NP_j's Propj be greater than NP^
NB. Where in (v) 'great' has no semantic properties other

than that of degree marker.
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Note that (46) could be made more general by taking into account

cases like the following:

(48) a. *John's intelligence is more stupid than Bill's.

b. John's lack of intelligence is greater than Bill's.

These cases show that, taking (47) as our reference point, the

syntagmatic slots NP^ and Adj^ are mutually exclusive with regard
to al1 dimensional properties involved in a comparison, including

those marking dynamic polari ty ('negative', and 'positive'). This

fact enhances the significance of (46) as a linguistic generalization.

The facts of (45) and (47) suggest strongly that (45) is the true

generalization and that the constraints captured by a model with

selection restrictions are no more than epiphenomenal. The

selection restrictions are as they are because they follow inevitably

from the higher generalization.

If (46) is indeed the true generalization then the question arises

how it is to be accommodated in EST. We saw earlier that the

predictable syntagmatic constraints are not captured adequately

as functions of semantic selectional restrictions since no semantic

anomaly or tautology in the accepted sense is involved. The latter

point needs further elaboration. All doubt concerning the non-

tautological nature of a sequence such as (49a) below disappears when

we compare it with the indisputably tautological b) or c).

(49) a. *John's height is taller than Bill.

b. *That bachelor is unmarried.

c. *Her father is a man.(with neutral stress on 'man').

In contrast to b) and c), which contain no (non-analytic or "synthetic")

information whatever, sequence a) is not uninformative. And yet

some form of duplication or redundancy of information is undoubtedly
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involved in such sequences. Note thatM-low of redundant information

is net from subject to predicate but from predicate to subject (the

predicate is semantically more specific or less general than the

subject). What is odd about these constructions is not their

partially redundant reverse information flow. There is a host

of perfectly good sentences which manifest the same phenomenon.

Compar, for example, 'Her father is a man' with the reverse sequence

'Her man is a father1. What is odd about (49a) and its associated

type is that it should be ungrammatical.

Where is the generalization (46) to be formalized in a grammar if

its manifestations are neither syntactic nor semantic in any clear

sense? Note that there is one aspect of (46) which makes it simply

impossible to state the generalization at the level of syntax,

i.e., the necessary reference it makes to semantic characteristics

(say, PROPERTYi = HEIGHT or VERTICAL DIMENSION or the like). Clearly
no autonomous level of syntactic description could tolerate definitional

properties of this kind in its formulations.

As for the semantics component, even if the phenomenon in question

were semantic, the system of projection rules would seem inappropriate

as a vehicle for the generalization, at least in its traditional role

as an interpretive device. The constraints inherent in generalization

(46) are not constraints of interpretation but of generation. Now the

classic way of dealing with a problem of generation as one of inter¬

pretation has been by means of 'filtering devices'. Let us briefly

explore the possibility of such a solution in this case. In a sense

projection rules may be said to function as filters. That is, if a

freely generated initial phrase marker with the terminal string

equivalent of, say, 'The paint was silent' (to borrow an old example;

see Katz and Fodor, 1963) is presented as input to the projection



system, the latter will reject it, filter it out. In the case of (47)

the system would have to function as a kind of 'template' for the

rejection or acceptance of phrasemarkers containing pre-terminal

strings of the type (47i-vii). Note, however, that the unacceptable

cases in (47) are fundamentally different from the 'silent paint'

cases in that, as we saw earlier, there is no question of incompat¬

ibility of semantic markers. On the contrary, redundancy of information

is involved in these cases. As was suggested, they have in one respect

the same general semantic characteristics as the type of sentences

exemplified by 'That man is a father'. Except, of course, that

they are ungrammatical. Consequently, the filter would have to be

"sensitive" enough to accept the latter but reject the former without

being ad hoc. This last point is important. The filter in syntax is

formally simple, operates "blindly" and has an extremely wide scope

and application (arguably too wide). Although it may, of course, be

abused like any other piece of machinery, and in spite of possible

basic methodological defects, the syntactic filter is firmly ensconced

in generative theory and must, therefore, be characterized as non ad-

hoc. It is highly doubtful, however, that the same could be true of

a semantic filter. The reasons for this doubt are connected with the

following methodological points.

The question of whether a semantic filter of the kind envisaged is

technically feasible or. not seems to me less important than the

assumption on which it is based, namely, that generalization (46)

must be semantic because it cannot be syntactic. This conclusion,

arrived at by default, has two consequences. First, a problem of

generation is necessarily turned into a problem of interpretation.

Secondly, a device has to be added to the theory whose adoption may
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potentially and undesirably, add to the descriptive power of the

theory without enhancing its explanatory power.

These consequences are unavoidable in a theory which assumes the

process of lexical insertion to be random. Such a theory cannot form¬

ulate any constraints on lexical insertion other than those con¬

cerning compatibility matching between complex symbols and lexical

categories. Moreover, since the matching process, as a matter of

methodological principle, concerns the purely distributional

aspects of lexical items it cannot make reference to either the

semantic properties of lexical items or, per impossibile, the semantic

properties (global or local) of phrasemarkers or portions of phrase-

markers .

The above problems do not arise in a theory (such as theory A

discussed in the previous section) which regards the process of

lexicalization as both partly random and partly determined by the

global or local semantic properties of the unlexicalized or semi-

lexicalized structures with which lexical items are to be matched.

Such a theory could in principle incorporate generalization (46)

and characterize its predicted constraints as constraints on lexical

insertion and, consequently, on the generation of comparative

constructions.

7.3.0. Generative Semantics and Comparatives.

Proposed analyses of CC within the Generative Semantics framework (GS)

fall into two broad categories. The first is best characterized as

1paratactic with a negative post-than clause' and is represented as
, 137r
follows:

(50) 3e(John is tall to e & not (Mary is tall to e))

p.433
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This type of analysis fails on a number of counts. Some of the

objections are formulated by Bartsch and vennemann (1972) in their

critique of Seuren's proposed analysis as follows:

"He believes to have found evidence for /50/ in the fact that

"'ever' and 'any' can occur in the second part of comparative sentences

"of this kind, e.g. 'John is taller than anybody in this room', which,

"he claims, points to a negation in the underlying sentence. We find

"this argument unconvincing because true negative sentences require

"'ever' and 'any' obligatorily (discounting certain systematic

"exceptions), but 'ever' and 'any' in comparative sentences pattern with

"'once' and 'some' according to their regular semantic properties,

"for which compare Jackendoff 1969 and the references given there.

"Thus, the sentences 'John is taller than anybody in our department'

"and 'John is taller than somebody in our department' both have

"perfectly normal semantic interpretations. There is thus not the

"slightest hint that negative sentences may be hidden in comparatives"

(op.cit.p.57)

I think B&V slightly miss the point here, which, as observed earlier

in chapter 1, is that the use of indefinite forms such as 'ever' and

'any' as evidence for the negative character of the post-than clause

in comparative construction of inequality is nullified by the fact

that these forms also occur in comparative constructions of equality

witness both 'John is fatter than Bill ever was' and 'John is as fat

as Bi11 ever was'.

Bartsch and Vennemann continue:

"We have, however, other reasons for rejecting Seuren's proposal

"than the absence of evidence in its favor. It is easy to see that

"this proposal merely hides the problem rather than solving it. For
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"what does it mean to say that something is 'tall to the extent e'?

"The most likely interpretation is that the tallness of the object

"is equal to or greater than e. 'Not to be tall to the extent e'

"can then only mean the tallness is not equal to and not greater than

"e, i.e., is less than' e. No matter what is given as the exact

"definition of 'to the extent e', it is evident that somewhere, either

"in the positive or the negative sentence of (50), or in both, a com-

"parative is hidden. Therefore, at best, Seuren has to account for

"that comparative. At worst he has to account for two comparatives

"rather than just one; because, to put it simply but illustratively,

"what he is saying is that 'John is taller than Mary' means 'John is

"taller than some £, and Mary is shorter than e"'.

(op.cit.p.57)

In other words, representation (50) is infinitely regressive.

Incidentally, as was indicated in the introduction to this study, the

same holds true for the analysis of CCI proposed by B&V themselves.

Indeed, this basic deficiency is inevitable in all analyses of comp¬

aratives based on logical form.

Bartsch and Vennemann could have added another crucial objection

to (50) on grounds of its inherent ambiguity and, therefore, in¬

sufficiency as a semantic representation of the sentence 'John is

taller than Mary'. For an analysis based on the proposition that

John is tall to an extent to which Mary is not, is open to the inter¬

pretation that John is shorter than Mary; unless we interpret the

analysis as norm-related. But that would be contrary to the meaning

of the sentence it is supposed to describe.
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7.3.1. Postal's Analysis of Comparative Constructions.
TOO

In his article 'On Certain Ambiguities', rPostal is more or less

forced by his chosen topic of discussion into carrying out an analysis

of comparative constructions of equality and inequality. Although

sketchy and insufficient (on his own admission), Postal's is in some

important ways the most penetrating of all the semantic analyses

offered within a generative framework.

As the title of the article indicates, Postal's analysis of

comparatives occurs within the context of his attempt to provide

a principled and unified account of a number of longstanding and

seemingly intractable linguistic problems in the shape of certain

ambiguities. One of these is the familiar

(51) Jim believes that Mary is older than she is,

for which he offers the following two representations:

(52) a. M0RE_x (Jim believes(Mary is old to j<)]y[Mary is old to y]
b. Jim believes (M0RE_x[Mary is old to y[Mary is old to y] )
NB. Relative clauses are enclosed in square brackets, com¬

plements in parentheses.

In other words, the ambiguity is a matter of scope. Postal comments:

" this is, of course, not a new idea. It has been discussed in

essence at least by, among others, R.Lakoff (1970), Huddleston (1971),

and Ross and Perlmutter (1970), all favorably, and unfavorably by

Bresnan (1971) and Hasegawa (1972) Although I am perfectly happy

to argue for the merits of a higher predicate, scope theory of

comparatives and comparative ambiguities, I must admit to finding

it a bit weird that it is necessary to do so in 1974. Given what

'is known about logical structures in general today, this seems to me

p.433
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"to be the absolutely natural hypothesis, the one which anyone would

"turn to first and would only abandon in.the face of powerful counter-

"evidence. However, no such evidence is known". , .,(op.cit.p.378, footn.27)

To define the ambiguity of (51) as a scope problem, although necessary,

as Postal realizes,is not a sufficient condition for its resolution.

What is new about Postal's proposal is the use of the comparative

element, i.e., MORE, as scope element (apparently on G.Lakoff's

suggestion). A necessary consequence of-this proposal is, of course,

the elevation of this element to the status of 'higher predicate',

as shown in (52). This predicate ranges over the extent variables

x and y, which, in turn, govern the restrictive relative clauses

whose content expresses the substance of the comparison. As Postal

explains:

" it is assumed that arguments like x and y designate extents,

"degrees, amounts, rates, etc. whatever these are exactly /my under¬

lining, PvB). Thus, to the extent that English permits the represent¬

ation of structures like /51/ as surface structures in which the

"comparative element serves as a main verb, the arguments will tend

"to be either nominalizations or NPs with heads containing 'extent',

"'degree', 'amount'. Thus /51/ can be very crudely and unnaturally

"realized as:

"

/(52)/ The extent to which Jim believes Mary is old is more than/
"

/exceeds the extent to which she (Mary) is old".
(op.cit.p.380, fn. 30)

Paraphrase representation /(52)/ (and, of course, (51)) uncovers the

universal secret to all forms of comparison i.e., the matching of

measurable extents. Note, however, that Postal's model does not allow

him to uncover the whole of the secret. The rest is contained in the
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clause I have underlined in the quotation immediately above i.e.,

"whatever these (that is, extents, degrees, rates etc.) are exactly".

In the terms proposed in this study they are of course second-order

or abstract distances along the universal extent scale which has

its basis in the measuring theory and metaconditions sketched in

Appendixes A and B. As a consequence of Postal's failure to define

the notion 'extent' satisfactorily or at all, his analysis suffers

from the same defect as all other non-1ocalistic characterizations of

CC i.e., infinite regress. The obvious question to be asked about

the scope element MORE is: what does it mean? Either the answer

to this question must be 'a greater amount, extent or degreee than'

or the element is left as a semantic primitive. The latter course

may be prompted by either of two methodological positions. The first

of these may be characterized as the "Micawber approach", the second

allows for a set of substantive primitive constants in semantic

theory as a matter of principle. I have never been able to discover

which of these positions generative semanticists in general occupy,

but there can be no doubt that the first is preferable. For, proponents

of the second position, in declaring the set of substantive primitives

sui generis by fiat, must ultimately deny the possibility of a

theoretical connection between semantic facts and general ("extra-

linguistic") perceptual facts; in short, the possibility of a unified

theory of mind.

Methodological niceties of this kind often cast their light (or

shadows) in unexpected places. In this case they concern the follow¬

ing observations made by Postal in a footnote:

"One must also consider the comparative elements in sentences like

m/(53)/ and /(54)/, which behave in general like 'more'.
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"/(53)/ Jim believes that Mary is less intelligent than she is.

"/(54)/ Jim doesn't believe that Mary is as intelligent as she is.

"We can recognise a predicate LESS for the former case, which is

"nothing but the converse of MORE. The latter is more complicated, and

"I suggest that 'as as' is in fact potentially ambiguous. In contexts

"like /(55)/ I claim that it represents the predicate of extensional

"identity, SAME, to be encountered again below.

"/(55)/ Mary is exactly as tall as Joan

"However, in contexts like /(56)/ 'as as' cannot represent the

"symmetrical SAME since the relation in /(56)/ is asymmetrical. Note

"/(57)/ as well in this connection:

"/(56)/ Jack is as intelligent as Mary, in fact he is more intelligent.

"/(57)/ *Jack is as intelligent as Mary, in fact he is less intelligent.

"I propose that in contexts like /(56)/ 'as....as' represents the com-

"bination of NOT + LESS. Note that this analysis is impossible for

7(55)/."
(op.cit.p380, fn.28)

Postal's second, "asymmetrical" analysis of 'as as' (hereafter AA)

is descriptively inadequate for the following reasons. Note that

AA also applies to (58).

(58) a. Jack is as short as Mary, in fact he is shorter,

b. *Jack is as short as Mary, in fact he is taller.

On the AA view, the first half of (58a) is, indeed paraphrasable as

'Jack is not less short than Mary'. But now consider the application

of AA to (59a) below.

(59) a. Jack is as tall as Mary, in fact he is taller,

b. *Jack is as tall as Mary, in fact he is shorter.

The same situation superficially obtains for (59) as for (58) but
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but in fact AA cannot apply because it predicts the paraphrase

representation (60):

(60) Jack is not less tall than Mary.

The point is that (60) is norm-related whereas the first part of (59a)

is not, witness 'Jack is as tall as Mary, but both are in fact rather

short'(this latter sentence may of course be interpreted as norm-

related but only pragmatically). In other words, AA makes the wrong

prediction about the meaning of (59a). Either the source of this

false prediction is ineradicable or NOT LESS is to be interpreted in

some other way than I have done, in which case AA is incoherent.

AA is mistaken for another, slightly more complicated reason.

The most salient property of Postal's example (56) is that it in¬

volves the cancellation by the speaker of a previous proposition.

This cancellation is not total, however. If it were, (57) would not

be ungrammatical. What property of (56) forces this constraint on

cancellation if it is not a property representable semantically as

NOT LESS? I submit that we have in these facts one of the subtlest

and yet clearest examples of the localist nature of language as

manifested in the dynamic character of gradable adjectives. The

direction of movement inherent in these adjectives as a lexical

property is crucial to the facts expressed in (56-59). With the

qualification that the actual choice of direction is immaterial

since partial cancellation applies regardless of whether the adjective

is positive (=zero-escape) or negative (=zero-approach). My explanation,

then, of the facts noted by Postal is as follows. Once a speaker is

committed to the dynamics of the adjective used (say, 'tall', i.e.,

a zero-escape item) he can cancel the scalar destination point of his

"journey" (in this case a point on the scale labelled 'as tall as Mary1)
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but he cannot cancel the directi on of his journey. That is, he

cannot reverse his journey from zero-escape in this case (as expressed

by 'tall') to zero-approach (i.e., 'short'). This explanation has

a direct parallel in the bi-scalar representation of comparison of

equality proposed in chapter 3. The upper (i.e., 'extent') scale

accounts for the static nature of the comparison (manifested lexically

as 'as as') whereas the lower (i.e., 'property') scale accounts

for its dynamic nature. In other words, Postal is partly right in

characterizing the constructions under examination as asymmetrical.

However, their asymmetry does not reside in the scope element - in his

terms, SAME does not turn into MOT LESS - but is a direct consequence

of adjectival dynami.cs. The point about this asymmetry is that it

allows for the notion 'potentiality of cancellation' without

committing us to the contradictory proposition that a speaker

(partially) cancels the meaning of his utterance before he actually

cancels it; this being inherent in Postal's account.

Finally, this notion of potentiality of cancellation also accounts

for the fact of (55) ('Mary is exactly as tall as Joan'). Potentiality

is simply pre-empted by the use of 'exactly' and the analysis of

'as as' is precisely as it is for the other examples. The bi-scalar

analysis of comparatives on localist principles allows us to formulate

a unitary explanation of a unitary phenomenon.

7 .4.0. Natural Generative Grammar and Comparatives.

Natural generative grammar, a theory of language devised by Bartsch

and Vennemann and developed in their 'Semantic Structures' of 1972,

is characterized as a grammar "without ordered deep structures,

without movement transformations, and without extrinsic rule order".
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To this should be added that the initial structures generated by the

grammar are of a logico-semantic nature and that there is no

"natural" connection (in the sense of a shared set of primitive

categories) between initial structures (basically, propositional

functions or 'open sentences') and lexicalized derived structures;

or, less accurately, between semantics and syntax.

A large part of 'Semantic Structures' is devoted to a comprehensive

analysis of comparative constructions in .particular those of

inequality. B&V's proposals may be introduced by means of the

sentence in (60a) and its proposed representation in b).

(60) a. John is taller than Mary,

b. fy(John)> f^(Mary)
M

The complex of symbols 'f ' indicates a so-called 'measure function'

which B&V define as follows:

M
"The domain of the function f is the set of all sets. Its range

"is the set of all natural numbers, beginning with one: This set, 1, 2,

"3, is (linearly) ordered with respect to the natural (anti-

"reflexive, antisymmetrical, and transitive) ordering relation

"< 'smaller than, less than'. The (linear) ordering relation
" > 'greater than, more than' is defined by a>b b< a".

(Bartsch and Vennemann 1972, p.62)

The symbol 'T' is the dimension of "tallness" (more accurately, 'height')
M

over which, following the quotation, the measure function f ranges

in this particular instance. By the same principles the representations

below describe the meaning of the corresponding sentences:

(61) a. John is shorter than Mary,

b. f^(John)< f^(Mary)
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c. John is short.

d. f^(John)< N.
e. John is as tall as Mary.

f. f^(John)=f^(Mary)&(f^(Mary)> N); where 'N' denotes 'norm1.
g. John is as short as Mary.

h. f^(John)=f^(Mary)&(f!!j!(Mary)< N).
Initial structures such as exemplified in (61) undergo a process of

lexicalization about which B&V have the following to say:

"By lexicalization we mean the choice of lexical items appropriate

"to convert semantic representations into phonetically interpretable

"structures. There are usually several ways to verbalize a given

"semantic representation (op.cit.p.71) A relative adjective is

"represented in the lexicon with no other information than the

"dimension(s) to which it refers, and the information Adjective Let

"d be a basic ('unmarked') relative adjective with the phonetic

"shape di and the dimension D. The lexical representation of d is

"/d, D, Adjective/. The ('marked') antonym d of d is represented with

"a 'mark', for which we may use < itself: /d, D, < , Adjective/, (op.cit.p.75)
" We will now give the typical lexicalizations for sentences con-

"taining comparatives

7(62)/ f^(x) > fp(y) —x(Comp d)y
7(63)/ f"(x) < f"(y) — ->x(CompH)y"

(op.cit.p.76)

Still on the process of lexicalization:

"Lexicalization of Comp follows the well-known rule according to

"which a certain class of common monosyllabic and disyllabic words....

"take -er, while all others take 'more' Let us designate the class
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"of adjectives taking -er by ER; i.e., let us consider all such

"adjectives as marked ER in the lexicon. The rule can then be

"formulated as /(64)/

7(64)/ Comp ——>fer/ER]"(more )
(op.cit.p.78,79)

Finally, the lexicalization of CCI with negative comparative elements

is effected as follows:

"The basic lexicalization rules, starting with the semantic

"representations, of sentences like /(65a)/ and /(66a)/ are given

"in /(65b)/ and /(66b)/.

"/(65)/ a. John i-s not so tall as Mary.

b. fj(x)< f[j(y)&(f[j(y)> N) —> x(Min d)
"/(66)/ a. John is not so short as Mary.

b. fJJ(x)>fp(y)&(f]J(y)< N) ——> x(Min "J)y.
"Min is lexicalized as 'less, 'not so'(German 'weniger', 'minder',

"'nicht so')".
(op.cit.p.83)

This set of quotations will suffice to test B&V's very considerable

claim that

"We cannot conceive of a mode of representation for comparison

"sentences which differs from ours in other than merely notational

"ways. Anyone who accepts the postulate that the semantic level must

"permit the expression of logical-mathematical relationships like these

"just illustrated /my underlining, PvB/ must accept our postulate

"concerning the nature of semantic representations in general and

"semantic representations for sentences containing relative adjectives

"in particular.
(op.cit.p.109)
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Let us test the above claim both on behalf of those who accept the

underlined postulate unreservedly and those who do not (as will

become clear, I belong to the latter category. I accept the postulate

on the proviso that the logico-mathematical relationships in question

are regarded as epiphenomenal to a localist analysis). Beforedoing

so, however, it should be pointed out that unqualified acceptance

of this postulate implies tolerating the infinitely regressive

character of the analytic procedures which it engenders. The incor¬

poration of a mathematically defined "measure function" as the basis

of these procedures in no way avoids this implication. The deeper

reason for this is that a substantive mathematical universal such as

the proposed function (in contrast to the more familiar formal

mathematical base of linguistic description) stems from the false

assumption that mathematics is prior to language; in other words,

that (tacit) knowledge of mathematics is ontogenetically prior to

tacit knowledge of language, and, more importantly in a localist con¬

text, to the basic perceptual functions of the mind. It is true that

B&V's proposed representations for CC are more concrete than others

but it is not true, as they claim on page 108, that "our semantic

representations of comparisons are extremely concrete". In establish¬

ing these representation they have not "hugged the semantic ground

as closely as possible".

Note as a final preliminary comment that the mathematical measure
M

function f^ is ad hoc in the sense that its application is restricted
to a narrow area of linguistic phenomena (i.e., sentences containing

'relative adjectives' or equivalent items). This is in contrast to

a scalar analysis of this descriptive field, which has its basis

in the comprehensive and, ex hypothesi universally applicable, system

of theoretical categories called the localist hypothesis of language (for
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a substantiation of this claim see Anderson 1977).

With regard to descriptive adequacy, the fundamental objection to

B&V's analysis of CC concerns the process of lexicalization and the

related question of the theoretical connection between semantic and

syntactic representations. To start with the latter question, how is

one to view the theoretical status of the categories 'Comp' (which

lexicalizes as 'more/er') and 1Min' ('less','not so') vis-a-vis

each other? Are they to be regarded as form classes? If so, the

different form class labels presuppose a-distinction between the two

classes in distribution. But clearly, there is no discernible distrib¬

utional distinction between 'more' and 'less'. If they are not to

be regarded as form classes their theoretical status, to least, is

incoherent. This is not to say that the distinction is unintelligible

within the B&V framework. Indeed, it is a logical consequence of it

for the following reason. The categories in question provide, as it

were, a "bufferzone" between semantic representations and their (direct)

lexicalization. There are two good reasons why the model cannot allow

for direct lexicalization. The chief one is that B&V do not believe

in lexical decomposition. As they put it:

" the concept of lexical decomposition, which historically

"was at the root of the development of "generative semantics" is

"wrong because the alleged equivalences between the meaning of the

"decomposed lexical items and the meaning of the proposed decompositions

"never hold".
(op.cit.p.21)

And, apropos of the distinction between 'sentence semantics' and

'word semantics':

" .logic represents the semantics of sentences, as far as their
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"syntactic structure is concerned, while meaning postulates represent

"the meanings of words. By the same token, one would not want lexical

"decomposition in syntax. In short, "generative semantics" does not

"distinguish between word semantics and sentence semantics. In fact,

"it pursues word semantics as if it were sentence semantics and does

"not attempt sentence semantics on a logically sound basis"

(op.cit.p.23/24)

On a strict reading B&V's total distinction between sentence semantics

and word semantics reduces to empirical absurdity. For it seems to

deny the possibility that lexical items may determine the semantics

of sentences. This implication is, of course, false; witness celebrated

examples such as in (66).

(66) a. He built a house/he destroyed a house.

b. He drank a bottle of wine/he broke a bottle of wine.

c. He paints nudes.

d. He wrote a book/he burnt a book.

To put it simply, if 'CAUSE Y EXIST1 is not a function of the lexical

item 'write' what is it a function of, given the minimal pair in d)?

And if it is a function of the item in question why should it not be

stated as one of its lexical properties? Distributive properties

of this kind precisely characterize one of the differences between

'relational' lexical items (such as, typically, verbs) and non¬

relational lexical items such as first-order substantives.

The rejection of lexical decomposition (in all its forms, but

most relevantly for our purposes as a stage in the generation of

sentences) is logically implied by the rejection of movement trans¬

formations. It follows from this dual principle that the 'direct'

lexicalization of logical structures in the B&V model is theoretically
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impossible; hence the need for creating a "bufferzone" between

semantic representation and lexical representation.

The indirectness of the lexicalizati-on process causes a seemingly

cavalier attitude in B&V towards the question of what should be

lexically possible and what should be lexically impossible. Consider,

for example, the following representation, constructed (I hope fairly)

according to the principles laid down in the quotations from B&V's

book (i.e.,(63)and(66)combined):

(67) x is more stupid than y

^(x)<fj(y)&(fj(yK N —» y(Comp U)y
NB. 'I' denotes an 'INTELLIGENCE' dimension.

We have here the indirect lexicalization of two (non-cancel 1ing1)

negative ordering relation tokens (i.e., < .. ) as 'more'.

What makes this extraordinary state of affairs possible is the

"buffer item" 'Comp'. Without the latter the lexical item 'more'

would have to receive a semantic characterization as a condition on

its insertion into (67) (as it is, the feature /+comp/ or something

like it is sufficient). But such a characterization would have to

be contradictory with the matrix structure (67) for the entry to be

descriptively adequate. In other words, either the representation

could be adequate or the entry but not both. Furthermore, contrary

to what might be expected and regardless of the noted inadequacy,

'more' and 'less' are not in a relationship that is formally statable

as antonymous or 'opposite' or the like in the analysis proposed.

This is demonstrated in the following representations, which exhaust

the combinatorial possibilities of 'less' as regards dynamics and

norms:
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a. x is less intelligent than y

a1 .fj(x)< fj(y)&(fj(y)> N —»x(Min d)y
b. x is less stupid than y

b' •f^(x)>fj(y)&(fl|[l(y)< N —■» x(Min cT)y
c. x is less brilliant than y

c"-f^(x)< fj(y)&(fj(y)> N —> x(Min d)y
Not only is 'less' not the formal opposite of 'more' given (67) and

(68) - that is, it never lexicalizes the combination^ . ..> against
the of 'more' - it also lexicalizes different dynamic com¬

binations of ordering relations, i.e., in a'/c' and >...< in b<

Again, this is made possible by the intervening category Min.

The situation is, however, considerably worse than the "unnatural"

- albeit indirect - relationship between the lexical items 'more'

'less' and their associated semantic matrix structures. As can be

seen from the quoted example (66) the category Min lexicalizes not

only monomorphemically as 'less' but also bi-morphemically as 'not so'.

This leads to the following paradox in the process of lexical insertion.

I assurae, surely uncontroversially, that 'not' and 'so' are separate

lexical entries (the contrary would be grossly ad hoc). I also assume

that the insertion possibilities of an entry are conditioned either by

some property or other of the entry itself, or by some redundancy rule;

which of the two is immaterial to my argument. How is the lexicaliz-

ation of Min as both 'not' and 'so' to be ensured via the respective

lexical entries of the latter? Suppose we construct the following

entries (disregarding other uses of the two items):

(69) a. not Min

/ so/
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b. S£ Min

/not /

NB. The environmental statements wrongly suggest

serial ordering at this point in derivation. For con¬

venience this aspect of B&V's analysis will be disregarded.

The important point to note here is that insertion of these items must

be environmentally constrained because we want to prevent cooccurrence

between either of them and, say, 'less' which also lexicalizes as Min.

That is, either or both of these items (as manifestations of Min

only of course) and 'less' are mutually exclusive. Now it is clear

that the only environmental constraints relevant to the lexical in¬

sertion of these items into Min are the ones given in (69)a and b.

But it is equally clear that lexical insertion on the basis of these

entries could never take place because the environmental constraints

presuppose each other. They are, in short, circular. And, as far as

I can see they are bound to be, given B&V's assumptions.

I conclude from these, admittedly selective but hopefully pertinent,

remarks, that in at least one area B&V's analysis of comparatives is

dangerously close to being observationally inadequate as it stands.

However, solutions to this form of inadequacy can always be found;

all linguistic theories are like patchwork quilts in places. What is

more serious is the apparently unconstrained nature of B&V's theory

in what I would consider a vital area of linguistic analysis, namely,

the process of lexicalization. On the other hand, the model is

theoretically too constrained to achieve an adequate description of

lexical items. Consider in this latter connection the following

sentences and their representations:
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(70) a. John is less tall than Mary

a'. fj(Xj)< flJ(yM)&(fj(yM)>N ——>'x(Min d)y
b. John is less brilliant than Mary

b'. f^(xJ)<f51(yM)&(^(yM)>N —>x(Min d)y
Both sentences receive formally identical representations, as they no

doubt should. However, there exists a difference between them in

that (70b) contains an inherently norm-related adjective ('brilliant')

whereas (70a) does not (the latter sentence is norm-related by

virtue of combinatorial semantics rather than any properties inherent

in the lexical item 'tall'). Note that both sentences also receive

formally identical buffer representations (to the right of the broken

arrows). In the case of b) the combination of both its represent¬

ations (i.e., semantic and buffer) obviates the necessity for

registering 'brilliant' as an inherently norm-related lexical item.

It guarantees observational adequacy in other words. As far as this

type of adequacy is concerned there are consequently two possible

positions concerning the .registration of 'brilliant' as inherently

norm-related: we either register or we do not. The latter course

leads to descriptive inadequacy as is demonstrated by the set (71a-f).

(71) a. John is taller than Mary.

b. (*)John is tall.

c. (*)Mary is tall.

d. John is more brilliant than Mary.

e. John is brilliant.

f. Mary is brilliant.

NB. (*) denotes 'non-implication.

Given their identical sentential contexts, there can be no doubt at

all that the difference between a) and d) as regards norm-relatedness
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resicies in the lexical item 'brilliant'. It cannot, therefore, be

a matter of sentence semantics. Note also that non-registrati on

violates B&V's constraint that syntax and lexicalization should be

meaning preserving. If the lexicalized form of the buffer represent¬

ation of (71b) makes no reference to the norm-relatedness of (71b)

whereas its semantic representation does then there has clearly been

a loss of information.

Given these observations there is no other choice than to mark

'brilliant' lexically for norm-relatedness if descriptive adequacy

is to be achieved. Now norm-relatedness as an inherent property

of lexical items can only be stated with reference to sentence

semantics (by means of a feature or marker expressing the property

'greater than some norm along a dimension' or the like). But B&V's

model does not allow this type of feature in lexical representations,

first, because it contravenes the dichotomous distinction between

sentence and word semantics, and secondly, because such a feature

would be doubly redundant in their terms. On the one hand all the

necessary information is contained in the semantic representations

of sentences containing items like 'brilliant' and on the other

hand buffer representations, in making it impossible for direct

matching of semantic representation with lexical items to take place,

remove the need for features of this kind. Note that a solution in

terms of metarules or redundancy rules would be merely notational

(and ad hoc at the same time). Suppose, for example, we created a

third type of adjectival buffer category 'd+' in addition to unmarked

'd* and marked 'd"' as proposed by B&V (see the quotation immediately

above (62) and (63). The (meta)definition of this category would

of course still violate the constraints that B&V set themselves in
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their model. I conclude from these observations that the analysis

of inherent norm-relatedness on the basis of the B&V model leads to

descriptive inadequacy because the model is as it is; in other words,

because it is deficient at the level of explanatory adequacy.



POSTSCRIPT

This study is concerned with the basic semantic structures of
139

comparatives. As such it offers a new approach to the represent¬

ation of these structures in that it incorporates the basic tenets

of the localist hypothesis of language. -However, it does no more

than that. On conditions which I would consider the only acceptable

ones for the study of comparatives this work presents at most half

of what might be regarded as an adequate analysis. These conditions

include the construction of a viable theory of constraints on
140

lexicalization in this descriptive area. In other words, what is

missing from this study is a set of explicit statements concerning

the links between the "remote" structures proposed and their correspond¬

ing surface structures. The terms might, of course, be different.

On an interpretive view, for example, the proposed representations

would not be regarded as remote structures but as interpretations.

However, this makes no difference to the basic limitation of this

study. For on such a view one would have to construct the "inverses"

of lexicalization rules i.e., projection rules.

Although I am keenly aware of this limitation, there are two

considerations by which it may be justified. First, it takes a study

of considerable size to unravel the complexities of lexicalization

in the area of comparative constructions. Secondly, the present

study attempts to make a contribution in its own right by examining

in some depth one, in my opinion necessary, condition for an adequate

p.433
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semantic description of comparative constructions i.e., the

construction of a bi-scalar model.

The first point raises the question of which of the available

generative linguistic models could accommodate the bi-scalar model

proposed. Although I have adopted an implicit a priori condition

on the suitability of the receiving model, the question is in

principle open. The condition referred to concerns the notion

'natural lexicalization1. I have no doubt at all that a model which,

by its form, is powerless to provide a satisfactory explanation of,

say, the presence of the ablative case-marker in Latin CCI will

ultimately have to be rejected. As I have tried to show, the major

analysis of CCI to date within the interpretive framework is in

danger of falling into that categoty .Apart from the considerable and

possibly fatal, technical difficulties noted in chapter 7, the notion

of random non-obligatory lexicalization hardly seems promising as a

basis for describing even the most transparent links between lexical

and sentence semantics in this descriptive field; not to mention

Jackendoff's professed desire for explanatory inevitability or the

capacity of a model to predict phenomena because of its very form.

At the other end, the theory of generative semantics fares no better

in this area, despite its incorporation of the category 'post-

lexical transformation'. The basic reason for its failure must be

sought in its dependence on logical form and the inevitable circularity

resulting from this dependence in the characterization of CCI.

Finally, in the study of CC lexicalization as envisaged here, it

would seem natural to adopt as a working methodology the assumption

that localist theories require localist metatheories. Such a meta-

theory exists in the form of'localist dependency case grammar' (=DCG)
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as developed by J.M.Anderson. DCG possesses the following

characteristics immediately relevant to the central problems

of lexicalization and the incorporation of the localist hypothesis.

The set of initial dependency markers are localist in nature in

that it is generated by rules which define possible configurational

combinations of the four (deep) case categories 'Absolutive',

'Ergative', 'Ablative' and 'Locative'. Being a dependency

grammar, DCG incorporates the lexical category 'Verb', which

comprises adjectives and other relational elements as well as

verbs, as the central element governing the generation of

predicates. Verbs are generated as feature complexes which provide

the loci for the insertion of those lexical items which express

directional or locational relations between the arguments of

predicates.

Such a system would seem to hold some promise for the incor¬

poration of a localist theory of comparatives as proposed in this

study. Given, for example, the sentence 'John is taller than Bill',

one could envisage without too much difficulty a set of lexical¬

ization rules whereby the item 'tall' is inserted into a molecular

predicate corresponding to a bi-scalar configuration as a function

of the lower predicate dynamics holding between zero and a departure

point, the item '-er' is inserted as a function of the existence

of a distance predicated in the upper predicate, and 'than' is

inserted as a marker of the case category 'Ablative'.



APPENDIX A



THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MEASURING

A.l. Introduction.

Since a certain type of measuring is presupposed to "underlie"

all forms of (linguistic) comparison in this study and since, more¬

over, the two activities share a number of fundamental characteristics,

it is necessary to give an independent characterization of measuring

in order to provide-a theoretical basis for the connections that

are postulated in chapter 2 as existing between (extra!inguistic)

acts of measuring and linguistic acts of comparison.

The following three "Gedankenexperiments" may help to clarify the

opaque nature of measuring as an activity. They are designed to

analyse in semi-algorithmic form the elements of the combined series

of behavioral and cognitive acts which I shall call 'quantified'

and 'unquantified' measuring. The ultimate purpose of the analysis

is to demonstrate the relationship between on the one hand the

characteristics of the extralinguistic act of measuring which will,

I hope, emerge from an analysis of the experiments and, on the other

hand, the underlying semantic structures postulated for linguistic

expressions of comparison.

The imaginary procedures described below in procedures I, II and

III may be summed up as a set of tasks given to a number of servants

by a master who wishes to ascertain the height of an object. His

only role in the procedures is to interpret the result of an ordered

elementary series of manipulations performed by each of the servants,
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who are forbidden to commucicate both with each other and with

him other than by means of some appropriate tools which have been

issued to them.

A.2. Procedure I ('Unquantified Measuring')

(1) Problem: to ascertain the vertical extent of a two-dimensional

object (= 'the metiendum' = MM) against the dimensions of an

unmarked measuring instrument (= 'the metiens' = MS)

(2) Human measuring agents: one servant named 'SI'.

(3) Basic measuring tools: one perfectly straight unmarked stick.

(4) Procedure as follows:

(5) SI marks off the boundaries of MM on the unmarked stick by holding

the stick against MM, with one end of the stick and one end of MM

in the same horizontal plane and parallel vertical planes.

(6) SI saws off the part of the stick whose extent whose extent

corresponds to the extent of MM.

(7) SI marks the sawn-off stick with the label 'MM'.

(8) SI hands over the stick to his master.

(9) The master concludes that the height of MM is the same as the

length of the stick marked 'MM'.

A.3. Procedure II ('Complex Unquantified Measuring').

(1) Problem: to ascertain the vertical dimension of an object

named 'John' (= the metiendum = MM) relative to the vertical

dimension of another object named 'Bill' (= the metiens = MS).

(2) Human measuring agents: three servants SI, S2, S3.
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(3) Basic measuring tools: two perfectly straight unmarked sticks and

optionally a straight stick marked 'B1 at one end.

(4) Procedure as follows:

(5) SI marks off the boundaries of MM on one of the unmarked sticks by

holding the stick against MM,with one end of the stick and one end

of-MM in the same horizontal plane and parallel vertical planes.

He saws off the part of the stick whose extent corresponds to the

extent of MM.

(6) SI marks the sawn-off stick with the label "MM1.

(7) SI hads the stick marked 'MM' over to S2.

(8) S2 marks off the boundaries of MS on the other unmarked stick in the

same fashion as indicated under (5).

(9) S2 marks the sawn-off stick with the label 'MS1.

(10) S2 hands 'MS' over to S3.

(11) S3 places 'MM' and 'MS' in parallel planes, with one end of each

stick in the same plane.

(12) Experimental assumption: the sticks marked 'MM' and 'MS' are of

unequal size.

(13) Experimental assumption 2: the stick marked 'MM' is longer than

the stick marked 'MS'.

(14) S3 saws off the portion by which 'MM' and 'MS' differ.

(15) Choice of procedures: at this stage there are three procedures for

S3 to choose from; in what follows they are marked PI, P2 and P3.

(16) Alternative procedure PI:

(17) S3 marks the sawn-off part by which 'MM' and 'MS' differ with the

label 'MM'.
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(18) S3 goes to his master and hands over the stick marked 'MM'.

(19) The master concludes that the height of MM is greater than the height

of MS.

(20) Alternative procedure P2:

(21) S3 marks either end of the sawn-off part by which 'MM' and 'MS'

differ with the labels 'MS' and 'MM' respectively.

(22) S3 holds the stick marked 'MS-MM' upright with the 'MS' end pointed

toward gravity.

(23) S3 goes to his master and hands over the stick marked 'MM-MS' with

the 'MS' end pointe_d towards gravity.

(24) The master concludes that the height of MM is greater than the height

of MS.

(25) Alternative procedure P3:

(25) Experimental assumption: S3 has been issued with a stick of arbitrary

length marked 'B' for 'bottom' at one end.

(27) S3 marks either end of the sawn-off part by which 'MM' and 'MS'

differ with the labels 'MS' and 'MM' respectively.

(28) S3 takes the sawn-off stick marked 'MM-MS' and glues it parallel to

any part of the stick marked 'B' but making sure that the end marked

'MS' is nearer to 'B'.

(29) S3 goes to his master and hands over the composite stick marked

'B-MS-MM'.

(30) The master concludes that the height of MM is greater than the

height of MS.

(31) Alternative procedure P4:

(32) Experimental assumption 1: as in (26).
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(33) Experimental assumption 2: S3 has been ordered to give the master

non-redundant information, that is, information strictly relevant to

the task.

(34) S3 reduces the sawn-off part by which 'MM' and 'MS' differ to any

size he likes.

(35) S3 marks either end of the reduced piece with the labels 'MS' and

'MM' respectively.

(36) S3 takes the reduced piece marked 'MM-MS' and glues it to any part

of the stick marked 'B', at any angle, but making sure that the

end marked 'MS' is nearer to 'B'.

(37) S3 goes to his master and hands over the composite stick marked

'B-MS-MM'.

(38) The master concludes: MM > MS.

A.4. Procedure III ("Quantified Measuring')

(1) Problem: to ascertain the height in inches of an object MM (=the

metiendum).

(2) Human measuring agents: three servants SI, S2, S3.

(3) Basic measuring tools: a) one perfectly straight unmarked stick,

b) one stick called 'the inch-stick' marked 'B' (for bottom) at one end,

whose length is marked with scores indicating regular but unnumbered

intervals of 25.4 millimeters, c) a stick, called'the number stick',

of any physical shape, marked with a row of serially ordered numbers

ranging from '0' to '100', whose space intervals may be regular or not.

(4) Procedure as follows:
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(5) SI marks off the boundaries of MM on the unmarked stich in the •

same fashion as indicated in 1(5), section A.2. He saws off the

part of the stick whose extent corresponds to the extent of MM.

He marks the sawn-off stick with the label 'MM' (purely for

referential convenience).

(6) SI hands over the stick marked 'MM' to S2.

(7) S2 takes the stick marked 'MM' and the inch-stick, places them in

a parallel plane and marks the boundary of 'MM' on the inch-stick

while keeping the end of the inch-stick marked 'B' and either

end of 'MM' in the same horizontal plane.

(8) S2 hands the inch-stick marked for the (upper) boundary of 'MM'

over to S3.

(9) S3 takes the inch-stick and the number-stick. He moves one of his

fingers from the position on the number-stick marked '0' to the

position marked '1'. He moves another finger from the position

marked 'B' on the inch-stick to the next score. He marks this

score with the number '1'. He repeats this process until he reaches

the position on the inch-stick which is marked for the upper

boundary of 'MM'.

(10) Experimental assumption: the position on the inch-stick which is

marked for the upper boundary of 'MM* corresponds to the position

of the number-stick marked '72'.

(11) S3 marks the corresponding score on the inch-stick with the label '72'.

(12) S3 takes the partially numbered inch-stick to his master.

(13) The master concludes that 'MM' is 72 inches tall.
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A.5. Provisional Analysis of Procedure I.

The following hierarchy of procedures may be abstracted from I:

(i) Match MM and MS (see 1(5), section A.2.).

(ii) Code the result.

(iii) Transfer the result to an interpreting agent.

(iv) Interpret the code.

A.6.0.Provisional Analysis of Procedure II.

(i) Match MM and MS independently with measuring agents at level 1

(see 11(5) and 11(8), section A.3.).

(ii) Code the results of level 1 (see 11(6) and 11(9), section A.3.).

(iii) Transfer the results of level 1 to level 2 (see 11(7) and 11(10),

section A.3.).

(iv) Match the results of level 1 with each other at level 2 (see 11(11)

and 11(14), section A.3.)

(v) Code the result of level 2 (see 11(27) and 11(28), section A.3.).

(vi) Transfer the result of level 2 to an interpreting agent.

(vii) Interpret the code of level 2 as a matching between the unknown

height of MM and the known relative height of MS.

A.6.1. An Additional Note On Procedure II.

The alternative procedures PI, P2, P3 and P4 are cognitively equivalent.

They differ only in the number of assumptions that the controller has

to bring to their interpretation. With regards to PI in particular,

the handing over of the stick marked 'MM' presupposes knowledge of

the following facts for it to be intelligible: a) 'MM' equals the

difference in height between the two original objects, b) one end of

the stick represents the upper boundary of 'MS1, c) the upper boundary
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of MS is nearer to gravity than the upper boundary of MM.

The difference between P2 and P3 is that the information con¬

tained in the action of handing over the stick marked 1MM-MS1 with

'MS' pointing towards gravity is of the iconic type whereas the

composite stick of P3 allows for the same information to be trans¬

mitted in symbolic or coded form (the advantage of the latter being

of course that it gives the messenger more freedom of action in allowing

him to be less bound to his physical surroundings).

Procedure P4 differs from the others in that it destroys

(unwanted) information concerning the amount by which MM and MS

differ while leaving in tact the information that there exists a

difference between them such that MM>MS.

A. 7. Provisional Analysis of Procedure III.

(i) Match MM with a measuring agent at level 1 (see 111(5), section A.4.).

(ii) Code the result of level 1 (see 111(5), section A.4.)

(iii) Transfer the result of level 1 to level 2 (see 111(6), section A.4.).

(iv) Match the result of level 1 with a measuring agent at level 2 (see

111(7), section A.4.)

(v) Code the result of level 2 (see 111(7), section A.4.).

(vi) Transfer the result of level 2 to level 3 (see 111(8), section A.4.).

(vii) Match the result of level 2 with a measuring agent at level 3 (see

111(9), section A.4.).

(viii) Code the result of level 3 (see 111(11), section A.4.)

(ix) Transfer the result of level 3 to an interpreting agent at level

4 (see 111(12), section A.4.).

(x) Interpret the code of level 3 as a matching between the unknown

height of MM and a known number.
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A.8. A Definition of Measuring.

In the light of the analyses of procedures I, II and III,I shall

characterize the act of measuring for the present purposes as follows:

The act of measuring consists of a partially hierarchical series

of acts of matching, coding and transfer of codings which results,

through a process of code matching in the ascertainment of

"absolute"^or relative size.

A.9. The Relationship between Procedure I and the Other Procedures.

A comparison between procedures I, II and III shows that procedure I

is identical in its characteristics to the earliest levels of

procedures I and II. The question arises, first, what the significance

of this fact is for a general characterization of measuring and,

secondly, how it relates to a theory of comparison.

I shall argue in the next section that, in essence, I underlies

all forms of measuring no only as a procedure but in the sense that

it provides the theoretical primitive to which all forms of measuring

are ultimately reduceable. It should be emphasized at this stage that

procedure I cannot in its entirety underlie all forms of measuring

since the notion 'assessing the vertical extent of an object' is

clearly not to be regarded as the most primitive form of measuring;

only the notion 'assessing the extent of an object' could be. However,

the difficulty in illustrating this purest form of measuring - i.e.,

without qualifications such as 'vertical', 'horizontal', 'greatest'

or the like - is that it could never be applied without ambiguity of

interpretation to the measuring of non-unidimensional objects. Measuring

for size in a concrete world and, insofar as they presuppose the

existence of the concrete world, in abstract, worlds implies measuring

p.433
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either along dimensions which are coded as properties, starting

from presupposed starting points (e.g. 'height' relattve to gravity,

'width' relative to a plane parallel to gravity and so on) or along

non-coded dimensions with marked starting and end points (as in the

instruction "measure this object along line A-B"). This important

point will be elaborated below.

The question of how the essential characteristies of procedure I

relate to a theory of comparison will be dealt with shortly.

A.10. The Relationship Between Procedures II and III.

A comparison of both procedures shows that the differences between

them reside in the manipulations carried out by S3 in II and S3 in

III (see 11(11,12,13,14,26,27,28)and 111(9,10,11)). Up to that stage

both sets of procedures are identical in that both use non-discrete

measuring agents. To be sure, the inch-stick used at level 1112 is

discrete but at that level this property has no function. The fact

that the stick in question possesses regularly marked space intervals

is of no relevance to S2's operation. The question arises whether the

two procedures become different in kind starting from S3 or whether

the defining characteristics of procedure III are, in their essence,

reduceable to the defining characteristics of procedure II at S3, and

by implication, to procedure I. The correct answer to this question

is central to a unified theory of measuring and comparison and therefore

important for a localistic interpretation of comparative structures.

A comparison of the procedural stages under discussion suggests

that, since both involve progressive movement away from a starting

point ('B' and '0' respectively, both representing gravity in this case)

they are in essence the same. On the other hand, it might be argued
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that this common property is an artifact of the experiment and that

their differences are theoretically more important than their

similarities. Those differences are relatable to the physical proper¬

ties of the number-stick, which, as stated, may be of any (irregular)

shape while each interval between the number marks may be of any size.

This points to the conclusion that the geometric properties of the

numbering agent (unlike those of the quantity agent) are irrelevant

(it might have been an irregular timing device,for example, or a heap

of pebbles) and that therefore stage III3 is fundamentally different

from stage 113. However, the latter part of the conclusion is un¬

warranted. It is true that the spatio-temporal properties of number

scales are irrelevant but this does not imply that they do not depend

for their definition on the concept 'spatio-temporal extension1.

A number series .may, of course, be conceived of as an abstract form

of spatio-temporal extension but the point of all abstractions is that

they are abstractions from other properties or entities. 'Number'

is, I would submit, unthinkable in a spatio-temporal "vacuum".

The inch-stick, being evenly divided into space intervals of a length

traditionally known as inches, depends of course even more cjearly for

its definition on the concept 'spatio-temporal extension'. I conclude

from these remarks that quantified measuring presupposes unquantified

measuring in this sense that all its manifestations are forms of

extent measuring (see section A.13 for some further remarks on this

issue)

The above hypothesis is compatible, first, with the ontogenetic

fact that the verbal expression of unquantified geometric size is
142

invariably acquired before the expression of numerical quantity

and, secondly, with the hypothesis that, given the need plus appropriate

p.433
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conventions and labels, all gradable properties are in principle

quantifiable. That is, there is no logical reason for the non¬

occurrence of

(1) John is three "glabs" more handsome than Bill,

where "glab" denotes an imaginary - linearly or non-linearly quantified -

conventional measure of 'handsomeness'. Note in this connection the

readily imaginable (in context)

(2) John is three inches moreattractive than Bill,

(3) Joan is five inches prettier than Alathea,

or, indeed, the perfectly acceptable , if hyperbolic,

(4) John is three times as handsome as Bill.

As Bartsch and Vennemann put it (B&V 1972, p.67):

"Whether /quantification/ is possible or not depends on whether

"/a dimension/ has been made subject to quantification in the history

"of sciences. There is /at present/ no quantification of liveliness
143

"(happiness, sloppiness, beauty etc. although there is for loudness,

"temperature, weight, length, number ('power') etc Nevertheless, the

"absence of a quantitative measurement scale in no way precludes comparison

"/my underlining, PvB/. A dog, given a choice, takes the longer of two

"sausages. A child can tell which of two plates has more cookies /on

"it/ before he can count them Even where we do have a quantitative

"measurement measurement scale at our disposal it usually plays no role

"in comparison /my underlining, PvB/..."

I am bound to note at this stage that if B&V's main conclusion that

"the absence of a quantitative measurment scale in no way precludes

comparison" is true, and I have no doubt that it is, then this can be

taken as a sufficient reason for rejecting their hypothesis that a

p.433
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mathematical measuring function underlies all forms of comparison (see

also ch.l and 7.4.)

That quantification need not be numerical is illustrated by the

following attested example.

(5) Father to three year old son: "OK, I'll tell you a story"

. Son: "Yes, yes, to the tree. No, to the sky".

The child had constructed, and regularly used, space intervals as

144 *
"substitutes" for time measures. In this case "to the tree" denoted

a story-telling time of circa five minutes whereas "up to the sky"

corresponded to anything between five and fifteen minutes. Some time

later the scalar extremes came to be labelled "(only) to the door"

and "up to the moon" but I noted, with interest, that the four-term

system was used rather more self-consciously and jocularly.

A.11. The Difference Between Quantified and Unquantified Measuring.

The hypothesis that quantified measuring presupposes unquantified

measuring does not imply that there is no difference between the

two types of activities. If this were the case the distinction would

make little sense. The analyses of procedures I, II and III show that

the differnce cannot be procedural. Nor, on reflection, can it be

the case that the functions of the two types of measuring are necess¬

arily distinct if by 'distinct function' we mean the ascertainment of

relative or absolute size. It is true that unquantified measuring is

related mainly to the ascertainment of relative size whereas it is the

chief purpose of quantified measuring to settle questions of absolute

size. But this difference does not constitute a dichotomy. I can

measure somebody with an unmarked stick relative to another person

and conclude that he is six foot tall only by knowing that he has the

p.433
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same height as the other person. On the other hand, I can quantify

somebody's height as twice somebody else's height or as three inches

more and still not know how tall he is in absolute terms.

Rather than being procedural or functional, the difference between

the two types of measuring lies in their degree of explicitness. The

statement that somebody is six feet tall is simply more explicit than

the statement that he is as tall as somebody else even if the other

person's absolute height is known. By the same token the assertion

that a person is three inches taller than somebody else, although more

explicit than if it were totally unquantified, is less explicit than

the assertion that his height amounts to six feet. This continuum of

explicitness has, of course, important consequences for the transmission

of information concerning size and quantity. Specific quantification

carries implications about relative size but not vice versa. Its

results are readily codeable in that, once established, the information

gained from it can be separated from the measurer and made available

for public use. Moreover, it is virtually free from optical and

other sensory illusions and is thus more reliable in scientific procedures.

The one drawback of quantification is that it presupposes the use of

tools in the shape of standardized numbered yardsticks, as well as

perfectly explicit criteria for their application. We may assume that

this is the reason why most acts of measuring are still of the unquant¬

ified kind.

A.12. A sample taxonomy of measuring acts.

The two broad types of measuring discussed in the preceding sections

may be further sub-divided for our purposes into the following taxonomy

(with numbered examples of verbal ascertainments):
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Fig. 14

EXAMPLES:

(6) (i) He's six feet three inches tall.

(ii) The cafe is three lampposts back.

(iii) He's two inches taller than Bill.

(iv) John is three notches fatter than Bill.

(v) He's twice as tall as Bill.

(vi) He's as tall/loud/smelly as Bill; He has a certain height,

(vii) He's taller/louder/smellier than Bill; He's tall/loud.

(viii) He's as clever/nice/strong/handsome as Bill.

(ix) He's cleverer/nicer/stronger than Bill.

NB. a. This binary taxonomy is by no means observationally adequate,

witness examples such as 'He's inches taller than Bill', but

exhaustiveness is not the main concern here.

b. As follows from the remarks in the previous section, specific,

simple, unquantified measuring (= (vi)), ex hypothesi, under¬

lies all other types.

c. The reason for labelling the subclasses of unquantified

measuring 'simple' and 'complex' is related to the hypothesis
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that certain types of measuring (such as exemplified in (viii) and

(ix)) presuppose the existence of more than one pragmatic criteria

and a corresponding set of dimensions along which an entity is

measured. The final assessment is a function (i.e., a coefficient) of

the degree to which the presupposed criteria are met. This charact¬

erization typically applies, I would claim, to the type of meas¬

uring which might otherwise be called 'abstract', but which I

prefer to label 'complex' since the opposite of the former term

(i.e., 'concrete') might, wrongly, be taken to imply that the

antonymy of the two labels is based on a theoretical dichotomy,

d. The following brief outline may serve as an example of complex

measuring. It involves the - I suppose maximally rational -

assessment of 'prettiness' given, say, the following pragmatic

criteria: blond hair, curly hair, blue eyes, big eyes, soft skin,

symmetrical facial bone-structure, well-proportioned nose etc.

These criteria are decomposable into a set of 'atomic dimensions'

(such as linear size, the colour spectrum, the mathematical con¬

cepts 'circumference', 'surface area', 'volume', and so on) which

are in principle measurable (cf. Bartsch and Vennemann 1972, p.67).

The resulting measurements wi11 each be matched with their corres¬

ponding criteria and evaluated on an accept/reject basis. In

addition, certain criteria which are deemed more important than

others may be weighted. The final interpretation will be based

on a factor analysis yielding the coefficient of the set of ratios

obtained and expressed as, say, "She's pretty". In contrast to

this type of measuring (whose significance lies in its theoretical

existence rather than its practical viability)'simple' measuring

is either uni-criterial (e.g. 'He's tall') or non-criterial (e.g.

'He's six feet tall'). Although it is based more directly on
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sense data than complex measuring, it would be misleading to define

it as 'concrete1. All types of measuring are (more or less) abstract

in that they all involve matching and coding. .

A.13. Measurement Scales.

An adequate theory of measuring must not only describe the possible

hierarchies of procedures which characterize measuring procedures

but also generate theoretical categories which correspond to the

possible tools used in acts of measuring, since the latter are in¬

conceivable without tools of some sort. The notion 'tool' has to

be interpreted here in its broadest sense as comprising anything from

organic aids such as eyes and hands to artifacts such as callipers and

rulers. This variety of "hardware" is of interest only insofar as

properties can be abstracted from it by which the notion 'tool' can

be characterized theoretically.

The functional property that all measuring tools have in common

is that they measure quantity or size (either concrete or abstract;

which distinction, on reflection, recedes further and further). I have

argued that quantity in the case of our experiment III is reduceable

to size and I propose to generalize this hypothesis, first, to all

forms of quantified measuring (as applied to, say, strength of

electric current, magnitude of atmospheric pressure or degree of

mechanical advantage) and, secondly, to all quantifying instruments.

I note as a matter of interest that scientific meter readings are

compatible with this hypothesis in that they invariably occur along

linear scales regardless of the mathematical nature of the quantified

units.

Where measuring tools may differ is in the property of discreteness
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as well as their degree of mensurational precision. The develop¬

ment and refinement of these properties has of course been of

paramount importance in the history of science and technology, but

it must be stressed that this development, regardless of degrees

of refinement and sophistication, has presupposed and will presuppose

the existence of organic or inorganic non-discrete measuring tools.

The word 'scale' seems the most natural label to attach to

the theoretical category by which generalizations concerning the

properties of measuring tools may be expressed. From the great

variety of scales that may be postulated for the theory of measuring,

I propose to select threee as basic to the measuring process. They

are the non-discrete scale of EXTENT and the discrete scales of

QUANTITY and NUMBER, with the proviso that the latter two presuppose

the existence of the former. The following division of scale types

will be sufficient for my purpose of illustrating the relationship

between acts of measuring and acts of comparison (correspond!"ng

sample interpretations are given below).

EXTENT MEASUREMENT SCALES.
/

DISCRETE

^JJUMBER^ ^N0N;TIUMBER(=QUANTITY)
SERIAL NON-SERIAL STANDARD^"~^NOrr-STAND

(i

NORM- NOff-NORM
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT

(11) (111) (1v)

Fig. 15

(v)

NON"-DISCRETE

(vi)

SAMPLE INTERPRETATION of correspondingly numbered taxonomic paths are

the following:

(i) 'one'. 'two', 'three'

(ii) 'twice', 'three times',
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(iii) 'inches', 'millimeters', 'feet'

(iv) 'a bit', 'a lot', 'very much'

(v) 'notches', 'lampposts', 'griefs'

(vi) "'greater than', 'less than', 'as...as'

Finally, it should be noted that all scales presuppose the existence of

well-defined starting points (generalized as 'Q') whose spatial

orientation, where relevant, is directly or indirectly, related to

gravity, depending on the property in regard of which an act of meas¬

uring is performed.

A. 14.1. The Idea of a Generative Theory of Measuring.

Ideally, the integration of measuring types and scale types should

take place within a generative theory of measuring competence. Such

a theory would have to express constraints of various sorts including,

for example, the fact that an act of measuring characterized as

/+Quantified, +Specific, +Conventional/ obligatorily involves the

two scales /+serial/ and /+standardized/. This constraint would

itself be part of the metaconstraint that a well-formed act of

measuring involving the number scale presupposes a species of quantity

scale but non vice versa. Compare by way of illustration the absurdity

of artificial discourse (7a) with its acceptable counterpart (7b).

(7) a. A: He's .five taller.

B: Five what?

A: I don't know, they didn't tell me.

b. A: Oh, he's inches taller.

B: How many do you reckon?

A: I couldn't really say.
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It should also be noted in this connection that measuring type determines

scale type rather than the other way round. For example, during the

act of measuring described in experiment I, which is definable as

/-discrete/, the measurers are at liberty to use, say, an inch-stick

rather than an unmarked stick as the tool for ascertaining the

relative height of MM. But in experiment III the exclusive use of

unmarked sticks at levels 2 and 3 would not do for the assessment

of absolute size. Furthermore, well-formed acts of measuring pre¬

suppose the assessment of size over a labelled dimension. In other

words, measuring involves the sizing up of entities with regard to

a specific property. Again with refernence to experiment I - which

concerns the measurement of vertical dimensions - for SI to match

the unmarked stick with MM in such a way that the measuring tool and

the metiendum are held in planes which are at a 90 degree angle to

each other would render the measuring act invalid. SI could fairly

be accused of having measured MM for width rather than for height.

This particular condition on measuring well-formedness suggests

a broad characterization of matching which presupposes the labelling

of scales with properties and which involves the positioning of

metienda on the scales thus labelled:

(8) Matching MM (= the extent of an entity E to be measured in

respect of property 'P1) with a scale sp(q_&&)(sp = s(q...&&)
labelled for 'P') consists in coding MM as a point (=PW) on

————— a

Sp and interpreting the resulting distance between Q and
P on S as the true extent of E in respect of P.

x p

This broad definition applies to all types of measuring whether

number-quantity or non-quantified. However, the coding process which

precedes the placing of MM on Sp is rather different for number-quantity
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as may be illustrated by means of the following flow-diagrams in Figs. 16

and 17. Matching is presented there as a sub-routine (with sub-routines)

of two types i.e., unquantified and number-quantified, depending on the

scales that have been employed prior to the matching procedure.

Explanatory note to Fig.16.('unquantified matching').

It might be objected that the characterization of matching in Fig.16

is redundant in that MM has been coded onto Sp before the selection of
a series of arbitrary points Y. Why could the true extent of E not be

directly inferred from this position on Spj that is, without another
matching or a series of matchings between it and an (arbitrarily)

selected point Y? The answer to this question contains the central

paradox of all measuring, namely, that the true extent of an entity

can never be known. This paradox, which must be included in an adequate

characterization of measuring competence, is represented as instructions

10 - 13 of matching procedure Ml in Fig.16. Instruction no. 10

stipulates that once MME has made contact with Sp at an angle of 90
degrees, it is to be coded as a distance between margins. The dead

centre of unidimensionsal space Q n between the margins marks the

upper limit of the true extent of E. The loopback sub-routine n-*12-*ll

and its exit 12b are meant to represent the fact that X can never be

located in principle but that a decision as to its position has to be

made if measuring is not to regress into infinity. It follows that

exit 12b involves an act of idealization (carried out within certain

margins of tolerance) whose result is 13. The process underlying this

act of idealization, then, takes the form of a recursive series of

increasingly accurate approximations and may be metaphorically charact¬

erized as a dialogue between reality and the measurer whose manifestation

in the evolution of science and technology has been the development of
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MATCHING SUB-ROUTINE Ml (UNQUALIFIED PROTO-TYPE MATCHING)

START

1. NUMBER-QUANTIFIED MEASURING? >YES »GO TO NQ MATCHING FIG.17

NO
I

2. CODE MM = MMq £

3. PLACE MMq AND Sq IN SAME PLANE
4. GO TO MME

5. PREPARE FOR JOURNEY TO S

6. START FROM MME

7. APPROACH S AT 90° FROM MME

8. CONTACT S

9. POSITION MME ON S WHERE CONTACT S

10.CODE MME = E
Q x N; Q...X = X....N

11.SELECT ARBITRARY POINT Y ON S< 1
12.IS THERE A DISTANCE BETWEEN X AND Y ON S? >YES

4
NO

13.LEAVE Y ON S

14.GO TO NEXT ROUTINE

Fig.16
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MATCHING SUB-ROUTINE M2 ('NUMBER-QUANTITY MATCHING')

START

1. ASSUME FROM PREVIOUS LEVEL: CODE MM = 'Q E

2. ASSUME FROM PREVIOUS LEVEL: MME POSITIONED ON S(
3. PREPARE FOR JOURNEY ALONG S

q

4. START FROM Q ON Sq
5. GO TO NEXT POSITION P ON Sq

6. IS IT MME?-

1
YES

4
12.PREPARE FOR JOURNEY

FROM Sn TO Sroy,q ser

13.START FROM MME ON S

14.GO TO CORRESPONDING
POSITION P ON S.

ser

15.STORE P ON S.
ser

16.GO TO NEXT ROUTINE

T
7. PREPARE FOR JOURNEY FROM S TO S

q ser

8. START FROM POSITION Pi ON Sq
9. GO TO CORRESPONDING POSITION P ON S

ser

10.STORE POSITION P ON S
ser

11.GO BACK TO P. ON S
i q

Fig.17
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of measuring instruments of ever increasing precision.

The process of approximation need not be recursive in measuring

performance (but often is, as every handiman knows). Measuring for

ordinary purposes usually by-passes the stage represented in Ml as

exit 'YES' in Ml(12) and results in a final interpretation of the

distance between Q and X on which, although of necessity an

idealization, masquerades in the majority of cases as the truth.

Finally, there are two additional acts of idealization inherent

in the matching procedure as outlined in Ml. These are implicit

in the sub-procedures here represented as 3 and 7. Placing entities

along absolutely identical planes and approaching them at an exact

angle of 90° are procedures whose goals are as unattainable as

determining the true centre of a distance between two points.

An explanatory note to M2 in Fig. 17 ('Number-Quantity matching)

Routine procedures Ml and M2 are similar insofar as both code

the extent of an entity onto a labelled scale (i.e., instructions

Ml.13 and M2.15). Their differences essentially reside in instructions

3, 7 and 10 of Ml and instruction 9 of M2. The latter instruction

("Go to corresponding position P on Sserja-|") " whose precise nature,
I assume, is formalizable as a one-to-one mapping operation - is free

from all the constraints that make the end products of the corresponding

procedures for Ml into idealizations. It marks, in effect, a journey

into the abstract world of numbering whose physical manifestations

are relevant only insofar as they presuppose the concept 'spatio-

temporal extension1. Although NQ matching is free from inherent in¬

determinacy as a procedure, this does not imply that measuring acts

in which the number scale is used have ipso facto determinable results.

On the contrary, seeing that number presupposes quantity in measuring,
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quantified measuring presupposes unquantified measuring and given that

the latter is indeterminate, if follows that the property of unsolvabi1ity

inheres in all types of measuring.

A.14.2. A Re-analysis of Experiments I, II and III Incorporating Sub¬

routine M.

How matching sub-routine M may be integrated with the other procedures

that collectively make up an act of measuring is shown in a re-analysis

of procedures I, II and III (each conceived of here as a series of

procedural routines, sub-routines and a final interpretation), in

Figs.18, 19 and 20. The characterization of matching procedures

illustrated in the re-analysis of procedure I is generalizable to all

levels of measuring, given hierarchical codings and re-codings of MM,

pi is labelling and re-labelling of P. This is illustrated in the

re-analyses of experiments II and III.

A.14.3. Summing Up.

A generative theory of measuring would have to give an integrated

account of at least the following entities and operations and the

hierarchical relations holding between them:

(i) The set of possible measuring types and their characteristics.

(ii) The set of possible scale types.

(iii) The set of possible entities and properties to be measured.

(iv) The set of possible hierarchies of levels of operation

(v) Matching operations within levels.

(vi) Coding operations within levels.

(vii) Transfer operations from level to level.

(viii) Interpretations within levels.
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(ix) The set of possible integrations of level interpretations.

It is not clear to me at this stage what the best formal model for

such an integrated account of measuring might be, given the choice

between types of generative grammar familiar from linguistics. It

seems likely that the model would have to be transformational given

notions such as 'coding from level to level' or 'integrated inter¬

pretation.That the model has to be at least of the form 'context-

sensitive PSG' follows from the fact that types of matching procedures

are Sensitive to types of scale (see Ml and M2 in Figs. 17 and 18).

Moreover, the semantics of measuring (both combinatorial and

lexical) would have to be combined with the formal model in ways

which this brief account has not even begun to explore. Fortunately,

however, the idea of a generative theory of measuring may be allowed

to remain an idea for the time being. Since measuring and comparing

are non-identical activities the construction of a generative

account of the former would fall outside the scope of this study.

The reason for my discussing measuring at all, as indicated earlier,

lies in my contention that certain acts of measuring are presupposed

by linguistic acts of comparison in that they constitute their

ultimate denotata and, more importantly perhaps, that measuring and

comparing share certain characteristics. If this is correct it

follows that for an account of linguistic comparison to be consistent

it must be in harmony with, or at least not conflict with the

corresponding theory of measuring whose principle features I have

tried to isolate.
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ROUTINE PROCEDURE I'

Nomenclature: 'E1 = 'entity'
'S' = 'scale'
'P' = 'property'
'MM'= 'extent of E in respect of P
'R' = 'routine'

LEVEL 1

R1 CODE: E = 'John's extent'

R2 SELECT: S = 'non-discrete'

R3 SELECT: P-|abel = 'vertic dim'
R4 DEFINE: MM = 'John's vertic dim'

a) Take E

b) Take Piabel = 'vert'ic d"im'
c) Transfer P]abel to E

R5 LABEL: S

a) Take S

b> Take Plabel.j
c) Transfer P, , , to S=S =vertic dim scale' label^ p

R6 MATCH: MM with S

Go to Sub-routine Ml

LEVEL 2

R7 INTERPRET: MM = Q....Y on S.

Fig.18
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ROUTINE PROCEDURE II'

Nomenclature: see I' Fig. 18

LEVEL 1 a

R1 CODE: Ela = 'John's extent'

R2 SELECT: SI a = 'non-discrete'

R3 SELECT: P, . n = 'vertic dimension'label.

R4 LABEL: Sla

a) Take S

b' Take Plabel.

c) Transfer piabel to Sla = Snla = lvertic dini scale'
i P

R5 DEFINE: MM!a = 'the extent of John on vertic dim scale'

a) Take Ela

b> Take Plabel.

c) Transfer abel to
R6 MATCH: MMla with S_, : sub-routine Ml

P I a

R7 INTERPRET: MMla = Q....Y on Srpla

LEVEL 1 b

R8 CODE: Elb = 'Bill's extent'

R9 SELECT: Sib = 'non-discrete'

RIO SELECT: Pla5el_ = 'vertic dim'
Rll LABEL: Sib

a) Take S

b> Take Plabe1.
= 'vertic dim scale1c) Transfer PUbel_ to Sib = Splb

R12 DEFINE: MMlb = 'the extent of Bill on vertic dim scale'

a) Take Elb

b) Take p-|abeT = 'vertic dim'

Fig.19
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c) Transfer p-]abei to Elb
R13 MATCH: MMlb with S -jb: sub-routine Ml.
R14 INTERPRET: MMlb = Q Y on Sp]b
LEVEL 2

R15 CODE: E2a = MM!a

R16 SELECT: S2 = 'non-discrete'

R17 SELECT: P1abe] = 'size'
R18 LABEL: S2

a) Take S2

b' Take Plabeli= 'size'
c) Transfer P1abe] to S2 = Sp2

R19 DEFINE: MM2a = 'the extent of E2a on 'size scale'

R20 MATCH: MM2a with S2

R21 INTERPRET: MM2a = Q X on Sp2
R22 CODE: E2b = MMlb

R23 SELECT: S2 = 'non-discrete'

R24 SELECT: P]abel = 'size'
R25 DEFINE: MM2b = 'the extent of E2b on size scale

R26 MATCH: MM2b with S2

R27 INTERPRET: MM2b = Q....Y on S ,p2

LEVEL 3 (Intergration) INTERPRET: MM!a > MMlb

NB. a) The repeated selection procedure stated in 10) is necessary because

acts of measuring involving two differently labelled scales are well-

formed, witness 'John is broader than Bill is tall'.

b) Note that for a measuring act to be well-formed the final level

of interpretation involves only one scale (i.e., EXTENT).

Fig. 19 contd.
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ROUTINE PROCEDURE III1

Nomenclature: see I' Fig. 18.

LEVEL 1

R1 CODE: El = 'John's extent'

: (as I'level 1)

R7 INTERPRET: MM! = Q....X on Sp]

LEVEL 2

R8 CODE: E2 = MM!

R9 SELECT: S2 = 'standard'

RIO SELECT: P]abel = 'inches'k

Rll LABEL: S2

a) Take S2

b' Take Plabelk = '1nches'
c) Transfer P^^to S2 = Sp2

R12 DEFINE: MM2 = 'the extent of E2 on inch scale'

a) Take E2

b) Take plabelk = 's1ze'
c) Transfer P-|abe] = to E2

R13 MATCH: MM2 with S2

R14 INTERPRET: MM2 = Q....X on S ,p2

LEVEL 3

R15 CODE: E3 = MM2

R16 SELECT: S3 = 'serial'

R17 SELECT: P-jabel = l,^1U^1t>er,

Fig. 20
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R18 LABEL: S3 = 'number scale'

R19 DEFINE: MM3 = 'the extent of E3 on number scale

R20 MATCH: MM3 with S3

R21 INTERPRET: MM3 = Q....X

LEVEL 4

R22 CODE: E4a = MM3 (E3 = E2 = MM1)

R23 SELECT: S4 = 'non-discrete'

R24 SELECT: Plabe] = 'size'
R25 LABEL: S4 = Sp4
R26 DEFINE: MM4a = 'the extent of E4a on size seal

R27 MATCH: MM4a wi.th S4

R28 INTERPRET: MM4a = Q....X on Sp4
R29 CODE: E4b = 'No. 72'

R30 SELECT: S4 = Sp4
R31 SELECT: P]abel = 'size'
R32 DEFINE: MM4b = 'the extent of E4b on size seal

R33 MATCH: MM4b with S4

R34 INTERPRET: MM4b = Q....X on Sp4
LEVEL 5 (Integration)

R35 INTERPRET: MM1 = MM4b

Fig.20 contd.
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LOCALIST HYPOTHESIS METADEFINITIONS

B.l. Introduction.

Below is given a set of semi-formal characterizations of scale-types

and scale-structures as used in the main- text. The characerizations

are preceded by four sections in which are enumerated the metatheoretical

categories and assumptions underlying a localist theory of comparatives

( = LTC) plus its general theoretical categories. The last section

contains the most important localist claim concerning the general

semantic representation of comparative constructions, i.e., the

necessity of a localist analysis.

B.2.1. Assumed First-order Metatheoretical Categories.

(i) Q1 II X X is a point in space)

(11) P, ciQi
(111) M1 = (x/X is an entity in motion)

(iv) D1 = I X/X is a distance between any two members of P-j)
(V) G1 = fx/X is a point of gravity)

(vi) N1 = fx/X is a point of anti-gravity)

(vii) T, II r^\ X X is a moment in time)

(viii) On 1= fx/x i s an asymmetric, irreflexive, non-transitive

spatial relation of coincidence expressed in English

as either 'be on' or 'be at'^
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II Derived first-order metatheoretical categories.

(i) = fx/x is a departure point of a distance}

(ii) E-j = (x/x is a destination point of a distance}
(iii) "R-| = fx/x is a route between any two members of P-|}

B.2.2.Characterization of the Notion 'departure point of a distance'

Characterize: = (x/x is a departure point of a distance d^}
Condition: A-j

Given: (i) , M-j, , T-j;
(n) P-jg^P-,; P]bcZP] '■> Pla J* pib' Pla(a^; P1 b r b) ;

(m) D]ac: D1; Dla{ da_b);
(iv) Tlac ; Tlbc: T-j; TlaftQ} ; T]b(to+1} ;
(v) Vxf[) On(ty_a, x).0n(<z=b, x)1 s

(vi) -3 xfM [{At(0n(x, i y=a)i z_t j).3wffP {On(w, <u=(j ).a-b

(w t a). (At(0n(x, w)/v , ))}]~Vl

Then: Vx p Vy Q [On(x, y) 3 A]a(x)]
/I a rl a

B.2.3. Characterization of the Notion 'destination point of a distance'

Characterize: E-|a = fx/x is a destination point of a distance da_b}

Given: (i) , M-j, P-j, T-j;
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(ii) ?uc. Pi; Plbd P,; Pla t P1b; Plat«}; p]t)fb'i;
(111) Dla<=.D,; Dla(da.bV,

«1y) T1.CT1S TlbcV W Tlb«W-
<v> ^Dla [0n<'y_a, x).On(cz=b, x)] ;

(vi) 3 x(? [[On(x, ^y=d ).x t&\. 3 z M fAt(On(z, x)<w ).
a-b 1 o

.At(On(z,c v )*u . )}];"a "Vl

Then: V\p ^(x, yj^fx)] .
la la 13

B.2.4. Characterization of the Notion 'route'.

Characterize: = fx/x is a distance da_c; x = route ra_^b_^c or

™te ra*-b*-c} '

Condition': a) R-|ad R-j;

b) RlaC D,.

Given: (1) t<la.b, db.c>
(ii) Pla fa, b, c}cz P1;

(iii) On(a, da_fa); On(b, da_b); On(c, db_c); On(c, da_c;
~0n(c, da.b)

(iv) Let f—>d._. denote "f is the departure point of a

distance d.
i-J

(v) Let f«--cL_. denote "f is the destination point of a

distance d.
i-J
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Theni (i) [[(f"*»a_b)'(f~~>aa-c>'<f<-"ba-b)'<f"">bb-c'' (f"wa-c''

.(«-ca.c).(«~cb.c)}o {iRla(da.c).(da.c = rwb.ic)iV
v {(f~*Vc>■ (f-«a.c). (f<--bb.c). (f-->ba.b). («~aa.c).

•(«-aa-b)}=«,a(da-cM<Vc = V-W-c'l '

(") "no)0"] ;

R1( + )'=R1 ;
where R,(()) -fr,(0) = V-b^-cS;

R(+) = ^rl(+) = ra-eb-ec^.

B.3. Assumed Second-order Metatheoretical Categories.

(i) Let 'X^^^ErX-j' denote the proposition:
y>Vx, tyx, Ab(y, x) ("Members of X2 are the abstract counter¬

parts of members of X-|" or "X2 is the abstract
analogue-set of X-j").

(ii) P2<^P] (see B.2.1.1(ii))
(iii) M2<^M.j (see B.2.1.1 (ii i))
(iv) D2<^EED.j (see B.2.1.1(iv))
(v) G2<^G1 (see B.2.1.1(v)
(vi) N2<^N-| (see B.2.1.1 (vi))
(vii) On^^On^ (see B.2.1.1(viii))
(vi i i) A^A1 (see B.2.2.II(i))
(ix) E2^E1 (see B.2.2.11 (i i))
(x) R2<^R] (see B.2.2.11 (i i i))
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B.4. Third-order Metatheoretical Assumptions.

Define a) "distance x is equal in extent to distance y"

( = Eq(x, y); where x£ D-jf and y£ D.jU D2).
b) "distance x is unequal in extent to distance y"

( = ~ Eq(x, y); where x e D-j U and y c D^t/ D^).

Given (i) = {x/x is a scale labelled 'extent'} ;

Condition: C (D-| U D2);
(ii) P3 = { x/x is a scalar point} ;

Condition: Vx <- 3 y D [On (y. x)l ;
£b3E 3

(iii) P3 yjyj = {x/x is a universal scalar point}
Condition: paNc p3;

(iv) P3 jj]^ = { x/x is a non-universal scalar point]
Condition: P3"iJj\| ^ P3>

'v> P3 MN = fPQ' PSsi •
(vi) PQ = {Q>

Condition: a) Vx - 3y D fon(y, x)] ("Every scale labelled
*b3E

'extent' contains universal scalar point Q").

b) r(€G2(x)).-fN2(x)] ("Q is a point
of gravity").

(vii) p&& ={&&).;
Condition: a) Vx 3y d [on(y, x)] ("Every scale contains*S3E £p&&
scalar point &&").

b) ^x£p ["(eN2(x)). ~cG2(x)] ("&& is a&&
point of gravity");
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(viii) Cg = [x/x is a coded representation of a distance} ;
Condition: a) Let 'Rep(x, y)' denote 'x represents y

in coded form1

VxfDlU D23y£C3 fRep(y> x)1;
b' C3C P3UN

(ix) Let 'At(x, y)' denote spatial coincidence between x and

y; where x e. Pg and y e pg (see B.2.2I(viii))
Then (x) Vx,n n Vyr n ,In Vz 0 __ Vw r Vv r \/u c

1 2 *D1UD2 *P3UN 3 3 *S3E

["{Rep(w, x). Rep(v, y).0n(z, u).0n(w, u).0n(v, u).
.At(w, z). At(v, z)} ID Eq(x, y)J .

TMn (*0 Vx£DiOD2\/y£DiUD2Vz£p3_Vw£C3VvtC3VU£S3E [(Rep(w, x)
.Rep(v, y).0n(z, u).0n(w, u).0n(v, u).At(w, z).~At(v, z)}^

Eq(x, y) .

B.5. General Theoretical Categories and Assumptions.

NB. The relation 'On' (see B.2.2.I(viii) will be used to express a

relationship between a scalar point (see below) and a scale (see below)

or a scalar distance (see below) whereas the relation 'At' will be used

to express a relationship of spatial coincidence between a scalar

point and a specidied position on a scale or scalar distance.

(i) B = {x/x is a scale}
Condition: BC Dg (see B.3(iv)).

(ii) S = (x/xis a labelled scale};
Condition: a) SCB

b) see (iii) immediately below.
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(iii) L = {x/x is a scale label}
Condition: a) ^x^iJy^ ["ba(y» x)] ("All labelled scales are labelled")

b)Vx {La(x, y)] ("All labels label some scale")

(iv) P = (x/x is a scalar point}
Condition: ^x^<-3y£p C0n(y, x)]

(v) = {x/x is a universal scalar point}
Condition: P^ C P

(vi) Pjj^ = [x/x is a non-universal scalar point}
Condition: Pq^ Ct P

(vii) Pj^ = {x/x is an inequality scalar point}
Condition: pg^

(viii) P^q = {x/x is an equality scalar point}
Condition: P^

(lx) ■ PUN " iPQ' P88^

(xii) pEQ-oy

^■~At(w, z)J ("universal scalar points do not

coincide with any other scalar points")

(xiv) Pq = { Q}
Condition: a) Vx - 3y p [*0n(y, x)] ("Every labelled scale£i> £Fq

contains scalar point Q")

b) VxgR [(fG2(x)). ^-£N2(x)3 ("Q is a point of gravity")Q

(xv) P&& = {&&}
Condition: a) Vx <-9y p [on(y> x)] ("Every labelled scale£* £P&&

contains scalar point &&")
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t>)Vx d [(slMx)) .<~£G9(x) ("&& is a point of anti-

gravity")

(xvi) PU=CU"V
(xvii) Pv={v}
(xviiii) Pw = {w}
(xix) D = [x/x is a scalar distance^

Condition: a) DC

b)Vxf[)3yfS On(x, y)
(xx) D = {Dq_u, Du_&&, Dq_v, Dv_w, Dq_w, Dw_&&}
(xxi) Dn = [dn } Condition: Vx n Vy p Vz p [on(y, x).(0n z,W-u * Q-u Q u
, n r . - \ ("The scalar distance dn ,, contains the(xxn) Du.&s = {du.ss\ Q-u

scalar points Q and u")
Condition: V* n Vy - Vz - [On(y, x).0n(z, x)|

fUu-&& £hu £P&&

(xxiii ) Dp_v = fdg_v^
Condition: Vx n Vy z p On(y, x).0n(z, x)

Q-v Q, Kv

(xxiv) D = J d \V » v-w I v-W'

Condition: Vx n Vy Vz [On(y, x). On (z, x)]
v-w v £ w

(XXV> Dq-„ * (dQ-w^
Condition: Vx „ VyrBVz „ fonfy, x).0n(z, xy

Q-w £PQ *Pw
<xxv15 Bw-SS =fdw-S8,^

Condition: Vx n Vy D Vzp[On(y, x}.0n(z, xD
w-&& £ w * &&
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B.6.1 .The Hierarchy of Sets of Scale Types and Scale-structures.

(i) Scale-types:

_SCALES(=S)
EQUALITY
(=ES)

~7nequality
( = is)

STATIC

(=SIS)
DYNAMIC

'(= DIS )v

DIS
o

dis
+

(ii) Scale-structures (=SS)

ESS ESS, HISS HISS VISS„ VISSX0 + 0 + o +

B.6.2. Scale and scale structure characterizations.

Below are given the semi-formal characterizations of all scale types

and scale structures plus their corresponding graphic representations.

(i) S = x/x is a labelled scale :
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Characterization: a) SC

b)VxVy p Vz p Vvi , [£0n(y, x).0n(z, x).£PQ £P&& eL
.La(w, x)}lD (fS(x)) ("All labelled scales
are labelled and contain the point of gravity

Q and the point of anti-gravity &&")

c) Condition B.5(xiii).

ES = x/x is an equality scale:

Characterization: a) ESd S

b) * ^zcp{^Pu(z)-
,^Pq(z). ^P&&(zp~0n(z, x) ("Equality scales
only contain the non-universal scalar point u")

) IS = x/x is an inequality scale :

^Q-v ^v-w
Scalar convention: Q<v<w<&&, where '< ' denotes 'is to the left of

Characterization: a) ISc: S

b)VxVy D Vz Vt Vs [{On(y, x).
Q-v ePQ £pv £ w

.On(z, y). On(t, y).0n(s, x).~At(s, z).~At(s,

.^On(s, y)}3 (e IS(x))}] ("Inequality scales
are characterized by the property that scalar

point w is not within distance Q-v")

DIS x/x is a dynamic inequality scale :

w^8& , where (dQ_w = rQ_>v_w)V(dQ_w = rQ<_v<_w)
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Characterization: a) DISC: IS

b) Given (i) R = (x/x is a scalar routed

(ii) RC (see section B.2.4)

(iii) RqC. R; R+d R
Ov) R„ ={r0 = r^-wi
(v) R+ = {r+ =

Then: Vx Vy£p [{On(y, x).(£R0(y)V£R+(y))}:

=>(£DIS(x))
SIS = £x/x is a static inequality scale^

^Q-v ^v-w
Characterization: VxVy_ Vz p Vt p Vs p VrR [{On(y, x).

Q-v £KQ £Pv w £K

On(z, y).0n(t, y).0n(s, x).~At(s, z).~At(s, v).

~0n(s, y). ~0n(r, x)} 3 (eSIS(x)) ("Static

inequality scales are inequality scales without

routes")

DISq = }x/x is a zero-approach dynamic inequality scale}:

Characterization: a) DIS C. DIS' o

b) VxVyeR [ On(y, x) 3 (£ DISn(x))]
) DIS+ = [x/x is a zero-escape dynamic inequality scale}

w &&

Characterization: a) DIS DIS

b) VxVy [On(y, x)3 (£ DIS+(x))]
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(viii) SS = (.x/x is a scale structure}:
X-

Y<=Dm-n^&S

m-n

Characterization: a) Given: (i) Third-order metatheoretical

assumptions in B.5.

(ii) Let Cn(x, y) denote 'x contains y1,

Then: Vx VygS Vz£ $ Vwgp Vv£D f{(y * z).Cn(x, y).Cn(x, z).
€P0fj(w))*On(w» y)-0n(v» z).R(w, v)}3D ( £ SS(x)3 ("Scale

structures are chiefly characterized by the property that

a non-universal scalar point on one of its scales represents

in coded form a distance on another of its scales")

b) Let Dom(x, y) denote 'scale x dominates scale y

Then: Vx «.«.VysVz - V\n p Vv["{(y f z).Cn(x, y).Cn(x, z).
( s P^(w)).0n(w, y).0n(v, z).Rep(w, v)}^Dom(y, z)

c) Terminological convention:

Given Dom(x, y) for any member of SS,

Then: (i) Call x 'the dominant scale of SS'

<- 'W>
(ii) Call y 'the subordinate scale of SS1

<= 'Ssub'>
d) Graphic convention:

Given S , of the following form f:
sub^ 3

f =

p-m
where (D = null

m-n

D t null
m-n
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Then: f

m p Q^fn p.

(ix) ESS = £x/x is an equality scale structure}:

Condition: At(m, p).At(n, q)

Characterization: a) essc: SS

b) V* WeS Vz£S Vw£D Vv£D Vu.p_ VttP Vs^_UN UN UN

Vr£p__y%PrrT [{(y f z).0n(w, z).0n(v, z).fPUN UN

.On(u, y). Rep(u, y).Rep(u, w).0n(t, w).

.On(s, w).0n(r, v).0n(q, v).At(t, r).At(s, q)]ZD
jD(«ESS(x))l ("An equality scale structure

is characterized by the property that a non-

universal scalar point on its dominant scale

represents two distances whose extents coincide

on its subordinate scale").

(10) ESSq = x/x is a zero-approach equality scale structure

Characterization: a) ESS C. ESS' o

b> Sdom£ES

c> Ssub£DISo

(11) ESS = [x/x is a zero-escape equality scale structure}:
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Characterization: a) ESS+C ESS
b> Sdom£ES
<=) Ssub£DIS+

(xii) ISS = Ix/x is an inequality (dynamic) scale structure}

Characterization: a) ISSd SS

b> Sdom£DIS
c) SsubeDIS

(xiii) HISS = (x/x is a homogeneous (dynamic) inequality scale structure}

)/m n N«v 0/D a \
v

4
Constraint on interpretation: Not:

Characterization: a) HISSCLISS

b) either: (i) S^EDIS
("> SsUb£DIS+

or: Oii) SdomgDISo
<iv> Ssub£DISo

(xiv) VISS = £x/x is a varied (dynamic) inequality scale structure}:

Constraint on interpretation: Not : f_>J
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Characterization: a) VISSC1 ISS

b) either: (i) Sdom&DIS+

(ii) Ss
or: SdoraeDISo

(iv) Ssub eDIS+

HISSq = (x/x is a zero-approach homogeneous inequality (dynamic)
scale structure):

, , e DIS
sub o

Characterization: a) HISS+CIHISS
b)

c) S

S, £ DIS
dom +

k eDIS,.sub +

) HISS+ = {x/x is a zero-escape homogeneous inequality (dynamic)
scale structure):

(Kp—>_q.
Characterization: a) HISS CLHISS

b> sd0m £DIS+

c) S k eDis^sub +

i) VISS = £x/x is a zero-approach varied inequality (dynamic)

Characterization: a) VISS CL'VISS

b> Sdom 6DISo
c) Ssub eDIS+
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(xviii) VISS+ ='[ x/x is a zero-escape varied inequality (dynamic)
scale structure};

L.

QZm__^_nZs QZp_^_q.
Characterization: a) VISS+dVISS

b) S dom eDIS+

c) S , eDis
sub o

B.7. The LTC Claim.

Given: = {x/x is a localist semantic representation type of

comparative constructions)
S. = {ESS . ESS . HISS , HISS . VISS , VISSL o + o + o + '

L 1
j ln/ 1 is a possible human language}

CC = {x/x is a comparative construction in 1
J

Scc = { x/x is a non-circular, non-infinitely regressive
semantic representation type for CC }

Let 'Rep<-(x, y) denote the proposition 'x is the proposed

semantic representation of y1

Then: Vx VygCC [(Reps(x, y)- eSL(x)o( £Scc(x)).
. Vz (Reps(z, y). ^SL(z)} ( j£scc(z))] ("Only semantic
representation types with the characteristics of S^ are
non-circular and non-infinitely regressive")

NB. The two properties of LTC which are central to justifying this claim

reside in (i) the third-order metatheoretical assumptions in B.4 and

(if) the characterization of inequality scales in B.6.2(iii). It should

be stressed that both properties are independently testable (that is,

non-1inguistically).



APPENDIX



SAMPLE STRUCTURES

C. 1. Introduction.

The following sample representations are intended to illustrate

the sufficiency of the localist model of CC developed in chapter 3

(for convenience of interpretation I have not applied the CCE/I

matrix structure as developed in 3.4). The presentation of the

examples is structured as follows. Under a) and b) are given

the sample sentence and its corresponding analysis. Section c)

contains a brief verbal description of the scalar structure in

non-localist terms. In the first two examples is given a full

verbal description under d) of the scalar structure using localist

principles. Where necessary section e) contains additional comments

on the scalar representation.

Conventions: (i) The scalar point 1. represents the condition

'where ^ N ' ;the scalar point N represents the condition 'where

1. = N's (ii) D+ and Dq indicate zero-escape and zero-approach
route distances respectively (see also (44'') in 3.1); (iii) By

convention, the starting points of scales (i.e., 'zero' or 'Q')

always appear on the left of scalar representations in this study.

However, for visual clarity the starting points do not appear overtly

in the following sample representations.
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. The Sample Representations.

on the foot scale".

"There is no distance on the extent scale BETWEEN the point X which,

on the number scale, represents route-distance D+(Q-6) whose
terminus on the quantity-foot scale represents route-distance

D+ (Q-R) AND the point Y which, on the number scale, represents
route-distance D+ (Q-W) whose terminus, on the quantity-foot
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scale, represents route-distance D+(Q-S) whose terminus, on
the vertical dimension scale, represents route-distance D+(Z^-J)".

e. (i) For scalar conventions and definitions, see chapter 3 and

Appendix B.

(ii) Representation is in complete correspondence with the

match-coding procedures postulated for the measuring theory

sketched in Appendix A.

(iii) The skeletal representation is an abbreviation of full

representation b) in that the number and quantity-foot scales

have been amalgamated.
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(2)

a. John

as Bi

b.

EXT

ext:

_\> ^

c. "The number of times that John's height is greater than/*as great

as Bill's height equals the number two".

d. "There is no distance on the extent scale BETWEEN the point X

which, on the number scale, represents D+(Q-R) whose terminus,
on the extent scale, represents D+ FROM the point X which,
on the times scale, represents D+(Q-S) whose terminus, on the
vertical dimension scale, represents D+(Z.-B) TO the point Y
on the extent scale which, on the times scale, represents D (Q-T)

whose terminus, on the vertical dimension scale,represents

D+(Z..-J) AND the point Y which, on the number scale, represents

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see 3.1. and

Appendix B.

(ii) The implication 'John is taller than Bill' is guaranteed by

conversion to the static scale via D+ on TIM.

D+(Q-2)".



(iii) This construction is basically CCI in respect of the

comparison of height (as the lower predicates show). It is a

form of CCE as regards the identification of the number 2. Note

that this sentence does not mean: *The number of times that John'

height and Bill's height are the same equals two'. However,

a non-scalar representations is implicit in c) above, has to

represent a) in this way.

(iv) Note that the times scale ('TIM') is a necessity in view of

the fact that its intervals are distinct from those of the

number scale. For example, the distance between '2' and '10'

on the times scale equals '5' on the number scale. The reason

why this is possible lies, of course, in the fact that

multiplication presupposes addition.

(v) Note that a) is not norm-related ('He may be twice as tall

as Bill but he's a dwarf all the same').
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John is twice as short as Bill.

"The number of times that John's lack of height is greater than
Bill's lack of height equal 2".

See (1) and (2) above, for the general form of a full verbal
representation of b) in localist terms.

(i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.
For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)
and Appendix.

(ii) Note that the dynamics of TIM and VDIM must be congruent.
(iii) It is not entirely clear form haphazard informant judgements
whether a) is norm-related or not. The following exchange, which
implies norm-neutrality, seems realistic enough:

A. John? He's as tall as Bill.

B. Rubbish, he's twice as short as Bill.

It seems that the hyperbolic nature of a) gets in the way of clear
intuitions.
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John is taller than six feet.
EXT

"The extent of John's height is greater than the extent on the

number scale marked '6'.

See (1) and (2) for the general form of a full verbal representation

of b) in localist terms

For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(i) The number scale and quantity-foot scale have been amalgamated

by convention.

(ii) Constructions of this type are irreversible, witness (w)*Six
feet is shorter than John'. However, note that contexts can be con¬

strued in which an utterance like (x)'But six feet is shorter than

John', would be acceptable because it is taken to be

be elliptical for (y) 'But a height of six feet is shorter than

than John', which, in turn, is slightly sub-standard for (z) 'But

a height of six feet is less than John's (height)'. The point is

that a construction such as a) is irreversible if 'six feet' is simply

taken as a mark on the number scale. The reason is, of course,

that numbers do not possess height. Consequently, the phrase

'a height of 6 feet' means 'a height marked six on the number-foot

scale, which is the reason why (z) immediately above, and apparently

for some speakers (y), are grammatical.
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a. John is shorter than EXT

c. "The extent of John's height is less than the extent on the

number-foot scale marked '6' (better, 'lack of height ..greater than..').

d. See (1) and (2) for the general form of a full verbal representation

of b) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above. For

general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) The number scale and quantity-foot scale have been amalgamated

by convention.

(iii) See (5).e.iii for a comment on the irreversibi1ity of

constructions like a).
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c. "The number of inches by which John's height exceeds Bill's height
equals the mark '3' on the number scale".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal
representation of (6) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.
For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)
and Appendix B.
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taller than Bill.
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b'. This represents the answer a) to the question 'How tall is John1?

c'."The extent of John's height is greater than the extent of Bill's

height and the amount by which it is greater is marked 'a bit'

(= D-j) on the intensity-extent scale".
b'1. This represents' the answer a) to the question 'How much taller

than Bill is John'?

c'1. The amount by which the extent of John's height is greater than

the extent of Bill's height equals mark D-j on the intensity-extent
scale.

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (6) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) Note the ambiguity of a). This is captured in b' and b'1.

(iii) For a discussion of the intensity-extent scale a see footnote 79.

The basic funtion of this scale is to turn a non-discrete scale

(i.e., the extent scale) into a discrete scale for purposes

of unquantified measuring (see Appendix A for a discussion of

this crucial category).
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c'. "The extent of John's height is greater than the extent of Bill'

height and the amount by which the extent of John's height is

greater than the extent of Bill's height is marked '3' on the

number-inch scale and the mark '3' on the number-inch scale

equals the mark 'much' (=D^) on the intensity-extent scale"
c'VThe amount by which the extent of John's height exceeds the

extent of Bill's height equals a point marked '3' on the number-
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-inch scale and the extent marked '3' on the number-inch scale

equals a point on the intensity-extent scale which is marked

'much' (=D4)"
See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (8) in localist terms.

(i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) The number scale and the quantity-inch scale have been

amalgamated for convenience of scalar interpretation.

(iii) Note that examples (8b')and (8b11) illustrate the exact

correspondences that exist between the localist theory of CC

proposed in the main text and the theory of measuring proposed

in Appendix B (see also chapter 2 concerning the reaspns why

these correspondences are required if a theory of comparison

is to be descriptively adequate).



c. "The extent of John's height equals a point on the number-foot scale

marked '5' and the extent marked '5' on the number-foot scale

equals an extent on the vertical dimension scale lexically

marked 'short'".
, ■

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (9) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

is as short as five fee
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(ii) The VDIM predicate under is intended to express the

equation of the extent Q-U (i.e., three inches) with a route-

distance Dq (see section 3.1) between N and Q; that is, a range
lexicalized as 'short'. A representation for the corresponding

sentence 'John is as tall as seven feet' would involve the opposite

side of the norm-range (i.e., 'N+1).



a. Smoking is five times as dangerous as drinking.

c. "The number of times that the extent of the danger of smoking ex¬

ceeds the extent of the danger of drinking equals an extent

marked '5' on the number scale.

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal
representation of (10) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.
For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)
and Appendix B.

(ii) I am assuming that DANGER is a scale in its own right rather
than the zero-tending range of a neutral scale. In other words,
the explicitly gradable adjective is not implicitly gradable.
It shows the same characteristics in this respect as 'drunk' (see

chapter 4 for a discussion of this phenomenon; for its wider
theoretical implications see 7.3)*
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(11)

a. John is getting taller (and

taller).

b.
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c. "A state of affairs exists now in which John's height H is

changing from a state SQ at which H is greater than at a previous
state S_i into a state S+-j at which H is greater than at S ".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (11) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B

(ii) I have borrowed some concepts from Anderson (1977) to present

the representation for a). 'Abs(olutive)1 may by thought of as

Jackendoff's'Theme'(Jackendoff, 1972) or Fillmore's 'objective

case'(Fillmore, 1968), Vs may be thought of as clauses, Abl(atives)

as 'Sources' and 'Loc' as 'Goal' (in this instance).

(iii) The indexing symbol in 'Abs ' conveys identity of
A

structures attached to Abs.

(i.v) In localist terms the structure b) may be summed up as follows:

"The journey Z.-~»J on the vertical dimension scale is getting

longer".
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(12)

c. "The extent of John's width is greater than the extent of

Bill's height".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (12) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) Note that as an arbitrary scalar starting point cannot

be used for multi-variable comparison in view of the fact that

that two different scales are used (that is, co-reference would

be logically excluded). Consequently, distances on the two

property scales are measured from 'zero', which is, as a matter

of conceptual necessity, identical for all scales.

(iii) Multi-variable CCI demonstrate perhaps more immediately than

mono-variable constructions, the principle of what I have called

'transcoding' in measuring theory (see Appendix A). That is,

extents from two separate property scales are transferred to the

universal extent scale and coded on it as scalar points. Identical

operations are inherent in acts of measuring.

(iv) Note that multi-variable CCI are irreversible in their surface

form (i.e., '*Bill is tall is less broad than John') but reversible

in their paraphrase form: 'Bill's height is less than John's width'.

In other words they satisfy the conditions for CCI postulated in 1.2.
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c1. "The degree of justification for the proposition that Jane is

is pretty exceeds the degree of justification for the proposition

that Jane is clever".

c'1. *The extent of Jane's prettiness is greater than the extent

of Jane's cleverness".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (13) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) Representation b'' is undesirable for the following reasons.

First, it is ill-formed as a scalar structure. The reason for this

lies in the presence of N in the lower scale structure. Since

this structure involves two different scales the tokens of N

cannot be defined as coreferential. Indeed, such a form of

coreference would be logically incoherent. Norms for different

properties must of necessity receive different characterizations.

Secondly, b1' does not reflect the linguistic facts. Note the

following examples:

(t) *She is prettier than clever.

(u) A: 'How pretty is Jane?'B: 'She's more pretty than clever'.

(v) C: 'Is Jane clever?' D: 'She's more pretty than clever'

(w) She's pretty rather than clever.

(x) I would call her pretty rather than clever.

(y) It would be more accurate to say she's pretty than to say she's clever,

(z) Although she isn't exactly a beauty, she's more pretty than clever.

The gross ungrammatically of (t) suggests that the postulated

scope of the comparative element 'more' for a) should be rather
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different from the one prompted by its surface appearance.

This is confirmed by discourse function of a) is

evidently not the same as that of ordinary CCI.as a comparison of

and above demonstrates. It appears from (V) that the main

function of a) is to implicitly deny or query the presupposition

of C's question. The near synonymy of (w) and a) is consonant with

this view. Note that C's question in (v) is implicitly graded with

respect to a norm. The content of D's implicit denial is connected

with this characteristic of C's question. That is, D is implicitly

denying that Jane's mental ability can be described in the manner

suggested by C's question. This is confirmed by the acceptability

of (x) as an answer to C's question. Given these observations,

it may be concluded that the main function of a) as a comparative

structure is not to compare entities or properties of entities

but propositions (or assertions) about entities. Now as discussed

earlier (see chapter 4) it is a universal (i.e., logically necessary)

requirement of comparison that it should involve properties rather

than entities. This implies that a) must compare propositions for

a certain property. Sentence (y), which is also an acceptable answer

to C's question, demonstrates that this property concerns the

justifiability of the proposition contained in C's question. This

is captured by the (skeletal) representation b1'. Finally, (z)

confirms that a) is norm-cancelling without necessarily replacing

the cancelled norm with a new one. This suggests that b' should

contain a modal element, which, however, I have not attempted

to express.
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a. John has more books

(14) JOHN HAS
A NUMBER OF BOOKS

EAT

b.

than Bill.
A > y

'd?UA

Z % 2

c. "John has a quantity of books which exceeds the quantity of books

that Bill has".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (13) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) I am disregarding the characteristics of the matrix structure

of b). In a fully localist grammar 'John' would express the location

of the state of affairs represented by the structure in b).

(iii) Note that a prima facie plausible structure paraphrasable

as "the quantity of books that John has exceeds the quantity of

books that Bill has" would, in fact, be inappropriate as a discourse

element. Whereas a) answers the question 'How many books has John?',

the latter answers the question: 'How large is the number of books

that John has?'. In addition, it is highly doubtful that any grammar

should allow derivational connections of any sort (including

interpretive connections) between a) and the paraphrase just given,
145r

in view of Ross's Complex NP Constraint.
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(15)
JOHN HAS

c. "John has a number of books that exceeds the number of books Bill

has by an extent which is equal to the extent marked '3' on the

number scale".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (15) in localist terms.

e (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) This sentence involves an equation between an unknown number

(i.e., of John's books) and a number (i.e., '3') on the number scale.

(iii) See (14.e. iii).
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(16) JOHN DRIVES
AT SPEED

a. John drives faster

than Bill.
ext

b. x y
spe •5pe.

z z. Pj

c. "John drives at a speed which exceeds the speed Bill drives at".

d. See (1) and (2) above for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (13) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) Note that the matrix of the embedded scalar structure is a

locative (i.e., 'John's driving at a speed etc.'). Again, I assume

a proper localist model for sentences like b) (see Anderson, 1977).
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(17)
JOHN DROVE

c. "John drove at a speed which exceeded the speed Bill drove at

by a number which equals the mark '10' on the number scale".

d. See (1) and (2) for the general form of a full verbal

representation of (17) in localist terms.

e. (i) For immediately relevant conventions see Introduction above.

For general scalar conventions and definitions see chapter 3 (3.1)

and Appendix B.

(ii) See (16.e.ii) and (14.e.iii).



APPENDIX D



THE BASIC SEMANTIC STRUCTURE OF SUPERLATIVE CC

D.I. Introduction.

Superlative comparative constructions (=SCC) are epiphenomenal in the

sense that they are logically derivable from CCI. As Jespersen

puts it with his customary perceptiveness: "The superlative

does not indicate a higher degree than the comparative, but

really states the same degree, only looked at from a different
. . r . ,1 1 46

point of view .

The derivative nature of SCC may be demonstrated as follows.

Let us assume the existence of a set of individuals A=[a, ji, £, d^
and suppose we are given the following separate pieces of information

concerning the comparison between these individuals in respect of

height:

(1) i. _a > Jj

i i. _b > c

iii. c > ci

Call this situation S-j. By the law of transitivity we may infer
that £ is the tallest member of A. Suppose also, with regard to

the same set and property, that, rather than the information

contained in (1), we are given the following separate pieces of

information:

p.434
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(2) i. a. > b.

i i ■ JL y £.

iii. a y

We may still infer that a^ is the tallest in A but not via the law

of transitivity since we have not been given enough information

for that law to be applicable in this instance. The point is that

we cannot infer those internal comparative relations from our

knowledge a a's relations alone. Note in addition that all three

relations given for S-j are necessary for the inference concerning
_a to be valid. For example, in the absence of either (ii) or

(iii) or both, the inference that _a is the tallest member in A is

unwarranted. It follows from these observations that SCC is

logically derivative.

D.2. The Basic Representation of SCC.

The logical dependence of SCC on CCI has the linguistic consequence

that SCC can always be couched in CCI form, witness b, c and d

below:

(3) a. John is the tallest of the four.

b. John is taller than (all) the others.

c. John is taller than the other three.

d. (All) the others are shorter than John.

e. The other three are shorter than John.

These facts must be reflected in the general semantic representation

of SCC for a theory of the latter to achieve a minimal degree of

adequacy. Before a provisional representation of (a)can be attempted,

however, an apparent problem has to be solved concerning the set
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description which must be postulated as part of its semantic

properties. Consider, for example, sentences (3)a and c. Clearly,

the following representation will not do to capture the meaning

of these sentences:

(4) EXTENT

VDIM >

where A-= £an\ (n=3)

The reason for the inadequacy of (4) lies in its failure to

represent John as a member of the set A. That is, it neither pre¬

dicts the lexical item 'other' in c), nor the item 'four' in (3a).

Overt predication of John's membership of A in the following manner

will not do either:

(5) EXTENT

VDIM

where (i) A = [ap\ (n=4)
(i i) J £ A

Although this representation does predict the item 'four' plus

the interpretation that John is a member of A, it also expresses the

contradiction that John is taller than himself (in view of JeA).

This poses a problem since there can be no doubt that an adequate

description of (3a) must represent the fact 'J2.A' in some form

or other. Native speakers demonstrably make this inference without

the aid of any pragmatic information.

What is required to resolve this dilemma, then, is a representation

which excludes John from a set A =(3^(0=3) but which includes him
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in a set B = {t>n\ (n=4). In other words, the set description
attached to the representations of sentences (3)a and c) must

include a condition that A is a proper subset of B. Incorporating

this property, I propose the following scalar representation for

(3)a and c):

where (i) A = (an \ (n=3)
(ii) AS B

(iii) B = [bn} (n=4)
(iv) J £B

Given appropriate constraints on lexical insertion, (6) lexicalizes

as (3a) or (3c). If the set decription is changed as follows:

(7) where (i) A =tan^ (n>l)
(ii) ASB

(iii) B = {bn } (n = an + 1)
(iv) J sB ,

then (4) lexicalizes as (3b).

Sentences (3)d and e) receive representaions (8)a and b) respectively:

(8)

where (i) A ={an) (n>l)

(iii) B = £bn} (n=an + 1)
(iv) J £B
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b. EXTENT

VDIM

,Zj_^_Z^ -Za^ZX
where (i) A = (a } (n=3)

(ii) A£B

(iii) B = {bn> (n=4)
(iv) J £B

Representations (6) and (8) allow, for the correct semantic

implication with reqard to the static scale. They correctly

predict that SCC are subject to all conversion procedures discussed

in chapter 5. Note in connection with this point that forms

of SCC show all the dynamic possibilities of CCI as well as their

norm characteristics:

(91 a. John is the tallest.

b. John is the shortest.

c. John is the least brilliant.

d. John is the least tall.

The derivative nature of SCC should not be taken to mean that

forms of SCC are marginal linguistic phenomena or that the type

has no independent linguistic status. On the contrary, as it stands

(6) must be considered inadequate as a representation of (3a)

precisely because it falsely characterizes the relationship between

(3a) and (3c) as one of synonymy.

The main difference between SCC and CCI is reflected in their

discourse function. As discussed in chpater 3, it has been widely

observed that the discourse function of CCI is to allow for one

kind of answer to the type of question: 'How Adj be NP?1.
/+gradable/
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It was argued in chapter 3 that this characteristic ought to be

reflected in the semantic representation of CCI. My proposal

in chapter 3 for its incorporation into the general representation

of CCI involves the embedding of the latter in a CCE matrix. I

suggest a similar solution for SCC which, however, differs from

the one for CCI in one crucial respect. The reason for this may be

illustrated by comparing the uninformative answer 'He is the tallest

of my friends' to the question 'How tall is John?' with the(semi-)

informative nature of the answer 'He is taller than Bill'. What

is the point of the former answer? Suppose the questioner knows

all the speaker's friends except John. In the absence of precise

knowledge about John's height, which precludes a maximally in¬

formative CCE answer such as, say, 'He is five toot ten', a more

acceptable (because less roundabout) way of describing John's height

under these conditions would be for the speaker to compare John's

height with the height of his (the speaker's) tallest friend but

one. This would provide the questioner with a more pertinent

departure point.

The difference in discourse function, then, between CCI and

SCC is the following. Whereas CCI, inter alia, answers questions

concerning the degree to which an entity possesses a quality Q,

SCC answers questions concerning which member of a set of entities

possesses Q to a higher degree than other members of the set.

In other words, it answers questions of the general form:

Who "I be the fAdj + est)?
Which) )most + Adj)
Whose)
The theoretical importance of this rather obvious point is that SCC,

as is the case with CCI, should be characerized as identifying. The

difference between the two categories resides in the fact that a CCI
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token identifies a degree of a property possessed by an entity

whereas a SCC token identifies an entity which possesses a degree

of a property (Jespersen's "from a different point of view").

The latter form of identification requires in addition that the entity

in question, either.overtly or tacitly, be assigned membership
147

of a set. Its function is, as it were, to lift the entity out of

the set for identification. This does not imply, of course, that

the entities singled out could not be properties, states or events,

as the following sentences indicate: 'John's intelligence is the

sharpest of the lot', 'Honesty is the best policy' or 'This Fastnet

race was the most disastrous in history'.

In the light of-the above observations I propose the following

skeletal identification structure for sentence (3a):

<_the_Vh
I

.EXTENT.

VDIM

where (i) A = (n>l)

(ii) AS.B

(iii) B = £b^ (n=an_ + 1)
(iv) W £B

NB. (i) I am leaving aside here the precise nature of the

identification matrix but note that it will have to involve

the predicate SAME. For a localist analysis of this predicate

I refer to Anderson (1977).

p. 434
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(ii) Althouqh presented overtly t>ere, I assume that the

set description for A is derivable by redundancy rule.

Given appropriate constraints on lexicalization, (11) will

lexicalize as (3a) or (3c).

Finally, I note that identifying matrix structures of the type

shown in (11) will apply to sentences like 'John is the Mayor'

or 'The man in the corner is my uncle', and by their form

predict the use of the definite article' as well as the copula in

these sentences. For the same reason the generalized form of (11)

predicts the use of the definite article and the copula in

SCC tokens.



NOTES

1 (p.2). I owe example (Id) from Twi to Keith Brown. Note that

'ware' is an adjectival verb and 'sen' a verb.

Example (le) is from Mandarin Chinese.

2 (p.2). There are, of course, 'two-dimensional' CCI such as 'John

is broader than Bill is tall', but these will be ignored at this

stage.

3 (p.2). Note that this complex property is necessary for statements

about the illocutionary force of CCI. That the sentences listed

in (1) are acts of comparison is clear from (i)*John is taller than

Bill but I'm not comparing them in any way'. Now the verb 'compare'

could hardly be categorized as a performative verb since it lacks the

necessary qualifications. Note in this repect (ii)*I compare John

is taller than Bill. However, to assert that there exists a difference

over a constant dimension between two entities j_s to perform an act

of comparison. In other words, comparing is a special form of

asserting. Note in addition that (iii) The boy is saw is taller than

John represents an act of comparison whereas (iv) I saw the boy who's

taller than John does not. It presupposes a (previous) act of com¬

parison.

In this connection it should be pointed out that property (2a)

in the main text as it stands, is necessary but not, I think,

sufficient to explain the much-debated ambiguity of sentences such

as (v) John thinks he's taller than he is. On a non-contradictary
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reading it is, of course, not an act of comparison. Rather,

it reports an act of comparison. The apparent insufficiency of

(2a) has to do with complications arising out of sentences such as

(vi) John thinks he's taller than Bill says he is. Is this an

act of comparison or not? On the one hand, sentence (vii) John

thinks he's taller than Bill says he is but I'm not comparing

how tall John thinks he is with how tall Bill says he is, seem

anomalous, Indeed, (vi) is consistent with neither John nor Bill
a

ever having made compartive statements about John's height.
i

Given that, what is the origin of the CCI if not the speaker at

the time of utterance? On the other hand, (vi) does not seem to

be as straightforward an act of comparison as the examples in (1)

in that the speaker uttering (vi) would not be comparing 'states

of affairs' but, rather, propositions about states of affairs.

Note that (vi) is consistent with the speaker never having met

John or Bill, whereas 'John is taller than Bill' would be unwarranted

in such a situation. In other words, (2a) makes no distinction

between, for lack of better terms, 'first-order' and 'second-order'

acts of comparison. Whether this distinction is real or spurious

I am in no position to state at the time of writing. It should be

noted>however, that in second-order comparison, unlike first-
order comparison, the speaker commits himself to nothing as regards

the true state of affairs. Utterance (vi) is perfectly consistent

with the continuation clauses and he's right, but he

isn't and but I couldn't say whether he's right. The only

thing the speaker commits himself to in (vi) is the truth of his

assertion that John's proposition about John's height involves

a greater distance on the extent scale than Bill's proposition

about John's height.
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4 (p.4). This is essentially the solution adopted by Bartsch and

Vennemann in their 'Semantic Structures' (B&V, 1972; see also 7.4. of

the main text).

5 (p.4). Paradoxically Bartsch and Vennemann have chosen to label

their type of grammar (which is based on what most linguists would

call a non-natural relationship between deep and surface phenomena)

'natural generative grammar'.

6 (p.4). See Anderson (1968) and Lyons (1977, Vol.11) for thorough

discussions of the basic tenets of the localist hypothesis.

7 (p.6). For an argument that the sentences in (7) are non-meta¬

phorical, see 1.2. of the main text.

8 (p.6). The inventor of this theoretical category is Marilyn Jessen

(see her 'A semantic study of spatial and temporal expressions in

English', Jessen (1975)).

9(p-7). There is more to the meaning of 'above' and 'below' than is

contained in these instructions. Additional component!'a! statements

about the angle of the trajectory relative to the gravitational axis

are necessary to distinguish 'above' and 'below' from 'over',

'under' and other prepositions. But these complications do not seem

to affect the main point.

10(p.8). There are interesting problems attached to this requirement

of referential wel1-definition in that it cuts across the definite/

/indefinite distinction. For example

(i) *John is taller than anybody I like

(ii) John is taller than anybody you like

(iii) John is taller than anybody I know
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(iv) John is taller than a giant

(v) *John is taller than an electrician

(vi) *A giant is shorter than John

(vii) A giant is shorter than an ogre

Evidently we must allow for departure NPs which describe, rather

than an identified reference point, a set of identifiable reference

points as in (iii). The reason why (iii) is acceptable is that in

uttering tokens of this type a sincere speaker would guarantee the

well-defined character of the departure NP.

,'The prima facie puzzling difference in status between (i) and

(iii) can be clarified by making explicit the nature of the understood

objects of the verbs 'like' and 'know' as in

(viii) *John's height is greater than the height of anybody I like

(ix) John's height is greater than the height of anybody I know

Token (viii) compares an extented entity with an incompatible

(i.e., likeable) entity, whereas token (ix) compares an extended

entity unknown to the -hearer with an extended entity identifiable

by the speaker. The acceptability of the latter is predicted by

by the general constraints on CCI outlined in (2).

Sentences (iv) and (v) illustrate the point that departure NPs

are constrained, first, to mark one inherent semantic property

of the NP rather than its total set of properties, secondly, to

mark a property relevant to the comparison. These constraints

also hold for destination NPs of course. That is, in uttering

'John is taller than Bill' the speaker is not comparing 'John'

with 'Bill' but John's vertical dimension with Bill's vertical

dimension.

Sentence (vi) illustrates the non-reversibility of set-describing
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indefinite departure NPs. There exists, of course, a general

constraint that non-specific indefinite NPs can only occur as the

subjects of generic sentences, as in (vii). Moreover, generic

sentences only allow non-referring NPs as main constituents. But

these general syntactic constraints do not explain anything.

In particular, they do not explain (vi). They seem to be part

of a semantic constraint on non-world-creating speech-acts

which rules out non-specific NPs as subjects or topics. In simpler

terms, it does not make sense to utter specific statements about

something one cannot identify. Note that this general semantic

constraint does not hold for world-creating speech-acts such as

(x) A giant would be taller than John

(say, in answer to the question 'Can you think of anything taller

than John?'). But in general, destination NPs must be specific

in acts of comparison. Comparisons as journeys are never

'mystery tours'.

11(p.8) The comparative marker '-er' is of course a function of the

assertion of the existence of a difference over a dimension. The

assertion of the non-existence of a difference over a dimension

corresponds to comparative constructions of equality such as

'John is as tall as Bill'.

12(p.l0). Note in this connection the oddity of the token 'John is

taller than Bi11' in answer to the query 'How tall is Bill?' rather

than the acceptable, but unhelpful, 'He's taller than John'.

It is perhaps as well to point out here that 'unknown' may include

'unrealized', for example, in cases such as 'But what about

Muhammed Ali, surely he's fitter than Bill?' as a retort to the

hearer's previous assertion that nobody is fitter than Bill.
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The general point is that ignorance or unawareness of the properties

of the subject NP with regard to the comparative dimension is based

on speaker's presuppostion rather than objective fact.

13(p.l0). In localist terms they would be described as 'locative-

absolute' NP and 'ablative' NP respectively. In fact, Anderson's

localist case grammar is the only theory in existence which seems

to fit the facts of CCI noted in this chapter.

14(p.10). Examples (l)a-e illustrate sdme of the permutations that

are possible in the selection of locative markers. English (his¬

torically) temporal, Latin both spatial ('ablative') and temporal

('quam'), Twi neutral ('pass'). Note that Chinese has no overt

marking apart from the verb 'compare'.

15(p.l0). Ne-expletif is not restricted to French in Indo-European.

Italian is notable for possessing this ancient feature and also

some dialect forms of English ('John is taller nor Bill'; see Small

(1924)).

16(p.l2). Conversely, whenever the positions of X and Y are con¬

flated on a dimension (corresponding to as as constructions, it

cannot but be the case that X occupies a position different from Y.

17(p.l3). Originally at the 1976 International Contrastive Analysis

Conference at Bialowieza, Poland.

18(p.l3). See Anderson (1971).

19(p.20). I shall not try to justify this opinion here, since this

would not be directly relevant to my argument. The matter is, of

course, bound up with the whole question of the adequacy of a
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localist analysis of language in general and comparatives in

particular.

20(p.20). Bartsch and Vennemann (1972, p.68).

21(p.25). See P.Werth (1976) for the concept 'diplopia1.

22(p.29). For example, Bartsch and Vennemann (1972), Bresnan (1973)

Campbell and Wales (1969), Postal (1972), Sapir (1949).

23(p.23). See Bartsch and Vennemann (1972), pp.62, 63, 69,

75fn., 91 , 92, 93, 96.

24(p.31). Sapir (1949).

25(p.34). In fact, as I argue in Appendix A, something more primitive

than grading underlies the number system i.e., 'distance'.

26(p.34). Analogously, one could teach NQ measuring to a computer

which is not programmed with the "knowledge" that 72 is'more than'

71 (rather than that, say, 72 follows 71). But I could not teach

NQ measuring, qua number measuring, to a computer without a sense

of distance.

27(p.34). Of course, it could not draw any numerical conclusions

from this registration but that is not at issue. Interestingly

enough, however, it could draw perceptual conclusions from the

result.

28(p.35). As is the case with his classic article 'The Psychological

Reality of Phonemes' (Sapir, 1949), the concept of 'envelopment'

is a manifestation of Sapir's attempts to establish perceptual, that

is, psychological facts as the explanatory domain of linguistic theory.
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29(p.35). Actually, nothing hinges on the correctness of this

assumption. If 'envelopment' is not a primitive term its redUce-

ability would, in the absence of further clarification, render it

incoherent and therefore uninteresting; that is, in the context

of Sapir's article.

30(p.37). I must hasten to add that this difficulty does not

detract form his masterly analysis of grading. In fact, the relation¬

ship is of marginal importance to his.theory of grading although

one does not get this impression from his presentation.

31(40). The phrase "part of...reality" is meant to indicate the

unsurprising fact that the concept of 'reality' is not without its

problems even in this narrowly defined area. Disregarding the

philosophically interesting fact, noted in Appendix A, that all

forms of measuring are inherently indeterminate, how is one to

interpret 'reality' in the following situation? Speaker A asserts

that a person X is more beautiful than another person Y. His

addressee B disagrees and asks A to define the criteria by which

he has arrived at this conclusion. Suppose A's criteria are, inter

alia or only, the possession of large ears and frizzy hair. Both are

rejected by B as invalid even though he agrees with the observation

that X meets the criteria in question but that Y does not. For

B, in other words, the facts resulting from measuring are true but

irrelevant. The most we can say given situations such as these

is that measuring is necessary but insufficient for the definition

of the reality behind linguistic acts of comparison. Acceptance of

the criteria by which measuring is carried out is also a prerequisite.

Fortunately, however - that is, in the context of this study - the

latter condition seems irrelevant for an adequate characterization
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of linguistic comparison.

32(p.40). I am including sentences such as 'John is six feet tall'

in the CCE canon. Note that this sentence is equivalent to 'John

is as tall as six feet' in respect of the mensurational facts (if

not in norm-relatedness of course).

32a(p.42). Actually, this is somewhat misleading in that it is

perfectly possible in measuring perfpormance to obtain valid
I

results by measuring with, say, a tape measure and starting the

measuring procedure from an arbitrary point on the tape. However,

the final result would be invalid unless appropriate arithmetic

deductions were made which presuppose the theoretical starting

point 'zero'. In the case of non-quantified measuring the

corresponding complication, apart from causing possible physical

inconvenience to the measurer, is of no intrinsic interest: any

starting point will do as long as it is constant.

33(p.42). As is the case with other logical impossibilities,

language has, prima facie, found a way around this one too; witness

the acceptability of 'John has less than no money, he has a £5,000

overdraft'. The paradox that this hyperbole poses is only apparent

however. For a non-hyperbolic interpretation implies the contra¬

diction that John has no money until he has paid off his overdraft.

34(p.44). I leave open the problem of the precise paraphrase in this

instance since I do not know the sufficient conditions for for¬

mulating the corresponding semantic representation. For example,

should this representation correspond to the lexical expression

given in the text (i.e., 'John's vertical dimension') rather than to,

say, 'the vertical extent of John's body' or 'the vertical extent
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of the body of the male human being named John1 or 'the vertical

dimension of the spatially extended entity named John' etc.?

In connection with the second possibility note the unacceptabi1ity

of (x) as opposed to (y)

(x) *John's body is taller than Bill's

(y) John's body is larger than Bill's

To what extent should these possible representations be predicted by

semantic redundancy rule? Apart from the proposal to include (v) as

a necessary condition on the adequacy of Gc I have no answer to
these problems.

35(p.45). See Katz and Postal (1964).

36(p.46). It should be made clear that the imaginary acts of meas¬

uring described in Appendix A are somewhat misleading in this

respect. The reason for their being based on a linguistially

defined metiendum (i.e., 'height'),apart from clarity of exposition,

are contained in the remarks immediately below in the main text.

37(p.47). In the sense that it allows the interpreting agent

to attach significance to acts of pure measuring.

38(p.47). In competence terms only of course; i.e., as an

idealization. Labelling is clearly an insufficient condition for

correct interpretation in measuring performance since errors may

be committed between the start of a measuring task and its completion.

38a(p.48). As formulated the rule is a constraint by implication

only, in that it specifies what is allowed rather than what is

disallowed. It might be objected that its vacuousness would dis¬

appear if it were formulated as the following constraint;
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~((E. = E.).(P. = P-))) (e.g. *John is taller than/as tall as himself.).
' J J

The reason why I have formulated the rule in positive terms is two¬

fold. First, it is more informative, if less explicit in one

respect, than a negative specification and, secondly, the noted

constraint on the-conjunction of sub-condtions - which captures the

fact that, mutatis mutandis, nothing can be compared with itself -

is to be ruled out on general conceptual grounds rather than for

any specific semantic reasons.

39(p.52). I am diregarding here cases such as the following which

apparently involve mensurationally uncountable but semantically

countable metienda:

(i) He committed more injustices than crimes.

However, this category of metiendum seems spurious. The mensurational

reality behind tokens of the type (i) is not 'degree of injustice'

but 'number of acts of injustice'. That is, (ii) below rather (iii)

is an implication of (i)

(ii) The number of acts of injustice he committed is greater

than the number of crimes he committed.

(iii) He committed acts that were more unjust than criminal.

40(p.52). Note that in the case of 'money' the seemingly hetero¬

geneous nature of the constituent parts (e.g. 'pounds', 'shillings',

'marks', 'dollars' etc., which together may comprise one metiendum)

is a function of arithmetic conversion and semantic coding. Money

is in principle reduceable to any homogeneous denomination.

41(53). The generalization concerned seems to involve two factors:

(i) The endocentricity or exocentricity of the part of the

sentence following the verb in CCI of the form

NP1 V more NP2...than NP3)

NP1 V NP2 more....than NP3)
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(ii) The nature of the grammatical functions occupied by the

comparanda NPs.

Consider the following sets:

(iii) a. Rembrandt painted seventeen more portraits than landscapes.

b. Seventeen more portraits than landscapes were painted by R.

(iv) a. R. painted seventeen portraits more than Hals (did).

b. *Seventeen portraits more than Hals were painted by R.

c. Seventeen portraits more were painted by R. than by H.

(v) a. These sailors like more women than men.

b. More women than men are liked by these sailors.

c. More women are liked by these sailors than men.

(vi) a. These sailors like women more than men.

b. *Women more than men are liked by these sailors.

c. Women are more liked by these sailors than men.

These correspondences suggest that the verb complements of (14a)

and (16a) in the main text are endocentric (in surface structure)

and that this syntagmatic characteristic correlates directly with

the nature of the (underlying) grammatical functions occupied by

by NP2 and NP3. That is, both (vii) and (viii) seem to hold (with

two provisos):

(vii) Iff F2EEF3 in underlying structure then VC is endocentric

in surface structure.

(viii) Iff F2Z^=F3 in underlying structure then VC is exocentric in SS.
NB. F = function;

VC = verb complement.

The provisos to these generalizations are the following. First, al¬

though one of these generalizations can be dispensed with as a

matter of simple logic, their equivalence can only be maintained

on the assumption that the concept of'endocentricity' is insufficiently
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characterized by the surface position of 'more1 in the two types

of sentences under discussion. This is demonstrated by the fact

that, in the informal tests I have conducted, a number of informants

regard (ix) as perfectly acceptable but at the same time totally

reject (x) below.

(ix) R. painted seventeen more portraits than H.

(x) *Seventeen more portraits than H. were painted by R.

(xi) Seventeen portraits more were painted by R. than H.

These data suggest that for these informants the acceptability of

(ix) is the result of a process of (surface structure) analogy, with

endocentricity as its source. As far as I have been able to ascertain

this process never operates in the other direction. That is,

although sentences of the type (xii)are accepted by the same informants

who accept (ix), strings such as (xiii)are consistently rejected:

(xii)He painted seventeen portraits more than Bill.

(xiii)*He painted seventeen portraits more than landscapes.

The second proviso attached to generalization vii/viii, concerns

the status of a distributional constraint on grammatical functions

first explicitly proposed by Fillmore (1968), namely, that NPs

cannot have more than one grammatical function (or 'case' in

Fillmore's terms). Consider in this connection

(xiv) The Duke of York marched seventeen platoons (= NP2) more

up the hill than the Duke of Leeds (= NP3).

Given Fillmore's constraint, added to the undoubtedly correct

assumption that (xiv) must receive a causative interpretation,

sentences of this type constitute a counterexample to the general¬

ization noted in view of the fact that NP2 and NP3 .both assume

an agentive function but that, nevertheless, such sentences do not
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contain endocentric verb complements. There is, however, a great

deal of evidence (see Huddleston (1970) and Anderson (1977)) that,

in spite of its having been widely adopted by case grammarians

and tacitly assumed by grammarians of different persuasions (e.g.

dackendoff), Fillmore's constraint is untenable and that, for a

number of independent empirical reasons, multifunctional relations

between nounphrases and verbs must be admitted as a necessary

J
condtion on the descriptive adequacy of theories of grammatical

relations. Given this relaxation of Fillmore's constraint,

(xiii) ceases to be a counterexample to vii/viii in principle.

As far as I know the only theory which allows (xiii) to be accommodated

by vii/viii on these terms is dependency-case grammar as developed

by J.M.Anderson (1968, 1977). In this theory the subjects of the

following relevant examples:

(xiv) He marched his troops up the hill (= he caused his troops to march.,

(xv) The troops marched up the hill,

would be assigned the functions /ergative/ and /ergative + absolutive/

(or 'reflexive ergative') respectively. Consequently, (viii) would

hold with the following metatheoretical modification:

(xvi) where F may denote a complex symbol (i.e., a complex

of functions).

42(p.53). When projected, these data lead to the remarkable conclusion

that it is impossible in English (or any other language as far as I

can ascertain) to express the syntactically converse form of the

direct object contained in (24a) ('She has seventeen more pounds than

dollars') by means of a perfectly acceptable syntagmatic construction.

In this connection I should note that although in my experience

informants invariably judge (35) ('She has seventeen dollars less
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than pounds') to be better than (31) ('She has seventeen fewer

dollars than pounds'), they never accord it the highest degree of

acceptability.

The (to me) baffling nature of these data may be summed up in the .

following questions:

(i)'Why is the distribution of 'fewer' in these data more

restricted than 'more'? (cf. (24a) and (31)).

(ii) Why is there a co-occurrence restriction between numerals and

'fewer' in certain endocentric constructions (in the sense of footnote

41) but not in others? (compare (31) and (39) with (37) and (38).

(iii) What is it about numerals that determines the restriction noted

in (ii)?

(iv) Why should the restriction not hold for existential construct¬

ions such as (37)?

(v) Why should the co-occurrence restriction between numerals

and 'fewer' not hold for exocentric constructions such as (29)?

(vi) Why should the clearly exocentric counterparts of (31) and

(39) (i.e., (35) and (40) respectively) be more acceptable?

I offer the following observations as a working hypothesis

for future research rather than as a unified explanation of the data

in question. It seems to me that a valid explanation of the data

must centre around the acceptability of (37) as opposed to the

unacceptability of (31). These two facts rule out the hypothesis

that the co-occurrence restriction noted is statable as a surface

structure constraint (see Perlmutter (1972) for a detailed study

of this type of constraint). Secondly, the difference between (37)

on the one hand and (31) and (39) on the other, is that the former

expresses an existential proposition whereas the latter two

contain direct objects whose existence is presupposed by their
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governing verbs. This points to a possible (and, perhaps, over-

fanciful) explanation of the data in terms of a principle which,

for want of a less odious coinage, I shall term 'the existential

anti-erosion principle1. That is, any NP which by virtue of

whatever semantico-syntactic factor presupposes the existence of

its referent(s) cannot contain any element or combination of

elements which 'undermines' this presupposition (I postulate this

principle as a companion to the 'existential compatabi1ity principle'

which underlies all sane communication and which, under normal

circumstances, rules out oddities such as e.g. "I stroked a

unicorn"). Given such a principle, one would, of course, have to

explain why it holds for the item'fewer' when it occurs with a

numeral (as in (31)) but not without one (as in (30)). On the

other hand, the proposal does explain the perfect acceptability

of (24) on the supposition that the item 'more' could never

be interpreted (that is, in non-zero-tending environments) as

leading to a state of non-existence. Note also that the greater

acceptability of (35) and (40) is explained by virtue of the

corollary that the principle of existential integrity only holds

for endocentric constructions.

43(p.54). See, for example, Bartsch and Vennemann (1972), Clark (1976)

and Lyons (1977).

44(p.54). Semantically that is. Of course, (10) and (11) may be

pragmatically presupposed by (3). In order to avoid terminological

confusion, I shall reserve the term 'implication' for the description

of semantic facts and 'presupposition' for pragmatic facts. The

clarity of this terminological distinction should not be taken to

mean that my views on the theoretical borderline between semantics
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and pragmatics are equally clear. In this case, however, the

delineation seems well-motivated.

45(p.55). I am adopting Lyons's distinction between various forms

of opposition whereby'antonymy1is restricted to gradable opposites

such as 'big1, 'small', 'high', 'low' etc. See Lyons (1977).

46(p.56). The identification of the concepts 'norm' and 'average'

implied in this formulation is, strictly speaking, unwarranted in

that linguistic tokens of the latter are necessarily related to

some form of objectively acceptable statistical evidence whereas

tokens of the former need not be so related. Note in this connection

the reasonableness of A's rejoinder (iii) below in the following

context:

(i) A: What a big house!

(ii) B: Surely it's no bigger than the average house.

(iii) A: I know but she's always lived in such miserable hovels.

However complicated the matter of the correct representation of the

second comparandum may be, the mere fact that the assertions

contained in (i) may be challenged suggests that (i) is, indeed,

implicitly graded (for an additional discussion of these points,

see chapter 4).

47(p.58). This distinction, which is not always easy to draw in

descriptive practice, may be associated with the remoteness of levels

of representation. For example, as was pointed out rather programmatic-

ally in chapter 1, there is "nothing surprising" about the ablative

case in Latin or the item 'sen' (= 'pass') in Twi marking comparatiive

departure NPs. Given my definition of 'lexical generalization'

plus a properly formulated localist analysis of comparative

constructions, the morpho-semantic properties of these items must
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must be characterized as natural. But how should one characterize

the English comparative particle 'than', which in lexical terms,

is synchronically meaningless but which diachronically, marks the

departure NP as if it were a destination NP? Or Chuckchee (B.Comrie,

personal communication) which marks the departure NP by means of

a locative, as distinct from an ablative, case marker? As regards

the marking of departure NPs in CCI these two languages could

plausibly be characterized as 'unnatural' (in different ways; unless,

as one might speculate in the absence of reliable data, the locative

case marker in Chuckchee is a lexical syncretism of the allative

case). On the other hand,my speculation concerning morphological

syncretism, if true, leads to the conclusion that both Chuckchee

and English mark at least the directionality of the semantic

predicates associated with a localist interpretation of CCI. My

point is that if the lexicalizations under discussion are seen as

realizations of this higher level of semantic representation then

they may, ipso facto, be characterized as natural.

48(p.62). See Lyons (1977, 9.1.) for a thorough discussion.

49(p.73). See Postal (1969).

50(p.73). On the concept of the transformational cycle see

Chomsky (1965) and Grinder (1970).

51(p.75). For example, the 1976 edition of Webster's Universal

Dictionary of the English Language contains the following glosses:

'not long', 'low in height', 'not tall", 'not extending far from

end to end'.

52(p.76). For the concept 'Gesammtbedeutung' see Jakobson (1936)

and Bennett (1972).
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53(p.79). That (76) could only be a partial representation of

(72a) follows from the fact that, as it stands, it. also represents

(72b), which is, however, different in meaning.

54(p.81). Actually, this assumption is somewhat misleading as it

stands in the case of CCI. The reason for this will be clarified

in the discussion on CCE.

55(p.81). See Strawson (1950).

55a(p.81). For example see Kempson (1977).

56(p.84). The identification per definition of the two structures

presented in (86) might be queried on grounds of descriptive

inadequacy connected with the process of subject formation. As is

clear from the semantic representations constructed for CCI in the

previous section, the surface subjects of CCI are predicted by

their associated scalar structures. Only destination points can

function as surface subjects. A similar prediction, hov/ever,

cannot be made for CCE on the basis of structures such as (86).

It might be objected, then, that in at least one respect CCI and

CCE are treated in non-unitary fashion and that consequently the

identification in (86) is unwarranted. Alternatively, if the latter

should follow inevitably from the descriptive model used, either

this particular theory of CCE is inadequate as presented or the

general analysis of comparative constructions which it presupposes

is deficient in some relevant respect.

A second hypothetical query concerning the descriptive adequacy

of (86) prompted by the requirement of 'well-definition' for

second comparanda (i.e., departure points) must be dismissed as

irrelevant. It was argued in chapter 1 that the departure NP
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in CCI should be well-defined in order to.be eligible as second

comparandum in surface structure. This requirement carries over to

CCE in the sense that the second corriparandum slot must likewise

be filled by a well-defined underlying scalar comparandum. But

this cannot be reflected in (86). However, the validity of this

objection depends crucially on the relevance of the concept

'wel1-defined1 to comparanda as semantic objects. But this

relevance cannot be shown. As was made clear in chapter 1 (see

footnote 10) the requirement of well-definition is purely prag¬

matic in this context and therefore outside the domain of

semantics.

Returning to the first query, the justification for the non-

unitary treatment of subject formation is connected with the

fact that the latter process is sometimes determined by intra-

sentential rather than extra-sentential factors. The truth of

the latter part of this observation may be demonstrated with

the following examples:

(i) a. John is taller than a giant.

b. *A giant is shorter than John.

c. John is taller than the giant.

d. The giant is taller than John.

e. John is similar to Bill.

f. Bill is similar to John.

As the ungrammatically of (ib) shows, subject selection for (ia)

is determined by the indefiniteness of the phrase 'a giant'; that

is, by a fact within the domain of the sentence. This contrasts with

e) and f) whose subjects are conditioned by one or more discourse

constraints.

The irreversibility of (ia) would initially seem to point to the
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process of lexicalization as the main linuistic factor behind

subject formation for adjectival CCI. Given two comparanda with

fixed positions on a property scale relative to each other,

lexical insertion of the adjective will determine absolutely which

of the two comparanda is to function as subject - and, derivatively,

which of the two is not, or vice versa. For example, given the

following "state of affairs",

(ii) VDIM ^

,

random lexical insertion will produce either (iii)a or b) below:

Since the lexical insertion of adjectives becomes fully predictable

with this addition to the theory, scalar dynamics take over as the

determining factor governing subject formation.

Regardless then, of which scaler theory is adopted, subject formation

must be considered epiphenomenal for CCI. On the other hand, this

process is linguistically unpredicatble for CCE. If this argument

is correct there exists a real difference in this respect between

the two types of comparative construction which should be captured

by their semantic representations.

56a(p.89). For example, Sapir (1949).

57(p.95). There are no doubt all manner of complications in establish¬

ing the synonymy of predicates, as witness the examples below:

(i) John*thinks Fred must be dead
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(ii) John thinks Fred is dead.

(iii) John thinks Fred might be dead.

Could anyone who says 'Fred must be dead' legitimately deny that

(ii) or (iii) are true reports of this original assertion? I shall

assume that complications such as these do not materially affect

my argument.

58(p.96). 'Think' is represented here as a lexical entry. In a

fully-fledged semantic representation'it will, of course, have

to be represented as a semantic entity.

59(p.96). For example, a situation where John's real height = 513'';

extent. = 5'2' 1; extent. = 5'1''.
' J

60(98). As was pointed out before, (lOOd) is a maximally uninformative

answer to the question 'How tall is John?'. However, it is as

informative as any other CCI when taken as an answer to the question

'How tall does John think he is?'. Note in this connection the

acceptability of the elliptical 'Taller than he is' in the latter

context as against its absurdity in the former context.

61(p.100). See also chapter 7, section 3 for a discussion of scope

in the context of Postal's proposed representation of CCI.

62(p.101). The converse being the more familiar case, of course, as

the distinction between the logical concepts 'inclusive' and

'exclusive disjunction' shows.

63(p.102). See Small (1924).

64(p.102). The explanation of the ungrammaticality of (123) in

a localist framework is that departure points must, as a matter of

conceptual necessity, be positive.
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65(p.102). Particularly by Seuren (1970).

66(p-102). Perhaps b) is to be favoured. In colloquial Dutch

I have heard the following type of utterance:

(i) Jan is zelfs nog groter dan Wim dat wel niet is.

Jan-is-even-sti11-tal1er-than-Wim-that-emphatic morph-not-is

NB. Note the demonstrative reflex 'dat'.

There is no doubt that native speakers of Dutch interpret (i)

as expressing not only the position which Jan and Wim occupy

on the scale of height relative to each other but also the

(redundant) fact that Jan's height equals an extent which (even)

Wim's height does not equal.

67(p.103). There are, of course, situations in French where a

choice does not exist,as in 'Jean est plus grand que ne l'etait

Pierre a son age'.

68(p.104). Note that the converse of (i) i.e., 'That man is taller

than average but he isn't (i.e. 'I would not call him') tall', is

fully acceptable. This fact reinforces the suggestion that (impli

norms and (explicit) averages should not be confused.

69(p.107). This generalization is, of course, a direct consequence

of the fact that proper names label (but do not define) unit sets.

Note that this characteristic is independent of the question of

whether sets labelled by proper names denote or not (i.e., are

semantically empty or not).

70(p.108). That is, under "certain" conditions of stress, witness

the following examples:

(i) She is shorter than the average girl.
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(ii) She is shorter than the average girl.

(iii) He is shorter than the average g'rl.
(iv) *He is shorter than the average girl.

(v) No, I said he was shorter than the average girl.

Note that the distinction between contrastive ('marked') stress

and non-contrastive('unmarked') stress breaks down when applied

to these examples.

71 (p. 109). Excluding "metalanguage" statements such as 'It's

nonsense to speak of a man being tall for a girl'. Also,

contexts are imaginable (say, stage acting) in which, for example,

the utterance 'He's too tall for a charlady' would be perfectly

acceptable.

72(p.109). This is, of course, not all there is to be said about

the subject. There are many problems of descriptive practice and,

perhaps, of principle connected with lexical insertion (and

surface realization) in this area. For example, consider the

following sentences and paraphrase representations:

(i) That's a tall charlady!

(ii) That charlady is tall!

(iii) That is a charlady whose height is greater than the normal

height for charladies.

(iv) The height of that charlady is greater than the normal

height for women.

(v) That is a charlady whose height is greater than the normal

height for women.

One would intuitively associate (i) with (iii) and.(ii) with

preferably (iv) but possibly (iii). Is the association i-iii

a straightforward semantic matter? And if so, could (v) only assume
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the surface form (ii) to the exclusion of (i)?

To complicate matters, I draw attention to one of the everyday

mysteries of language acquisition. Small children will say (vi)

to mean (vii).

(vi) That's a big elephant!

(vii) The size of that elephant is greater than the speaker's norm

for a)physical objects/b)animals.

The significance of (vi) is that it often strikes adults and

particularly older children as quaint or wrong. On more than one

occasion I have heard children "correct" their younger siblings

by remarks such as "It's no bigger than other elephants"; thus

missing the point of the original remark.

73(p.ll0). The lexicalization of these dimensions need not be

restricted to surface predicates. Note the synonymy of

(i) His stupidity is amazing.

(ii) He is amazingly stupid.

74(p.110). This is not surprising in view of the fact that the

members of sets labelled by proper nouns are referents whereas

members of sets labelled by common nouns are (semantic) properties.

In spite of the self-evident nature of this remark several

observations seem in order at this juncture. First, proper nouns

do enter the lexical system of a language insofar as they have

phonological (as well as syntactic) properties. That is, a linguistic

theory should define the notion '(phonologically) acceptable proper

noun in language L'. It might be objected that this notion is

epiphenomenal - because predictable from the general phonology of L -

and that, therefore, proper nouns have no lexical status (the view

taken by lexicographers,in general). The undesirable consequence
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of this objection is, however, that sentences containing proper

nouns could not be generated, although the latter undoubtedly

constitute a syntactic class. Secondly, the hypothesis concerning

the non-semantic nature of proper nouns is complicated by the

occurrence of morphologically structured singular definite referring

expressions such as 'Buckingham Palace1, 'The Old Kent Road',

'the sun' or 'the moon'. The question is, do these expressions -

in contrast to mono-morphemic proper nouns - signal the semantic

properties of the classes they label by virtue of the fact that

they seem to contain common noun lexemes? As Lyons asks (see

Lyons (1977), Vol. I, p.225): "Is 'the sun' a proper name or

an expression containing a common noun?". He poses the question

apropos of the nominalist/realist distinction in philosophy and

continues: "Once we use 'sun' in the plural (as in the sentence

'There may be other suns in the universe as well as our own') we

may be inclined to say that this is a common noun. But a nominalist

might argue that cases, like this can still be analysed like sentences

containing proper nouns in the plural ('There are other Peters

in the room')". Now without intending to stay out in the

philosophical minefield of unique reference any longer than strictly

necessary, I would query the nominalist line of reasoning in this

case. For to argue that (i) below can be analyzed like (ii) is

to be committed, surely perversely, to rejecting paraphrase

representation (v) in favour of (iv):

(i) There may be other suns in the universe.

(ii) There are other Peters in the room.

(iii) There are other entities called 'Peter' in the room.

(iv) There may be other entities called 'the sun' in the universe,

(v) There may be other celestial bodies in the universe which give
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heat and light to planets which revolve aroung them.

Morever, the nominalist proper name analysis of (i), if extended,

would seem to preclude in principle an explanation of the different

truth values of (vi) and (vii) or the non-equivalence of (viii)

and (ix):

(vi) ^All planets /i.e., in the universe/ revolve around the sun.

(vii) ^All planets /i.e., in the universe/ revolve around the sun.

(viii) My life always seems to revolve around Peter.

(ix) My life always seems to revolve around a Peter.

I conclude, in answer to Lyons's disjunctive question, that 'the sun'

is a proper name and an expression containing a common noun. We can

now return to one of the questions put earlier in this note and

reformulate it as follows: given a sentential environment, do proper'

names containing a common headnoun necessarily signal the semantic

properties of the classes they label? The following examples

justify an unequivocal 'no' to this question (for obvious reasons

the first example is in lower case throughout):

(x) the sun was unbearably hot yesterday, wasn't it?

(xi) Buckingham Palace hit the headlines again.

Nothing prevents a myriad of interpretations of the subject noun-

phrase in (x) and (xi) including:

(xii) The public house named 'The Sun'.

(xiii) The greyhound named 'Buckingham Palace'.

Now it will be readily inferred from these examples that, if general¬

ized, the above answer might create a theoretical paradox. For if

the earlier thesis is correct that proper names have no retrievable

semantic content then what is to prevent us from reaching the con¬

clusion that any singular definite referring nounphrase of the type

'the N' could theoretically be interpreted as a proper name and,
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therefore, as being without semantic properties? The answer is that

nothing can prevent us from reaching that conclusion. Consider the

following sentences:

(xiv) the brown bomber was heading for the knacker's yard.

(xv) the man herself came in.

There is no statable linguistic reason which prevents us from

interpreting the referent of (xiv) as a former world champion

boxing rather than an aeroplane, or the subject of (xv) as a more

or less aptly named overbearing woman'of striking masculine appearance;-

The conclusion that on the basis of sentential contexts alone

no principled interpretative distinction can be made between

morphologically structured proper names without semantic content and

their formally identical counterparts with semantic content may,

at first sight, seem to constitute a difficult problem for linguistic

theory. For example, how could the semantic component of a grammar,

given the stated sentential context, ever reject (xv), as it surely

should, on a purely common noun reading of its subject? On closer

scrutiny, however, this turns out to be a pseudo-question. Unlike

human beings, semantic components do not interpret (or generate)

phonologically labelled input strings but phonologically labelled

input structures; that is, structures containing phonological

Tables with their associated semantic content. Consequently, although

it could never be rejected or admitted as it stands, (xv) could

in principle be interpreted given a string of lexical matrices plus

appropriate information in the structure associated with those

matrices. I am thinking here of the kind of information resulting

from the distinction, justifiable on morpho-syntactic grounds,

between common-noun phrases and proper-name phrases, the latter

including those which are morphologically simple (i.e., proper nouns),
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morphologically complex or embedded in common-noun phrases. All

of these are exemplified below:

(xvi) the lions are coming.

(xvii) John is coming.

(xviii) the lions^are coming (i.e., a film).

(xix) the lions's are coming (i.e., the members of a family of

that name).

A system could be envisaged in which the above categories would inter¬

act with the set of metarules on lexical insertion postulated earlier

in the following way. A distinction would be created by those

rules between partially and completely filled lexical matrices,with

the former containing only the phonological information conveyed

by lexical entries and none of their associated semantic properties.

Partial lexicalization would be sensitive to the structural node

or feature 'proper-noun phrase', complete lexicalization to the node

or feature 'common-noun phrase'. It might be objected that in such

a theoretical system partial matrices would still be associated,

albeit indirectly, with their full counterparts and that this could

be interpreted as conflicting with the postulated semantic emptiness

of complex proper-name phrases such as 'the sun'. My counterargument

to this objection is that rather than detracting from the descriptive

adequacy of the system, this indirect association between partial and

complete matrices - let us call it 'semantic shadow effect' - might

constitute the necessary first step towards an explanation of the

fact that complex proper names are often used or interpreted for

semantic effect. This may be illustrated by the following examples,

the first of which is hypothetical, the second attested:

(xx) The sun wasn't exactly radiating warmth and light last night,

was it? (said of a public house where a fight broke out during

a power cut).
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(xxi)"It's rainblessed now dad"(said by three-year old during

a heavy rainstorm when told that the name of a bakery firm

on a passing bread van was 'sunblest').

Finally, since lexical insertion is postulated as sensitive to a

non-terminal structural category in the above cases or as post-

transformational in the wider context of lexical decomposition,

the system envisaged could in principle meet the potential

requirement that,morpho-syntactically, proper names should not be

transformationally derived. Such a requirement seems intuitively

plausible when we consider the apparent absurdity of deriving

'The Brown Bomber1 or 'Sudden Death' via relative clause reduction

and adjective pre-posing. The perception of this absurdity could

reasonably be attributed to our realization as speakers that proper

names are as "island-like" as lexical items and, therefore, do not

freely enter the rule system of a language in the form of pre-

lexicalized constituents. That a distinction between free and

restricted rule access has its own creative potential may be

illustrated by the headline "Brown and Yellow Bomber" applying to

a former champion boxing after a humiliating defeat. On the other

hand, if the notions of grammaticality and projectivity are to be

extended to complex proper names - consider 'The Man What Corned to

Dinner' or The House Who Jack Built' as hypothetical names of

restaurants - then it is unclear to me how the notion 'limited

rule access', if it has any empirical consequences at all, should

be defined.

75(p.111). I am disregarding here the extended application of the

third person feminine pronoun the inanimate objects such as ships

and cars.
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77(p.112). The following imaginary exchange demonstrates the possible

presuppositional connection between (17) and (18):.

A. How fast would you say she was driving, Sir?

B. Very fast.

A. And what do you call "very fast", Sir?

B. At least 40 miles an hour.

A." I wouldn't call that fast.

B. Ah, but a) she was an old lady.
b) people don't usually.drive that fast on Sundays in

this part of the world.
c) the road is full of potholes.

78(p.113). 'Positive' and 'negative grading' is used here as short¬

hand for the notions 'zero-escape' or 'zero-approach journey'

as defined in chapter 3.

79(113). It is, of course, not being argued here that (21a) and

(21b) are unacceptable per se (although, surely, somewhat strange).

What is at issue is the semantic interpretation of (19)a and b) and

(21)a and b). It might perhaps be argued that these interpretations

lose their absurdity in view of the perfect acceptability of:

(i) My God, that door is green!

(ii) Isn't that rather green for a door?

(iii) Boy, was he amorous for a man of his age!

These are interpreted by many speakers as implicitly grade in

respect of a norm. It turns out, however, that this objection (and

the speakers' judgements) are based on an equivocal use of the terms

'norm' and 'implicit grading'. On the following evidence I would

contend that (i), (ii) and (iii) are explicitly graded by virtue

of,respectively, contrastive stress, irony and grammatical inversion:

(iv) a. My God, that door is green (*without being very green),

b. (*Without it being too green) isn't that rather green for

a door?
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c. Boy, was he amorous for a man of his age (*without being

very amorous for a man of his age).

It follows from this contention that the examples under discussion

contain in covert form, the theoretical category 'intensification'

which must be sharply distinguished from the concept 'norm-

relatedness'. Given a theory of scales as proposed in this study,

the crucial theoretical difference between the categories we call

'intensifiers' and those we call 'norms' is that the former mark

the starting points of inherently positive scalar ranqes whereas

the latter mark the starting points of both positive and negative

scalar ranges as illustrated below:

b.

^^^^^^EXTENT^^^^^
short tal1 *

The hierarchical integration of these scales is such that, for example,

the sentences (vi)a and b) below receive the (quasi-) semantic

representation c) and d) respectively (see also chapter 6 for a further

discussion of the intensity scale):

(vi) a. He is very tal1.

b. He is very short.

c. The degree to which his height exceeds the norm for

'tallness' is a range marked 'very' on the intensity scale.

d. The degreee to which his lack of height exceeds the norm

for 'shortness' is a range marked 'very' on the intensity

scale.

It might be objected that the implied synonymy of (vi)a and b) in
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respect of the occurrence of 'very' represents an unjustifiably

"absolutist" view of intensification. However, this would betray

a confused view of the domains of semantics and pragmatics. Intensity

scales, like ranges of colour terms, are typical examples of

semantically structured continua: all labels representing scalar

points are defined only with regard to the existence of all other

labels and without, therefore, signalling the "precise" positions

of the scalar points labelled. Statements about the latter come

within the purview of pragmatics. In other words, it is semantically

irrelevant whether the 'very' of 'very tall' signifies, say,

'a positive range starting at five inches taller than a height of

six feet' whereas the 'very1 of 'very short' signifies 'a negative

range starting at three inches shorter than a height of 5'7'''.

80(p. 114). There exists considerable native speaker disagreement

with the ungualified characterization of (22a) as norm-neutral. This

may be due to the perception of implicational correspondences such

as illustrated in (22). However, I have found that disagreement

disappears as soon as speakers become aware of the deeper theoretical

reasons why (22a) cannot be norm-related in the sense defined in (20).

81(p.ll4). There is more to the behaviour of 'slightly' than cooccur¬

rence with negative adjectives; "undesirability" also seems to play

a role in its distribution. The prima-facie absence of this

connotation in the word 'short' would explain the oddness of 'He is

slightly short'. It is for this reason that 'short' does not appear

in (24). I should add that this property of the adverb 'slightly' does

not extend to all word-classes, witness 'The situation has slightly

improved/deteriorated' or 'He has been slightly underrated/overrated'.
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82(p.ll5). The term 'neutral1 is somewhat of a misnomer when applied

to the type of property scale in terms of which an.tonymous lexical

items are defined as "positive" or "negative". However, I shall

keep the term for convenience.

83(p.116). This is in accordance with the definitions of 'sober'

in all the major dictionaries. These are either expressed as or

variants of the property 'not intoxicated (or drunk) etc.' It is

also notable that although 'sober' may be defined in terms of its

antonym 'drunk', the reverse is never the case in standard dictionaries.

This confirms the view that the pair under scrutiny differs in essence

from "ordinary" antonyms.

84(p.118). Except by Bartsch and Vennemann (1972).

85(p.119). Paraphrases such as 'John lacks normal intelligence'

would not do as potential paraphrase representations,of course,

Since the word 'lack' is inherently comparative itself and therefore

semantically decomposable.

86(p.119). The word 'transferred' is used metaphorically here. In an

interpretive semantic theory with logical form as output the relevant

features of the lexical item in question would, through the appropriate

rule,"trigger off" a formal interpretation paraphrased as (33).

In a semantically based grammar with logical form as input 'John

is stupid' would be a possible 1exicalization of the logical

representation under a partial matching condition holding between

the lexical representation of 'stupid' and a formal semantic

representation of (33).

87(p.119). Note that the more plausible 'John's lack of (normal)
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intelligence is greater than Bill's lack of (normal) intelligence'

is inadequate as a potential paraphrase representation for the

reason given in note 85.

89(p.121). At least two logically possible ways come to mind in

which surface strings of the kind exemplified by the gloss on

(34c) could be prevented: either through a metaconstraint on the

generation of semantic representations such as (34c) or a constraint

on lexical insertion. The latter would block lexicalization and

thus serve as a lexico-semantic filter for otherwise freely

generated structures of the type illustrated. In view of the

remarks immediately following in the main text, the former solution

might be preferable. On the other hand one would not wish to

deny c) the status of possible - but unrealizable - implication

of 'John is stupid'.

90(p.122). I am borrowing Chomsky's term (see Chomsky (1965)) rather

than using the predicate 'identical' simply because it is the

weaker constraint. I cannot, at the moment, see any undesirable

consequences from adopting it.

91 (p.123). The status of this deletion process deserves some

additional comment. Although the glosses accompanying (34a) have

been presented as having no linguistic status, this proviso is

perhaps too strong in view of the fact that both the a) and b)

versions are readily accepted by speakers as paraphrases of the

sentence 'John is stupid'. Moreover, these paraphrases do not

seem to be interpreted by speakers as following the law of

'norm distribution', which requires that if two comparanda appear

in a norm-related CC in surface structure then both are norm-

related by implication (as in, for example, 'John is more stupid
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than Bill1, which implies 'John and Bill are stupid1). This

suggests that either the law of norm distribution is suspended in

cases where one comparandum is a norm itself or that speakers'

acceptance of the parphrases in question is "misguided" for some

reason. A corollary of the suspension hypothesis is that condition P

is also suspended for departure comparanda because of (32). If

correct, this argument would lead to (ib) below, rather (ia) as

a possible representation:

(i) a. John' lack of intelligence is greater than the lack of

intelligence of normal Z.

b. John's lack of intelligence is greater than the

intelligence of normal Z.

In spite of the scope problem inherent in (ib) the combined sus¬

pensions under discussion receive some confirmation from the

perfect acceptability of semi-implicit norm-related constructions

such as 'John is stupid for a student' or the explicitly graded

'He is more stupid than your normal student, isn't he?, neither

of which are norm-distributed.

92(p.124). In chapters 2 and 3 of 'Aspects of the Theory of Syntax'.

92a(p.l28). This should not be taken to mean that (7) implies

(6)d and e). It is merely consistent with these interpretations.

93(p.128). There is one complication with native speaker judgements

in this area. It seems, for example, that under (rather ill-defined)

conditions of stress both (i) and (ii) below are acceptable with

perhaps a slight preference for (ii):

(i) John isn't as tall as Bill, he's taller.

(ii) It isn't true that John is as tall as Bill, he's taller.

What matters here, however, is the curious fact that even although
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most speakers accept (i) under whatever vague conditions of tonic

stress, they will not contemplate taking the "logical" step of

accepting (6)d or e) as an implication of (6a).

94(p.128). See,for example, Jackendoff (1976).

94a(p.131). To avoid misunderstanding, it should be pointed out

that this arbitrary convention, which is of course dynamic in

character, has no theoretical importance in itself. It should,

therefore, not be confused with the theoretical characterization

of static scales as given in Appendix B. The significance of this

theoretical characterization in the present context lies in its

non-dynamic nature. In other words, it is possible to define

static scales independently of the notion 'movement along a

route (but not vice versa). The distinction between static and

dynamic scales is therefore not vitiated by the scalar convention

in question.

95(p.132). The analogy that comes to mind from a more metaphysical

context is the euphemistic expression 'not longer with us' for

'dead'. In fact, this "strong" localist view of negativity seems

to accord perfectly with the Buddhist view of existence 1

96(p. 131). B is an actual departure point pragmatically in that

Bill's height must be known for the utterance to be informative (see

also chapter 1, note 11).

96a(p.l34). Sentence (16a) is regarded as norm-neutral by speakers

under normal conditions of stress. However, the following sentence

is invariably interpreted as being norm-related:

(i) (Yes but) John is not as tall as Bill.
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This interpretation, as well as the contrastive stress on 'as',

would be predicted by the following representation:

in this case by a rather complex combination of lexico-semantic

factors. In my opinion this confirms the futility of attempting

to explain stress-phenomena outside the context of a well-defined

semantic theory.

97(p.135). I am obliged to Bernard Comrie for the information about

Chuckchee.

98(p.136). To demonstrate that N is, indeed, between B and J, we

may translate (22) into the following dynamic scalar terms: "The

distance between and B on a zero-approach journey is greater

than the distance between N and J". Given the conditions of

well-formedness in Appendix B and given that B is to the right

of J, this result is guaranteed.

99(p.137). As it were, "Jean is taller than Pierre,*who isn't so".

English is not a very good language to illustrate pronominal copying

in a negative context since it simply leaves out any traces of the

copying process (i.e., 'John is tall, Peter isn't', but not 'John

is tall, Peter isn't *that/*it/*so'. I refer to footnote 66 for

an example from Dutch.

99a(p.137). An intuition so brilliantly explored (and wrestled with)

by Small (1924), who eventually comes down on the side of "adversative

parataxis" as the proto-form of CCI. The reason why his argument

is not totally convincing in the end is that he lacked the logico-
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linguistic tools to make his predictions precise.

101(p.l4O). For example, Copi (1973) pp. 103-104.

102(p.142). This observation is, of course, unrelated to the

apparent paradox which used to exercise Plato, i.e., how it was

possible for X to be both tall and short given the undoubted

possibility of X being taller than Y and shorter than Z (see

Lyons (1977), Vol.1, p.274).

103(p. 144). The concept 'strict identity" is used here in Cornsky's

sense of 'lexical plus referential identity' (see Chomsky (1965)).

104(p.153). Clark (1976).

105(p. 159). One of the difficulties with Clark's discussion of the

representation problem for comparatives is his choice of examples.

Practically all involve the adjectives 'good' and 'bad' in various

forms. This may have influenced him in maintaining the,surely

inadequate, notion of presupposition as being of central importance

in the semantic representation of CCI. We are told, for example,

that"'Pete is worse than John' must always presuppose that John

and Pete are being evaluated for badness" (op.cit.p.84). This

predicts that the sentence 'Pete is worse than John although he's

still pretty good' should be unacceptable, Now I grant that it is

probably not as felicitous as 'Pete is not as good as John although

he is still pretty good', but whatever the finer facts of this

matter, if one chooses a less controversial pair of antonymous

adjectives the argument about presupposition collapses. The sentence

'Pete is shorter than John but he's still pretty tall', for example,

is perfectly acceptable,
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106(p.159). To be fair to Clark, the adequate semantic representation

of evaluation terms is not without its problems, as many

philosophers have demonstrated (see e.g., Vendler (1967), Ziff (1960),

Geach (1956)).

107(p.161)- That this observation is false becomes evident when the

offending sentence is compared with the truly non-presuppositional

question 'What was the dinner like?'. Again, Clark's choice of

adjectives is the root of the trouble, Had he selected 'tall' and

'short' in some suitable sentential context, for example, this

particular part of his argument could be accepted without reservations.

108(p.163). The empirical validity of this assumption may, of course,

be called in question. It is not at all certain that the sentence

'John is better than Pete' can be semantically norm-related.

However, even if we grant the possibility that the evaluative

adjectives operate in a less clear-cut way than non-evaluative

adjectives in this respect, the passage must still be criticized

for the internal contradictions resulting from the acceptance of its

premises.

109(p.164). It is not entirely clear whether good^ and good^ are to
be regarded as separate lexical entries or not but, although

important in the wider context of lexical insertion, this may

be disregarded for our immediate purposes.

110(p.169). The marked difference in solution time between II and II'

poses a problem for any theory of CCI processing and, indirectly, for

a competence theory of comparatives. See the next section for

some further thoughts on the problem.

Ill (p.170). Explicit statements about this interaction are, of course,
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a semantic necessity in any case. A semantic component must

specify the interpretive relations between constituents, whether

they obtain negatively, positively .or redundantly.

112(p.l71). I am borrowing an old term from Lyons (which he himself

has abandoned; for his definition, see Lyons (1963)). It seems

to me to capture this situation rather well.

113(p.172). The reason why this meta-model would not have allowed

him to adopt the solution outlined above, are connected with the

process of lexicalization. This question need not concern us

here beyond the observation that there are prima-facie problems

for interpretive generative theories in general connected with

the lexicalization of optionally norm-related adjectives. For

a more detailed discussion see the next chapter.

114(p.179). The answer to this question is rather more interesting

than might appear at first sight. Within the localist framework

proposed in this study, it turns out that, for example, the

sentences (i) and (ii) below have essentially the same structure:

(i) This picture is above that one.

(ii) John is taller than Bill.

The difference between them is that (i) contains a pure distance

predicate whereas (ii) contains an abstract distance predicate.

Only abstract distances can be lexicalized as gradable property

adjectives (e.g. 'tall/clever/stupid' as against 'high/far/close1 etc.)

This is the theoretical explanation of the fact that the sentences

'John is taller than Hill' and 'John is above Bill' are not

synonymous (but note'John towers above Bill'). The point is that

in explicitly graded CCI norms only apply to gradable property

adjectives or their nominalized forms ('John's goodness is greater
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than Bill's'). Note in this connection that pure distance CCI

can be norm-related but only implicitly (e.g. 'London is far from

Edinburgh').

115(p.187). It might be argued that this does not necessarily imply

that N should be marked first rather than the surface departure

point. However, on the assumption that norm-marking is relevant

in the comprehension of norm-related CCI, there appears to be a

theoretical necessity for N to be marked before the surface departure

point. The counter-hypothesis (i.e., that N is marked subsequent

to surface departure point marking) would lead to the following

scalar representations:

(i) a.Bill is more stupid than John.

INTELL

Q *R — ■»! »N

'more'stupid'

INTELL
b. u mere bn'ifmni" B> .

Q N* j .

'brilliant' 'more'*

Given the principle of least scalar movement (as formulated in (8f)),

this counter-hypothesis makes the counterfactual prediction that (ib),

with two reversals, should be more difficult to process than (ia).

116(p.187). See Saporta (1961).

117(p.192). In fact, there are at least nine different representational

modes of expressing the same basic scalar arrangement (i.e., in (14))

if we include the three possible forms of static input representation.

For example, given the neutral property scale INTELLIGENCE the

following possible expressions all reduce to (14i):

Y is more intelligent than X, X is less intelligent than Y, X is not
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as intelligent as Y, Y is more brilliant than X, X is more stupid

than Y, X is less brilliant than Y, Y is less stupid than X,

Y is not as stupid as X, X is not as brilliant as Y.

I am discounting countless other possibilities of lexicalizing this

basic CCI representation such as the hyperbole 'John is twice

as intelligent as Bill' or 'He ranks above Bill in intelligence'

or a wide variety of nominalized forms. These are irrelevant in

the present context.

118(p.204). See, for example, Derwing (1973).

119(p.204). Beginning with Chomsky, of course (see Chomsky(1965).

120(p.205). Especially by sociolinguists; see Hymes (1971).

121(p.205). I owe this distinction to Mike Sharwood-Smith.

122(p.211). As was noted before, to say that somebody is short

or stupid implies that he possesses height or some degree of

intelligence. What is unexpressed in the implication is the degree

to which the property is possessed.

123(p.214). In the sense that the same speaker connot hold without

contradiction that, mutatis mutandis, different degrees of

intensity can be assigned to the same state of affairs.

124{.214). This may be demonstrated by the following imaginary

exchange:

A. He's a bit taller than Bill.

B. How much taller would you say?

A. About three inches.

B. I would call that a lot.
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125(p.221). The qualification 'directly' .is meant to leave open

the question of whether "purely" logical deductive operations are

arsalyzable in terms of the localist hypothesis. There is little

doubt in my mind that they can be so analyzed. I have not as yet

pursued the hypothetical consequences for the study of logic

following from the assumption that this lack of doubt corresponds

to a true state of affairs.

126(p.235). Which is not the case, of'course (see Lyons (1966)).

127(p.243) I am grateful to David Lightfoot for suggesting this

solution.

128(p.243). It is not entirely clear to me at the time of writing

under what precise constraints these semi-lexicalized deep

structures are eventually turned into well-formed surface

structures (more simply, how the unlexicalized nodes are

removed) but a form of tree pruning is imaginable (just) which

will operate outside the general mechanism designed to filter

out semi-lexicalized structures indiscriminately.

129(p.245). I am grateful to James Pankhurst for pointing this

out to me.

130(p.251). One extraordinary fact about Jackendoff's discovery of

the localist hypothesis is his failure to acknowledge, apart

from Gruber's semi-localist theory of thematic relations, any

previous localist interpretations of grammar including the

comprehensive theory proposed by Anderson (1971).

131(p.252). On reflection it should be both. This conclusion is
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based on a convincing argument about cases of this kind, as well

as a solution to the formal problem they pose by means of a

dependency case grammar, given by Anderson in Anderson (1971).

132(p.254)- A non-scalar model constructed to accommodate categories

such as departure points, distances and destination points is

inconceivable, As regards the necessity for these categories,

it is difficult to imagive how a semantic analysis of CCI could

exclude them and still be characterized as localist.

133(p.255). Barring special cases such as 'John is taller than

a giant' (*a giant is taller than John). For a discussion of

non-reversibility see note 10.

134(p.256). A paraphrase interpretation of (24b) in Jackendoff's

terms might be 'Jim caused Phil to change from being in the

room to being out of the room (against his will)'. Note,

incidentally, that the goal PHIL LEAVE THE ROOM is itself

decomposable into localist components. This point will be taken

up shortly.

135(p.256). First impressions notwithstanding, Jackendoff's

proposed system of inference rules does not provide the correct

information to remedy this inadequacy. For example, his inference

rules 72 and 86, respectively, infer the following from (24b):

(i) Vnr some times 12 and t^ such that t2< t3> BEcirc(PHIL, y)
at t2 and BE(PHIL, PHIL LEAVE THE ROOM) at t3

(iij V ID NOT(PHIL LEAVE THE ROOM)

For clarification, inference (ii) deserves some further comment.

On page 118 of his article Jackendoff makes the following proposal:
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"One further principle needs to be mentioned, namely that if one
goes from Y to W, Y and W are distinct places....The principle
in question can be stated as

Notice that this rule is not stated in purely linguistic terms, but
rather yields a pragmatic inference. Rule 86, incidentally, is what
entitles us to leave either the Source or Goal of GO unspecified and
still infer that a change has taken place"

information, i.e., that the source y and the goal are preferential

in one crucial respect. Moreover, contrary to what seems to be

implied in the quoted passage, all knowledge about y relevant

to this argument is purely semantic as opposed to pragmatic.

We are not only, in Jackendoff's words^"entitied to infer that at
some time t^ Phil was doing something other than leaving the
room, and at some later time tg Phil left the room" (op.cit.p.127).
He are, in addition, entitled to infer something more specific i.e.,

that Phil was in the room at tg. The point is that no pragmatic
information is needed for the speaker to make this inference.

136(p.266). It has often been stated, with justification, that the

difference between the two tokens of the word 'to' in a sentence

such as 'He forced him to go to London' must be characterized as

a difference in "meaningfulness" or information content. That is,

the first occurrence of 'to' in this sentence is said to be 'meaning¬

less' because it is totally predictable, in contrast to the second

occurrence, which is said to be 'meaningful' (i.e., it is in

parallel distribution with 'from', 'via', 'through' etc.). This

distinction should at least be relabelled in the context of the

localist hypothesis.

(op.cit.pp.118, 119).

It is clear that neither (ii) nor (iii) secures the correct
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137(p.277). This is the representation proposed in Seuren (1973).

138(p.280). See Postal (1974).

139(p.298). New that is, within a generative framework. The idea

of applying localist concepts to comparatives is at least as old

as Small (1924) and probably a good deal older.

140(p. 298). The term 'lexicalization' as used here is meant

to include the set of post-lexical transformations.

141(p.310). In real life there is, of course, no such procedure

as ascertaining "absolute" size. However, measurers invariably act

as if there is, in order to avoid procedures which are in theory

infinitely long.

142(p.312). To the best of my knowledge this important point was first

made in a linguistic context by Sapir (1949). For a discussion of

Sapir's basic argument (and some queries) see chapter 2.

143(p.313). Although B&V are undoubtedly correct in implying that

say, prettiness is in principle quantifiable, it is not at all

surprising that this principle has not been put into practice.

Measuring of this kind, given even a small number of quantifiable

criteria soon results in codings of vast complexity; not to mention

the fact that suitable criterial norms must be established before

measuring can take place.

144(p.314). Non-quantified space intervals as measuring devices are

not confined to language acquisition or the "creative" use of language.

I note in this respect the striking Dutch expression ('van hier tot

ginder' (='from here to yonder') which conventionally denotes a

high form of praise, as in, for example, 'Ik zag hem met een
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blondine van hier tot ginder' ('I saw him with a smashing blonde') or

'Die jongen kan voetballen van hier tot ginder' ('That boy plays

football like nobody's business'). Similar expressions also occur

in English as non-conventional types of "spatial intensifier",

witness "As it was he /Muhammed A1i/ was able to hang on through

fifteen but Spinks kicked the shit out of him and won from here

to Calcutta" (as reported in The Observer 10/8/78, p.26).

The objection that expressions of this kind may be metaphorical

in nature does not, of course, weaken the particular point that

space intervals are used as non-quantified measuring devices in

language. For a more detailed discussion,in a similar context,of this

type of objection see section 1.2 of chapter 1.

145(p.374). See Ross (1967).

146(379). Jespersen (1933), p.227.

147(p.385). This transfer process is not confined to entities.

Subsets may also be transferred for identification witness possibilities

such as 'Ayatollahs are the most benign of religious leaders'.

Actually it would be more appropriate to regard members as unit

sets here, in view of the set descriptions.
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